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The N = 2 extended complex supersymmetry representations are constructed. The 
classification of N = 2 multiplets in SU(2) representations is obtained. The relation with 
N = 2 harmonic superspace is also discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The discovery of super symmetry by Wess and Zumino1 

in 1974 has opened up a large area of research in particle 
physics. Indeed, even though there is no experimental evi
dence in its favor, almost all particle physicists believe that 
supersymmetry has played some role in the evolution of the 
early universe. 2 

From the theoretical point of view, supersymmetric the
ories possess many special features, e.g., Bose-Fermi sym
metry and nonrenormalization theorems, and they have 
been viewed for some time as candidates for unification of all 
known forces. Supersymmetry is also required for consistent 
string theories3 formulated in ten-dimensional space-time. 

It is well known that a theory with N = 1 supersym
metry in higher dimensions4 will involve extended super
symmetry when reduced to four dimensions. However, an 
off-shell formulation of extended supersymmetryS for gen
eral N has not yet been achieved. Recently, Galperin et al.6 

have succeeded in obtaining an adequate off-shell formula
tion of N = 2 Poincare supersymmetry. Their formalism 
preserves the SU (2) symmetry combining the two super
symmetries.s The main idea of their approach is to project 
thisSU(2) symmetry onto the SU(2)/UC( 1) <:::.S2 sphere by 
introducing a new set of harmonic variables. 6, 7 Among the 
obtained results, N = 2 supersymmetry is realized linearly 
on a subset of the N = 2 harmonic superspace (HS), called 
the analytic subspace. They also have derived the massless 
Lagrangians for the N = 2 scalar and gauge multiplets. At 
the quantum level they prove the N = 2 nonrenormalization 
theorem8 and show that harmonic nonlocalities disappear if 
extemallegs of a diagram are put on shell.9 The curved har
monic superspace and the fundamentals of the underlying 
N = 2 supergravity theories have been also constructed. 

Moreover, the harmonic superspace techniques give in a 
natural way the classification of the content of the N = 2 on
shell supersymmetric multiplets in terms of the SU(2) rep
resentations as obtained for the N = 2 on-shell scalar multi
plet (04,!2) and the vector one (02,~2,1).6 

In this paper, we give the full classification in terms of 
SU(2) representations of the N = 2 on-shell (complex) su
persymmetric multiplets. We find as particular cases the 
Fayet-Sohnius (FS) (Ref. 10) and the Howe-Stelle-Town
send (HST) (Ref. 11) hypermultiplets. The problem of 
massive supersymmetric representations with and without 
central charges and their connection with the SU(2) sym-
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metry is examined in detail. We show in particular that the 
HST hypermultiplet can describe a massive representation 
up to a complexification. 

The main idea of this study is to take advantage of the 
presence of the Cartan-Weyl UC( 1) charge to build N = 2 
charge dependent sypersymmetric multiplets. 

The presentation is as follows. In Sec. II, we derive the 
N = 2 extended "complex" supersymmetry algebra, useful 
for the SU (2) classification. 

In Sec. III, we construct the massive representations 

without central charges. First, we build the representations 
of the so-called ( - ) and ( + ) algebras. Then, we give 
those of the full N = 2 extended complex algebra. The usual 
N = 2 extended "real" representations are obtained through 
a reality condition. Cases of interest, such as the scalar, vec
tor, and gravitational multiplets, are worked out explicitly. 

In Sec. IV, central charges are introduced and we dis
cuss in particular the relation between the Fayet hypersym
metry12 and the Fayet-Sohnius (FS) representation. IO,12 
The connection with the HST sector is also established. 

In Sec. V, the massless representations are derived. We 
establish the relations between the massless N = 2 scalar and 
vector mUltiplets and the analytic superfields given in Ref. 6. 

Our results are summarized in the last section. 

II. N=2 COMPLEX SUPERSYMMETRIC ALGEBRA IN 
THE HARMONIC SUPERSPACE 

Consider the two beins uI± (u l- = u+ l
) parametriz

ing the SU (2) /UC (1 ) <:::.S 2 sphere introduced in Ref. 6. 
These parameters play an important role in the harmoniza
tion of the N = 2 extended superspace. They satisfy the fol
lowing constraints: 

U ± IU l = ± 1, U ± IU I± = 0 , 

or equivalently 

(2.1a) 

Ui/Uf=~J, I,J= +,-, €+ - =€_ + = 1. 

(2.1b) 

These parameters, also called harmonic variables, are used 
to project the SU (2) symmetry combining the two super
symmetries into UC( 1) objects, namely, 

Uf: AI ..... A1=A1U[, (2.2) 

where A I is an SU (2) isodoublet. 
The inverse transformation (U f> - 1 is well defined and 

may be constructed, using formally (2.1), as follows: 
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(U{)-I_E/JU iJ , (2.3) 

so that 

(U{)-I :AI ..... (U{)-I(A ±) =c J duE/JUiJAI, (2.4) 

where c is a constant that can be dropped out. Indeed, inte
grating over the harmonic variables6

•
13

•
14 and using (2.2), 

one finds 

c J du E/JA IU iJ = cA i 

and therefore c = 1 in our particular case. One can also 
check 

UiJ(A +) = Ui-(A +) = _~i, 

Ui,/(A -) = U i+ (A -) =!A i, 
and combining together these relations, one has 

(2.5a) 

Uil(A -) - Ui/(A +) = U i+ (A -) - U i- (A +) 

(2.5b) 

From the relations (2.5), one sees that the projected (hid
den) SU(2) symmetry (2.2) manifests itself by the conser
vation of the Cartan-Weyl charge. This is a direct conse
quence of relations (2.1) and (2.4). This procedure of 
projecting the SU(2) symmetry will permit us to explore 
further the N = 2 extended supersymmetry. It also gives a 
covariant formalism avoiding all the complexity of the 
SU (2) tensor calculus. Furthermore, the existence of the 
inverse transformation (2.4) ensures the restoration of the 
SU(2) symmetry at any step from the harmonic expres
sion. 13

•
14 

We now want to exploit this fact at the level of the N = 2 
extended supersymmetric algebra. For that purpose, define 

Q a± = Q ~ U i± = Q! U I± + Q! U 2± , 

Q ,,± = Q ~ U i± = Q! U I± + Q ~ U l , 
or in a simple form 

(2.6a) 

Q I _ Qi I Q! :Q~~f: 1= +,-. (2.6b) 

The projections (2.6) generalize the usual complex repre
sentation, 12.15 namely, 

Qa± = (l/v1)[Q! ±iQ!], 

Q d = (l/v1) [Q! +iQn . 
\ 

(2.7) 

Using now (2.5), the odd part of the N = 2 extended 
supersymmetric algebra5

•
16 may be written as 

{Qa±,Qd}= ±2(7~" PI" 

{Q a± ,Q b± } = ± 2iZEab , 

{Q ,,± ,Q if} = ± 2iZE"b , 

{Q a± ,Q b± } = {Q ,,± ,Q b± } = 0 . 

(2.8) 

Note, by the way, that the nonvanishing anticommutators in 
(2.8) correspond to a conserved Cartan-Weyl charge (the 
sum of charges is identically zero). This fact is, once more, 
related to relations (2.1) and (2.4). 

Each of the sets ( ± ) in (2.8) constitutes an N = 1 
complex supersymmetric algebra. These algebras are dual to 
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each other, as one can see from their simple realization 
(2.7), and present a nontrivial generalization of the Fayet 
hypersymmetry. The duality of the ( + ) and ( - ) N = 1 
complex superalgebras is precisely carried by the Cartan
Weyl charge. The passage from the ( + ) to ( - ) algebras 
and vice versa is ensured by the star conjugation (A I) intro
duced in Ref. 6. 

Furthermore, these two complex supersymmetric sets 
( + ) and ( - ) are in fact two subalgebras of the following 
N = 2 extended complex superalgebra: 

{Q~,Q~} = 2(7~" PpcJ
, 

{Q~,Qn = 2izEabCJ, 

{QLQt} = 2izE"bCJ , 

whereI= +, - andE+- =E_+ = 1. 

(0) (2.9) 

The central charges Z and Z of the N = 2 real supersym
metry, which carry the "bridge" from the ( ± ) to ( + ) 
subalgebras, are now connected with the Cartan-Weyl ex
tension (l = +, - ). This shows that the information con
tained in the central charges are not affected by our proce
dure. 

Using now the identity (A2) 

Q~ =~K (Q~) , 

the relations (2.9) become 

{Q~, (Q~)} = - 2(7~bPp6L 

{Q~,Qn = 2iZEabC J , 

{(Q~), (Q~)}=2izEabCJ. 

(2.10) 

(0) (2.11 ) 

In the absence of central charges Z = Z = 0 (the bridge is 
broken), the algebra (0) splits into two independent (but 
dual) N = 1 complex supersymmetric algebras that tum out 
to be the generalization of the Fayet hypersymmetry as we 
shall see in more detail later. 

We now come to the construction of the corresponding 
representations. Indeed, as we have mentioned earlier, the 
knowledge of the representations of the ( - ), ( + ), and 
(0) algebras leads to a deep understanding of the harmonic 
superspace. This also clarifies the massive hypermultiplet 
theories with and without central charges, and finally, it pro
vides much information on the SU (2) symmetry combining 
the two supersymmetries. 

III. MASSIVE REPRESENTATIONS WITHOUT CENTRAL 
CHARGES 

The supersymmetric algebra (2.11) reduces to 

{Q~, Qn = - 2(7~b Pp6~ , 

all others are equal to zero, (3.1 ) 

which is, roughly speaking, isomorphic to N = 1 ® N = 1 
complex (N = 1 quatemionic) supersymmetry or equiv
alently N = 2 ® N = 2 real supersymmetry. In order to con
struct the on-shell one-particle massive representations of 
the algebra (3.1), we shall adopt the following strategy. 
First, we construct those of the ( - ) subalgebra. The repre
sentations of the ( + ) subalgebra are easily deduced from 
the previous ones by duality. Finally, we discuss the case of 
the full algebra (3.1). 
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A. Representation of the (-) subalgebra 

The method to follow is quite well known and was used 
by Salam and Strathdee in the early days of supersym
metry. 17 It is based on the Wigner method of induced repre
sentations. Indeed, when the Poincare group is reduced to its 
little group 0 (3) [p Il = ( - m,O) ], the supersymmetry al
gebra (3.1) with I = J = - becomes 

(3.2) 

This relation defines a Clifford algebra. The operators Q a

and Q;; are, respectively, annihilation and creation opera
torsofaspin-~andaCartan-Weylcharge (-1). 

For the construction of the spinorial representations of 
(3.2), one introduces the Clifford vacuum Ie), 

Ie) = 1{8},q) , (3.3) 

satisfying the Clifford condition 

(3.4) 

where {8} represents a collection of quantum numbers. We 
shall restrict ourselves hereafter to the case {8} = j: the spin. 
The Clifford vacuum (3.3) is chosen charged q times (qeZ). 
The introduction of this charge, which is natural, will playa 
crucial role in our construction. This will permit us to classi
fy the field contents of any N = 2 supersymmetric multiplet 
in SV (2) representations. Furthermore, it gives an insight 
on the possible theories in the harmonic superspace. Before 
going ahead, we assume, in the following, the nondegeneracy 
of the charge q, i.e., charges of type q = (q + p) - p, peZ, 
are not taken into account. The degeneracy leads simply to 
adding auxiliary representations that are irrelevant on shell. 

The full set of orthogonal states, denoted R - (j,q) , is 
given by 

(3.5) 

This expression defin~ a unitary supersymmetric represen
tation of the ( - ) subalgebra.1t is characterized by the mass 
m, the spin j, and the Cartan Weyl charge q. 

Furthermore, if we define the V e
( 1) charge number of 

R - (j,q) as 

VB.F = I qnB.F (I nB•F ) -I (3.6) 

where nB and nF are, respectively, the number of bosonic, 
fermionic states, q n the charges of the corresponding B.F 
states. One sees from the construction (3.5) that 

VB =vF (3.7) 

for any supersymmetric representation. 
Knowing also that a state of charge q carries a SV(2) 

symmetric representation6 of dimension (Iql + 1), one can 
verify that bosonic and fermionic degrees offreedom match. 
Indeed, from (3.5), one finds 

(2j + 1)[ (q + 1) + (q - 1)] 

= [2(j-!) + l]q+ [2(j+P + 1] q. (3.8) 

This means that there are 2(2j + l)q bosonic and 
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2 (2j + 1) q fermionic degrees of freedom. Therefore the di
mension of the irreducible representation R - ( j,q) is 

dim R - (j,q) = 221ql (2j + 1), q> 1 , (3.9a) 

which reduces, for j = 0, to 

dim R - (O,q) = 22 1ql . (3.9b) 

As one sees, the relation (3.9a) is not valid for q = 0. How
ever, in order to make it valid for q = 1, we have to double 
the dimension. These two cases will be considered later on in 
some detail. 

The variation of the spin in the supersymmetric multi
plet (3.5) is just as in the N = 1 real case: AJ = 1. However, 
the dimension (3.9) is larger than the usual N = 1 real one. 
To be more clear let us explore the properties of (3.5) 
through different examples. 

Example 1: Fundamental mUltiplet, j = 0, 

{

IO,q) , 

R -(O,q) = I!,q - 1) , 

10,q - 2), 

(3.10) 

which can be represented for different values of q as seen in 
Table I. From Table lone learns 

R 1- (O,q) = {oq+ I,F,oq-I}, q> 1, 

R)- (O,q) = {O-q+ I,~ -q+2,0-q+3}, q< 1, 

(3.11a) 

(3.11b) 

where the power p of the spin j, j P, in R 1- and R ;- repre
sents the number of states of spin j belonging to the SV (2) 
symmetric representation (p - 1), 

~ 

(p - 1) boxes 

(3.12) 

We also note that the two representations (3.11a) and 
(3.11b) are symmetric with respect to the value q = 1, i.e., 

R 1- (0, - q + 2) = R ,- (O,q) , 

R ,- (0, - q - 2) = R 1- (O,q) . 

Furthermore, one reads from (3.11) 

R -(0,1) = {02,!D,02} , 

(3.13 ) 

(3.14) 

where the symbol ~D means a Dirac spinor instead ofWeyl 
spinor denoted as ~. This can be justified by many arguments. 
The natural one is to demand the equality of bosonic and 
fermionic degrees of freedom. Another argument is just to 
use formally the result (3.9) which gives 

TABLE I. The fundamental multiplet, j = o. 

q R-(O,q) Multiplets 

-3 0" !' o· (01O,~5) 

-2 03 !4 0' (OK,~4) 

-I 02 )3 04 (0·,!3) 

H 
1 

0' !2 ~~ 02 !D (0",!2) 
03 !2 0' 

3 0" !' 02 (O·,!') 
4 0' !2 03 (OK,~4) 

5 0" !5 0" (O'O,~5) 
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(3.1sa) 

However, in order to avoid zero norm states, one has to dou
ble the degrees offreedom (complex Clifford vacuum). This 
leads to the complex representation 

R - (0,1) = {OZ + iQ2,!D}_ (O'l,!2) , (3.1sb) 

known in the literature as the FS representation. This multi
plet is in fact the original one discovered by Fayet. 12 (This 
hypermultiplet had also been obtained by Salam and Strath
dee.) We shall call it the Fayet hypermultiplet throughout 
this paper. It is a massive N = 2 scalar multiplet without 
central charges (z = z = 0). 

From Table lone also discovers that the N = 2 massive 
scalar multiplet (z = z = 0) «f,!2) is described by other 
representations, namely, 

R ,- (0,0) = {01,!2,03}, 

R ,- (0,0) = {03,!2,01} . 
( 3.16) 

Even though the two representations are obtained from two 
different Clifford vacua (singlet or triplet), they describe the 
same multiplet. It is known as the HST hypermultiplet. II As 
in (3.1sa), this hypermultiplet suffers since it has zero norm 
states (doublet of Weyl spinors). One can avoid this diffi
culty by complexifing (3.16) as we have done in (3.lsb). 

The remaining representations are associated with Clif
ford vacua in higher SU(2) symmetric representations. 

Now before examining the next example, let us make the 
following remark. Write 

R ,- (0,2) = (04,f) , 

R ,- (0,3) = (06,!3) , 

R ,- (0,5) = (OIO,!5) . 

Then we have 

R ,- (0,5) = R ,- (0,2) + R ,- (0,3) , 

or more generally 

R ,- (O,q) = R ,- (O,p) + R ,- (O,s) , 

(3.17) 

(3.18 ) 

( 3.19) 

withp + s = q (p>O,s>O) andp + s = q - 2 (p<O,s<O). 
However, the two representations R ,- (O,q) and 

R ,- (O,p) + R ,- (O,s), although they describe the same 
multiplet, are different as long as the SU (2) symmetry is 
taken into account. 

Example 2: The vector multiplet, j = !, 

{

I!,q) , 
R-(!,q)= 10,q-l), Il,q-l), 

I!,q - 2) . 

(3.20) 

The variation of the equation in R - (!,q) is now /:1j = 1 (see 
Table II). Similarly as for the fundamental multiplet, we 
have 

R ,- (!,q) = {!q+ 1,0q,lq,!q-I}, q> 1 , 

R ,- q, - q) = {! -q+ I,O-q+2,I- q+ 2,! -q+3}, q< I, 

R -(P) = {!2,OD,I D,!2}. (3.21) 

One can check that 

1952 

dim R ,- (!,q) = 23 1ql, q>2, 

dimR -(P) = dimR -(P) = 24. 
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(3.22) 

TABLE II. The vector multiplet, j = !. 

q R -q,q) Multiplets 

-I !2 03 13 !4 (Q3,16,p) 
0 ! I 02 12 

!3 f I f OD ID !2 (02,!4,J2) 
2 f 02 12 ! I 
3 !4 Q3 13 !2 (0\!6, p) 

Also, from the identity (3.13) that holds for any spin j, 
namely, 

R ,- (j,q) = R ,- (j, - q + 2) , 

one finds 

dimR -q,O) = dimR -(P) = 16. 

(3.23 ) 

(3.24) 

This is in fact not surprising since all these three massive, 
z = ° vector multiplets (3.21) describe the same massive 
gauge multiplet. It corresponds, as it should, to an N = 1 
complex vector multiplet. 17 Furthermore, the previous dis
cussion for the fundamental multiplet (j = 0) still holds 
here. Indeed, the vector multiplet (02,!4,1 2 ) can be put either 
in a complex or in a real SU(2) representation. They are 
given in our formalism by the following. 

(i) R - (!,I) = complex representation that is the exten
sion of the Fayet representation for the scalar hypermulti
plet (3.14). Requiring the reality condition, the Fayet hy
persymmetry reduces to the usual N = 1 real 
supersymmetry . 

(ii) R ,- (P) -R ,- (!,O). This is the extension of the 
HST representation. This multiplet, however, suffers since it 
has zero norm states. The real bosonic states are put in 
SU (2) doublets. This problem is connected with the statis
tics of the Clifford vacuum of the representation R - ( j,q ) . 
This difficulty could be removed by doubling the modes of 
R -(!,O) as in (3.1sb). This procedure might also be con
nected with N = 1 quatemionic supersymmetry (N = 4 real 
supersymmetry). Indeed, we have the following situation: 

scalar multiplet 
N = I; (O2,~) 
N = 2; (02 + 02,!D) 

vector multiplet 
N=2; (!,02,1 2,f) 
N = 4; qD,02 + 02,1 2 + 12,!3 + f) 

_q,!,if,I\!6) ofSO(4). 
(3.25) 

Example 3: The gravitino multiplet, j = 1 (see Table 
III). This hypermultiplet is analogous to the fundamental 
hypermultiplet. The Fayet and HST representations are well 
adapted for the gravitino multiplet (Table III). More gener-

TABLE III. The gravitino mUltiplet, j = 1. 

q 

o 
1 

R -(1,q) Multiplet 
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ally, this is valid for all bosonic Clifford vacua. For the fer
mionic Clifford vacua, one deals with a situation analogous 
to the vector multiplet (3.21). In summary, the irreducible 
massive representations of the ( - ) subalgebra without cen
tral charges are given by 

R T- (j,q) = tf+ I; (j ± !)q; f-I}, q> 1, 

R - (. ) - { . - q + I. ( . + 1) - q + 2. . - q + 3} 
j j,q - j , j 2 , j , 

R-(j,I)={f; (j+!>D; f}' 

satisfying the following properties: 

R T- (j, - q + 2) = R T- (j,q) , 

dim R T- (j,q) = 22q(2j + 1) , 

dim R - (j,I) = dim R - (j,2) . 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Furthermore, for each representation, the charge number v 
is conserved. For the interesting cases, q = 1 and q = ° 
(q = 2), we get the extension ofthe Fayet and HST hyper
multiplets for any spin j, namely, 

( 1 ) R - ( j, 1) = generalized Fayet representation, 

(2a) R - (j,0)}. . 
(2b) R - (j,2) = generahzed HST representations. 

(3.28) 

Finally, we note that in order to avoid zero norm states, 
these representations should be complexified. 

B. Case of the ( + ) subalgebra 

The Clifford algebra is written in this case as 

{Q a+ , Q b+} = 2,m~ab . (3.29) 

This is obtained from (3.2) by conjugating the Cartan-Weyl 
charge (A2). Therefore the corresponding representations 
may be deduced from those ofthe ( - ) subalgebra (3.22). 
They are given by 

R + (j,q) = [R - (j,q)] * , (3.30) 

or equivalently, using (AI) and (3.27), 

TABLE IV. The fundamental multiplet in the case of the ( + ) subalgebra. 

q R + (O,q) Multiplets 

-3 
-2 
-I 

o 
1 

R T+ (j,q) = R ~ (j, - q), - q < 1 , 

R j+ (j,q) = R T- (j, - q), - q> 1 . 

(O'\~3) 

(Q4,~2) 

(O",f) 

(3.31 ) 

One can easily check this result by giving an example. In
deed, using the previous technique, one finds for the funda
mental multiplet the information contained in Table IV, 
which turns out to be identical to (3.11). This result is pre
dicted by the U C (1) conjugates (3.31). Therefore, the Car
tan-Weyl conjugation (*) introduced in Ref. 6 connects the 
representations of the ( - ) and ( + ) subalgebras. This can 
also be seen in (A3). 

C. Representations of the full algebra 

In the rest frame, the (0) algebra (3.1) becomes 

{Q!, (Qi)} = 2m~ab~L 
all others are equal to zero. (3.32) 

This algebra is an N = 2 extended complex supersymmetric 
algebra. Its representations are larger than the previous 
ones. They are obtained by following the same technique 
presented previously. 

Define the Clifford vacuum Ie) = Ij,q). The Clifford 
condition on I C) requires 

Q1IC)=0, 

which collects both Clifford conditions for the ( - ) and 
( + ) subalgebras. The set of orthogonal states may be writ
ten as 

/j - !,q-1) /j + !,q - 1) Ij,q - 2) 

} /j - l,q) 

Ij,q) 

Ij- !,q+ 1) 

Ij,q) 

Ij + l,q) 

/j + !,q + 1) 

Ij - !,q-1) 

U+ !,q-1) 
Ij,q) 

(3.33 ) 

This consists essentially of four N = 1 complex representations of type R ± (j,q). The charge number v defined earlier is still 
conserved. The variation of the spin in R (j,q) is t::.j = Hor l~ 1 and t::.j = 1 for j = 0. The dimension of (2.35) is given by the 
sum of its four subrepresentations. 

Let us now illustrate some general features of these representations with examples. 
Example l:j = 0. 
The representation R ( j,q) reduces to a 3 X 3 table (t::.j = 1), 

!2 0D,I D f {m
l 

f ~3 
R(O,O) = 03 R f F 01 R }. (3.34 ) 

This complex multiplet (01O,!8,1 2
) describes two N = 2 massive real multiplets (05,!4,1). The SUbscripts Rand Fmean HST 

and Fayet-type N = 1 multiplets discussed previously: 
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(3.35) 

It is also a complex multiplet (012,~9,12) that has to be doubled (N = 1 quaternionic) in order to avoid zero norm states, 

Example 2: j = !. 

1 

~ 
12 13 

2 '2 

02 
~D ~D 0 2 

Rq,o) = 12 ~D 12 _ (0812 18 32) dim Rq,O) = 2&. '2' ''l ' 
13 02 12 
2 

R F F R 

One also finds for q = 1 

12 0 12 
2 '1 

0 3 r 12 OD 2 

Rq,l) = 13 32 ID 2 

14 03 13 12 
2 2 

R R F 

More generally, we have 

and 

1954 

{ 

.f+1 

R . _ (j_~)q+2 
,U,q)- (. 1)q+2 
pi 1+ 2 

.f+3 

{ 

j-q+ I 

( ._1)-q 
R . - 1:2 

l{j,q)- (.+1)-q 
q< - I 1 2 

j-q-I 

j 

(j - !)q (j + pq 

(j - 1)q+ I liq + I 

j'1 (j + 1)q+ I 

(j_~)q+2 (j+pq+2 

(j_!)-q+2 (j+p-q+2 

(j-l)-q+1 j-q+1 

j-q+1 (j+l)-q+1 

(j - D- q (j+p-q 

(j _ ~)2 (j + !)2 l 

j-q+3 

(. 1)-q+2 1- 2 
(j+!)-q+2 

j-q+1 

(j _ !)2 (j-l)D jD (j _ !)2 

R(j,O) = (j + !)2 jD (j+ 1)D (j+p2 

l (j _ !)2 (j+p2 j 
R F F R 

f (j - !)D (j + !)D f 
(j _ !)3 (j _ 1)2 f (j - !)D 

R(j,l) = (j + !)3 f (j + 1)2 (j + !)D =R(j, -1). 

l (j - !)D (j + !)D f 
F F F 
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(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38 ) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41 ) 

(3.42) 
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Among the four subrepresentations in (3.41), there are 
two Fayet-type multiplets and two other types (HST). 
However, in (3.42) there are three FS-type multiplets; the 
fourth is a general one. 

Finally, before examining the effect of central charge, 
one concludes from this study inspired from the HS tech
niques that massive Fayet and HST hypermultiplets without 
central charges (3.14) and (3.16) are well defined modulo a 
complexification. Therefore the original massless hypermul
tiplet actions obtained in Ref. 6 might be extended to com
plex massive ones without introducing central charges. This 
result is valid as long as the Cartan-Weyl charge is nonde
generate, i.e., the harmonic expansions are put on shell. 13.14 

IV. REPRESENTATIONS WITH CENTRAL CHARGES 

In this section, we want to explore the representations of 
the full algebra with central charges (2.11) taking into ac
count the Cartan-Weyl charges. The effect of central 
charges is well known. They reduce the variation of spin, 
b.j, 18 and are present only in massive theories. But let us first 
of all rewrite the algebra (2.11) in the rest frame, 

{Q~, (Q~)} 2moaboL 

{Q~,Qn = 2iZEab~J, 

{
-I -J} .- JJ Q ",Q b = 21 ZE"bf:- . 

(4.1 ) 

Now, defining z=peZi<P (p>O, O<tp<1T) and making 
the phase transformations on the Q's, 

QI ej'l'Q-I -QI =e-i'l' Q- I 
a a' b b , (4.2) 

we get an analogous algebra to (4.1) where Z reduces to 
p = Izi. 

Now following Refs. 18 and 19 we introduce the follow
ing appropriate variable change: 

Sa(r) (l/\I1)((?a+ - ( - )~Eab Q b-) 
- <:!& 

= (lIv1)(Qa+ - (- )~EabQb+)-Sair)' (4.3) 

SaU) (1Iv1)(( - )~EabQb + Qa+) 

(1Iv1)( - )~EabQb - Q,,-)- Sair) 

Then, the algebra (4.1) becomes diagonal: 

{SaUl ,Sb(S)} = 2(m - ( - )'p)OrsOab , 

{Sa(r) ,Sb(s)} = 0, (S"Cr) ,Sb(s)} = O. 
(4.4) 

The last equations of (4.4) are obvious since they do not 
preserve the Cartan-Weyl charge (2.9). The first equation 
defines a Clifford algebra and gives a lower limit on the mass 
of the representations 

p<m <? (4.5)' 

The construction of the representations of this algebra is 
achieved in an analogous way as before. One postulates a 
Clifford vacuum of mass m, spin j, and UC ( 1) charge q: 

Ie) = Ij,q) , Sa(r) Ie) = O. (4.6) 

Then one works out all the sets of orthogonal states. One 
finds 

. Ij - !,q+ 1) 

{ 

Ij,q) 

R( pi=m,j,q) = Ij + !,q + 1) 

Ij- ~,q+ 1) 
Ij - l,q+ 2) 

Ij,q + 2) 

Ij+ !,q+ 1) 
Ij,q + 2) 

Ij,q + 2) } 
Il
j - !,q + 33» , (4.7) 

Ij,q + 2) Ij - !,q + 3) 

Ij + l,q + 2) 

Ij + !,q + 3) 
j+ !,q+ 

Ij,q + 4) 

and forp = m 

{

Ij,q) 

. I j - !,q + 1) , 
R( pi=m,j,q) = Ij + !,q + 1) , 

Ij,q + 3). 

(4.8) 

These representations share many properties with the ex
pressions (3.35), (3.5), (3.27), and (3.31). Indeed, if one 
goes to the limit p = 0, one recovers all the previous results 
since 

R( p ..... O,j,q) = R(j,q + 2) in (3.33). (4.9) 

Furthermore, in the limit p goes to m, the Clifford algebra 
(4.4) reduces to an N = 1 complex supersymmetry (Fayet 
hypersymmetry). This coincides with the ( + ) subalgebra 
(2.8). The representations (4.8) are therefore the same as 
(3.27). For the particular case j = 0, the multiplet (4.8) is 
written as 

Rr(p=m,j,q) = {oq+I,!q+2,oq+3} , q> -1, 

Rj(p m,j,q)={O-q+I,! q+Z,0-q+3}, q< 1, 

(4.10) 
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I 
R( p = m,O, - 1) = {02,!D,02}. (4.11 ) 

The representation (4.11 ) that corresponds to the Fayet hy
permultiplet in presence of central charges was found by 
Sohni us. to It is known in the literature as the FS hypermulti
plet. For this multiplet, the central charge p satisfies the con
straint 

p 2 = p2 = ZZ = m2 . ( 4.12) 

Furthermore, one learns from (4.10) that an analogous rep
resentation for the HST multiplet satisfying (4.12) is also 
present up to a complexification, 

Rr (p = m,O,O) {01,f,03} = R j (p = m,O, - 2) , 

(4.13) 

which corresponds to the extension of the N = 2 scalar mul
tiplet (0\!2) satisfying (4.12) to the HST sector. 

One also learns from (4.7) and (4.8) that these repre
sentations (4.11) and (4.12) are generalizable for higher 
spin j; for instance, the vector multiplet is given by 

R(p m,!, - 1) = {f,OD,I D,f} , (4.14) 

which turns out to coincide with (3.21). 
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In summary, the representations of N = 2 complex su
persymmetric algebra (2.11) satisfying the constraint 
p 2 = p2 (p > 0) are identical to those of ( + ), and subse
quently ( - ), subalgebras. This fact generalizes the Sohnius 
result to any supermultiplet of spin j. 

V. MASSLESS REPRESENTATIONS 

The constraint (4.5) shows that the central charge is 
absent in massless theories. Therefore, the superalgebra 
(2.11) reduces to 

{ I -J} (1 0) 1 
Q a' Q b = 0 0 ab /j J , 

all others are equal to zero, (5.1) 

where we have chosen P = ( - i,O,O,!). Equation (5.1) im
plies Q ~ = Q ~ = O. Thus the resulting Clifford algebra 
reads as 

(5.2) 

Similarly as before, we introduce a Clifford vacuum of he
licity A. and a Cartan-Weyl charge q, 

Ie) = 1,,1,q), Q/le) = O. (5.3) 

Acting successively with creation operators (Q I) on Ie), 
we get the following set of massless charged orthogonal 
states: 

R(,,1,q) = {I,,1,q) , 
1,,1 + ~,q + 1) , 

1,,1 + !,q - 1) , 

1,,1 + l,q) , 
(5.4) 

where the doubling ofhelicities, required by CPT symmetry, 
is understood. The charge number v is still conserved, 

(5.5 ) 

Let us now examine some general features of (5.4) 
through examples. Indeed, adopting the same terminology 
as before, one has the information contained in Table V for 
the massless vector multiplet (A. = 0). From Table V, one 
sees that the three representations describe the same object, 
namely, 

(04,tY) -2X (02,!2,l) , (5.6) 

which turns out to be the N = 2 complex gauge multiplet. 

The two generalized HST representations R (0,1 ) 
= R (0, - 1) are not interesting in our particular case since 

they have zero norm states (real representations). However, 
the generalized Fayet representation R(O,O) supplemented 
by the reality condition reproduces exactly tite vector super-

* field V + + = V + + (Ref. 6). In the HS, this is given, in the 
Wess-Zumino gauge, by 

TABLE V. The massless vector multiplet, A = O. 

q R(O,q) Multiplet 

-I 0> +02
, !\ !, 

0 OD +OD' !2, !2, 
0> + 0>, !, f, 
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V++ = (ilv'1){J+2C- (ilv'1)0+2C+iO+oJ'O+v 
/l-

+ 20 +28 + ~ - + 20 +20 +,,1 -

(5.7) 

where D - - is an auxiliary field. The higher representations 
R (O,q), q> 1, introduce many gauge fields and are compara
ble to (3.27). Now, before examining other cases, let us re
mark that in the case A. = - 1, one gets the same representa
tions as (5.4) and (5.6). Indeed, one finds 

R( - 1,0) = {- I D, - !2, - !,OD}' (5.8) 

which is the CPT symmetric multiplet of R(O,O). This is in 
fact more general since one can check from (5.4) that 

CPT R(,,1,q) =R( -,,1,!,q). (5.9) 

The scalar multiplet, A. = -~, recovers the massless 
N = 2 scalar hypermultiplet. The associated table is given by 
Table VI. The first observation one makes from Table VI is 
that these representations are CPT invariant. This can also 
be seen from (5.10) since 

CPT R( - ~,q) = R( - ~,q) . (5.10) 

This is the only CPT self-invariant multiplet. Furthermore, 
one also reads from (5.11) that the Fayet and HST represen
tations are still present for the massless hypermultiplets. 
These are exactly the analytic superfields discussed in Ref. 6. 
In the harmonic superspace, these hypermultiplets are given 
by 

R( - !,O) =<p+ = tp + + v'10 +,p + v'10 +i 

+0+2F-+0+2G-

+ o +d'0 +A + ... * /l-' 

R( -p)=!l=n=w+v'1o+t 

+ v'10 +~ - + 0 +2H-

+0+2/i-- +iO+oJ'O+B - - + 
/l-

(5.11 ) 

(5.12) 

However, the additional terms can be disregarded if the har
monic expansions are put on shell. 13.14 This corresponds, as 
we have already mentioned, to a nondegenerate Cartan
Weyl charge. 

We now come to our last example concerning the gravi
tational multiplet, A. = 1. (See Table VII.) The N = 2 super
gravity mUltiplet shares many features with the fundamental 
and vector multiplets. It might be described, in the HS, by a 
generalized Fayet representation satisfying the reality condi
tion. A formulation of this hypermultiplet in terms of analyt
ic superfields has been proposed in Ref. 6. However, this 

TABLE VI. The scalar multiplet, A = -!. 

q R( - !,q) Multiplet 

-I !2 0' 0 
!2 f 0 !D 02 0> !D (0''.!2) 

I !2 0 0' !2 
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TABLE VII. The gravitational multiplet, A = I. 

q 

-I 

o 

R( I,q) Multiplet 

description, related to the central charges, is not recovered 
by our study. This is because the D = 4 mUltiplet (5.15) is 
massless and therefore has no central charge. 

More generally, the massless representations for a given 
A and q are summarized as follows: 

RT (A,q) = {A q+ 1,(..1 + ~)q,(A + !)q+2,(A + l)q+ I}, 

q>O, 

R
j 
(A,q) = {A -q+ 1,(..1 +!> -q+2, (5.13) 

(A+~)-q,(A+l)-q+l}, q<O 

=RT(A,-q), 

R(A,O) = {AD,(A +!)2 + (A + !)2,(A + l)D}, 

where the helicity A = 0 has to be doubled as a consequence 
of the CPT symmetry. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have classified the content of the N = 2 
complex supersymmetric representations in SU(2) multi
plets. We have noted first that the SU (2) symmetry combin
ing the two supersymmetries manifests itself as a conserva
tion of the Cartan-Weyl charge. We have taken advantage of 
the presence of this charge to construct the representations 
of N = 2 complex supersymmetry. The procedure is based 
on the Wigner method of induced representations used by 
Salam and Strathdee in the early days of supersymmetry. 
The main difference is the presence of the Cartan-Weyl 
charge, which can be created and annihilated. As a result, we 
succeed in classifying all the content of N = 1 and N = 2 
complex supersymmetry multiplets in SU(2) representa
tions. From this classification, one learns that the so-called 
FS and complex HST representations are present for mas
sive (massless) cases with and without central charges. Fur
thermore, these representations are also present in the case 
of higher spin j. For the generalized Fayet representations, 
they turn out to play an important role in the N = 2 HS. 
They describe the N = 2 (complex) matter multiplet, the 
N = 2 real gauge multiplet, and probably the N = 2 super
gravity prepotential. 

In this discussion, we have considered only nondegener
ate Cartan-Weyl charges that correspond to an "on-shell" 
description of the harmonic expansions. A generalization to 
degenerate charges is possible. Finally, we expect that this 
procedure is also applicable to the N = 3 case and might give 
other information on the N = 3 off-shell procedure of Ref. 6. 
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APPENDIX 

1. Star and complex conjugation operations 

We have 

~ - ±j + - + --U j - U , U j uj - uj U j - €iJ ' 

and using (A 1) one can check 

(Q!)* = ~JQ~, (Q~)* = ~.1Q{ . 
--,- -J ~ , 
(Q,,) =E/JQ", (Q,,) = -E/Jo,,!.a' 

(Q!) = ~JEJKQf = Q~ , 

--=-- ~J QK Q' (Q~) = - EJK a = - a' 

Q~ = C' (Q!), 

with 1= +, - and E+ - = E _ + = 1. 

2. Star and Hermitian conjugations of the (±) 
subalgebras 

We have 

( - )* = ( + ), (+)* = - ( - ) , 
( - )+ = ( - ), (+)+ = ( + ) , 

( - )*+ = ( + ), (+ )*+ = - ( - ) . 
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On the symmetric representations of SU(5). Matrix elements of the 
generators in the subgroup bases SU(2) X SU(2) X U(1) and SU(2) X SU(2) 

J. Vanthournout, H. De Meyer,a) and G. Vanden Berghe 
Seminarie voor Wiskundige Natuurkunde, Rijksuniversiteit Gent, Krijgslaan 281-S9. B9000 Gent. Belgium 

(Received 18 November 1987; accepted for publication 18 May 1988) 

Matrix elements of the group generators for the totally symmetric irreducible representations 
of SU (5) are obtained in closed form employing the decomposition chain 
SU(5) ::>SU(4) xU(1) ::>SO(4) xU(1). The SU(4) zSU(2) xSU(2) subgroup herein also 
occurs at the tail of the inclusion chain SU(5) ::>SO(5) ::>SO( 4). Therefore, closed form 
expressions for the matrix elements of the SU ( 5) generators in the latter basis are established, 
too. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the very popular models for describing even
even nuclei is the interacting boson model I (IBM 1) in which 
the physical states are associated with the representation 
states of a totally symmetric irreducible representation (ir
rep) of the unitary group SU (6). On physical grounds it is 
required that angular momentum and its projection are good 
quantum numbers, hence that each of the states is also a pure 
SO (3) representation state. There exist three group inclu
sion chains by which SU (6) is decomposable into the phys
ical SO(3), namely, SU(6) ::>SU(3) ::>SO(3), SU(6) 
::>SO(6) ::>SO(5) ::>SO(3), and SU(6) ::>SU(5) ::>SO(5) 
::> SO ( 3 ). In the present paper and in a forthcoming one we 
shall fix our attention to the last chain and in particular to 
the totally symmetric representations of SU ( 5 ) . 

In the context of IBM lour ultimate interest consists in 
the construction of independent SO (3) scalars in the enve
loping algebras associated to anyone of the so-called dynam
ical symmetry algebras SU (3), so (6), or SU (5). Such sca
lars can serve as symmetry preserving perturbation terms 
which, when added to the model Hamiltonian, lead to a clos
er reproduction of various observable nuclear data. Hence, it 
is of great importance to establish first closed form expres
sions for the matrix elements in the physical SO(3) basis of 
the dynamical symmetry group generators under considera
tion. This program has so far been successfully realized in 
the case of the SU (3) limit2 and that of the SO (6) limit.3 

Here we are concerned with the remaining case of 
SU ( 5 ). Several years ago this problem had been treated by 
Chacon and Moshinsky.4.5 These authors had first con
structed an SOC 3) state basis in which the states are explicit
ly realized as functions of five collective coordinates (three 
being the Euler angles and the two remaining ones denoted 
as usual by P and y). Next, they have demonstrated that the 
problem of finding the matrix elements of the SU (5) genera
tors becomes equivalent to the calculation of certain reduced 
Wigner coefficients in the chain SO (5) ::> SO (3). In the pres
ent paper, the same problem is reconsidered and subsequent
ly solved using the method that has been elaborated in our 
study of the SO (6) limie of IBM 1. Indeed, the appearance 
of the SO (5) subgroup in the reduction chain certifies that it 
is efficient to establish first the matrix elements of the SU (5) 

a) Research Director at the National Fund for Scientific Research 
(N.F.W.O.>. Belgium. 

generators in an SU (2) X SU (2) z SOC 4) basis according to 
the chain SU(5) ::>SO(5) ::>SO( 4 ),hence an SOC 4) basis in 
which the states carry one SO(5) label. Then, in a further 
stadium, the physical SO (3) states will be projected out of a 
restricted subset of so-called intrinsic SU (2) X SU (2) 
states6

•
7 by means of the Hill-Wheeler technique. In order to 

calculate in closed form the matrix elements of the SU (5) 
generators in that SOC 4) basis, we introduce another de
composition chain, namely, SU (5) ::> SU (4) xU (1 ) 
::>SO( 4) XU( 1) ::>SO( 4), and we establish a second SOC 4) 
state basis, whereby the additional label is provided by the 
U ( 1) group. In the latter basis the matrix elements of the 
SU (5) generators are easily constructed on account of a 
complete set of recursion relations. Then, the return to the 
former SO ( 4 ) basis is realized by diagonalizing explicitly the 
SO(5) Casimir operator. 

Our method to arrive at the matrix elements in the 
SO(3) basis over an intermediate SOC 4) zSU(2) XSU(2) 
basis (a task that will be completed in a forthcoming paper) 
has the advantage that it is purely algebraical in the sense 
that there is no reference to a particular realization of the 
states. Furthermore, we obtain in this paper intermediate 
results that could have their importance outside the context 
of the interacting boson model. 

The paper is outlined as follows. In Secs. II and III we 
present the tensorial decomposition of the SU (5) generators 
in the SOC 4) bases respectively associated to the chains 
SU(5) ::>SO(5) ::>SO( 4) and SU(5) ::>SU( 4) XU( 1) 
::>SO( 4). The Lie algebra commutators are derived and the 
branching rules for symmetric irreducible SU (5) represen
tations are discussed. In Sec. IV the matrix elements of the 
SU (5) generators in the SOC 4) xU (1) basis are calculated. 
In the final section the transformation to the SO(5) labeled 
SOC 4) basis is carried out. 

II. THE CHAIN OF GROUPS SU(5)::>SO(5):JSO(4) 

It is well known that according to the reduction chain 
SU (5) ::> SO (5) ::> SO (3), the SU (5) Lie algebra is genera
ted by the operators II' ( - 1 <JL< 1) that constitute a basis of 
the principal SOC 3) subalgebra, together with, respectively, 
the components G! (- 2<JL<2) of a five-dimensional 
SO (3) tensor representation, the components G ~ 
( - 3 <JL < 3) of seven -dimensional SO ( 3) tensor represen
tation' and the components G! ( - 4<JL<4) of a nine-di-
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mensional SO (3) tensor representation.8
•
9 By making the 

identification I,.. =../fOG~, the complete set of SUeS) Lie 
algebra commutators is obtained from the single formula 10 

[G~:,G~] = L [(2k l +I)(2k2+1)(2k3 +1)]1/2 
k3.KJ 

(2.1) 

The subset of the ten tensor components G ~,G~ generates 
the SO ( S) subalgebra. 

On the other hand, according to the reduction scheme 
SUeS) ::JSO(S) ::JSU(2) xSU(2) :::::SO(4), the adioint ir
rep of SUeS) decomposes into the SU(2) XSU(~ reps 
(I,D), (0,1), (1,1), (0,0), and twice q,!). Hence denoting 
by s,.. (- I <Il< 1) and t,.. (- I <Il< 1) the generators of 
both SU(2) groups which satisfy, respectively, 

[SO,S±I] = ±s±l' [S_I,S+I] = So, 

[to,t±.] = ±t±l' (2.2) 

[t-I,t+.] = to, [s,..,tv ] =0 (-I<Il,v<I), 

the remaining SU (S) generators should be represented as 
I 

the components VI.I (- 1/1/. v/I) ZO.O T II2•112 
~v ~, ~, ~o' ~v 

(Il, VE{ - !, + ~}), and U ::.~.1I2 (Il, VE{ - !, + ~}) of four 
distinctive SU(2) XSU(2) tensor representatiens. Clearly, 
the following nonzero coupled commutator relations must 
hold: 

[S,TP /2 1/2 = [t,TP/2 1/2 = - (v'J/2)T, 

[S,U]1/2112=[t,uP/21/2= -(v'J/2)U, (2.3) 

[s,VP 1= [t,VP 1= - v1V. 

Let us remember that for any SOC 3) or SU (2) tensors X k. 

and Y k, of respective ranks k I and k2 by definition II 

(Xk.yk,); = L (k , ll ,k21l2Ikll)X;: y;~ (2.4) 

and 

= (Xk.yk,); _ (_1)-k.-k,+k(yk'X k.);. 

(2.S) 

Notice that in order to simplify notations we omit the tensor 
superscripts. The commutator properties given so far pro
vide sufficient information for establishing the exact rela
tionship between the two SU (S) realizations. After straight
forward calculations one arrives at 

So = frio - (l/../fO)G~, to = -f% + (3/../fO)G~, 
s± I = G

3
±3' t±1 =!I±I +~(3/S)G3±1' 

T ± 112. ± 112 = ± v1G 3± 2' 

U ± 112. ± 112 = ~(2/7)(2G2± 2 + v'JG~ 2), 

Zo.o = ~(2/7)(G~ - (3/v'S)G~), 

T±1/2.::P/2 = =F(v'J/S)/±1 - (2/v'S)G 3±tl, 
U ± 112.+ 112 = - ~(2/7)(G2± I - ~G~ I), 

Vo.o = (1!v'I4)(3G~ +v'SG~), 

(2.6) 

V ± 1.0 = G~3' 
V ± I.±I = G~4' 

Vo.± I = (1!,fj)(~G2± I + G~ I)' 
V±I.+I = - (l1,fj)(/3G 2±2 -2G~2)' 

The distinction which has been made between T and U is 
such that they are the T components which close together 
with the generators of SO(4) :::::SU(2) XSU(2) into the 
SO(S) subalgebra. It is now also straightforward to derive 
from (2.6) with the help of (2.1) the remaining nontrivial 
commutators of the SU (2) X SU (2) tensor components, 
which again in coupled form can be summarized as follows: 

[T,T]IO= - [U,U]IO= -2s, 

[ T, T ] 0 I = _ [U, U ] 0 I = - 2t, 

[T,U]OO = SZ, [T,UP 1= 2V, 

[T,V]1/21/2= -~U, [U,V]I121/2= -~T, 

[ V, V] I 0 = ~s, [ V, V] 0 I = ~t, 

[Z,TP/2 1/2 = U, [Z,U]1/2 1/2 = T. 

(2.7) 

In the SO (3) basis Hermiticity requirements imply that 
(G;)t= (-1)"'G~,.. (I<k<4; -k<ll<k).Correspond
ingly, one deduces in the SO ( 4) basis the properties 
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Tt.v = (-1) ,..+vT -,...-v' 

ut =(-I),..+v+IU (2.8) 
p.v -Jl.,-v' 

vt.v = (-I)"'+vV_,..._v, Z6.0 =Zo.o· 

In the present work we are ultimately concerned with 
SU (S) as one of the dynamical symmetry groups of the 
SU (6) interacting boson model. Since any symmetric 
SU (6) irrep decomposes into totally symmetric SU (S) ir
reps, i.e., 

SU(6) --+SU(S): [N,D,D,D,D] --+ L [n,D,D,D], 

" 
with n = N,N - 1, ... ,0, (2.9) 

we may confine ourselves to the problem of reducing the 
symmetric SU (S) irreps only. The decomposition into 
SO(S) irreps proceeds without degeneracies, namely, 

SU (S) --+SO(S): [n,D,D,D] --+ L [1',0], 
T 

with 1'= n,n - 2, ... ,1, or D. (2.10) 
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Next, the further reduction into SO(4) irreps is prescribed 
by the rulel2 

SO(S) .... SO(4): [1",0] .... L (s,t), 
s=t 

with s = t = 1"/2,1"/2 - !,1"/2 - 1, ... ,0. 
(2.11 ) 

Since no labels are missing the decomposition of symmetric 
SU (S) [or SU (6) ] irreps is complete. Hence the orthonor
mal SUeS) basis states that make the SO(S) and SO(4) 
subalgebras apparent can be denoted as 

In,1",s,m.,s,ml ) (ms,mld - s, - s + 1, ... ,s}). (2.12) 

The matrix elements of the SO ( S) generators expressed in 
the orthonormal basis (2.10) have been derived by Kemmer 
et al. 12 For the sake of completeness we list them here in the 
form of their SU(2) XSU(2) reduced equivalents: 

(n,T' ,s',s'1I5I1n,1",s,s) = (n,T',s' ,s'lItlln,1",s,s) 

= ~T' .. r~~,s [s(s + 1)] 1/2(18 + 1), 

(n,T',s' ,s'li Tlin,1" OS,s) 

= ~T' .. r {~~,s+ 1/2 [( 1" - 18) 

X(1"+18+3)(s+ 1)(18+ 1)]1/2 

-~~,S_I12[(1"-18+ 1) 

X (1" + 18 + 2)s(18 + I)] 1/2}. 

(2.13 ) 

(2.14) 

It is one of the principal aims of the present paper to 
find, also in closed form, the corresponding reduced matrix 
elements of the tensors Z, U, and V. We can already predict 
that their action upon states of the type (2.10) will either 
shift the SO(S) label 1" by ± 2 or will leave that label un
changed. This follows from the fact that the Z, U, and V 
components together constitute the symmetric SOC S) irrep 
[2,0]. Then, projection of the symmetric part out of the 
Kronecker product reductionS 

[2,0] X [1",0] = [1" - 2,0] + [1",0] + [1" + 2,0] 

+ [1"-2,2] + [1"-2,4] + [1",2] (2.IS) 

proves the assertion. 
For future use we mention the expressions of the qua

dratic SO(S) and SUeS) Casimir operators in terms of both 
the SO ( 3) and the SU (2) X SU (2) generator basis, 13 

k 

C2,So(S) = - L L (- 1)!'G! G k_!, 
k= 1,3!, = - k 

= T1I2,1/2 T _ 112, _ 112 - TI12, - 112 T - 112,112 

+ So - 52 - e, (2.16) 

4 k 

C2,su(S) = - L L (-I)!'G!G k_!' 
kc=I!'=-k 

= T1I2,1I2 T _ 112, _ 112 - T\12, _ 112 T - 112,112 

- UII2,112 U _ 1/2, _ 112 + U1/2, _ \12 U - \/2,\12 

~ (_I)!'+vV. V _2. (ZoO)2 k !"v -!,,-v 4 ' 
!',v= - I 

+ 180 - 82 
- e, (2.17) 
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whereby for any vector u the notation u2 means 
- 2u+\u_ 1 + u~ - uo. The Casimirs C2,so(S) and C2,SU(S) 

are clearly also SU(2) XSU(2) invariants. Their eigenval
ues are known to be - ~1"( 1" + 3) and -!n (n + S), respec
tively.I3-IS Hence in the state basis (2.10) we immediately 
obtain their reduced matrix elements, i.e., 

(n,T',s',s'IIC2,so(S) IIn,1",s,s) = - ~~T'1"I5~s 1"( 1" + 3) (18 + 1), 
(2.18 ) 

(n,1"',s',s'IIC2,su(S) IIn,1",s,s) = - !15T'1"I5~sn(n + S) (18 + 1). 
(2.19) 

The direct calculation of the matrix elements of the ten
sors U, V, and Z in the SU (2) X SU (2) basis seems to be a 
problem of insurmountable complexity. Instead, we shall 
proceed by first considering yet another basis that is asso
ciated to the inclusion SU(S):::>SU(4)XU(1):::>SO(4) 
xU(1) :::>SO(4). 

III. THE CHAIN 
SU(5):::> SU(4)XU(1)::>SO(4)X U(1)::>SO(4) 

The operator Zo,o is an SOC 4 ) ::::: SU (2) X SU (2) scalar 
that commutes with the two sets {s!'}, {tIl} ofSU(2) gener
tors. Hence the set {s!"t!"Zo,o} is a generator basis of an 
SO ( 4 ) xU ( 1) subgroup of SU (S). Let us analyze the ten
sorial contents of the remaining SU ( S ) generators 
T!"v' U!"v' and V!"v with respect to this basis. First, we no
tice that from the commutator [Zo,o, V!"v] = 0, it follows 
that the SU(2) XSU(2) tensor Vbehaves as a U(1) scalar. 
[Clearly, with respect to SOC 4) xU (1) we should write 
V 112,112,0. ] Also, the set of U (1 ) scalar operators 
{s!"t!"V!"v} generates the SU(4) subgroup in the chain 
SUeS) :::>SU(4) xU(1) :::>SO(4) xU(1). The remaining 
generators T!"v and U!"v that are the components of two 
analogous bispinors under SU(2) XSU(2) can be linearly 
combined to form U ( 1) representations. We define 

A!"v = T!"v + U!',v' B!"v = T!"v - U!"v' V/L,'VE{ - !,!}, 
(3.1 ) 

and from (2.7) it follows that 

[Z,A ] 1/2 1/2 = A, [Z,B ] 1/2 1/2 = - B. (3.2) 

This proves that the components of the newly introduced 
SU(2) xSU(2) bispinors A and B behave as U(1) ladder 
operators when acting upon eigenstates of the U ( 1) gener
ator Zo,o' (In other terms, a completer notation should have 
been A 112,112, I and B 112,112, - \). Since in the SU ( S) algebra 
there are no tensorial components present that shift the addi
tive U (1) label by more than unity, it follows immediately 
that the A components (B components) intercommute, 
which can also directly be verified by combining (3.1) with 
certain commutators in (2.7). One can easily derive all the 
commutators of the type [A,B], [A, V], and [B, V], but it is 
irrelevant to tabulate here all these results explicitly. On the 
other hand, we shall make use further on of the Hermiticity 
properties 

A t,v = ( - 1)!'+ VB _!,,_ v' V/L,'VE{ - ~,~}, (3.3) 

Since the five operators Zo,o, 8
2

, So, e, and to mutually 
commute, the SU (S) states can also be unambiguously la
beled by their respective eigenvalues and we can establish an 
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SU ( S) state basis of orthonormalized eigenstates of these 
operators. Let us denote such orthonormal states by 

In,z,s,ms,s,m t} ms,mtE{ - s, - s + 1, ... ,s}. (3.4) 

As before, the fact that only symmetric SU (S) irreps are 
considered implies that s = t, where as it follows from (2.8) 
and (2.9) that s can take on the values n12,n12 - ~,nI2 

I 

SU(S) -SO(4) XU(1): [n,O,O,O] - r (s,s,z) 
s.z 

- 1, ... ,!,0. There remains to find the range of the quantum 
number z defined by 

(3.S) 

This range easily follows from the branching of the symmet
ric irreps of SU ( S) into irreps of SU ( 4 ) xU (1) and one 
finds the following: 

with zE{nIS,nIS - 1, ... , - 4nlS + 1, - 4n1S} 

and SE{!(Z + 4nIS),~(z + 4n1S) - I, ... ,! or O}. (3.6) 

IV. MATRIX ELEMENTS IN THE SU(2)XSU{2)XU{1) 
BASIS 

We want to calculate the matrix elements of all the 
SU (S) generators in the state basis (3.4) where the sand z 
values are given by (3.6). For certain generators the result is 
immediate. Indeed, restricting once more to the reduced ma
trix elements one has 

and 

{n,z',s',s'IiZ IIn,z,s,s} = Dz'.zDs'.sz(1$ + 1), (4.1 ) 

{n,z',s',s'lIslln,z,s,s} = {n,z',s',s'lItlln,z,s,s} 

= Dz .. zDs'.s (1$ + 1 )[s(s + 1)] 1/2. 
(4.2) 

In order to calculate the reduced matrix elements of the ten
sors A, B, and V let us consider their nonzero commutators 
that follow from (3.1) and (2.7) and that are written in 
coupled form as 

[A,B]O ° = - lOZ, 

[A,B ] I ° = - 4s, 

[A,B ] I I = - 4 V, 
[A,B]O I = -4t, 

[A,V]I/21/2= _~, [B,V]1I2;1I2=¥1, 

Next, we shall frequently make use of the formula l6
•
17 

(a'i '11 (X k, yk,)k Ilal) 

=(_I)I+I'+k(2k+1)1/2 r{kl k; ~} 
I'.a' I I I 

(4.3) 

X (a'I'IIXk'lIa" /") (a" I "II yk'lIal), (4.4) 

which expresses the reduced matrix elements of the vector 
coupling of two tensors X k, and Y k, in terms of the reduced 
matrix elements of these tensors. Also I represents an SO (3 ) 
or SU(2) representation label, whereas a denotes any set of 
labels that distinguish between states with the same I value. 

It should be noticed that the property (3.3) is easily 
carried over into a relationship between reduced matrix ele
ments, namely, 

{n,z + l,s',s'IIA IIn,z,s,s}· = - {n,z,s,sIlB IIn,z + 1,s',s'} 

(s'e{s + ~,s - !}). (4.5) 

Similarly, it follows from (2.8) that 

{n,z,s',s'll Vlln,z,s,s}· = {n,z,s,sll Vlln,z,s',s'} 

(s'E{s-l,s,s+ 1}). (4.6) 
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I 
Let us for simplicity introduce the notations 

F(z,s) = {n,z - 1,s + !,s + !IIB Iln,z,s,s}, 

G(z,s) = {n,z - 1,s - !,s - !IIB IIn,z,s,s}. 
(4.7) 

On account of the branching rule (3.6) these functions are 
subject to certain boundary conditions, namely, 

G(z,O) = F(z,!(z + 4nIS») = F·(nIS + l,s) 

= G ·(nIS + 1,s) = F·(z, -!) = o. (4.8) 

On the other hand, formula (4.4) enables us to establish 
recursion relations between the functionsF(z,s), G(z,s), and 
the reduced matrix elements of the tensor V. As an example, 
let us take X k, = A 112.112 and yk, = A 112.112, then it follows 
from (2.S) that [A,A]1.0=0=2(AA)I.o andtheapplica
tion of (4.4) with s' = s yields 

- sG(z - 1,s + PF(z,s) 

+ (s+ 1)F(z-l,s-!)G(z,s) =0. (4.9) 

Similarly, the coupled commutator [A,A ]0.1 gives rise to the 
complex conjugate of ( 4. 9). Two other relations of F and G 
alone are obtained from [A,B]o.o and [A,B]I.O (or equiv
alently [A,B]O,I) each time with s' = s, namely, 

IF(z,s) 12 + IG(z,s) 12 

-IF(z+ 1,s-!W-IG(z+ l,s+!)1 2 

=20z(1$+1)2, (4.10) 

- sIF(z,s) 12 + (s + 1) IG(z,s) 12 

+ (s+ 1) IF(z + 1,s-!W-sIG(z+ l,s+!)1 2 

= 8s(s+ 1)(1$+ 1)2. (4.11) 

In the supposition that the functions F(z,s) and G(z,s) are 
known already, the relations that follow [A,B] 1.1, chosing 
s' =sands' =s+ 1 (ors' =s-1), respectively, 

-~IF(z,sW+~IG(z+ 1,s+!)12- (s+ 1)2IG(z,sW 

+ (s+ 1)2IF(z+ 1,s-!W 

= - 8s(s + 1)(1$ + 1){n,z,s,sllVlln,z,s,s} (4.12) 

and 

G·(z,s+ 1)F(z,s) -F(z+ 1,s+!)G·(z+ l,s+!) 

= 8(s + 1) {n,z,s + 1,s + IllVlln,z,s,s}, (4.13) 

can be used as defining equations for the reduced matrix 
elements of the tensor V. There are many other recursion 
relations following from the coupled commutators of the 
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type [A, V], [B, V], and [V, V], but it is not relevant to list 
them here. Let us simply remark that the system of all the 
possible relations possesses up to some arbitrary phase fac
tors a unique solution that satisfies the boundary conditions 
(4.8). After straightforward calculations one arrives at the 
following intermediate results: 

F(z,s) = 2[ (s + 1)(2s + l)(z + 4n/5 - 2s) 

X (n/5 + l-z>]l/2, (4.14) 
G(z,s) = 2[s(2s + 1) (z + 4n/5 + 2s + 2) 

X (n/5 + 1 - z)] 1/2. 

Taking into account (4.5), (4.7), (4.12), and (4.13), the 
reduced matrix elements in the SOC 4) xU ( I) basis of the 
tensors A, B, and V are brought into the following final 
forms: 

{n,z',s',s'IiA IIn,z,s,s} 

= - 2[ (2s + 1 )(n/5 - z)] I12Dz'.z+ 1 

xH (s + 1) (z + 4n/5 + 2s + 4) ]II2D%,s+ 112 

+ [s(z + 4n/5 - 2s + 2) jI/2D%.s_I/2}, (4.15) 

{n,z',s',s'IiB Iln,z,s,s} 

= 2( (2s + 1 )(n/5 + I - z)] !/ZDz'.z_ 1 

X H (s + 1) (z + 4n/5 - 2s)] 1/215%.3+ liZ 

+ [s(z + 4n/5 + 2s + 2)] 1/2D%.S_I/2}, 

{n,z',s' ,s'li Vlln,z,s,s} 

= !Dz'.z {(2s + l)(z + 4n/5 + 2)D%.s 

{n,z',s' ,s'IIC2•so(S) IIn,z,s,s} 

(4.16) 

+ [(2s + 1)(2s + 3)(z + 4n/5 - 2s) 

X (z + 4n/5 + 2s + 4)] 1/215%.3+ I 

+ [(2s-1)(2s+ l)(z+4n/5-2s+2) 

X (z + 4n/5 + 2s + 2)] 112D%.s_ I}' (4.17) 

As a verification of these formulas we calculate the re
duced matrix elements ofthe Casimir operator C2,SU(5) • Ex
pressing (2.17) in terms of the SU(2) XSU(2) xU(1) ten
sor components and using (2.4) in reversed order it is found 
that 

CZ.SU(S) = (AB)g:g - i(Zo.0)2 

+ 5Zo,o - 3( VV)g:g - S2 - f. ( 4.18) 

Next, we apply Eq. (4.4) again and substitute the matrix 
elements (4.15)-(4.17). Finally, it follows that 

{n,z',s',s'IIC2 •SU(S) IIn,z,s,s} = - ~Dz'.zDs·.sn(n + 5) (2s + 1), 
(4.19) 

which is in accordance with (2.19) since C2•SU (S) is diagonal 
in any basis. For our purposes it is, however, more important 
to derive the matrix elements of the Casimir operators 
C2•SO (S) that is clearly not diagonal in the SO(4) XU(1) 
basis. Proceeding in the same way as for C2•SU(S) and by 
taking (2.16) as the starting point, we consecutively obtain 

C2•SO(S) = H (AA)g:g + (BB)g:g 

+ (AB)o.o + (BA)o.O] - S2 - e (4.20) 0.0 0.0 

= !(2s + 1)D%.s {Dz'.z+ 2 [(n/5 - z)(n/5 - z - l)(z + 4n/5 - 2s + 2)(z + 4n/5 + 2s + 4)] 1/2 

-Dz'.z[(n/5-z)(z+4n/5+4) + (n/5 z+ l)(z+4n/5) +4s(s+ 1)] 

+ Dz'.Z_ 2 [(n/5 - z + 2) (n/5 - z + 1) (z + 4n/5 - 2s) (z + 4n/5 + 2s + 2)] 1/2}. (4.21) 

V. MATRIX ELEMENTS IN THE SU(2)XSU(2) BASIS 

We are now concerned with the transformation of the orthonormal SOC 4) xU ( 1) basis (3.4) into the orthonormal 
SO ( 4 ) basis (2.12), which makes the subgroup SO ( 5) apparent. Let us notice that Zo.o is diagonal in the former basis and that 
C2•SO(S) is diagonal in the latter. But we dispose already of the matrix elements of C2.SO(5) in the basis (3.4). Hence by 
diagonalizing explicitly the operator C2•SO(5) we obtain the transformation matrix that carries one basis into the other. Since 
the same technique has been developed in our study ofSO(6), the reader is referred to Ref. 3 for more details. Following this 
method one arrives, after lengthy but straightforward calculations, at the matrix elements of Zo.o, namely, 

(n,r',s' ,s'IiZ IIn,l',s,s) = (2s + 1 )D".s H (n - 1') (n + l' + 5) (1' - 2s + 1) (1' - 2s + 2) (1' + 2s + 3) (1' + 2s + 4 )/(21' + 7) 

X (21'+ 5)2(21'+ 3)] 1/2151".1"+2 + [(n -1' + 2)(n + 1'+ 3)(1'- 2s - 1)(1'- 2s)(1'+ 2s + 1) 

X (1' + 2s + 2)/(21' + 3)(21' + 1)2(21' 1)] 1I2D1".T_ 2 

+ (2n + 5)[20s(s + 1) 31'(--1' + 3) ]15(21' + 1 )(21' + 5)D1".T}' (5.1 ) 

From the coupled commutator U = [Z,T] 1(21/2, bymeansofformula (4.4) and by substituting the results (2.14) and (5.1), 
the matrix elements of the tensor U are established: 

(n,l",s' ,s'li U IIn,l' ,s,s) 

1962 

= [(s + 1)(2s + 1) ]1/2D%.s+ 1/2{ - 2[ (n -l')(n + l' + 5)(1' - 2s + 1)(1' + 2s + 3) 

X (1' + 2s + 4)( l' + 2s + 5)/(21' + 7)(21' + 5)2(21' + 3)] 1/2D7'.T+ 2 

+ (2n + 5)(4s+ 3)[(1'- 2s)(1'+ 2s+ 3)p/2/(21'+ 1)(21'+ 5)D1".T 
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+ 2[ (n - r + 2)(n + r + 3)( r - 2s)( r - 2s - 1)( r - 2s 2)( r + 2s + 2)/(2r + 3) 

X (2r + 1)2(2r - 1)] 1/2~",,1'_ 2} + [s(2s + 1)] 1/2~ .... ,s_ 112 {2[ (n - r)(n + r + 5)( r - 2s + 1) (r - 2s + 2) 

X (r- 2s+ 3)(r+ 2s+ 3)/(2r+ 7)(2r+ 5)2(2r+ 3)]1/2~""1'+2 + (2n + 5)(4s+ 1)[(r- 2s+ 1) 

X (r + 2s + 2)] 1/2/(2r + 1)(2r + 5)~",,1' - 2[ (n -r+ 2)(n + r + 3)(r - 2s)(r + 2s)( r+ 2s + 1) 

X(r+2s+2)/(2r+3)(2r+ 1)2(2r-l)]l/215,..,1'_2}' (5.2) 

Similarly, we derive from the coupled commutator [T, U] 1 1 = 2 V that 

(n,r' ,s',s'li Vlin,r,s,s) 

= - H (2s + 1)(2s + 3) jI /215 .... ,s+ 1 {[ (r. r)(n + r+ 5)( r + 2s + 3)(r+ 2s + 4)(r+ 2s + 5) 

X (r + 2s + 6)/(2r + 7)(2r + 5)2(2r -t- 3) ]1 /215,..,1'+ 2 

+ (2n + 5)[ (r - 2s)(r - 2s - 1)( r + 2s + 3)(r + 2s + 4)] 1/2/(2r + 1)(2r + 5)15,..,1' 

+ [(n - r + 2)(n + r + 3)( r - 2s)( r - 2s - 1)( r - 2s 2)( r - 2s - 3 )/(2r + 3) 

X (2r+ 1)2(2r- 1) ]l/2~""1'_2} + ~(2s + l)15 .... ,.{[(n -r)(n + r+ 5)(r+ 2s + 3)(r+ 2s + 4)(r- 2s + 1) 

X (r - 2s + 2)/(2r + 7)(2r + 5)2(2r + 3) ]1 /215,..,1'+ 2 + (2n + 5)[ 4s(s + 1) + (r + 1)( r + 2) ]I(2r + 1) 

X (2r + 5)15,..,1' + [en -r + 2)(n + r + 3)(r + 2s + l)(r + 2s + 2)(r - 2s - l)(r- 2s)/(2r+ 3) 

X (2r + 1)2(2r - 1)] 1/2~",,1'_ 2} - H (2s 1)(2s + 1) ]1 /215 .... ,._ 1 {[ (n - r)(n + r + 5) 

X (r - 2s + 1)( r - 2s + 2)(r - 2s + 3)( r - 2s + 4)/(2r + 7)(2r+ 5)2(2r + 3)] 1/215,..,'1'+2 

+ (2n + 5)[(r- 2s+ 2)(r- 2s+ l)(r+ 2s+ l)(r+ 2s+ 2)] 1/2/(2r+ 1)(2r+ 5)~,..,1' 

+ [(n - r + 2)(n + r + 3)( r + 2s - 1)( r + 2s)( r + 2s + 1)( r + 2s + 2)/(2r + 3) 

X(2r+ 1)2(2r-l)] I12I5,..,1'_2}' (5.3 ) 

It is clear that these results can be verified by considering other coupled commutators in (4.3). In this way we have done a lot 
of consistency tests. 
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The solitary-wave interaction mechanism for the good Boussinesq equation is investigated and 
found to be far more complicated than was previously thought. Three salient features are that 
solitary waves only exist for a finite range of velocities, that large solitons can turn into so
called antisolitons, and that it is possible for solitons to merge and split. Small solitons, 
however, appear to be stable. The existence of a potential well is linked to the different 
behaviors observed between small and large initial conditions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The importance of soliton-producing nonlinear wave 
equations is well understood among theoretical physicists 
and applied mathematicians. An equation that produces sol
itons and has received comparatively little attention in the 
literature is 

(1.1 ) 

This is referred to as the "good" Boussinesq equation 
(McKean 1 ) or the nonlinear beam equation.2 The related 
equation 

u" = Uxxxx + Uxx + (u 2
)xx, 

known as the "bad" Boussinesq equation, has been studied 
by Hirota. 3 In a recent article, Manoranjan et al.4 obtained a 
closed-form expression for the two soliton interactions of 
( 1.1 ) and carried out numerical experiments to demonstrate 
the possibility of the breakup of an initial pulse into two 
solitons. 

In this paper we show that the interaction mechanism is 
more complicated than that reported in Ref. 4. It turns out 
that when small amplitUde solitons of (1.1) collide, they 
emerge from the nonlinear interaction with no change in 
shape or velocity. However, the large amplitUde solitons 
change into so-called antisolitons as they come out from the 
interaction. We show that this difference in behavior is 
linked to the existence of a potential well for ( 1.1 ). Further, 
the existence of a local minimum for the potential energy 
enables us to investigate the existence of a class of solutions 
that remain bounded for all time, along with another class of 
solutions that blow up in finite time. 

Throughout the paper our attention is confined to real
valued solutions u of ( 1.1) defined in - 00 < x < 00. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Conservation laws 

It is clear that if u is a smooth solution of ( 1.1) that 
vanishes, along with its derivatives, as Ix 1- 00, then the 
quantity 

J(u) = J~ 00 u, dx 

is an invariant of motion, whereas 

I(U)=f~ooUdx (2.1 ) 

varies in time as I = Jt + const. Since we are interested in 
solutions that remain bounded as t increases, we restrict our 
attention to initial conditions that satisfy J = O. It is then 
expedient to introduce a new function w defined by 

w(x,t) = f: 00 u, (t,t)d5, 

which also vanishes with its derivatives as Ixl- 00. In terms 
of the functions u,w, the equation (1.1) becomes 

w, = - Uxxx + Ux + (u2
)x' u, = wx ' (2.2) 

a system that conserves the functional I in (2.1) and the 
functionals M and E given by 

M(w,u) = f: 00 wu dx, (2.3) 

and 

E(w,u) = T(w) + V(u), 

with 

T(w) = - w2 dx, 1 Joo 
2 -00 

and 

V(u) = - u~ + - u2 + - u3 dx. Joo (1 1 1) 
-00 2 2 3 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Note that the system (2.2) is in Hamiltonian form and that 
E, T, Vact as total energy, kinetic energy, and potential ener
gy, respectively. 

B. Solitons and antisolitons 

We now look for traveling wave solutions of (2.2) of the 
form w = w(5), u = U(5), 5 = x - ct. With a prime denot
ing differentiation with respect to 5, the system (2.2) then 
reads 

- cw' = - u'" + (u 2
)' + u', - cu' = w'. (2.7) 

Elimination of w', followed by an integration in which the 
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integration constant must be zero in view of the boundary 
conditions for u, leads to 

(2.8) 

If t? > 1, then the origin U = 0, u' = 0 is a center in the phase 
plane of (2.8), and hence nontrivial solutions such that 
u,u' ..... 0 as Is I ..... 00 are not possible. On the other hand, when 
t? < 1, the origin is a saddle point as depicted in the phase 
plane shown in Fig. 1, and the homoclinic trajectory 
O ..... A ..... B ..... O represents a soliton. The possible velocities 
- 1 <e< 1 can be described in the form e = E( 1 _ p2)1/2, 

where P is a parameter 0 < P< 1, and E = + 1 or - 1 deter
mines whether the wave moves to the right or to the left. A 
simple integration in (2.8) yields the analytic form of the 
soliton as 

u(S) = (-3p 2/2)sech2 [(PI2)(S-So)]' (2.9) 

The (real) integration constant So gives the initial location 
of the wave. It should be noted that the velocity e of the 
soliton is related to the amplitude A = 3P 212 by 
A = ~ (1 - e2

). For the rightward- and leftward-traveling 
soliton of parameter P, the quantities in (2.1) and (2.3)
(2.6) are given by 

E p,£ = ~P3(5 _ 4p 2
), 

Tp,£ = 3p 3 ( 1 _ p2), 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13 ) 

Vp,E = ~P3(5 - 3p 2
). (2.14) 

It should also be pointed out that the functions w(S),u(S) 
corresponding to the soliton solve the variational problem 

8E(w,u) =0, subjecttoM(w,u) = Mp,E' (2.15) 

This can be verified by comparing the Euler-Lagrange equa
tions of (2.15) with the system (2.7) satisfied by solitons. 

Returning to the phase plane in Fig, 1 ( t? < 1 ), and 
if we allow singular solutions, the trajectory 
O ..... C ..... 00 ..... D ..... O also provides a traveling wave with ve
locity e, whose analytic form is found to be 

u(S) = (3p 2/2)cosech2 [(PI2)(S-So)]' (2.16) 

This singular solution, which has a double pole at S = So, 
will be referred to as antisoliton. It is helpful to combine Eqs. 
(2.9) and (2.16) into a single form, 

U(s) = - 6p 2e'!(l + e'!)-2, TJ = peS - So) + bra-, 
(2.17) 

where P = - 1, and a- = 0 gives the soliton and a- = 1 the 
antisoliton. 

The possibility of traveling waves with velocities 
e = + 1 or - 1 has not been discussed so far. In these cases, 
a study of (2.8) reveals that there is a singular solution given 
by U = 6(S - So) -2, but no solution of the soliton type ex
ists. The singular solution just mentioned can also be ob-

I 

u 

\ 

\ 

FIG. 1. Phase plane. C' < 1. 

tained by taking in (2.16) the limit P ..... O, i.e., the limit 
lei ..... 1. 

III. SOLITON AND ANTISOLITON INTERACTION 

Following a technique used by Hirota,3 Manoranjan et 
01.4 constructed the family of solutions of ( 1.1) given by 

U= -6(/=/-/;)//2
, 

/(x,t) = 1 + exp(17I) + exp(TJ2) + a exp(TJI + TJ2)' 
(3.1) 

with 

and 

TJj = ~ [x - EjVi + xJ], 

Ej = ± 1, O<Pj <l, j= 1,2, 

(EIVI - E2V2)2 - 3(PI - P2)2 
a= 2 2' (EIVI - E2V2) - 3(PI + P2) 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

Vj=(l-~)1/2, j=I,2. (3.4) 

Only real values of the phases TJj,j = 1,2, featuring in (3.2) 
were considered in Ref. 4, while in the present study we let TJj 
have the following complex form: 

TJj = ~ [x - EjVi + xn + i1Ta-j> 

Ej = ± 1, O<Pj ,l, a-j =0,1, j= 1,2. (3.5) 

With this choice of TJj' (3.1) is still a valid family of real
valued solutions u. We next show that (3.1) and (3.3)
(3.5) describe the exact interaction of solitons and antisoli
tons. To simplify matters we only discuss the case EI = 1, 
E2 = - 1, but the other possibilities in the choice of Ej , 

j = 1,2, can be analyzed in a similar fashion (see Ortega5
). 

Elimination of / in (3.1) yields 

U Pie'!' + P~e'!' + [a(PI + P2)2 + (PI - P2)2]e'!' + ,!, + oe'!· + '!'(e'!'P~ + e'!'Pi) 
(3.6) ---=--------------------------------------------------------

- 6 [ 1 + e'!· + e'!' + ae'!· + ,!, F 
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The behavior of (3.6) depends very much on the value of the 
number a in (3.3). Several cases must be considered. 

(i) 0 < a < 00. This corresponds to the interior of the 
regions la' Ib, Ie in Fig. 2. More specifically, 0 < a < 1 in the 
interior of the regions Ib, Ie' while 1 < a < 00 in the interior 
of the region Ia. By arguing as in Whitham (Ref. 6, Sec. 
17.2.), it is found that as t -. - 00, the solution (3.6) be
comes just the linear superposition of two traveling waves of 
the form (2.17) with 

1] = 1],- = P, [x - v,t + x~] + iTru" 

1] = 1]2- = P2 [x + v2t + x~ + P 2- , log a] + i1TU2· 

As t -. 00, the solution consists of the traveling waves 

1] = 1],+ =P,[x - v,t+x~ +P,-'loga] + i1TU" 

1] = 1]2+ = P2 [ X + v2t + x~] + i1TU2· 

Thus the right moving wave (resp. the left moving wave) 
emerges from the interaction having a shift in position 
t:u = P ,-' log a (resp. ax = - P 2- 'log a), but with no 
change in shape or velocity. Note that there are four choices 
for U,' U 2, so that the interacting waves could be both soli
tons, both antisolitons, or a soliton along with an antisoliton. 
The right-going wave is shifted to the left (log a > 0) for 
P"P2 in the region Ia and to the right in the regions Ib and Ie. 
The shift in the left-going wave occurs in the direction oppo
site of that in the right-going wave, in agreement with the 
fact that the total change in the phases 1],,1]2 must be zero 
(cf. Hirota 3 ) • 

(ii) a < O. (Interior of region II.) Here the behavior of 
(3.6) as t-. 00 is given by 

1] = 1],- = P, [x - v,t + xn + i1TU" 

1] = 1]2- = P2[x + V2t+X~ + P 2-' log lal] + i1To1, 

where 01 = 1 - U 2• For t -. 00 we have 

P2 i 

1 

J3 
"2 

o 

1]=1],+ =p,[x-v,t+x~ +P,-'log lal] 

+ imTf, err = 1 - U,' 

1] = 1]2+ = P2 [ X + V2t + x~] + i1TU2· 

1/2 
Ie 0 

c 

, , 

, 
Io 

I I 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

B 

J3 1 
"2 

1/2 

FIG. 2. Soliton and antisoliton interaction for the case £, = 1, £2 = - I. 
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It is apparent that now the waves not only undergo a shift but 
also change their nature; a soliton/antisoliton entering an 
interaction emerges as an antisoliton/soliton. Again four 
cases uj = 0, 1 ,j = 1,2, are possible. 

(iii) a = O. (Arcs AB and CD.) We consider first the 
arc AB where P, > P2• By taking limits in (3.6) along lines 
x = mt + n, m,n real constants, and comparing with (2.17), 
"'" .: .. ..: ~:_~. "" t -. - 00 the solution consists of a single wave 
with phase 

P, [x - v,t + x~] + i1TU" 

while for t-. 00 there are two waves, 

P2 [x - v2t + x~] + i1TU2, 

P3 [x - V3t + P 3- '(P,x~ -. _ 1)] + i1TU3, 

with 

P3=P,-P2, v3=(I-P~)'/2, 

U 3 = U, + u 2 (mod 2). 

In obtaining the last outcoming wave, use must be made 
of the relation (PI - P2) [1 - (PI - P2)2] 1/2 = PIVI 
+ P2V2' which follows from a = 0 in (3.3). These formulas 

mean that a single soliton (ul = 0) can split into either two 
solitons (u2 = 0) or two antisolitons (u2 = 1). The outgo
ing waves move in opposite directions and the corresponding 
parameters satisfy P2 + P3 = PI [cf. (2.10) and the conser
vation of (2.1) ] . On the other hand, an incoming antisoliton 
(u I = 1) splits into either a left-going soliton and a right
going antisoliton or into a left-going antisoliton and a right
going soliton. It is perhaps useful to observe that if we repre
sent by SandA the soliton and antisoliton, respectively, then 
the rules 

S-.S+S, S-.A +A, A-.S+A, A-.A +S, 

familiar from Boolean algebra, govern the possible interac
tions. 

The arc CD, where P2 > PI' contains the merging of two 
incoming waves with parameters PI' P2 - PI into a single 
wave with parameter P2 • The possible interactions can be 
represented as 

S+S-.S, A +A-.S, S+A-.A, A +S-.A. 

(iv) a = 00. (Arc AC.) This case corresponds either to 
waves of parameters PI ,P2 merging into a single wave ofpa
rameter PI + P2, or to the splitting of a single wave with 
parameter PI + P2 into two waves with parameters PI,P2' 

The corresponding analysis can be performed by taking lim
its in (3.6) for at 00, or al - 00. However, taking limits di
rectly in (3.6) results in the trivial solution u = 0, and it is 
therefore necessary to make the parameters x~ and/ or x~ 
functions of a before letting lal-. 00. For instance, we could 
take 1]1 as given in (3.5) (x~ a fixed constant) and 

1]2 = P2 [x + v2t + m + P 2- Iloglal] + i1TU2, m constant. 

Although we have only considered two-wave interac
tions, N-wave interactions with a far more complicated dy
namics are also possible and can be studied by using a formu
la analogous to that of Hirota. 3 
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IV. THE POTENTIAL WELL 

In the preceding sections we have allowed singular solu
tions, i.e., solutions with poles. For instance, the S-A + A 
splitting solution possesses two poles past the interaction 
time. In the rest of the paper we exclude this possibility and 
say that a solution ceases to exist at the time when poles 
develop. According to this point of view, standard in math
ematical analysis, it has been shown in Sec. III that some of 
the solutions of (2.2) exist for all times whereas other solu
tions cease to exist at a finite value of t. This difference in 
behavior, numerically verified in Ref. 4, is explained in the 
next section in terms of a potential well studied below. 

If v is a function of x, - 00 < x < 00, we define the po
tential energy V(v) as in formula (2.6). According to Sobo
lev's imbedding theorem (Adams7

), the expression for V(v) 
makes sense whenever v is in HI, i.e., whenever v is square 
integrable with a square-integrable distributional derivative. 
It is clear that V can take arbitrarily large positive and nega
tive values. The stationary points of the functional V are 
easily found to be given by the functions VI = 0 and 
V2,b = - ~sech2[ (x - b)/2], with b an arbitrary real con
stant. Note that in view of (2.9), the function V2,b provides 
the shape of the soliton with parameter P = 1, amplitUde 
A = ~, and velocity c = O. This is in agreement with the fact 
that the functions for which the gradient of the potential 
vanishes give rise to time-independent solutions of the Ham
ilton equations (2.2). 

The function VI = 0 provides a local minimum for the 
functional V, because the Sobolev inequality 

(f OO )3/2 
=K3 

-00 (v2+v;)dx (4.1 ) 

(K is the imbedding constant) reveals that the cubic term in 
the potential is negligible in the H I neighborhood of v I = O. 

To study the behavior of V near v = V2,b, we make the 
change v = v* + V2,b' The functional V( v* + V2,b ) 
- V( V2,b ) is of the form Q( v*) + C( v*), where 

Q(v*) = - v* + - v* - - sech2 
-- V*2 dx f OO [1 2 1 2 3 x - b ] 

-00 2 x 2 2 2 ' 

and C is cubic in v*. The spectrum of Q is known in closed 
form (e.g., Whitham,6 Sec. 17.5), and it turns' out that the 
functional is indefinite, hence V2,b is a saddle point of the 
potential V. 

The depth d of the potential well around the local mini
mum VI is defined by 

(4.2) 
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Note that d>O, because if v¥=O satisfies the integral con
straint in (4.2), then 

V(v) = -llvIlH, = - - v dx, 1 1 foo 3 

6 6 -00 

which, in viewof( 4.1), implies that IIvIlH' [and hence V(v)] 
is bounded away from zero. If we denote the potential well 
by W, then W consists of functions v with potential energy 
below the depth d and satisfying the condition 

-J: 00 [v; + v2 + v3]dx<0. (4.3) 

When v possesses a square-integrable second derivative, an 
integration by parts of the v; term in (4.3) shows that this 
condition can be interpreted as the requirement that the an
gle (in the sense of the L 2 metric) between the function v and 
the force density c5 V( v) I c5v be obtuse. In symbols W is de
fined by 

W = {v in H I: V(v) < d and (4.3) holds}. 

In view of (4.1), W is a neighborhood of the origin in the 
space HI. Furthermore, for v in W, 

Ilvll~' = J:", [v; +v2]dx 

= 6V(v) - 3 J: 00 [v; + v2 + v3]dx<6d, (4.4) 

so that W is bounded. The key issue is that if w(t) ,u(t) is a 
solution of the system (2.2) that is smooth enough to con
serve the energy E(w,u) in (2.4)-(2.6), and such that ini
tially E(t = 0) <d and u(t = 0) is in W, then u(t) remains 
in W for all later times. In fact, if u were to leave the well at a 
time to, then at that time (4.3) would hold with = instead of 
<, which, since E is below d, is in contradiction with (4.2). 

The Euler-Lagrange equation for the constrained mini
mization problem in (4.2) is easily shown to have no solu
tion other than the function V2,b' where V takes the value ~ 
[see (2.14) ]. This makes it plausible that d = ~ and that V2,b 

provides the mountain pass out of the well. In order to prove 
rigorously that this is the case, we would have to show that 
V2,b is not only a critical point for ( 4.2) but also a minimum, 
something we have not attempted. Note that, be that as it 
may, it is certainly true that d<~. 

v. EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 

Fourier analysis reveals that the linearization of (2.2) 
given by 

generates a strongly continuous semigroup in the space 
L 2 X H I. Since the nonlinear mapping (w,u) _ ( u2

) x ,0) is 
indefinitely continuously differentiable in that product 
space, the results on nonlinear semigroups of Segal8 show 
that (2.2) has a generalized solution (w(t),u(t») for each 
initial data (w(O),u(O») inL 2 xH I. This solution exists for a 
positive length of time [depending on (w(O),u(O»)] and is a 
continuous function of t and (w(O),u(O»). Furthermore, 
(w(t),u(t») is smooth ifw(O) and u(O) are. The functionals 
M and E in (2.3 )-( 2.6) are conserved by generalized solu-
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tions, since these functionals are continuous in L 2 X H 1 and 
conserved by smooth solutions. Therefore, if a generalized 
solution satisfies E(O) <d and u(O)eW, then u(t) remains 
in the well throughout its interval of existence. Then (4.4) 
implies that II u II H I remains bounded; hence the solution ex
ists for all times 0";;1 < 00 (Segal8

). On the other hand, solu
tions for which u (0) is not in Wand solutions for which the 
energy E exceeds the well depth d are not likely to exist for all 
time. This is exemplified by the case where the initial condi
tion consists of two solitons, well separated and moving 
towards each other. In Fig. 2 the dashed line represents the 
locus 

~P~ (5 - 4Pi) + ~pi (5 - 4P~) = ~>d. 

Thus, according to (2.12), E> d to the right ofthe dashed 
line, a domain which includes region II, which was shown to 
correspond to S + S-+A + A interactions and therefore ex
hibits blowup in finite time. 

Sufficient conditions for the blowup to occur can be ob
tained by concavity arguments (Payne9

). For instance, 
smooth solutions (w(t),u(t») that vanish at x = ± 00, to
gether with their derivative, cannot exist for all time if E < 0 
and 1= O. Elimination of win (2.2) reveals that such solu
tions satisfy 

with 

Since the operator - D -2 acting on the indicated class of 
functions is symmetric and positive definite, the results in 
Payne9

, Sec. 8, establish that the existence time ofthe solu
tion is necessarily finite. 
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VI. DISCUSSION 

We have shown that the "good" Boussinesq equation 
possesses a highly complicated mechanism for solitary wave 
interaction. Three salient features are that solitary waves 
exist only for a finite range ofvelocities, that interactions can 
alter the nature of the solitary waves, and that merging and 
splitting are possible. These properties may, no doubt, be of 
interest in modeling. In this connection it would be useful to 
carry out a stability analysis of the solitons of (2.2) (cf. 
BenjaminlO

). However, solitons with a large value of Pare 
certainly orbitally unstable. This can be seen in Fig. 2, where 
it is apparent that perturbing the soliton of parameter 

Pl = ../3/2 with any other soliton, no matter how small, al
ways leads to an S + S-+A + A interaction, and, therefore, 
to blowup in finite time. Also, solitons with Pl > ../3/2 can 
split, under arbitrarily small perturbations, into either two 
solitons or two antisolitons with parameters P2 and Pl - P2, 

where (Pl ,P2 ) lies in the arc AB. On the other hand, numeri
cal evidence has led us to conjecture that small-amplitude 
solitons are orbitally stable. This conjecture can be proved 
for the periodic problem for (2.2). The details will be report
ed elsewhere. 
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Two very general identities are proved involving the eigenfunctions of two Hill operators and 
the spectrum of a third. Various specializations lead to a number of identities involving squares 
and fourth powers of the periodic eigenfunctions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Hill operators are ordinary differential operators of the 
form 

d 2 

H: = H(q) = - dx2 + q(x), (1) 

where the "potential" q(x) is smooth and periodic in x (see 
Ref. 1). Motivated in large part by the beautiful theory of the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation, the geometry of the space of all 
Hill operators has been developed rather fully. 2-4 The pic
ture is as follows: The space of Hill operators (or, equiv
alently, the space of potentials) decomposes into a disjoint 
union of "isospectral manifolds" of varying dimensions. 
Each isospectral manifold is determined by the spectrum of 
H acting on L 2 (R), and all potentials on the same isospectral 
manifold have the same spectrum. In special cases these 
manifolds are finite dimensional ("finite gap potentials") 
while generically they are infinite dimensional ("infinite gap 
potentials"). The isospectral manifolds are tori parame
trized by the Dirichlet equivalues of H. 

Since the Korteweg-de Vries flow does not alter the 
spectrum of H (see Ref. 5), this flow and its hierarchy of 
related flows provide a large number of vector fields tangen
tial to the isospectral manifold. For technical reasons, 
McKean and Trubowitz3 used another set of vector fields to 
span the tangent space in the infinite-dimensional case. 
These are the Hamiltonian vector fields generated by the 
discriminant Ii(A;q) described below. A surprising identity 
shows that the KdV vector fields are indeed in the span of 
this other set: 

00 

1 = I Ejf~(x), (2) 
j=O 

where the numbers Ej;>O depend only on the spectrum of 
H(q), and};j (x) is the normalized periodic or antiperiodic 
eigenfunction of H(q) with eigenvalueA2j" The identity (2) 
has also been used by Moser and Trubowitz6 to establish a 
link between Hill operators and the Neumann system of con
strained oscillators. 

In this paper, two classes of generalizations of (2) are 
derived. These identities involve two potentials and one 
spectrum; so they are quite general. Certain specializations 
lead to some curious identities that are still generalizations of 
(2). These include a "bilinear" version summed over allj, 

00 

1 = L (-1)jl~(Aj;q)I-j/ (s;q)f/ (t;q), (3) 
j=O 

which specializes further to a quartic one, 

00 

1 = I (- l)jl~(Aj;q)lf/ (s;q), (4) 
j=O 

and a quadratic one 
00 

1 = I (-I)jl~(Aj;q)lf/ (s;q), (5) 
j=O 

by either s = t or integration over t. There are also the corre
sponding sums over evenj, given below in Sec. IV. These are 
more complicated identities involving various A derivatives. 

The geometrical significance of these identities awaits 
further study but they do indicate yet another aspect of the 
rich structure of Hill operators. The proof of these identities 
uses contour integration, as in a proof of (2) given by Deift 
and Trubowitz. 7 

II. NOTATION AND DERIVATION OF TWO GENERAL 
IDENTITIES 

Given q(x) periodic with period 1 and mean value 0, 

f q(x)dx = 0, (6) 

which eliminates the shifting q.--+q + a, Aj -+Aj + a for aER, 
we define the standard basis of eigenfunctions normalized at 
o [here and elsewhere, a prime (') denotes d Idx]: 

H(q)Yj(x,A;q) = AYj(x,A;q), j = 1,2, 

YI(O,A;q) =Y2(0,A.;q) = 1, (7) 

Y; (O,A;q) = Y2 (O,A.;q) = O. 

When q=O, clearly YI(x,A.;q) = cosfJ:·x and Y2(X,A.;q) 

= (sinfJ:' x) I fJ:. For general q, restricted as above, these 
are asymptotic values as 1..1 1-+ 00 (see Ref. 1). 

In terms of these functions, the discriminant Ii(A;q) 
may be defined as follows: 

(8) 

This is the trace of the Floquet or transfer matrix and it 
determines the spectrum of H onL 2(R). Namely, the roots 
of Ii 2 

- 4 = 0 are real and constitute the end points of the 
real intervals whose union is the spectrum of H acting on 
L 2 (R). Denoting these roots of Ii 2 

- 4 = 0 by 

..10<..11<..12<..13<..14<"" (9) 

a standard asymptotic estimate 1 for the A. 's is 
] 

A2n -I ,A.2n =n2r + 0(1), as n-+ 00. (10) 

The open intervals (A2n _ 1 ,A.2n) are the so-called spectral 
gaps and they may be empty. As n increases, their length 
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decreases at a rate related to the smoothness of q. For later 
use, note that (forlarge n) (n + p 2n2 is strictly between A2n 
andA2n + I' 

The KdV flows preserve the spectrum of H; so they pre
serve theAj 's, which in turn implies that they preserve f:t. (A). 
Thus f:t.(A) is in fact the same for all isospectral potentials. 
McKean and Trubowitz3 proved that the equation 
f:t.2(A;q) - 4 = 0, along with conditions at the double roots 
A2j _ I = A~ (namely, A = df:t.ldA 0), defines the isospec
tral manifold. They also exhibited the vector fields generated 
by f:t.(A). 

Our final notation is for the Bloch eigenfunctions. These 
are the eigenfunctions that diagonalize the Floquet matrix
i.e., the Bloch functionsf ± (X,A.;q) have the property 

f ± (x + l,A.;q) = p, ± (A;q)'f ± (x,A.;q), (11) 

where p, ± (A;q) are the Floquet mUltipliers. The p,'s satisfy 
the quadratic equation 

p,2 _ f:t.(A;q)·p, + 1 = 0, (12) 

and when f:t.2 - 4 = 0, p,+ = p,_ ± 1. We will normalize 
f ± by writing 

f ± (X,A.;q) = YI (X,A.;q) + m ± (A;q)Y2(x,A;q). (13) 

The term m ± (A;q) is easily expressed in terms of p, ± and 
Yl(1;A;q). 

The following two identities will lead to many special
izations, including those mentioned above. In their most 
general form, they involve two potentials and the spectrum 
of H ( q) for a third one. These three functions may lie on 
three distinct isospectral manifolds. 

Identity 1: Let ql and q2 be any pair of smooth periodic 
functions of period 1 with mean value O. Let 
..10<..11<..12<'" bethespectrumofH(Q) for some smooth 
Q also of period 1 and mean value O. Then 

lim _1_ f Y2(l,A;ql)Y2(1,A.;q2) dA = 1. 
n_ 00 21TiJ1A.1 (n + 112)2,.> 1 [f:t. (A;Q) ] 2/4 

(14) 

Identity 2: Let ql,qz,Q be as in Identity 1. Then also 

lim ~ f Y2(1,A.;ql)Y2(1,A.,q2) 
n- 00 21Tl J1A.1 = (n + 112)2,.> 

X(A _ ,10) IT [..121 (~) - A ]2) -I dA = 1. (15) 
1>1 J n2 

Proof of Identities: Both numerators and denominators 
are functions with well-known asymptotic behavior as 
1,1 1-- 00 (see Ref. 1): 

Y2(1,A.;qj ) = sin/-f l/-f[ 1 + 0(1/1,1 1>]' 
f:t.(A;Q) = 2 cos/-f[ 1 + O( 1..1 1- 1

/
2
)], (16) 

A2j =/n2 + 0(r2). 
So the integrand becomes f( 1/,1 )dA near A = 00, and the 
sequence of circles avoids the poles. 

III. SOME IDENTITIES DERIVED FROM IDENTITY 1 

Identity 1 above leads immediately to a residue sum by 
Cauchy's theorem. In general there are poles of order 2 at 
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worst and order 1 "generically." These poles are at the roots 
of f:t.2(A;Q) - 4, namely, ,10<..1 1<,12'" . So we have 

f Res[A=A
j

] [Y2(1,A;ql)Y2(1,A.;q2)] = 1. (17) 
j=O 1 - [f:t.(A;Q)/2]2 

If all A] 's are distinct (so that all the poles are simple), this 
yields 

~ Y2(1,Aj ;ql)Y.2( I,Aj ;q2) 
~ --~~:...--=-=-=-- = 1. 

j=O [- f:t.(Aj)f:t.(A])/2] 
(18) 

But 

f:t.(Aj) = {2, if j.=~~ mod 4, 
- 2, If J= 1,2 mod 4, 

and 

sgn A(A) = {I, if j.=~~ mod 4, 
+ 1, If J=2,3 mod 4. 

Thus for purely simple spectrum we have 

f ( - 1)j Y20,Aj :q2)Y2(1,A.l;q2) = 1. (19) 
j=O 1f:t.(Aj;Q) I 

At double poles, the residues are readily computed as well: 

~ [(A -Aj )2Y2 (1,A.;ql)Y2(1,A.;q2)] . (20) 
dA (1 - f:t.2/4) A.=A.j 

In certain cases below, these terms will vanish. 
Proposition 3: Let q 1 and q2 be isospectral with Q. Then 

Y2(1,A.j;ql) = Y2(1,A.;q2) = 0 at double roots ..121 _ I Aj' 
Hence the only residues are at simple roots. 

Proof' When there is no gap, there must be a fixed Dir
ichlet eigenvalue-Le., Y2 ( 1 ,A.2j;q k ) vanishes for k = 1,2. In 
this case, the double root in the denominator of ( 19) is actu
ally a removable singularity . 

A similar argument yields the next proposition. 
Proposition 4: If ql and Q are isospectral, then all poles 

are in fact simple. 
There are many ways to specialize Identity 1 above. We 

will limit our discussion to those that we believe will be of 
most interest and that lead to manageable formulas. 

Corollary 5: If ..10 < AI < ..12 < ... is the spectrum for a 
Hill operator, H(Q), with all gaps open, then 

~ 1. sin2 (JX;) 
~ (_)1. = 1. 

}=O Ajlf:t.(A];Q) I 
(21) 

Proof' Set ql = q2 = O. 
Corollary 6: If ..10 < Al < ... is as above, then for any q I 

with mean value zero, 

~ (- 1)}Y2(1,Aj ;ql)sin(JX;) 
~ __ ---..:....::...--=-=-=--_.2.-:!..- = 1. 

}=O JX;IA(A};Q) I 
(22) 

Proof' Set q2 = O. 
Corollary 7: For any ql periodic with mean value zero, 

00 

Y2(1,O;q\) + 2 L (- I)}Y2(l,/n2;ql) = 1. (23) 
}=o 

Proof' Set Q = q2 = O. 
Corollary 8: For any q\,Q2 with mean value 0, 

f ResA.=!,.> Y2(l,A.;QI)Y2(1,A.;q2) = 1. 
j=O sin2 (/-f) 

(24) 
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Proof: Set Q = O. 
Corollary 9: For any Q periodic with mean value 0, 

f (-I)jla(Aj;Q)I'f/ (s;Q)-j/ (t;Q) = 1. (25) 
j=O 
Proof: Let ql = Q(' + s), q2 = Q(' + t). Then using 

the facts 

Y2(1,A.;Q(· + s) = Y2(1,A.;Q) f+ (s,A.;Q) f- (s,A.;Q), 

Y2( I,Aj ;Q) f+ (s,A.j;Q) f- (s,A.j;Q) = - a(Aj ) f/(s;Q), 
(26) 

where./; is the normalized eigenfunction at A j' (25) follows. 
The double roots do not contribute; so any ambiguity in./; is 
irrelevant. 

Corollary 10: For any Q periodic with mean value 0, 

f (-I)jla(Aj )I'fJ (s;Q) = 1. (27) 
j=O 
Proof: Set ql = q2 = Q(. + s). 
Corollary 11: For any Q periodic with mean value 0, 

f (-1)
jla(Aj )lfJ (s;Q) = 1. (28) 

j=O 
Proof.' Integrate (25) in t from 0 to 1. 
Corollary 12: For any Q periodic with mean value 0, 

f ( -1)
jla(Aj;Q)1 = 1. (29) 

j=O 
Proof: Integrate (28) in s from 0 to 1. 

IV. SOME IDENTITIES DERIVED FROM IDENTITY 2 

Identity 2 also leads to a residue sum by Cauchy's 
theorem. In this case, all poles except ,1,0 are double; so the 
residue formula is more complicated. Before proceeding, we 
introduce some further notation: 

k#j (30) 

d [(A - AO) 00 (A2k - ,1,)2] 
ti

j
: = - dA fr? . :~~ k 2r? A=A2)' I~1. 

Note that Ej > O. Using these definitions, Identity 2 becomes 

1 = j~O ResA = A2} {Y2(l,A;ql) 'Y2(1,A;q2) 

00 

+ L EJ-tij ·Y2(1,A2j ;ql)Y2(l,A.2j;q2)' (31) 
j=O 
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Note that Q = 0 reduces Identity 2 to Identity 1, since in 
this case (and this case only) there are no gaps. The other 
reductions, such as ql = 0 or ql = q2 = 0, are still allowed. 
These yield the following corollaries. 

Corollary 13: For Q,q2 periodic with mean value 0, 

1 = j~1 Ej [ (cosjX;; sinfX;;2K2jfX;;) ·Y2(1,A.2j;q2) 

sinfX;; . ] + n- Y2( l,A.2j;q2) 
"A2j 

Proof.' Set ql = q2 = O. 
Corollary 15: For Q periodic with mean value 0, 

00 d 
1 = j~1 Ej dA [~(l,A.;Q) f+ (s,A.;Q) f- (s,A.;Q) 

-j+ (t,A.;Q) f- (t,A.;Q) ]..t=A2} 

+ f EJ tij [a(A2j;Q)]2'f~j(s;Q) ·f~j(t;Q). (34) 
j=O 

Proof: Set ql = Q(' + s), q2 = Q(. + t). 
Corollary 16: For Q periodic with mean value 0, 

00 d 
1 = j~1 Ej dA [~(l,A;Q) -j2+ (s,A.;Q) f2_ (s,A.;Q)] A = A2} 

+ f EJtij[a(A2j;Q)]2-j~j(s;Q). (35) 
j=O 

Proof: Set ql = q2 = Q(. + s). 
Remark: The double roots A2j _ I = A2j will not contrib

ute to the sums in Corollary 15 and Corollary 16 since 
Y2(l,A;Q) vanishes as does a(A;Q). 
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Proper affine collineations in Robertson-Walker space-times 
c. D. Collinson 
School of Mathematics, The University of Hull, Hull HU6 7RX, England 

(Received 26 January 1988; accepted for publication 27 April 1988) 

It is shown that the only Robertson-Walker space-times admitting a proper affine collineation 
are static, hence proving the uniqueness ofthe collineation found recently by Maartens [J. 
Math. Phys. 28, 2051 (1987)]. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An affine collineation is generated by a vector field 5 
satisfying 

7rpy = 5(a;{3);y = O. (1.1) 

Such a collineation is called proper if it is not a homothetic 
collineation, for which the vector field 5 would satisfy 

7ga{3 = 5(a;{3) = ""ga{3' "".y = O. 

Bedran, Lesche l and Maartens2 have investigated solutions 
of (1.1) for the Robertson-Walker space-times with metric 

ds2 = dt 2 
- R 2 (t)(dr/(1 - kr) 

+ r de 2 + r sin2 e dcp 2). ( 1.2) 

Bedran and Lesche confine attention to solutions 5 that are 
isotropic and homogeneous and Maartens points out that 
the calculations are incomplete in the static case R = 0, for 
which a proper affine collineation is found. 

In this paper the first integrability condition of (1.1) 
will be exploited to prove the following theorems. 

Theorem 1: Nonempty Robertson-Walker space-times 
admitting a proper affine collineation are necessarily static. 

Theorem 2: Nonempty, static Robertson-Walker space
times admit one and only one independent proper affine col
lineation (in the sense that any other proper collineation is 
obtained by adding a homothetic Killing vector to the gener
ator). 

II. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 

The first integrability condition of ( 1.1) is3 

£R a{3yS = O. 
s 

This equation defines a curvature collineation and Katzin, 
Levine, and Davis4 have shown that a necessary condition 
for a curvature collineation to exist is that 

ha£R E{3ylj + h{3£R EayS = 0, 

where 

ha{3 = 7ga{3 = 5(a;{3) . 

(2.1 ) 

This equation has been investigated in some detail, first by 
Collinson5 for empty space-times and then by Hall6 and oth
ers for nonempty space-times. In particular Hall shows that 
four different forms of the general solution ha{3 of the equa
tion arise (see his Theorem 1). The first form arises when 
two independent vectors k exist satisfying the equation 

R E{3yskE = O. 

The second form, namely 

ha{3 = cpga{3 + Aka k{3 

(2.2) 

(2.3 ) 

arises when only one vector k exists satisfying (2.2). The 
third form requires the existence of null eigenvectors of the 
Ricci tensor and the fourth and final form is 

ha{3 = cpga{3 (2.4) 

The Robertson-Walker space-times are conformally 
flat so that (2.2) is equivalent to 

R E{3kE = 0, (2.5) 

and 

ka (R{3y - jRg{3y) = k{3 (Ray - jRgay )' (2.6) 

Also 

Ra{3= -(p+p)uau{3+!(p-p)ga{3' 

where 

P+P=2[ -(~)+(!:)+ :2]' 
and 

p - p = 2[ (~) + 2(! r + ~~ l 
Substituting (2.7) into (2.5) and (2.6) yields 

- (p + p)u{3uEkE + !(p - p)k{3 = 0, 

and 

ka [ - (p + p)u{3uy + i(p + 3p)g{3Y] 

= k{3 [ - (p + p)uauy + i(p + 3p)gay]' 

Contracting (2.10) with u{3 gives 

- !u Ek E (3p + p) = O. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

There are two possibilities. If uEkE = 0 then (2.10) and the 
contraction of (2.11) with ua gives 

!(p - p)k{3 = 0 and - i(5p + 3p)k{3uy = O. 

For a nonempty space-time (i.e., not both p and p are zero) 
these equations imply the k{3 = O. If uEkE =1=0 then 
3p + p = 0 and (2.10) yields, for nonempty space-times, 
k{3 = uEkEu{3 or, with a rescaling, k{3 = u{3' Equation (2.11) 
is then identically satisfied. From this it follows that the first 
form of ha{3 referred to above cannot exist and that the sec
ond form, (2.3), only exists if 3p + p = 0 and ka = ua. 

If ka is a null eigenvector of the Ricci tensor then 

R E{3kEk{3 = O. 

This is the contraction of (2.10) with k {3, namely 
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- (p +p)(uEk E )2 = O. 

With k null, uEkE is nonzero and so p + p = O. Then 

RaP = - pgaP and Rapyt; = !p(gaygp.s - gat;gpy), 

Equation (2.1 ) is then easily shown to lead, with p =t 0, to the 
form (2.4). 

Now haP = S(a;J3) and substituting (2.4) into (1.1) 
gives q;,y = 0.1t follows that the form (2.4) corresponds to a 
homothetic collineation. The only case in which a proper 
affine collineation may exist is when 3p + P = 0 and then 

S(a;P) =q;gaP +A.Uaup. (2.12) 

Using <,~.8) and (2.9) the condition 3p + p = 0 is equiva
lent to R = O. Substituting (2.12) into (1.1) yields 

q;,ygaP + A.,yUaUp + A.Ua;yUp + A.UaUp;y = O. (2.13) 

Contracting (2.13) on a{3 gives 

4q;,y + A.,y = 0, 

while contracting with uaup gives 

q;,y + A.,y = O. 

It follows that both q; and A. must be constant and that (2.13) 
reduces to 
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A.(Ua;yUp + Up;yUa ) = O. 

Contracting this with uP yields 

A.Ua;y = O. 

Now ua = t5g so that 

Ua;y = rgy = ~gpy,O = CR /R)(t5~ - uauy ). 

(2.14 ) 

It follows thatifR =to, (2.14) requires A. to be zero, in which 
case (2.12) reduces to the form (2.4), thus proving Theorem 
1. Theorem 2 follows from the constancy of A., where the 
proper affine collineation referred to is that already found by 
Maartens. 

1M. L. Bedran and B. Lesche, J. Math. Phys. 27, 2360 (1986). 
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5C. D. Collinson, J. Math. Phys. 11,818 (1970). 
6G. S. Hall, Gen. Re1ativ. Gravit 15, 581 (1983). 
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To a compact Riemann surface, a point on the surface, a local coordinate around this point, 
and a holomorphic transfer function of degree m is associated a point in the Grassmann 
manifold of 12(z)m. This leads to solutions of the nonlinear hierarchies corresponding to 
maximal Abelian subalgebras of End (em). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we show how to associate to a compact 
Riemann surface X a point x"" on X, a local coordinate Z-I 

around x"" , and a holomorphic transfer function <p of degree 
m on the unit circle, a subspace W,p in the Grassmann mani
fold GrW(Z)m). As is shown in Ref. 1, one can construct 
solutions of several hierarchies of nonlinear partial differen
tial equations, starting from certain open subsets of 
Gr(f2(Z)m). This accounts for the occurrence of hoi om or
phic vector bundles over compact Riemann surfaces in this 
context. In Sec. II we give a description of the hierarchies. In 
Sec. III the subspace W,p is constructed, and in Sec. IV we 
express the virtual dimension of W", in the dimensions of 
cohomology groups. 

II. THE HIERARCHIES 

In Ref. 1 we associated to each maximal commutative 
subalgebraDofGlm (e) and an invertible element A of D, a 
hierarchy of nonlinear partial differential equations whose 
solution space we denoted by H(D,A). The equations are 
formulated in terms of pseudodifferential operators with co
efficients from an algebra B, consisting of m X m matrices 
depending on the parameters t ia , i>O and 1 <,a<,r 
= dim(D). 

Let E a , 1 <,a<,r, be a basis of D. Since D is an algebra, we 
have 

r 

EaEp = L iapyEy. 
y~1 

Then we are looking for operators in B[s,s -I] of the form 

and 

L =AS+ Lljsj 
j<O 

Ua = Ea + L uj.aS
j 

j<O 
that satisfy the following set of relations: 

[L,Ua ] =0, [Ua,Up ] =0, forall aand{3, (2.1) 
r 

Ua Up = L iapy UY ' (2.2) 
r~1 

aia(L) = [(LiUa)+,L], (2.3) 

aia(Up ) = [(LiUa)+,Up ] (2.4) 

Here aia denotes the partial derivative w.r.t. tia , and P +, for 
PEE [S,S -I], denotes the differential operator part of P. 

It was further shown in Ref. 1 that one could produce a 
considerable collection of solutions of this hierarchy starting 
from an open subset Q(D,A) of the Grassmann manifold 
Gr(H) with H = 12(z)m. The elements ofH we see as se
quences (a k ), kEZ and a k Eem , and the inner product on H 
has the form 

(ak,bk ) = L aJj~. 
k£Z 

The space Gr(H) is defined with respect to the splitting 
H = H>o $ H<o, with H>o = {(ak )EH, ak = 0 for all 
k < O} and H < 0 = H;'o' It consists of all closed subspaces of 
H that are the image of an embedding w: H>o -+ H that de
composes w.r.t. H = H>o $ H<o as w = (:~), with w+ 
Fredholm and w _ bounded. The index of w + is called the 
virtual dimension of the image of w. 

If Q is the open set of GrW (Z) m ) consisting of all sub
spaces that project bijectively onto H>o, then the open set 
Q(D,A) of GrW(Z)m), from which we can construct solu
tions of Eqs. (2.1 )-(2.4), consists of the subspaces obtained 
by letting the group offtows corresponding to D and A act on 
Q. It consists of operators of the form 

exp( L tiaEaA i diag(N, ... ,N»), 
i>O 

J<a<r 

where A denotes the shift operator in 12 (Z); i.e., if 
a = (bn )Ef2(Z), then (Aa) n = bn _ I' We denote by 
(L w' Ua • w) the solution of the hierarchy corresponding to 
WEQ(D,A). 

III. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SUBSPACE 

Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g. We 
choose a point x 00 on X, an open neighborhood U of x 00 , and 
an isomorphism z of U with an open neighborhood 

{xlxEPI (e), Ixl> 1I( 1 + €z), €z > O} 

of the closed unit disk around infinity such that z(x"" ) = 00. 

In other words II z is a local coordinate around x 00 • We will 
identify subsets of U and functions on these subsets with 
their image under z and with functions on this image. If J..l is a 
map with the same properties as z, there exists a power series 
~i>O ciA i satisfying first of all 

L Ici l11 + €Ii< 00, 

i>O 

for some € > 0; second, for all XEpl (e), 
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Ixl>1/(l + E), L CiX-i¥=O; 
i>O 

and finally 

p-I = Z-I(L Ciz- i). 
i>O 

(3.1) 

A. Notation 

Let Xoo be the inverse image under z of {XIXEPI(C), 
Ix I> I}, let Xo be the closure of X \.X 00 , and write X 000 for 
xonx 00 • We fix an open neighborhood Vof Xo, namely, the 
complement of the inverse image under z of {XIXEPI(C), 
Ixl>1 + Ez }. 

In what follows any capital letter with subscript 0, like 
To, will mean an open connected subset of V containing Xo; 
any capital letter with subscript 00 will denote an open con
nected neighborhood of X 00 in U; and any capital letter with 
sUbscript 000 denotes an open connected subset of un V 
containing X 000 • In particular, for a given U 000 , we write Uo 
for UOoo UXo and U 00 for U 000 UX 00 • 

Let! Uo"" -+ cm be analytic. On a neighborhood of S l,f 
equals its Laurent series w.r.t. Z-I, i.e., 

f = L akz", with akECm. 
kEZ 

This series converges absolutely on a region 
1 - E < Iz(x) 1< 1 + E; therefore the (ak) belongs to 
12(z)m. In this way all analytic functions from U o"" to em 
areembeddedinto/2(Z)m. Let dxbe the Haar measure onS I 
with SS' dx = 1. Then the F norm off, liflb is given by 

Ilfll~ = r f(x)(f(x) Y dx = L akaL 
Js' kEZ 

where we have written elements ofCm as rows, and t means 
transposition. 

B. Transfer functions 

Definition (3.1): A transfer function f/J of degree m is a 
holomorphic map from some UOoo to Glm (C). 

To such a function we can associate a holomorphic vec
tor bundle of degree m over X. One simply glues the trivial 
bundles on Uo and U ~ according to 

(x,v) -+ (x,f/J(x) v), with XEUooo ' VECm
• 

We denote this bundle by L", and the projection on the base 
space by 1T. The sheaf of hoI om orphic sections of (L", ,1T) we 
denote by L",. If 0 is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on 
X, then L", is a locally free 0 module of rank m. 

Remark 1: In the same way as above one associates to a 
transfer function also a holomorphic bundle over pI ( C). As 
Grothendieck2 has shown, its structure is rather simple. 
Over pI (C) a transfer function f/J has the following decom
position: 

f/J(x) = f/J+(x)diag(xi', ... ,xim)f/J_(x), 

wheref/J+ is an analytic map U 00 -+Glm (C), f/J- is an analyt
ic map Uo-+Glm (C), and the Ii belong to Z and satisfy 
Ii + I >Ii · This implies that the bundle over pI (C) associated 
to f/J is a direct sum of line bundles. 
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Remark 2: Since U and V are noncompact Riemann 
surfaces, every holomorphic bundle over U or V is trivial 
(see Ref. 3, p. 204). Hence if L is any holomorphic vector 
bundle over X of degree m, then the restrictions of L to U and 
Vare trivial, and there is a transfer function f/J on un V such 
that Land L", are isomorphic as holomorphic bundles over 
X. 

Remark 3: If WI and W2 are open nonempty subsets of 
X, with WI C W2 , then restriction to WI defines an injection 
of L", ( W2 ) into L", (WI)' For each closed nonempty A, the 
sections of L", over A are the elefi\ents of 

lim L",( W). -W:lA 

Wopen 

Using the identification just described this space is nothing 
but the union of the L", (W) with W:JA. 

Remark 4: If Wisany subspace of 12 (L) m , then we write 
wan for the subspace of W consisting of the analytic func
tions in W, i.e., 

where 1m is the transfer function x -.Idem. Every transfer 
function f/J defines through the composition of functions an 
automorphismof{I2(Z)m pn, which is continuous in theL 2 

norm. Hence it extends to a continuous automorphism f/J of 
12(l)m. 

C. The space W", 

In this section we introduce the space W"'. It is the natu
ral extension to m > 1 of the spaces considered in Ref. 4. For 
an arbitrary f/J we embed L", (Xo) into F(z)m as follows: 
First restrict these sections to a neighborhood of S I in un V, 
express them in the standard trivialization of L", around x""' 
and identify the sections of that trivialization in the obvious 
way with holomorphic c m -valued functions on a neighbor
hoodof S I. Clearly LIm (Xo) andL", (Xo) arein/ 2 (l)m relat
ed through L", (Xo) = f/J (LIm (Xo»), and further we have 
LIm (Xo) = LI , (Xo)m. For W'" wetaketheclosurein/2(Z)m 
of L", (Xo), and from the foregoing we see that 
W", = f/J( WIm ) = f/J( (WI, ) mI· This relation also implies that 
if f/Jo: Uo -+ GI m (C) is holomorphic, then W",,,,,, = W'" for all 
f/J. 

Remark 1: Ifm = 1, then (as shown in Ref. 4) mUltiply
ing f/J with a holomorphic function f/J ",,: V"" -+ C*, with 
f/Joo (x"" ) = 1, does not affect the solution of the Kadomt
sev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy, i.e., Lw = Lw . Thus 

t/J<$)t/J t/J 

one could associate to a line bundle a solution of the KP 
hierarchy. However, for m > 1 this does not necessarily hold, 
for to show it one needs that the f/J "" action commutes with 
the operators that give the flows on the Grassmannian; in 
other words, it holds for holomorphic f/J 00: V 00 -+ exp (D) , 
with f/Joo (x"" ) = Id. 

Remark 2: From (3.1) one deduces directly that a tran
sition on another local coordinate around x 00 corresponds to 
applying an automorphism of e(z)m to all the W"" of the 
form 
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c B 
:) , BEGI(l' (Z) I , 

o 
B= 

* 

In this paragraph we show that W¢ belongs to 
Gr(l2 (l) m ), and we compute its virtual dimension. With re
mark 1 of Sec. III B one can reduce this to the case ¢ = 1m· 
Using the notation of the first section, let <1>+ be the auto
morphism of H corresponding to ¢ + and <I> _ that corre
sponding to ¢ _. 

With respect to H = H>o $ H < 0 we have the decompo
sitions 

with {3 and y finite dimensional and a Fredholm of index 
- "i.~ II;. Assume that Wlm belongs to Grs (H). Then Wlm 

is the image of a continuous embedding w ofH> ° in H that 
decomposes w.r.t. H = H>o $ H<o as (~: ), with w+ Fred
holm of index s. Now 

W¢ = <I> + diag(A\ ... ,Aim)<I> _ (W1m ), 

and by substituting the decompositions above one gets that 
W¢ is the image of the embedding given by 

(
a laa2 alab2 + a l{3d2 )(w+) 
c1aa2 + d1ya2 (cia + dly)b2 + (c1{3 + d/j)d2 w_ . 

Hence 

W.peGrS+index(a) (H) GrS_l:f'=II/(H). 

In the next section we will express the virtual dimension of 
W¢ in the dimensions of some cohomology groups as was 
done in Ref. 4 for the case m = 1. 

IV. THE VIRTUAL DIMENSION OF Wtf> 

Let Uo, U 00 , and UOoo be as in Sec. III A. Since noncom
pact Riemann surfaces are Stein (see Ref. 5), Uo, U 00 , and 
Uo", are a-cyclic for any coherent 0 module F, and accord
ing to Leray's theorem (see Ref. 5) we have, for all i, 
Hi (X,F) = Hi (U,F), where U is the covering (Uo,U 00 ) of 
X. In particular, we get for the locally free 0 module l.¢ the 
exact sequence 

11" 

..... l..p (Uo", ) -H 1 (X,l..p ) ..... 0. 
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Here j(/) =/lUo+/lU"" and 1T(go,g",) = go lUo 00 

- g"" I Uo", . This exactness is preserved if we take the direct 
limit for Uo tending to Xo and U 00 tending to X"" , and thus 
we get 

i 

O ..... :n:...p(X) ..... :n:...p(Xo) $ l..p (X", ) 

11" 

...... L.p (S I) ...... H I (X,l.qI) ...... O . (4.1 ) 

Embed the spaces L.p(X), L.p(Xo), L.p(X",), and L.p(SI) 
into f2(z)m as described in (2.3). In passing to the comple
tion ofthose four spaces in 12(z)m we get the sequence 

j 17' 

O ...... L.p(X) .... W.p eH,o -H, 

with 1f the extension of 1T to W.p $ H,o, i.e., 
1f(w$h) =w-h, weWqI, heH<o' We claim now that 
ker ( 1T) ker ( 1f) and that coker ( 1T) ~ coker ( 1f)' Assuming 
this for the moment, we can conclude directly (a) that W.p 
belongs to the Grassmann manifold of H and, in particular 
(b) to which component it belongs. Specifically, from this 
assumption one sees directly that dim(ker( 1T») is equal to the 
dimension of the kernel of the natural projection of W¢ to 
diag(A, ... ,A)H;;.o, and that the cokernel of this last map is 
isomorphic to the cokernel of 1T. Summarizing we have 
found the following theorem. 

Theorem (4.1): W.p lies in the Grassman manifold ofH, 
and its virtual dimension is 

dim HO(X,L.p) - m - dim HI(X,l..p) 

= c(det(L.p») mg. 

The last equality is the Riemann-Roch theorem for holo
morphic vector bundles over a compact Reimann surface 
(see Ref. 6, p. 64). Furthermore, det(L.p) denotes the line 
bundle associated to det(¢), and c(det(LqI») denotes its 
Chern class. What remains to be shown is that Eq. (4.1) is 
not affected by completion. 

The kernel of 1Tconsists of (g,g) with geLqI (Xo) nH':;'o, 
and the kernel of 1f consists of (g,g) with ge WqI n H<o' Thus 
we have to show l..p (Xo) nH~no = W.p nHq\,o' 

As for the cokernels, the exactness of Eq. (4.1) implies 
that there is a finite-dimensional space V in H~no such that 
Han = V $ {l.qI (Xo) + H~no}. Hence it is sufficient to show 
that W.p + H,o is closed and that{ WqI + H,o} n V = {O}. 

A key role in the proof of these properties is played by 
the following. 

Lemma (4.2): Let {Ij} {"i.lI€Zanjzn} be a Cauchy se-
quencein LI (Xo ) w.r.t. theL 2 normonS I. Then {.Ij} con
verges uniformly on compact subsets ofthe interior xg of Xo 
to a holomorphic I on xg, with Laurent series "i.nezanzn 
around Xoo , and in Pel) we have 

lim{anj } = {an}· 
}- 00 

Proof' For the domain Xo we have an analog of the 
Cauchy integral formula. The role of dxl(x - z) is taken 
over by a meromorphic differential w(P,Q), P,QeX, satisfy
ing the following propositions (see Ref. 7, Appendix §3). 

Proposition (4.3):TakeP #Q,P #x"", and Q #x"'. Let 
sand t be local coordinates around P and Q, respectively; 
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then there are neighborhoods N of P and M of Q and a holo
morphic function g on seN) X t(M) such that 

m(pl,Q I) =g(s(PI),t(QI»)ds, 

for all P lEN and Q IEM. 
Proposition (4.4): Iff is a function on Xo, holomorphic 

on xg and continuous on X 000 , then for all Q in xg we have 

f(Q) = ~ r f(P)m(P,Q). 
2m Jxo~ 

Let./j be as in the formulation of Lemma (4.2). By combin
ing Propositions (4.3) and (4.4) we get for a suitable neigh
borhood M of Q in xg that, for all Q I in M, 

I/;(Q I) - ./j(Q I) I<II/; - ./j112·C, 

with C a constant independent of/; and./j. Clearly this local 
uniform convergence implies the uniform convergence on 
general compacta, and the pointwise limit ofthe./j defines a 
holomorphicfonXg. The last statement of Lemma (4.2) is 
a direct consequence of the uniform convergence on a strip 

{p IPEX, 1 - E2< Iz(P) 1< 1 - E., E2 > E. > O}. 

This proves the lemma. D 
Consider now the case of the kernels. Take 

WEW", nH.;o' Then there is a Cauchy sequence {w) in 
LIm (Xo) such that 

w = lim ¢(wj ). 
) 

By applying the lemma to the components of the wj ' one sees 
that ¢ -IW is the L 2-boundary value of a holomorphic w: 
xg -+ cm. Since ¢ is holomorphic on a neighborhood of S I, 
¢(w) is holomorphic on a strip 

{PEXoll> Iz(P) I> 1 - E, E> O}, 

and W is the L 2 -boundary value of ¢ (w). On the other hand, 
WEH,o and thus is the L 2 -boundary value of a holomorphic 
function on the interior of X 00 • Now the edge of the wedge 
theorem (see Ref. 8, p. 75) implies that W is holomorphic on 
a neighborhood of X 000 , and WE w~n n H~no. By applying 
Lemma (4.2) once more one sees that W~: = LIm (Xo), and 
thus w~n = L", (Xo)' This proves the equality of the kernels. 

Let VCH;~ be such that VED{L",(Xo) +H~~}isequal 
to Han. Assume for the moment that W'" + H,o is closed; 
then 

H= V+{W'" +H,o}= V+lm(1T). 

We show first that Vn{W", + H,o} = {O}. We have just 
proved that W'" nH,o = L", (Xo) nH~no. Let Ybe the ortho
complement of W'" nH,o in H,o; then we have 
1m ( 11') = W'" ED Y. Take any v in vn 1m (11') and decompose 
itas v = ¢(wI ) + y, with WIEWIm theL 2-boundary value ofa 
holomorphic w: xg -+cm. Again ¢(w.) is the L 2-boundary 
value of the holomorphic function ¢(fij) on a strip 

{PEXo11 > z(P) I> 1 - E, E> o}, 

with Laurent series ~nEZanzn. Since v = ¢(w.) + y, with 
yEH,o and VEH;no' one sees that v = ~n>oanzn and that 
¢ (w) extends holomorphically to a neighborhood of X 000 • 

In other words, ¢(wI)EL", (Xo), but then alsoyEH~~. Thus 
VEVn{L", (Xo) + H~~} = {O}. D 
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Finally, we show that W'" + H,o is closed. Since it is the 
inverse image of the image of W'" under the natural projec
tion p +: H -+ H>o, we only need to prove that W'" projects 
onto a closed subspace of H>o' Let i w be the canonical em-

~ 

bedding of W'" into H. We first show that 
K = (ld - p+ )Oiw~: W'" -+H<o is compact. 

Recall that each win W'" is the L 2-boundary value of a 
holomorphic w on a strip 

{xEXol1 - E < Iz(x) 1< 1, E> a}, 

with E only depending on ¢. Choose a A. in (1 - E,1 ). For 
each win W"" let RA (w) be the evaluation of won 

{XIXEPI(C), Ixl = A.}, 

i.e., for all tES I, 

RA (w)(t) = w(A.t). (4.2) 

Clearly R A (w) belongs to Han, and its Laurent series around 
Xoo is ~nEZ (anA. n)~ if W = ~nEZan~' This RA is a bounded 
map for Lemma (4.2) implying that 

IRA (w)(x) I <constX Ilw11 2, 

for all xES I. In particular, one sees that 

an -+ (an A. n)n<O (4.2) 

defines a bounded map from W'" to H<o' 
Consider now the operator C: H<o -+H<o, 

C( (an») = (an A. - n) . 

This C is a compact operator, for it is the limit w.r.t. the 
operator norm of the finite-dimensional bounded map Cm : 

H<o -+H<o, m;;d, given by 

Cm(an» = (bn) , 

with bn = 0 if Inl > m, and bn = anA. - n for Inl<m. Thus 
the composition of Eq. (4.2) and C is compact, and that is 
exactly K. 

From the foregoing we know that the kernel of i w - K 
consists of L", (X 0) n H"; o' Let Y be the orthogonal comple
ment in W'" of the finite-dimensional space L", (Xo) n H"; o' 
Then (iw - K)( W .. ) = (iw - K)( y), and iw - K is in-

~ ~ ~ ~ 

jective on Y. 
According to Ref. 9, (i w~ - K) ( Y) is closed if and only 

if there is a positive c such that 

lI(iw~ -K)(y)112/ 1IyI12>C. 

Let Km be the composition ofEq. (4.2) and Cm; then the 
K m converge to K in the operator norm. For all m, i w - K m 

~ 

is injective on Y; therefore the image of Yunder iw~ - Km is 
closed if and only if 

lI(iw~ -Km)(y)1I2/1IyI12>Cm >0. 

Assume that this holds for all m; then we have, for a suffi
ciently large N, that Vn>N, 

lI(iw~ -Kn)YI12 lI(iw~ -KN)yIl2 - (KN -Kn)Ylb 
--::-::--->-----"----;:-::-----

Ilylb lIyll2 

>CN -IIKN -Knll>c>O. 

But then we also have, for all n>N, 
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1/ (iw~ - K)y112 1/ (iw~ - Kn )ylb - 1/ (K - Kn) (y) Ib 
ILvlb;;;' l/yl12 

>c-IIK-Knll>O, forn-oo. 

Hence we are left to prove that the image of iw~ - Km is 
closed. Because Km (H<o) is finite dimensional, 
Y + Km (H<o) is a closed subspace of H. But since 
(iw - Km)( Y) has finite codimension in Y + Km (H<o), 

~ 

it has to be closed, too. This proves the assertion. 
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The Ricci curvature of Diff S1 ISL(2,R) 
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Previous calculations of the Ricci curvature for the manifold Diff( S 1 ) lSI are extended to 
Diff(S I) ISL (2,R). These manifolds are distinguished by being coadjoint orbits of Diff(S 1 ) 
which admit compatible symplectic and complex structures, making them Kahler manifolds. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Refs. 1 string theory was formulated in terms of the 
holomorphic geometry of certain bosonic and ghost Fock 
bundles over the space of complex structures of loop space. 
This work was a geometrization or globalization of the work 
of Frenkel, Garland, and Zuckerman,2 who gave the condi
tions for the consistency of string theory in terms of the Lie 
algebra cohomology for the Virasoro algebra with coeffi
cients in the Fock space of the string. Since the natural com
plex structure of loop space depends on the choice of para
metrization of the loop (circle), up to an overall rigid 
rotation, the possible complex structures to be considered 
are labeled by the orbit of a given complex structure under 
the action of Diff(S 1 )-the group of orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphisms of the circle. This orbit is isomorphic to 
Diff(S 1 )IS '. for the complex structure given in Refs. 1. 
Diff(S 1 )/S 1 is a beautiful infinite-dimensional manifold. It 
admits a compatible symplectic and complex structure itself 
that renders it Kahler. 1.3 The appearance ofDiff(S 1 )IS 1 can 
be understood from the Kostant-Kirillov theory of coad
joint orbits.4 The coadjoint representation of Diff(S I) is a 
representation of Diff(S I) on its smooth dual space 
(Diff(S I) )*. At the algebraic level this space is the space of 
quadratic differentials on the circle. The coadjoint orbits of 
Diff(S I) have all been classified.5

-
9 In accordance with the 

general (finite-dimensional) theory they all admit nonde
generate symplectic structures. As manifolds they are all iso
morphic to Diff(S I) I H, where H is the common isotropy 
group of any point on the orbit. Only two of these orbits 
admit an integrable complex structure that makes them 
Kahler manifolds. 1.3.8 These are Diff(S 1 ) IS 1 and Diff(S 1 ) I 
SL(2,R). 

In Refs. 1 it was shown that the critical dimension of the 
bosonic string (or, equivalently, the conformal anomaly) 
can be understood as arising from the nonzero curvature of 
the (anti) canonicalIine bundle ofDiff( S I) lSI. For a Kahler 
manifold this curvature is given by the Ricci form of the 
manifold itself. For Diff(S 1 )/S 1 the result is ' 

(1) 

where R(L _ m,Ln) is the mn component of the Ricci form. 
It is the "26" in this result that yields the critical dimension 
of 26 for the bosonic string. This result can be supersymme
trizedI0.1I.12 and has been extended to the case of strings 
moving on a group manifold. 13 

In this paper we extend this calculation, for complete
ness, to the other Kahler coadjoint orbit, Diff(S I) ISL( 2,R). 

In terms of the setting of Refs. 1 this space would correspond 
to the orbit under Diff(S I) of any projective SL(2,R)-invar
iant complex structure. As the cocycle of the Virasoro alge
bra is cohomologous to the SL(2,R)-invariant cocycle, it is 
convenient to choose SL(2,R)-invariant structures in appli
cations to string or conformal field theory. Diff(S 1)/ 
SL(2,R) has also been considered in Ref. 14, where it is 
interpreted geometrically as the space of all Lorentz metrics 
on the single-sheeted hyperboloid obtained from the stan
dard [SL(2,R)-invariant] Lorentz metric by a global con
formal diffeomorphism. 

II. PRESENTATION 

For Diff(S 1 )/SL(2,R) the type (1,0) and (0,1) eigen
spaces of the complex structure J are the vector fields on the 
circle Lm with m > 1 and m < 1, respectively. That is, at the 
origin, 

f
iLm' 

JLm = . 
-ILm , m< -1, 

m> 1, 
(2) 

withLm =z-m+'dldz. 
The Kahler metric is given by 

(3) 

where we introduce the notation w(m) for later conven
ience. This is the SL(2,R)-invariant form of the Kahler met
ric given in Refs. 1 for Diff(S I) IS I. The complex structure 
gives the following decomposition of the corresponding 
complexified Lie algebra (at the origin): 

Diff S 1 = f+ + f- + SL(2,R)c (4) 

where f+ and f- correspond to the type (1,0) and (0,1) 
vector fields, respectively, and SL (2,R) is spanned by L I' Lo, 
andL_ ,. 

To compute the curvature we introduce the Toeplitz 
operator I. 15. 16 

tp(X) = !f' x - V x' (5) 

where V x denotes the covariant derivative in the direction of 
vector field X with respect to the Kahler connection, and 
!f' x is the Lie derivative. The operator tp(X) can be thought 
of as operating within the space L + since both !f' x and V x 
preserve the complex structure and thus the decomposition 
(4). The tensorial character of the Toeplitz operators allows 
their action on a vector field Y to be computed at the origin 
by extending Yaway from the origin in any convenient man
ner. Specifically, one can extend Yaway from the origin 
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such that the covariant derivative V x always vanishes and 
97(X) = if x' For XeSL(2,R) this is guaranteed since X 
vanishes at the origin. That is, if we denote the identity of 
Diff(SI) bye, then X(e) = a for XeSL(2,R), so that V x 
= O. ForXEL_, let (Y) + denote the (1,0) component of the 

vector field Y. It is a holomorphic vector field and hence 

Vx(Y)+=ax«Y)+)=O (6) 

at the origin. Here we have used the fact that a Kahler con
nection agrees with the a operator in the antiholomorphic 
directions, i.e., V x = ax for XEL_. For XEL+, 97(X) is de
fined by its skew-Hermitian cha~acter. Thus we conclude 

{

ad X, XeSL(2,R), 

97(X)= 1T+Oa~X, XEf-, (7) 
- 97(X) +, XEf+, 

where 1T + denotes the projection onto the subspace L +' "ad" 
is the adjoint action, and X -x is involution that maps 
f+ -f-· In terms of components, 

97(L k ) = ad L k , k = 1,0, - 1, 

97(L_ m ) = 1T+o adL_ m , m> 1, 

97(Lm ) = - 97(L _ m ) +, m> 1. 

(8) 

The Riemann tensor is given by 

R(X,Y) = [V x,v y] - V[X,y 1 

= [97(X),97(Y)] -97([X,Y]), (9) 

using [if x,if y ] = if [X,y 1 and [if x,v y ] = V [X,y l' 

which follows from left invariance under vector fields X and 
Y. Thus the Riemann tensor (and subsequently the Ricci 
form) can be computed entirely from our knowledge of the 
action ofthe Toeplitz operators (7) and (8). 

This gives 

with w(p) = a(p3 - p). The Riemann tensor is then 

R(L _ m,Ln )Lp = Rmn qp, 

with 

(11 ) 

[ 
w(m + q - n) w(q - n) 

Rmnqp= (2m+q)(m+q+n) -(q+n)(2m+q-n) ()(q-n-l) 
w(m + q) w(q) 

[

2m - 2n + q, 

-(m+n) (+ ) w(q-n+m) q n-m , 
w(q) 

where m,n,p,q> 1. 
The Ricci form can now be computed in two ways. 1,16 

With a Kahler manifold one can trace over diagonal terms 
p = q. Since a Kahler manifold is also Riemannian one can 
equivalently trace over q = n. The latter trace has the advan
tage of rendering the absolute convergence of the Ricci form 
obvious. The diagonal terms of ( 12) are 

Rmn np = 8mp{(2m + q) (m + 2n) _w--'C(m-,-) -
w(m + n) 

[

2m - n, 

- (m + n) (2n _ m) w(m) , 
wen) 

m>n]} . m<;n 
(13) 

The Ricci form is then 

R mp =8mp[i {(2m+n)(2n+m) w(m) . 
n=2 w(n + m) 

_ (m + n)(2n _ m) we m )} 
wen) 

m w(m) 
+ L (m +n)(2n -m)--

n=2 wen) 

- n~2 (m + n)(2m - n)] . (14) 
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(12) 

Since the overall trace is convergent we can shift arguments 
(n-n + m) in the second sum to give 

[ 

m+1 w(m) 
Rmp=8mp - L.(m+n)(2-m)--

n=2 wen) 

m w(m) 
+ L (m+n)(2n-m)--

n=2 wen) 

- n~2 (m+n)(2m-n)] 

m+l 

= -8mp L (m+n)(2m-n) 
n=2 

(15) 

As required this is the SL( 2,R) -invariant analog of the result 
( 1) for Diff(S I) IS I, i.e., we obtain the expected critical di
mension 26 in string applications and the SL(2,R)-invariant 
cocycle of the Virasoro algebra (or conformal anomaly) 
from the Ricci curvature of Diff(S I) ISL (2,R). 
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Wiener analysis of a binary hysteresis system 
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Nonlinear transformation of an independent Gaussian sequence by a binary hysteresis is 
studied by Wiener's method [Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory (MIT, Cambridge, MA, 
1958) ]. The output sequence of the hysteresis is represented by a series of Wiener-Hermite 
functionals, which are random and orthogonal (uncorrelated) to each other. From the 
hysteresis equation, a set of linear equations for the Wiener-Hermite functionals is derived 
without approximation. The equations directly show that the hysteresis is decomposed into 
equivalent subsystems consisting of static nonlinear elements, multipliers, adders, and linear 
filters. They are solved by use of random numbers generated in a computer in order to get a 
sample output sequence approximated by a finite sum of the Wiener-Hermite functionals. 
Another set of equations is derived for the mean-square values of the Wiener-Hermite 
functionals. In terms of its numerical solutions, the convergence property of the Wiener
Hermite functional series is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we study the nonlinear transformation of a 
Gaussian random sequence by a binary hysteresis, shown in 
Fig. 1. Such a hysteresis has received much interest in con
trol and biophysics because it is a simple model of a transfer 
relay in a control system 1 and a basic element in a neuron 
system. 2 

We deal with such a problem by the Wiener method,3-5 
which has been applied to nonlinear stochastic problems 
such as the theory of turbulence,6.7 wave propagation and 
scattering in random media,8-1O analysis and identification 
of physical and biological systems,2--4.11-15 and stochastic 
differential equations. 16 In principle, the Wiener theory 
gives a mathematical method to represent the output of non
linear systems with the Gaussian input signal in terms of 
Wiener-Hermite functionals. The coefficients of such a 
functional expansion are deterministic functions called Wie
ner kernels, in terms of which systems are identified.3

•
11- 13 

Exact Wiener kernels are known for several nonlinear sys
tems: a memoryless nonlinear element,4 the so-called sand
wich system,14-15 and a bilinear system. 14 But no exact Wie
ner analysis has been made for a hysteresis system. Since 
Wiener kernels are difficult to determine exactly for a system 
with a strong nonlinearity and memory, it is often said that 
Wiener theory should be tried in case of a mild nonlinearity. 5 

But even though the binary hysteresis has a strong non
linearity with memory, this paper demonstrates that an ex
act Wiener analysis may be carried out in a special case 
where the input is an independent, zero-mean, Gaussian se
quence. First, we derive a hysteresis equation describing the 
input-output relationship. We develop the output sequence 
of the hysteresis in terms of Wiener-Hermite functionals. 
Using a theorem on the Wiener-Hermite functionals,17 we 
then transform the hysteresis equation into a set of linear 
equations for the Wiener-Hermite functionals. Since Wie
ner kernels have been believed to be essentially necessary for 
calculating Wiener-Hermite functionals, many studies have 
been made to determine them for various problems. 2

•
5- 16 

However, the linear equations enable us to calculate directly 
the Wiener-Hermite functionals without knowledge ofWie
ner kernels. Taking advantage of this, we carry out a com
puter simulation in order to get a sample output sequence 
approximated by a finite sum of the Wiener-Hermite func
tionals. Then we derive another set of equations for the qua
dratic mean value of the Wiener-Hermite functionals, in 
terms of which the convergence property of the Wiener
Hermite functional series is discussed. 

We summarize basic notations and definitions of the 
Wiener-Hermite functionals in the Appendix, because var
ious notations are available.2

-
5 

II. HYSTERESIS EQUATION 

Let Xp ({U) (p = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ) be an input random se
quence for the hysteresis shown in Fig. 1, where p denotes 
the discrete time and {U is a probability parameter describing 
a sample point in the sample space n. (However, we often 
drop the probability parameter (U in the equations below.) 
We assume the input Xp is a Gaussian sequence with zero 
mean and unit variance: 

Y r. 
(Y:l)C B A 

-M M X 

E 0 
F(Y=-l) 

FIG. I. The input--<Jutput characteristic of a binary hysteresis, which trans
forms a Gaussian sequence into a binary sequence. The threshold level is 
denoted by ± M. 
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(1) 

where the angle brackets denote the ensemble average over 
the sample space n. The output of the hysteresis is denoted 
by {Yp (w )}, which is a binary sequence taking ± 1. We 
implicitly assume, however, that the sample space n is of 
function space type. 18 Thus a sample point wand a function 
g (w) are regarded as an infinite-dimensional vector given by 
a sample sequence {Xp } and as a functional of {Xp }, respec
tively: 

w = ( ... ,X2,XI,xO,x-I"") , 

g(w) =g( ... ,x2,XI,XO,x_I'·'·) . 
(2) 

Here wp, the pth component of w, is given by wp = Xp (w). 
Furthermore, a shift of a sample sequence by 
q, {Xp } --+ {Xp + q}, induces a shift T q of a sample point w in 
n, namely,Xp + q (w) = Xp (Tqw). In the case of an indepen
dent Gaussian sequence, I B the shift T q is a measure-preserv
ing transformation with a group property: TO = 1 (identi
ty); TPH= TP·Tq.Oncetheshift Tissodefined,g(TPw) 
becomes a stationary random function of p for any random 
variable g(w), where TP wand g( TP w) are defined as 

TPw = (. .. ,Xp+ 2,Xp+ I ,Xp,XP_1 , ... ), 

g(TPw) =g( ... ,Xp+2,Xp+I,xP,Xp_I'··')' 
(3) 

Further, we define even and odd functionals of w. Setting 
- w = ( ... , -X2, - XI' - Xo, -X_I'''') by (2), we may 

define even and odd functionals by the relations 

g( w) = g( - w) (even functional) , 

= - g( - w) (odd functional) . (4) 

Because the hysteresis is with memory, the present out
put Yp is not uniquely determined by the present input Xp. 
When the one-step past output Yp _ I is equal to - 1 or 1, 
however, the present output Yp is uniquely determined by 
the curve EDFBA or EDCBA in Fig. 1. Thus we get 

Yp = C(Xp - M) (Yp_ 1 = - 1) , 

(Yp _ 1 = 1), 
(5) 

where ± M is the threshold of the hysteresis and C(x) is a 
clip function: 

C(x)=1 (x>O) 

= -1 (x<O). (6) 

Since Yp (w) = ± 1, from (5) we obtain the hysteresis 
equation: 

Yp = (!)( Yp_ 1 + l)C(Xp + M) 

- (!)( Yp_ 1 - l)C(Xp - M) 

=D(Xp)Yp_ 1 +S(Xp)' (7) 

Here D(x) and Sex) are discontinuous functions given by 
(see Fig. 2) 

D(x) = (!)[C(x + M) - C(x - M)] , 

Sex) = q) [C(x + M) + C(x - M)] , 

which are even and odd functions, respectively: 
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(8) 

x 
-M 0 M 

(a) 

I SeX) 

-M 
M x 

-1 

( b) 

FIG. 2. Discontinuous functions D(x) and S(x). They are even and odd 
functions, respectively. 

D(x) =D( -x), Sex) = -S( -x), 

D(x) = D 2(x), Sex) = S3(X) , 

D 2(x) + S2(X) = 1, D(x)S(x) = O. 

(9) 

Note that the hysteresis equation (7) is formally linear with 
respect to the output {Yp}, even though the hysteresis is 
nonlinear and discontinuous in the input--output relation
ship. 

A formal solution of (7) is easily obtained by the iter
ation as l9 

Yp (w) = S(Xp) + D(Xp )S(Xp _ I) 

+ D(Xp )D(Xp_ I )S(Xp_ 2) + .. ; . (10) 

This shows that, due to the causality, the present output is a 
functional of the present and past input. Thus, rewriting (3), 
we may put 

Yp(w) =g(Xp,xp_ I'Xp_ 2,"·) =g(TPw) = Yo(TPw), 
(11) 

which means that Yp (w ) can be obtained from Yo (w) by the 
measure-preserving transformation. 

We note that (10) is valid for any input sequence with 
any correlation function. It is difficult, however, to calculate 
from (10) statistical properties of the output Yp for a corre
lated input sequence. But when Xp is an independent Gaus
sian sequence enjoying 

(XpXq) = o(p,q), p,q = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... , (12) 

o(p,q) being Kronecker's delta, we may carry out an exact 
Wiener analysis as is described in the next section. 

III. WIENER-HERMITE EXPANSION OF THE OUTPUT 
SEQUENCE 

Two functional expansion techniques are well known: 
Volterra functional series5

•
12 and Wiener-Hermite expan-
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sion (notations and definitions of the latter are summarized 
in the Appendix). Because the hysteresis is discontinuous in 
the input-output relationship, Volterra functional series 
may not be applicable. On the other hand, one may represent 
the hysteresis by the Wiener-Hermite expansion as in 
(A 11 ), because {Yp} has a finite variance. 

Because the hysteresis is symmetrical with respect to the 
origin (see Fig. 1), Yp becomes an odd functional as (4), 

namely, 

Yp = g(Xp,Xp_ 1 ,Xp_ 1"") 

= -g(-Xp,-Xp_I,-Xp_1"")' (13) 

Since odd-degree Wiener-Hermite functionals are odd by 
(AI5), we write Yp in terms of only odd-degree Wiener
Hermite functionals as 

00 

Yp = L Y1n+ I (p) • 
n=O 

Y1n + I (p) = 11n + I [G1n + I (. - p).w] . 

(14) 

(15) 

Here 11n+1 [G1n +1 (. -p),w] is the (2n + 1)th degree 
Wiener-Hermite functional defined by (AI2). (For 
convenience. however. the notations Y1n + I (p) and 
11n + I [G1n + I (. - p),w] are doubly used for the Wiener
Hermite functional.) Due to the causality. the Wiener kernel 
G1n + I (PI.PZ'···.P1n + I) should be zero if any of its argu
ments is positive. that is, 

G1n + I (PI'P1.···.P1n + I) = 0 • 

foranYPi>O (i=I,2.3 •... ,2n+l). (16) 

Next we write D(Xp ) and S(Xp ) as 

00 00 

D(Xp) = L dlnH1n(Xp) = L Iln[D1n (' -p),w]. 
n=O n=O 

(17) 

00 

S(Xp) = L sln+ IH1n+ I (Xp) • (18) 
n=O 

00 

where the symmetrical Wiener kernel D In and constants d 1n 
and Sln + I are given by 

D1n (PI - P,Pl - p'···.P1n - p) 

= d1n 8(PI.P)8(P1'P)·· '8(P1n'P) • (19) 

1 fM d1n =-- D(x)·H1n(x)G(x)dx. 
(2n)! -M 

(20) 

1 foo sln+1 = S(x)·H1n+I(X)G(x)dx. 
(2n + 1)! - 00 

(21) 

which depend on the threshold M of the hysteresis. Here 
G(x) is the Gaussian distribution (AI). By (9) and Parse
val's relation. we obtain the useful relations 

00 

do = L (2n)! din • 
n=O (22) 

QO 00 

L (2n)! d ~n + L (2n + I)! ~n + I = 1 . 
n=O n=O 
In order to analyze the hysteresis equation, we then de

velop the productterm Yp _ I 'D(Xp ) in (7) in termsofWie
ner-Hermite functionals. This can be done easily by (AI9) 
as 

Yp _ 1 'D(Xp ) 

=C~o Ilm+.[G1m +.(· -p+ 1).W]) 

XC~/ln[D1n(' -P),W]) 

= i: i: i: (2m + 1 - 2k + 2n)! (2n + 2k)! 
m=O n=O k=O (2m + 1 - 2k)! (2k)! (2n)! 

Xl1m +1 [(G1m+I-1k+1n(' -p+ 1). 

D1n + 1k (. - p) hn.w] . (23 ) 

Here {G1m+I-1k+1n(' -p+ I).D1n +1k (· -p)hn is a 
2n-dimensional inner product defined by (AW), which can 
be calculated as follows: 

L G1m + 1-1k+1n (p; - P + I.pi - P + I,···,pin - P + I,p, - P + I.···.P1m-1k+ 1-P + 1) 
pj.Pi ....• P2n = - 00 

X D1n + 1k (p; - p,pi - P.···,Pin - P'P1m + 1 - 1k - P.···'P1m + I - p) 

=G1m+I_1k+1n(1.I •...• l.PI-P+ 1, ...• P2m-1k+1 -p+ 1) 

Xd1n + Zk 8 (PZm + Z - Zk .p)8(P1m + 3 - 1k .p) . . '8(P1m + I ,p) , 

(24) 

= {~zm+I-1k(PI-P+ 1.···.P1m-Zk+1 -p+ 1) Xd1k8(P1m+1_1k,p)8(Plm+3_Zk,P)"'8(Pzm+I'P) 

(25) 

(n > 0) , 

(n = 0) . 

(26) 

Equation (24) is due to the definition (AW). Substituting 
(19) into the right-hand side of (24) and carrying out the 
summation, one easily finds (25), in which the number of 1 
in the variables in G1m + 1_ 1k+ 1n is equal to 2n. By (16), 
however, the right-hand side of this equation vanishes for 
any positive integer n. Thus we finally obtain (26), which 
simplifies the right-hand side of (23) as 
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00 m 

= L L IZm+1 [{GZm+I-1k(' -P+ 1), 
m=O k=O 

(27) 
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which can be simplified further. By (A12) and (26), we 
obtain 

I2m +1 [{G2m+I-2k(· -p+ l),Du (· -p)}o,w] 
p-I 

= L G2m+I-2k(PI-P+ 1, ... , 
PltP2,···,Plm - 2k + I = - 00 

P2m-2k+1 -p+ 1)·d2k 

XH(2m+ I) [Xp,,xP2, ... ,xP2m_2k+ ,,xp, ... ,Xp], (28) 

where the upper limit of the summation becomes P - 1 by 
the causality (16). Because variables P]JP2'''·'P2m _ 2k + 1 in 
(28) are always smaller thanp, it follows from (AI), (A4), 
and (A9) that 

H (2m + I) [Xp ,xp , ... ,Xp ,xp, ... ,Xp] 
122m - 2k + J 

=H(2m-2k+I)[X X ... ,x ] 
PI' P2' P2m - 2k + I 

XH2k (Xp) (PI,P2,P3, ... 'P2m-2k+1 <p). (29) 

Therefore we obtain from (28) and (29) 

I2m +1 [{G2m + I- 2d· -p+ 1),D2k (· -p)}o,w] 

= 12m - 2k + I [G2m + I - 2k (. - P + I),w] 

Xd2k ·H2k (Xp) 

= Y2m _ 2k + I (p - 1) X d2k . H2d Xp) . (30) 

Inserting this relation into (27), we finally obtain a simple 
expression of the product, 

Yp _ 1 ·D(Xp ) 

00 m 

= L LY2m - 2k + tCP - I) xd2k ·H2k (Xp). (31) 
m=O k=O 

This simple result is essentially due to the fact that, for any P, 
Xp and Yp _ I are statistically independent from each other in 
the case of the independent sequence {Xp }. This property 
will be used often below. Substituting (14), (18), and (31) 
into (7), we get 

~ 0 [Y2m + 1 (p) - k~ 0 Y2m - 2k + I (p - 1) 

·d2k·H2k(Xp) -S2m+I·H2m + 1 (Xp)] =0, (32) 

which holds in the ensemble mean-square sense. Because 
Wiener-Hermite functionals with different degrees are or
thogonal (uncorrelated) to each other, we obtain from (32) 
a set of linear equations for Y2m + I (p): 

m 

Y2m+ I (p) = L Y2m-2k+ 1 (p - 1) 
k=O 

(m = 0,1,2,3, ... ) , (33) 

where coefficients d2k · H2k (Xp) are time dependent and 
random. 

We may represent (33) by an equivalent network in Fig. 
3, which illustrates how the hysteresis with an independent 
Gaussian input is decomposed into subsystems consisting of 
static nonlinear elements, multipliers, adders, and linear 
filters. Note that this network is valid only for the Gaussian 
sequence with (1) and (12). 
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·r~J· 
(a) 

x 

( b) 

FIG. 3. (a) Linear filter Land (b) equivalent network of the hysteresis with 
an independent zero-mean Gaussian sequence {Xp }. The one-step delay 
line is denoted by D, and Hn is the nth-degree Hermite polynomial, repre
senting a static nonlinear element. 

In many cases Wiener kernels are definitely needed to 
calculate Wiener-Hermite functionals. Therefore theoreti
cal and experimental works have been carried out for deter
mining Wiener kernels for various nonlinear problems. 2-16 

Since Wiener kernels are multi variable functions, it is not 
easy to obtain higher-degree Wiener kernels in a general 
case. In our case, however, without knowledge of Wiener 
kernels we may easily calculate Wiener-Hermite functionals 
Y2m + 1 (p) from (33) by the iteration. Taking advantage of 
this, we will calculate higher-degree Wiener-Hermite func
tionals later to discuss the convergence property ofthe Wie
ner-Hermite expansion (14). 

We should note that, if we take a spectral representation 
of the Wiener-Hermite functionals, asymmetrical Wiener 
kernels in the spectral domain can be easily obtained from 
(33). Discussions on the Wiener kernels, however, will be 
omitted here. 

IV. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 

We have derived a set of linear equations for the Wie
ner-Hermite functionals, from which we will obtain correla
tion functions of the Wiener-Hermite functionals in this sec
tion. However, we start with the average and the quadratic 
mean of the output sequence {Yp }. 

Since the Wiener-Hermite functional Yn (p) 
= In [Gn (. - p),w] has zero averages except when n = 0, 
we obtain from (14) 

00 

(Yp) = L (Y2n+ I (p» = 0, (34) 
n=O 
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which is to be expected from the symmetry. Next we calcu
late the mean square of Yp. Since < [ H k (Xp ) ] 2) = k! and, 
for any given p, m, and k, Y2m _ 2k + 1 (p - 1) and H2k (Xp ) 

are statistically independent from each other, taking the 
square of (33) and averaging the yield we find 

m 

~m + 1 = I ~m - 2k + 1 X (2k)!· d ~k + (2m + 1)!. ~m + 1 
k=O 

(m = 0,1,2,3, ... ), (35) 

where ~m + 1 is the quadratic mean of the (2m + 1) -degree 
Wiener-Hermite functionals, 

~m+1 = <[Y2m+l(p)]2). (36) 

Taking a summation of (35), we obtain 

m~o ~m+1 = m~o L~o ~m-2k+1 X(2k)!·d~k 

+ (2m + 1 )!-s~m + 1 } 

00 

+ I (2m + 1)!·~m+ I· (37) 
m=O 

Using (22) and (37), we easily find 

Let us obtain the correlation function R 2m + 1 of 
hm + 1 (p). Multiplying both sides of (33) by Y2m + 1 (q) and 
averaging, we obtain, for q <p, 

R 2m + 1 (p - q) = <Y2m+ 1 (P)Y2m+ 1 (q» 

=doR2m+l(p-q-l) (q<p). (39) 

Solving this with the initial condition R2m + 1 (0) = ~m + I' 
we get 

R 2m + l (p-q) =~m+ldif-ql, (40) 

which means that all Wiener-Hermite functionals have an 
exponential correlation function, with the common expo
nent In(do). Making a summation of (40) and using (38), 
we obtain the autocorrelation function R yy of Yp , 

Ryy(p - q) = (YpYq) = f R 2m + 1 (p - q) = dif- ql . 
m=O 

(41) 

From (41) we may conclude that the hysteresis trans
forms the independent Gaussian sequence {Xp} into {Yp}, a 
binary sequence with an exponential correlation. A contin
uous-time binary process taking ± 1 with an exponential 
correlation is known as the random telegraph signal.4 Thus 
we may say that the hysteresis transforms an independent 
Gaussian sequence to the discrete-time random telegraph 
signal. 

We calculate the cross-correlation R yx (p - q) of Yp 
andXq , which relates to the first-degree Wiener kernel. Mul
tiplyingboth sides of(33) by Xq = H1(Xq), withm = o and 
taking the ensemble average, we get 
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Ryx(p-q) =G1(q-p) = <YI(p)·H1(Xq» 

=doRyx(p-q-l) +slo(p,q). (42) 

where G 1 (q - p) is the first-degree Wiener kernel. Since Yp 
and Xq are statistically independent from each other when 
q > p, we obtain from (42) 

(q>p), 

(q<.p) , 
(43) 

which is a one-side exponential function. We note that (41) 
and (43) can be directly obtained from (10). 

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Since < 1 Yp 12) is finite, the Wiener-Hermite expansion 
(14) always converges in the ensemble mean-square sense. 
This does not mean that (14) converges fast. In fact, the 
convergence is expected to be slow because the hysteresis has 
a strong nonlinearity. Since no examples have been given 
definitely for the convergence property of the Wiener-Her
mite expansion in the case of strong nonlinearity, it is inter
esting to check this point. 

By y~N) we denote an approximate output by a finite 
sum of Wiener-Hermite functionals, 

N 

y~N) = I Y2m+ 1 (p). (44) 
m=O 

Then the mean-square error e2 (N) due to the approximation 
becomes 

N 

e2(N) = (IYp - y~N)12) = 1- I ~m+l. (45) 
m=O 

In order to estimate e2 (N), we first solve (35) for ~m + 1 by 
the iteration starting with m = o. Obtaining ~m + 1 up to 
m = 25, we then calculate the mean-square error e2(N). A 
numerical example is shown in Fig. 4, in which log[e2 (N)] 
is plotted against 10g(N). Roughly speaking, the figure 
shows that log[e2 (N)] is asymptotically proportional to 
- pog(N). Thus we get a rough estimation,20 

..... ,.... 
:z ...., 

N 
GI 
~ 

to> 
0 
-' 

e2 (N) _O(N- 1/2 ), 

0.0 

-0.1 

-0.2 

-0.3 

-0.'" 

-o.S 
-0.8 

-0.7 

-O.B 

-0.9 
-1.0 

0.0 0.2 0.1& O.B 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.1& 

Log(N) 

(46) 

FIG. 4. Convergence property of the Wiener-Hermite expansion. The en
semble mean-square error is denoted by ez (N), and M is a threshold of the 
hysteresis. 
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(b) 

-11--++ .... 

20 60 80 100 120 11&0 P p 

(c) 

_2~~~~~-J~-L-L-L-L~~~ .... 

Q 20 'A 60 80 100 120 11&0 P 120 11&0 P 

FIG. 5. Simulated output of the hysteresis (binary curve) and an approximate output (fluctuating curve) by a finite sum of Wiener-Hermite functionals for 
M = 1.5. (a) First-term approximation with N = 0; (b) four-term approximation'with N = 3; (c) 12-term approximation with N = 11; and (d) 26-term 
approximation with N = 25. 

which means that the convergence of the Wiener-Hermite 
expansion (14) is very slow in our case. 

Next we describe a computer simulation. Using Gaus
sian random numbers {Xp } generated in a computer, we 
solve (33) to get a sample sequence Yzm + I (p), in terms of 
which an approximate output y~N) by the Wiener-Hermite 
expansion may be computed. A simulated result so obtained 
is illustrated in Fig. 5. In the first term approximation with 
N = 0 the approximate output y~N) fluctuates frequently 
against the discrete time p, and it is much different from yp, 
the true output. In the four-term approximation with N = 3 
the approximation becomes better, and the switching part 
from 1 to - 1, or from - 1 to 1, in the true output Yp is 
partially reconstructed by Y ~N). In a higher-degree approxi
mation with N = 11 or 25 the approximation becomes much 
better, as is shown in Figs. 5 ( c) and 5 ( d). But Y ~N) is still far 
from the binary sequence Yp. These computer results imply 
again that the Wiener-Hermite expansion converges slowly. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated an exact Wiener analysis for a 

symmetrical binary hysteresis in the special case where the 
input is an independent, zero-mean, Gaussian sequence. We 
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have derived a set of linear equations for the Wiener-Her
mite functionals, from which Wiener-Hermite functionals 
could be directly simulated without knowledge of Wiener 
kernels. Also we have obtained an equivalent network for the 
hysteresis. 

However, the Wiener analysis becomes complicated in 
the case of a correlated Gaussian sequence. This problem 
will be left for future study. 
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APPENDIX: BASIC NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

1. Hermite polynomials of single variable 

We define H n (x), Hermite polynomials of single vari
able, by 
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Hn (x) = [G{x)) -1.( - ! r 'G{x) (n = 0,1,2, ... ), 

G{x) = (lI{21T)exp{ - ~X2), (AI) 

where G{x) is the one-dimensional Gaussian distribution. 
Examples: 

Ho{x) = 1, 

H1{x) =X, 

H 2 {x) = x 2 
- 1, 

H 3{x) = x3 - 3x, 

(A2) 

Orthogonality relation: 

(Hn (x) 'Hm (x» = J: 00 Hn (x) 'Hm (x) 'G{x)dx 

= nh5{n,m), (A3) 

where o{n,m) stands for Kronecker's delta, and the angular 
brackets denote the average with respect to G{x). 

2. Multivariate Hermite polynomials 

We define the multivariate Hermite polynomial H(n) by 

H (n) [ Xp, ,Xp, ,,,,,XPn] 

= [G2k+I{X)]-IIT (-~)G2k+I{X)' (A4) 
V= 1 axp ,. 

Here X = (Xk,xk _ 1 ,Xk _ 2 , ... ,Xo, ... ,x _ k) is a (2k + 1 )-di
mensional vector and G 2k + 1 (X) is the (2k + 1) -dimension
al Gaussian distribution, 

G2k + I (X) = -- 'exp - - L X p , [ 
1 ] (2k + I) ( 1 k 2) 

{21T 2 p =-k 

(A5) 

where k is taken to be arbitrarily large. 
Examples o/multivariate Hermite polynomials: 

H(O)[Xp ] = 1, H(I)[Xp] =Xp' 

H(2)[ Xp,Xq] = XpXq - o{p,q), 

H(3)[Xp,Xq ,xr] =XpXqXr -Xr'o{p,q) 

- Xp 'o{r,q) - Xq ·o{r,p). 

Orthogonality relation: 

(A6) 

(H(n) [Xp"Xp"""Xpn ] 'H(m) [Xq, ,Xq" ... ,Xqm ]) 

= o{n,m)oi,;'), (A7) 

where the angle brackets denote the average with respect to 
the multidimensional Gaussian distribution (A5) with an 
arbitrarily large k, and oi,;') stands for the sum of all distinct 
products of m Kronecker deltas of the form 0 (p a ,q p ) , 

p = (PI,P2, ... ,Pn ), q = (QI,q2, .. ·,qm ), all Pa and qp appear
ing just once in each product; for example, 

o~;) = o{PI,ql) 'O{P2,Q2) + O{P2,ql) 'O{PI,q2)' 

Even/odd symmetry: 

H (n) [ Xp, ,xp, ,,,,,Xpn ] 

= (_l)n'H(n)[ -Xp"-Xp,, ... ,-Xp.]' (A8) 
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Factorization: The multivariate Hermite polynomial is 
reduced to a product of Hermite polynomials. For example, 

H(3) [Xp,xq,xr ] 

[

H3{XP)' 

H 2{Xp) 'HI{Xr ), 

= HI{Xp)'HI{Xq)'HI{Xr)' 

H(Z)[ Xp,xq] 'HI{X,), 

3. The k-dlmenslonal inner product 

p=q= r, 

p=q=j:.r, 

p=j:.q, q=j:.r, 

q=j:.r, p=j:.r. 

r=j:.p, 

(A9) 

For the symmetrical functions Gm (PI,PZ, ... ,Pm) and 
Dn (PI,P2, ... ,Pn ) we define the k-dimensional inner product 
{Gm (. - p), Dn {. - q)h by 

{Gm {' -p),Dn {· -q)h 
00 

L Gm {pi - P,P; - P'''',Pk - P, 
pj,Pi.·· .• Pk = - 00 

PI - P, .. ·,Pm - k - P )Dn (pi - Q,p; - q'''',Pk - q, 

Pm-k+1 -q, .. ·,Pm+n-2k -Q), 

h;;min{m,n), (AW) 

which is an m + n - 2k + 2 variable function but 
asymmetrical in general. When m = n = k, 
{Gm(' -p),Dm{· -q)}m becomes a function of the differ
encep - q. 

4. Wiener-Hermite expansion 

Notations and definitions for the Wiener-Hermite ex
pansion are described here. However, see Refs. 3-5 for math
ematical details. 

We consider a functional g{ T p w) of an independent 
Gaussian sequence {Xp }, where w is given by a sample se
quence as (2) and T p w is another sample sequence obtained 
by the shift T. When a functional g( T P w) has a finite vari
ance, i.e., (lg{TPw)I Z) < 00, it has an orthogonal develop
ment called a Wiener-Hermite expansion, that is, 

00 

g{TPw) = L In[Gn{' -p),w], (All) 
n=O 

where In [Gn {. - p),w] is the nth degree Wiener-Hermite 
functional 

00 

= L 
XH(n) [Xp,,xp,, ... ,xPn] (n=0,1,2, ... ). (A12) 

Here the dot in In [ G n (. - p),w] stands for the summation 
variables (PI,P2, ... ,Pn)' H(n) is the multivariate Hermite 
polynomial defined by (A4), and Gn (PI,PZ, ... ,Pn ) is a deter
ministic function called the Wiener kernel, which is assumed 
to be symmetrical with respect to its arguments. (When 
n = 0, however, 10 [Go{' - p),w] is a constant equal to Go.) 
The Wiener-Hermite functionals enjoy the following prop
erties. 
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Shift transformation: By the definition (3) of the shift 
TP and (AI2), the Wiener-Hermite functionals satisfy 

In[Gn(·),TPw ] 

=In[Gn(' -p),w] (p=O,± 1,±2, ... ). 

The orthogonality relation: 

(Im[Gm(' -p),w]'In[Dn(' -q),w» 

=D(n,m)'m!{Gm(' -p),Dm(' -q)}m' 

(A13) 

(AI4) 

where {Gm (. - p),Dm (. - q)} m denotes the m-dimen
sional inner product defined in (AW). Putting n = 0, we 
find that 1m [ G m (. - p) ,w] has zero averages except for 
m=O. 

Even/odd symmetry: By (A8) and (A12),odd- (even-) 
degree Wiener-Hermite functionals are odd (even) in the 
sense of (4): 

In [Gn(' -p),w] = (-l)nIn [Gn(' -p), -w] 

(n = 0,1,2, ... ). (A15) 

Convergence in the ensemble mean square sense: The 
Wiener-Hermite expansion (All) holds in the ensemble 
mean-square sense, namely, 

!~ (lg(TPW ) - nto In[Gn(' -p),w] n =0. (A16) 

By (A7), (A14), and Parseval's relation, we get 

(lg(TPw )1 2
) = i: (11m [Gm(' _p),w]1 2

) 

m=O 

= i: m!{Gm(' -p),Gm(' -P)}m' 
m=O 

(A17) 

5. Wiener-Hermite expansion of a product 

Let g( T P w) and f ( T qw) be random functions de
scribed by Wiener-Hermite expansions: 

00 

g(TPw ) = L Im[Gm(' -p),w], 
m=O 

(A18) 
00 

f(Pw) = L In[Fn(' -q),w], 
n=O 

where Gm (. - p) and Fn (. - q) are symmetrical kernels. 
Then the product of g( T P w) and f ( T q w) is given by an
other Wiener-Hermite expansion as 
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g( T Pw ) X f ( Tqw) 

00 00 m (n + m - k)! (n + k)! I 
= L L L -'---'---'---'----'---'--

m=O n=O k=O (m - k)! k! n! m 

X [ {G n+ m _ k (. - p) ,Fn +k (. - q) t ,w ] . (A 19 ) 

This relation is a slightly modified version of Theorem 2 in 
Ref. 17. 
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An infinite commuting hierarchy of three-Hamiltonian integrable extensions of the dispersive 
water waves (DWW) hierarchy is constructed for each finite-dimensional Lie algebra .9 with 
an invariant symmetric bilinear form on it. The construction is based on special two-cocycles 
on a one-parameter family of differential Lie algebras attached to .9. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The classical equations of one-dimensional dispersive
less free surface long waves 

U t + UUx + hx = 0, 

ht + (uh)x = 0, U = u(x,t), h = h(x,t) 
(1.1 ) 

lie at the intersection of two of the richest, but still not well 
understood, integrable systems known to date. The first of 
these is also a dispersiveless two-dimensional analog of 
( 1.1 ), called the Benney system, t 

U t + UUx + hx - uy f: Ux dy = 0, 

ht + (lh U dY) x = 0, U = u(x,y,t), 

( 1.2) 

h = h(x,t), 

which, upon introducing the moments Am: = s~um dy, re
sults in the separate system of evolution equations for the 
Am's, 

Arn,t +Arn+t,x +mAm_tAo,x =0. (1.3) 

The system (1.3) is integrable, i.e., it possesses an infinite 
number of conserved densities t and an infinite number of 
commuting higher flows resulting from the first Hamilto
nian structure of (1.3).2,3 In addition, the system (1.2) is 
itself separate Hamiltonian and integrable, and the system 
(1.3) has a second Hamiltonian structure.4 The second of 
these integrable systems is also one-dimensional but disper
sive (i.e., with higher x derivatives) analog of (1.1), called 
the Broer-Kaup (BK) system5

•
6 

U t + UUx + hx - ~uxx = 0, 

ht + (uh)x + !hxx = 0, U = u(x,t), 
(1.4) 

h = h(x,t). 

The system ( 1.4) is also integrable: it has an infinite number 
of conserved densities6

,
7 and higher commuting flows,7 three 

Hamiltonian structures,7 and two different Lax representa
tions. 6

•
7 The classical Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) hierarchy 

can be represented as a factor of the BK hierarchy, and not 
only in the differential equations sense, but also in the Lax 
and Hamiltonian senses.7 

Although a dispersive generalization of the system 
(1.3) is known, being just the famous Kadomtsev-Petviash
vili (KP) hierarchy,4 it has not yet been found for the truly 
two-dimensional Benny system (1.2); were such a general-

ization to become known it could be rightfully called Inte
grabilitorum princeps. 

The purpose of this paper is to construct, for arbitrary 
metrizable Lie algebra ;z, an infinite commuting hierarchy of 
integrable three-Hamiltonian extensions of the BK hierar
chy, the latter corresponding to the case of? = {O}. Recall 
that a finite-dimensional Lie algebra? over a commutative 
ring l is called metrizable if there exists a non degenerate 
symmetric bilinear invariant form on it. (For example, any 
complex semisimple Lie algebra is metrizable.) We fix ? and 
assume that l:::>Q, and that there exists a basis (et, ... ,eN ) of 
? in which the structure constants t;v of? are cyclic sym
metric, 

( 1.5) 

e.g., an orthonormal basis for? will do. We fix this basis of? 
I now set up the notation, state the main results, and 

describe the layout of the paper. The basic facts about differ
ential rings and the Hamiltonian formalism are taken for 
granted; they can be found, e.g., in Refs. 8 (Chap. I) and 9 
(Chaps. VII and VIII). (I will recall most of the needed 
facts in the main body of the paper.) 

Let K be a commutative differential ring with a deriva
tion J:K -+ K, such that l C h: = Ker J I K' Let C 
= K [u(j) h (j) r(j) s(j)] J'El. 1'--11'--N be a differential al-, 'It' JL ' t, "r-' , 
gebra. Consider the following system of evolution equations 
in C: 

Ut = (u2 + 2h - Ux )x, ht = (2uh + hx + rts)x' 
( 1.6) 

rt = - [r,s] + (ur)x, St = (us + 2r)x' 

where r = (rt, ... ,rN )t, s = (St, ... ,SN)t are ?-valued functions 
of x and t, and the commutator [r,s] is taken in ? The 
system (1.6) is a ?-generalization of the BK system (1.4) to 
which it collapses when r = s = 0 (and also for? = {O}), 
provided one changes the fluid dynamical time tin ( 1.4 ) into 
- t 12 (to make forthcoming formulas more aesthetically 

appealing) . 
Set 

Ho = u12, 

Ht=h, 

H2 = uh + rts, 
H3 = h 2 + h(u2 - u(t» + urts + rT, 

( 1.7) 

( 1.8) 

( 1.9) 

(1.10) 

and define the following matrix differential operators: 
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o o a 
a 0 

B 1 = I----+""":"":'~:__~_I HS, ] o 
al 0 

I 2iJ a(U - a) 0 o , 
(U + a)a ha+ah rta sta 

0 ar - [r, ] 0 , 

\ 0 as 0 2al 

/2(ua+ au) a(u - a)2 + 2(ha + ah) 

(u + a)2a (u + a)(ha + ah) 

+ 2(ha+ ah) + (ha + ah)(u - a) 

+ rtsa + arts 

2ar ar(u - a) - [r,s] 

\2as as(u - a) + 2ar 

It is easy to see that the ?-BK system ( 1.6) can be written in 
the form 

(1.14 ) 

where 8(H) is the column vector offunctional derivatives of 
an element HEC. 

Theorem 1.1: (i) The matrices Bland B 2 are Hamilto
nian; (ii) the matrix B 3 is Hamiltonian. 

Since the matrices Bland B 2 are affine, the (i) part is 
equivalent to constructing the corresponding one-parameter 
family of differential Lie algebras, say ?(A) [formula 
(2.3)], and a few (more exactly, five) generalized two-cocy
cles on ?(A) [formulas (2.7)-(2.11)]. This will be done in 
Sec. II. Since the matrix B 3 is badly nonlinear, the direct 
check of its Hamiltonian property would be a modern ver
sion of constructing a regular 65537-gon with a ruler and a 
compass. We circumvent this problem in Sec. VI by lineariz
ing the matrix B 3, i.e., by exhibiting a nonlinear differential 
change of variables that transforms B 3 into an affine matrix; 
after that, purely Lie-algebraic arguments will suffice to 
prove the (ii) part. 

Denote 

Theorem 1.2: There exists an infinite sequence of ele
ments HmEC', mEZt, starting with (1.7)-( 1.10), such that 

( 1.15a) 
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( 1.11) 

(1.12) 

2rta 2sta \ 
(u + a)rta (u + a)sta 

- [s,r]' +2rta 
(1.13 ) 

0 - 2[r, ] 

- 2[r, ] - 2[s, ] 7 

( 1.15b) 

In other words, the ?-BK system (1.14) is just one 
member of an infinite commuting three-Hamiltonian hierar
chy of integrable systems. [It is quite likely that the coeffi
cients of H m + 1 's (when the structure constants t;v are 
treated as formal variables; see Sec. III below) belong to 1: 
and not to Q, but my methods are insufficient to prove this. ] 
Equation (1.15b) is obvious for m = 0 and follows from 
(1.15a) for mEN by a straightforward computation per
formed in Sec. III. Equation ( 1.15a) presents, as is usual in 
bi-Hamiltonian analysis (outside classical mechanics where 
B 1 is invertible), serious difficulties. They are resolved in two 
steps. First, in Sec. IV we consider a new one-parameter 
family of differential Lie algebras 2' (A) [formula (4.1)] 
and three two-cocycles on 2'(A) [formulas (4.3)-(4.5)]. 
Out of this data, over the differential ring 
C1 = K [u< j) ,h (j) ,q(j) ,p(j)], jEZt, we extract the following 
two matrix differential operators: 

(1.16) 

o a 0 

B I = l-a_o-+_~ __ """"--:"--4 
o o 

qa+aq 

I 2a a(u - a) 0 0 \ 
(u + a)a ha+ah qa+aq pa+ap 

0 qa+aq 0 0 

\ 0 pa+ap 0 qa+aq 
( 1.17) 

Later on, from the matrices B I and lJ 2, we derive the follow
ing matrix: 
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/2(ua + au) 

(u + a)2a 

+ 2(ha + ah) 

2(qa+ aq) 

2(pa+ ap) 

\ 

Set 

Ho = u/2, 

HI =h, 

H2 = uh +p, 

a(u - a)2 

+ 2(ha + ah) 

(u + a)(ha + ah) 

+ (ha + ah)(u - a) 

+ (pa+ap) 

(qa + aq)(u - a) 

(pa + ap)(u - a) 

+ (qa+aq) 

H3 = h 2 + h(u2 
- u(l) + up + q, 

( 1.19) 

( 1.20) 

(1.21) 

( 1.22) 

and introduce the following grading into CI : 

Theorem 1.3: There exists a unique (modulo 1m a) se
quence of homogeneous elements H m EC ; 
= Q[u(j),h (j),q(j),p(j)], jEZt' mEZt , rk(Hm) = m + 1, 
starting with (1.21 )-( 1.24), such that 

-I - -2-
B 8(Hm+t> =B 8(Hm), mEZt , (1.24) 
-2 - -3-
B 8(Hm + I )=B 8(Hm), mEZt . (1.25) 

This will be proven in Sec. IV. Second, in Sec. V we 
consider a differential homomorphism (i.e., over K and 
commuting with a) <1>: C I - C, given on the generators of C I 

by the formulas 

<I>(u) = u, <I>(h) = h, <I>(q) = rtr, <I>(p) = rts. 
( 1.26) 

Lemma 1.1: Each of the pair of matrices 
(li I,B I), 1= 1,2,3, is Hamiltonically related with respect to 
the homomorphism <1>, i.e. (see Ref. 10, Proposition 6.1), 

( 1.27,/) 

1= 1,2,3, where ~ is the vector (<I>(u),<I>(h),<I>(q),<I>(p»)" 
D( ~) is the Frechet derivative of~, and the dagger stands 
for "adjoint." 

To check (1.27) is a simple but long exercise that is left 
to the reader. Since <I> is injective, from the Hamiltonian 
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2(qa+ aq) 2(pa + ap) \ 
(u + a)(qa + aq) (u + a)(pa + ap) 

0 

0 

+ (qa + aq) 
(1.18) 

0 

0 

I 

character of B 3 (proved in Sec. VI) and (1.27.3), it follows 
thatB 3 is also Hamiltonian. SinceB I andB 2 are Hamiltonian 
by construction [being associated with the Lie algebra 
.2" (A.) ], (1.24) and (1.25) describe an infinite commuting 
hierarchy of integrable three-Hamiltonian systems. For the 
Hamiltonian H 3, B 18(H3) represents the system 

( 1.28) 

which is another generalization of the BK system (1.4). 
Theorem 1.4: Set Hm = <I>(Hm )EC', mEZt . Then the 

thus defined sequence {H m} satisfies (1.15a). 
This proves the (i) part of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.4 is 

proved in Sec. V. 

II. LIE ALGEBRAS .p(}..} AND ASSOCIATED 
HAMILTONIAN MATRICES 

Denote by i» = i» (K) the following Lie algebra struc
tureon K: 

where (.) (/) = a 1(.). Denote by Vc , CEA, the following i»
module structure on K: 

(2.2) 

The Lie algebra .p (A.) is a free (2N + 2) -dimensional K
moduleK~K~ (K®'p) ~ (K®'p) (all tensor products are 
over h) with the commutator 

(2.3) 

B. A. Kupershmidt 1992 



                                                                                                                                    

In other words, ?(I!.) is semidirect product Lie algebra 
~ <2< [ Vo $ ( Vo ® ? (I!.) )], where? (I!.) is the following Lie al
gebra structure on? $?: 

[(al) (a2)] ( [a l,a2] ) 
b

l 
'b

2 
= - (I!. 12) [a l ,a2 ] , 

al,b/e?, / = 1,2; (2.4) 

here and below, I!. is a formal parameter commuting with 
everything. 

Recall (Ref. 9, Chap. VIII) that if ff = K" has a differ
ential Lie algebra structure [ , ], then a bilinear differential 
operator w: ffXff -+K is called a (generalized) two-cocy
cle on ff if 

w(X,Y)- -w(y,x), 'v'X,Yeff, (2.5) 

w([X,Y ],Z) + c.p.-O, 'v'X,Y,Zeff, (2.6) 

where/-gmeans (1- g)eIm a, and c.p. stands for "cyclic 
permutation. " 

Lemma 2.1: The following are two-cocycles on ?(I!.): 

wl (1,2) = 97IX il) + XI 97 iI), 

w2(1,2) = - 97IXi2) +XI97i2), 

w3 (1,2) = 97197 iI), 

w4 (1,2) = (a l,a2)/tlil), 

ws( 1,2) = 2(bl,b2)glgil ) + I!. (a l,b2)/tgil) 

+ I!. (b l,a2)gJil), 

where w( 1,2) is a shorthand notation for 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

Recall (Ref. 9, Chap. VIII) that to the Lie algebra ff 
one associates the n X n matrix differential operator 
B' = B(ff), with coefficients in a differential ring 
K [v~j)],jeZt' l<a<n, via the formula 

" XtB'(Y)_ L Va [X,Y]a' 'v'X,Yeff, (2.12) 
a=1 

where [X,Y]a is the component #a of the commutator 
[X, Y] in ff. Therefore, from (2.3) and (2.12) we get 

u(XI97il) -X297 ~I) + h(XIXil) - XP)Xz) 

+ ~r,. (XJ2~) - X2/t~I) + ~t':nf..Jzv) 
+ ~s,.(XIgi!) - Xzg~!) - (I!. 12)~t':nf..Jzv) 

-97I[aU(Xz)] + XI [Ua(972) 

+ (ha + ah)(X2) + ~r,.a(j;,.) + ~S,.a(g2")] 
+ /tv [arv (X2) + ~t~,.(rO" - (I!. 12)su)(h,.)] 

+ glv [asv(X2)]· (2.13) 

Thus the natural Hamiltonian matrix B (? (I!.) ) associated to 
the Lie algebra? (I!.) is 

o 
rta 

[ - r + (I!. 12)5, ] 

o ·n 
(2.14 ) 

For a two-cocycle w on ff, let {3 = (3", be the corre
sponding matrix differential operator 

Xtp( Y) -w(X,Y), 'v'X,Yeff. (2.15) 

Let PI be the matrix associated to the two-cocycle WI 

[(2.6) + I]. Define 

and ( , ) is the invariant scalar product on ? B(I!.): = B (? (I!.») + 1!.{31 + {32 + 2P3 + {3s, 
Proof: A direct verification omitted due to its length and 

(2.16) 

triviality. • where{3s = (3s(l!.) depends upon I!. [see (2.11)]' 

a(u-a) + I!. a 

ha+ah 

o 
rta 

ar 
as 

[ - r + (I!. 12)5, ] 

I!.al 

(2.17) 

Since the w/s are two-cocycles on ?(I!.), the matrix B(I!.) 
( 2.16) is Hamiltonian (Ref. 9, Chap. VIII). In particular, 
the following matrices are Hamiltonian: 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19) 

which are precisely the matrices (1.11) and (1.12). This 
proves Theorem 1.1 (i). • 
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III. DERIVATION OF THE MATRIX 8 3 

Writing Eq. (LISa) in longhand, with B I and B 2 given 
by (1.11) and (1.12), we obtain 

a(8Hm
+

I )=a[2 8Hm +(u_a)(8Hm
)] (3.1u) 

8h 8u 8h' 

a ( 8~: + 1 ) = (u + ala (8:U
m 

) + (ha + ah) ( 8~ m ) 

ta ( 8H m ) ta ( 8H m ) +r -- +5 --, 
8r 85 

(3.1h) 

B. A. Kupershmidt 1993 



                                                                                                                                    

(3.1r) 

(3.1s) 

We would like to conclude from (3.1u) and (3.1s) that 

8Hm+1 8Hm (8Hm ) -~..;:,..=2--+(u-a) -- , 
8h 8u 8h 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

but we cannot do that unless we take care of the elements in 
Ker a Ie = h. (Exercise: Show that Ker a in K [ v~j)] is the 
same as Ker a in K.) To exclude elements of h from 8 (H) we 
can follow the usual route by introducing a grading in C in 
which H m 's will become homogeneous. Such a grading must 
be consistent with Eqs. (3.1u)-(3.1s), which imply, upon 
choosing the units where rh{a) = 1 and rh(K) = 0: 

rh(u(j» = 1 + j, rh(h (j» = 2 + j, 

rh(Hm+ 1) = rh(Hm) + 1, 

provided 

rh( [ , ]) = 1. 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

This last equality forces us to have rh(t:v) = 1, which is 
inconsistent with rh(K) = 0 since {t:v}C~ChCK. To 
avoid a contradiction we need to enlarge our ring C into 

C=K[u(j) h(j) r(j)s(j)] [t" ] (3.7) , 'Jl' Jl Jl.V' 

where {t :v} are treated as formal variables satisfying the 
cyclic symmetry condition (1.5) and the two other condi-

a [2 8H;u+ 1 + (u _ a)( 8H;h+ 1 )] [by (3.2) and (3.5)] 

tions (skew symmetry and the Jacobi identity) guaranteeing 
that the set {t :v} defines a Lie algebra. With that, we simply 
declare 

a(t:v) = 0, (3.8) 

rh(t:v) = 1 for t:v#O. (3.9) 

However, we meet now another difficulty, namely, that 
{rh(Ker a Ie)} = Zt as (3.8) and (3.9) show, so that again 
we fall short of deducing (3.2) and (3.3) from (3.1u) and 
(3.1s). A brief contemplation leads one to conclude that the 
only way out is to conjecture that 

aHm 
--= 0, all m,O",p"v, (3.10) 
at:v 

which restores the needed property rh (Ker a Ie) = O. For
mula (3.10) follows from Theorem 1.4 (proven in Sec. V) 

and formula (1.26). To summarize, we impose the grading 
( 3.4) on C, and look for a sequence {H m} in C satisfying 

rh(Hm)=m+1. (3.11) 

Then (3.2) and (3.3) do follow from (3.1u) and (3.1s) for 
m>O, when 

rh(8Hm+ 1/8h) = rh(8Hm+ 1/8rp) = m >0, 

and both (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied for m = 0 as can be 
seen from (1.7) and (1.8). Substituting (3.3) into (3.1r), 
we get 

a(8H~+1 )=ar(8~m)_ [r, 8~m] _ [s, 8:m ]. 

(3.12) 

Now notice that, although we do not possess exact formulas 
for 8H m + 1/ 8u and 8H m + 1/ 8s but only for their a-images, 
the rhs's of (3.1u), (3.1h), (3.1s) involve these functional 
derivatives also only as images of a. Therefore, we can iterate 
the bi-Hamiltonian definition B 18(Hm + 1) = B 28(Hm), to 
obtain for B 28(Hm + 1), 

=2[(u+a)a(8:U
m 

)+ (ha+ah)(8:U
m )+r'a(8~m )+s'a(8:

m 
)] 

(3.13u) 

(u + ala (8H;u+ 1 ) + (ha + ah)( 8H;h+ 1 ) + r'a( 8H;/ 1 ) + s'a (8H~ + 1) [by (3.1h), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.12)] 

= (u+J>[(u+a)a(8:U
m )+ (ha+ah)(8~m )+r'a(8~m )+s'a(8:

m
)] + (ha+ah)[2 8:U

m 

( 
8H )] (8H m 8H m ) {( 8H m ) [ 8H m] [8H m ]} + (u-a) 8h

m 
+r'a s~+2~ +s' ar ~ - r,~ - s,~ [by (1.5)] 

= [(u + a)2a + 2(ha + ah) ]( 8:Um ) + [(u + a)(ha + ah) + (ha + ah)(u - a) 

+ (r'sa + ar's) 1( 8~m ) + {(u + a)r'a - [s,r]'}( 8~m ) + [(u + a)s'a + 2r'a 1( 8~m } (3.13h) 
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ar( /)H;h+ I) - [r,/)H:r+ I ] () () [by (3.2) and (3.3)] 

[ /)Hm (/)Hm )] {( /)Hm ) [ /)Hm ] [/)Hm]} =as 26;-+ (u-iJ) {;h +2 ar (;h - r,~ - s,~ 

=2as(/):Um )+ [as(u-iJ) +2iJr](/)~m )_2[r,(/)!m )] _2[S,(/)~m )]. 
The rhs of (3.13) is precisely B3/)Hm, as (1.13) shows. Thus (1.15b) is deduced. 

IV. LIE ALGEBRA 2'(1.) AND ASSOCIATED OBJECTS 

On the K-modu1e KED KED KED K we consider the following Lie algebra structure, denoted 2' (2): 

[G)®] ( 
;:;f: -;2l~)~: ) 

(X1nl) -XP)Y2) - (X2 YP) -Xil)Y\) + (ZlZil) -Zll)Z2) 
(X)Zi ll -XlI)Z2) (X2Zj!) -X~I)ZI) 

+ (.l(Z'Yl" Z i"Y,) ~ ,!(Z,Yi" - Zl"Y,»)' CfJ/,x/,Y/>Z/EK, / = 1,2. 

2(ZtZill - ZP)Zz) 

(3.13r) 

(3.13s) 

• 

(4.1 ) 

Since both? (2) and 2' (2) have a common Lie subal
gebra g; Q< Vo (the first two components), from Lemma 2.1 
we immediately obtain the following lemma. 

Let 73 1 be the matrix corresponding to the two-cocycle WI 
[( 4.2) + fl, f = 1,2,3. Set 

Lemma 4.1: The following are two-cocycles on 2' (2): 

wl(1,2) = CfJ)Xii) + X)CfJ ii), 
wz(1,2) = -CfJ!X?) +X)CfJ?), 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

w3 (1,2) = CfJ\CfJii). (4.5) 

Computing the matrix B (2' (2») associated with the Lie 
algebra 2' (2), we get with the help of (2.12) and (4.1): 

(2' 2 ) = (:iJ hiJ ~ iJh qiJ: iJq PiJ: iJp) 
B () 0 iJ+iJ 0 0 . q q 

o piJ+iJp 0 qiJ+iJq 

+A(~ 
0 0 

~!~} 0 0 
(4.6) 

0 0 
0 qiJ + iJq piJ + iJp 
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The matrix B(2) is Hamiltonian for any 2. In particular, the 
following matrices are also Hamiltonian: 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

which are precisely the matrices (1.16) and (1.17). 
We now embark on the proof of Theorem 1.3. Writing 

Eq. (1.24) in longhand, we get 

(4. lOu) 

B. A. Kupershmidt 1995 



                                                                                                                                    

( 4.1Oq) 

( 4. lOp) 

Equations (4.10) are obviously satisfied for m = 0,1,2, as 
seen from (1.19)-( 1.22). For m> 1, rk(tjBm + 1/8h) 
= m - 1> 0, so that (4.10u) implies (since Ker a Ie, = k) 

8B m + 1 8B m a (8B m ) (4.11 ) ---=2--+(u- ) --. 
8h 8u 8h 

Also, since qa + aq = 2ql/2 aql/2, we conclude that 
Ker(qa + aq) Ie, = {O}, and analogously for pa + ap. 
Hence from (4.1Oq) we obtain 

8Bm + 1 8Bm 

8p =~' 

and substituting this into (4.1 Op) we get 

8Bm+ 1/8q = 8Bm/8p. 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

We first prove (1.24) and then deduce (1.25) from it. 
We prove (1.24) by induction on m. Denote 

o 
o 

dm+1a +2d~~1 

-I -2 
B Gm +1 =B Gm +Fm' 

where 

o 
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(4.14 ) 

Suppose we have already found properly homogeneous ele
ments Bo, ... ,B m in C; satisfying (1.24), and want to deter
mine Ii m + 1 • We do it in two substeps: (i) First, from (4.10) 
we determine T m + I; and (ii) then we show that there exists 
an element in C; of correct grading whose vector of func
tional derivatives is the thus determined vector T m + 1 • This 
will conclude the induction step mt--+m + 1. 

(i) Formulas (4.11)-(4.13) determine Ym+ 1> dm+ 1> 

and Zm + I' with the correct grading 

rk(Ym+I)=m, rk(zm+I)=m-2, 

rk(dm+I )=m-1. 
(4.15 ) 

To show that Xm + 1 EC;, we have to show that the rhs of 
( 4.1Oh) is - O. Since the rhs of ( 4.1Oh) is 

( 
8Bm ) ( 8B m ) ( 8B m ) ( 8B m ) 

-ua ~ +ha ~ +qa 8q +pa ~' 

it is indeed - 0, since, as is well known, 

( 4.16) 

Also, from (4.1 Oh) we see that we can take x m + 1 to have 

rk(xm + I) = m + 1. (4.17) 

Thus we have found a vector T m + 1 of correct grading satis
fying 

B I (T m + 1 ) = B 2 ( T m ). (4.18) 

(ii) To show that the thus obtained vector Tm+ I is a 
vector of functional derivatives of some element in C; 
(which all the components of the vector T m + 1 belong to), it 
is necessary and sufficient to show (see Refs. 11 and 12) that 
the Frechet derivative D( T m + 1 ) of T m + 1 is symmetric: 

D( T m + 1 ) t = D( T m + 1 ). (4.19) 

Denote G m: = D( T m ). Since B 1 (1.16) is a nondegenerate 
matrix, instead of (4.19) we show that B ID(Tm + I)B I is 
symmetric. To do that, we apply the Frechet derivative oper
ator D to the both sides ofEq. (4.18), obtaining 

(4.20) 

(4.21.m) 

(4.22) 
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Now multiply (4.21.m - 1) from the right by jj I, and subtract from the result [ (4.21.m - 1) 1 multiplied from the right 
by jj2: 

-I -I -2 -I -I -2 -2 -2-
B Gm+ IB = (B GmB + B GmB ) - B Gm_IB + Fm, (4.23) 

where 
- - -2 Fm: = FmB 1_ Fm lB. (4.24) 

From (4.23) it follows that, since G m and G m _ I are symmetric due to the inductive assumption, jj IG m + I jj I is symmetric iff 
Fm is. Computing Fm from (4.22), (4.24), (1.16), (1.17), we find that Fm vanishes outside the upperleft 2X 2 corner, where 
it equals 

2aYm_ I a aYma-aYm la(u-a) 

(4.25) 
(Yma+ 2y!,!»a x!,!)a-x!,!) la(u - a) - (Ym la + 2y!,!~ I )(ha + ah) 

- (Ym_la+2Y!'!~t>(u+a)a - (zm_la+2z!'!~t<qa+aq) 

-2x!'!~la - (dm_la+2d!'!~I)(pa+ap) 

Using (4.10h) and (4.11)-(4.13), one checks by a lengthy but straightforward calculation that the matrix (4.25) is indeed 
symmetric. This finishes the proof of ( 1.24). 

Now we deduce ( 1.25) from (1.24), using the same arguments which we have employed in the preceding section when 
deriving B 3. For the lhs of ( 1.25) we get 

2a ( 8~: + I ) + a( u - a) ( 8H;h + I) [by (4.lOh) and (4.11) 1 

= 2[ (u + a)a( 8!m ) + (ha + ah)C
5
!m ) + (qa + aq)C

5
!m ) + (pa+ ap)( 8!m )1 

+a(u - a)[2 C
5
!m ) + (u -a)C

5
!m )] 

( 8Hm) 2 (8Hm) (8Hm ) (8Hm) =2(ua+au) ~ + [a(u-a) +2(ha+ah)] ~ +2(qa+aq) ~ +2(pa+ap) "bP; 

(u + a)a( 8~:+ I) + (ha + ah)( 8H;+ 1) + (qa + aq)( 8H;q+ I) 
+ (pa+ ap)(8H;+ 1 

) [by (4.IOh), (4.11)-(4.13)] 

= (u + a)[ (u + a)a( 8!m ) + (ha+ ah)( 8!m ) + (qa + aq)( 8!m ) + (pa+ ap)( 8!m )] 

[ 8Hm (8Hm) (8Hm) (8Hm)] + (ha+ah) 2~+ (u-a) ~ + (qa+aq) "bP + (pa+ap) ~ 

= [(u + a)2a + 2(ha + ah) ]( 8!m ) + [(u + a)(ha + ah) + (ha + ah)(u - a) + (pa + ap) l( 8!m ) 

+ (u + a)(qa + aq)( 8!m ) + [(u + a)(pa + ap) + (qa + aq) 1( 8!m } 

(qa+aq)(8~~+I) [by (4.11)] 

[ 8H m ( 8H m )] ( 8H m ) (8H ) = (qa+aq) 2--+ (u+a) -- =2(qa+aq) -- + (qa+aq)(u-a) _m_ . 
8u 8h 8u 8h ' 

(pa+ ap)( 8H;+ I) + (qa+ aq)( 8~; I) [by (4.11) and (4.12)] 

= <pa+ap)[2(8!m)+ (u_a)(8!m )]+<qa+aq)(8!m) 

=2(pa+ap)(8!m )+ [(pa+ap)(u-a) + (qa+aq)1(8!m ), 

which is exactly jj 38(Hm ) for jj3 given by (1.18). 
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(4.26u) 

(4.26h) 

(4.26q) 

(4.26p) 

• 
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v. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 

Since rh(Hm) = m + 1 and cf> (1.26) preserves the gradings (in C1 and C), we see that rh(Hm) = rh(iim + I ) = m + 1, 
as required in (3.11). We have to check Eq. (3.1). For this we need to compute the functional derivatives ofthe Hamiltonians 
cf>(Hm). We use the following formulas.9 : 

8cf>(H) =D(~)tcf>( 8li ), (5.1) 
8(-··) 8(···) 

where ( ... ) denotes the vector of basic variables in the corresponding ring. Since 

~ V' 
D(~) ~(~ 

0 
1 

0 
0 

(5.2) 

Eq. (5.1) yields 

(5.3 ) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Using (5.3 )-( 5.6), we check separately each of Eqs. (3.1). For the u-component, we have 

[by (5.3) and (5.4)] 

(5.7u) 

which proves (3.1 u). For the h-component, we have 

a (8~:+ I) [by (5.3)] 

= cf>a ( 8li;u + I) [by (4.lOh)] 

= cf>{ (u + ala ( 8!m ) + (ha + ah)( 8!m ) + (qa + aq)( 8!m ) + (pa + ap)( 8!m )} [by (5.3)-(5.6)] 

= (u + ala (8:Um ) + (ha + ah)( 8~m ) + rta (8~m ) + sta (8:m ), (5.7h) 

since 

rta(8~m )+sta(8:m) [bY(5.5)and(5.6)]=rt2ar~(8!m )+(rtas+star)~(8!m) [by (1.26)] 

= cf>{ (qa + aq)( 8!m ) + (pa + ap)( 8~m )}; 

thus, (3.1h) is verified. For the r-component, we have 
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l.-[s, ~Hm + I ] + a (~Hm+ I) [by (5.5) and (5.6)] 
2 ~r ~s 

(~Hm+l) (~Hm+l) =[s,r]<I> ~q +ar<l> ~p [by (4.12) and (4.13)] 

( ~H m ) ( ~H m ) [ ~H m ] ( ~H m ) = [s,r]<I> ~ +ar<l> ~ [by (5.4) and (5.5)] = -r,~ +ar ~ , 

which proves (3.1r). Finally, for the s-component, we have 

a( ~H;./ I) [by (5.5)] = a2r<l>( ~H;q+ I) + as<l>( ~H~+ I) [by (4.12) and (4.13)] 

( ~Hm) (~Hm) (~Hm) (~Hm) =a2r<l> ~ +as<l> ~ [by (5.4) and (5.6)] =a2 ~ +as ~ , 

which proves (3.1s). 

VI. LINEARIZATION OF THE MATRIX 8 3 

(5.7r) 

(5.7s) 

• 

Let C2 = K [ u ( j) ,Q ( j) ,r~j) ,s~j) ] ,jEZt , 1 <f.t <N, be another differential algebra. Consider the following invertible differen
tial homomorphism'll: C -+ C2 : 

'I'(u)=u, 'I'(h)=Q-!U2_~U(l)_!S/S, 'I'(r,.)=r,., 'I'(s,.)=s,.. (6.1) 

Theorem 6.1: In the ring C2, the matrix B 3 (1.13) becomes iiJ 3, where lJ 3 is the following affine matrix: 

( 

ua+au 

lJ3= Qa+a2+!a
3 

as 

Proof: We have, using ( 1.13), 

D('I1)B 3 = 

/2(ua + au) 

o 0 
o 

o 1 

o 0 

o 
o 
1 

o 

- (u + a) (ua + au) 

+ (u + a)2a 

+ 2(ha + ah) 
-s/as 

2ar 

\2as 

rIa 

o 
o 

rIa 

- [r,] . 

- [r, ] 

S'a ) 

- [s, ] 

a(u - a)2 + 2(ha + ah) 

- !(u + a)a(u - a)2 

+ (ha + ah)(u - a) 

+ r/as - !S/as(U - a) 

ar(u - a) - [r,s] 

as(u-a)+2ar 

2r/a 2s'a \ 
0 2r/a 

0 - 2[r, ] 
- 2[r, ] - 2[s, 11 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

and then D('I1)B 3D('I1)t = 2'11(lJ 3), in accordance with formula (1.27). • 
Thus we have found coordinates in which our nonlinear matrix B 3 becomes linear. (In new coordinates the linear 

matricesB I andB 2 remain linear, but we will not need this fact here.) To prove Theorem 1.1 (ii), we will show that the matrix 
lJ 3 (6.2) is Hamiltonian. Since the matrix lJ 3 is affine, the Lie-algebraic route is available. On the space 
K 2 Ell (K ® ?) Ell (K ® ? ), consider the following structure of a Lie algebra: 
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[( 

X~I ) ( x~2)] ( (X1'(I) _X~:il» =X(;1;21) X(I)1') ) 1 2 12 12 21- 21 

];®al ' 12®a2 = X.lil)®a2-X21P)®al+1'.Jil)®a2-1'2fP)®al 

!.®al J;®a2 X.Jil)®a2-X2fP)®al+flJ;®[al,a2] 

+ ~.1' @ [aha,] ~ /,1. @ [a,.a,] ). x,;X,.];.f,eK. a,.a,Ep. 1 ~ 1.2. (6.6) 

To avoid checking the Jacobi identity for the commutator 
(6.6), we can notice that this commutator is a particular 
case of the commutator in the semidirect product Lie algebra 

ad 

for an abstract Lie algebra JI, in the case 

JI = ?aff' 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

where V(JI) is JI as a JI-module, but considered as an 
Abelian Lie algebra by itself, and ?aff is the differential ana
log of the affine Lie algebra produced by?, with the commu
tator 

( 
XIXil) -XP)X2 ) 

- X.Jil)®a2-X2f\l)®al+!.J;®[al,a2] , 

Xl' hE!(, alE?, 1=1,2. (6.9) 

On the Lie algebra 9:aff' we have the following two-cocy
de: 

( 6.10) 

If (J is the matrix corresponding to the two-cocycle w, and 
B(9:aff) is the matrix associated with the Lie algebra 9:aff' 
then the matrix 

B3 = B(9:aff) +!{J 
is Hamiltonian. 
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Hamilton's equations are presented in manifestly covariant form. The resulting equations of 
motion are solved via a covariant Hamilton-Jacobi scheme. A covariant correspondence 
principle is introduced, and it is employed to quantize the equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Kalman's equations 1,2 describe in manifestly covariant 
form the motion of a classical particle in an external field in 
flat space-time. Recently, the author of the present paper 
examined these equations and showed that they reduce to 
Lagrange's equations in a specific Lorentz frame. 3 Thus 
Kalman's equations are the tensorial expression of La
grange's equations. This work considers the concomitant 
problem of casting Hamilton's equations into tensor form in 
flat space-time. The essential equations (called G equations) 
were derived in Ref. 3 and are presented in Sec. II below. 
Their solutions are constrained to lie in a seven-dimensional 
subspace of the space of coordinates and four-momenta. The 
origin of this constraint is shown to be the Minkowski rela
tion between four-velocity components. In Appendix A, it is 
shown that the G equations do indeed reduce to Hamilton's 
equations in a specific Lorentz frame. 

Although the development of the tensorial G equations 
is a logical continuation of the work of Refs. 1 and 3, this 
approach to particle dynamics is somewhat unconventional. 
In the standard approach,4-6 a Hamiltonian formalism is 
developed from Lagrange's equations in a specific Lorentz 
frame; the approach is taken in this paper to develop the G 
equations from Kalman's manifestly covariant equations of 
motion. It should be noted that the Kalman equations arise 
from a proper-time parametrization of the action integral, as 
shown explicitly in Ref. 3. Thus the G equations are equiva
lent to the standard formalism of Refs. 4-6 in the case of 
proper-time parametrization. 

In Sec. III, Kalman's equations and the G equations are 
applied to several simple examples, and the corresponding 
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations are presented for 
comparison. 

In the remainder of the paper, the G equations are devel
oped along two lines. First, in the classical domain, conven
tional Hamilton-Jacobi theory is extended to apply to the 
manifestly covariant G equations. This begins in Sec. IV with 
a derivation of the G equations from a variational principle. 
Using this method, the G equations arise independently of 
the Kalman formu,lation. In Sec. V, the variational principle 
generates canonical transformations of the G equations. Al
though the tensor formulation closely parallels its conven
tional Hamiltonian counterpart, there are important differ
ences arising from the above-mentioned geometrical 
constraint.7 Finally, the covariant Hamilton-Jacobi scheme 
is presented in Sec. VI, and it is used to derive solutions in 
several simple cases. The second line of development of the G 
equations is in the quantum-mechanical domain. Section 

VII introduces a covariant correspondence principle which, 
for the examples of Sec. III, leads to scalar wave equations. 
These are shown to be physically realistic, and all reduce in 
the nonrelativistic limit to the appropriate SchrOdinger 
equation. 

II. GENERALIZED HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION 

In Refs. 1 and 3, the action functional for a particle in an 
external field takes the form (limits of integration are re
moved for simplicity) 

s= f /(x,U)ds, (2.1) 

where x, U, and s are the particle's space-time coordinates, 
four-velocity, and proper time, respectively, and/(x, U) is a 
scalar function. The relativistic variational principle for 
(2.1) in a Lorentz frame yields Kalman's manifestly covar
iant equations of motion: 

a/ dPa 
-= ---, axa ds 

(2.2a) 

P = - [-.!.L + U (/- uP -.!.L)] . a aua a aup (2.2b) 

As shown in Ref. 3, (2.2) have the following properties: (i) 
Kalman's equations are well defined, despite the relativistic 
constraint on the four-velocity8 

U·U=1J,.vU"Uv= 1; (2.3) 

(ii) the Pa of (2.2b) are covariant components offour-mo
mentum, i.e., 

(2.4) 

where H is the Hamiltonian and P is the canonical three
momentum; (iii) Eqs. (2.2) reduce to Lagrange's equations 
in a specific Lorentz frame (thus Kalman's equations are the 
tensorial expression of Lagrange's equations); and (iv) Eqs. 
(2.2) may be recast into a generalized Hamiltonian form. 
Since the resulting equations are the subject of this paper, 
their derivation is described below in some detail. 

The first step involved is recognition that (2.2b) with 
(2.3) imply that x and P are interdependent; hence there 
exists a scalar equation of the form 

t/J(x,P) = O. (2.5) 

Equations (2.2) may be expressed in a Hamiltonian form 
provided that the constraint of (2.5) is taken into account. 
The resulting manifestly covariant equations are 
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dxa aG Jt/J 
-=---/1---, 
ds apa apa 

-dPa aG at/J 
---=--/1--, 

ds axa axa 
(2.6) 

G(x,P) =1 + p. U'ZO, 

where/1- is a scalar Lagrange multiplier arising from (2.5). 
In the last of (2.6), the symbol 'Z indicates that Gvanishes9 

weakly4; thus the partial derivatives occurring in (2.6) are 
found before imposition ofG'ZO. Equations (2.6), shown in 
their original fonn of Ref. 3, may be simplified as follows. 
For a particle with no external constraints, there is only one 
relationship of the form (2.5); hencet/J(x,P) may be taken to 
be identical with G(x,P) in the last of (2.6). With the scalar 
A defined as 

A = 1 - /1-, 

(2.6) then take on the compact fonn 

dx
a 
=A aG , 

ds apa 

- dPa =A aG, 
ds axa 

G(x,P) =1 + p. u, 
G(x,P) 'ZO. 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

(2.7c) 

(2.7d) 

Equations (2.7) are henceforth designated G equations in 
order to distinguish them from the conventional Hamilto
nian fonnulation for several reasons: First, (2.7) are mani
festly covariant while Hamilton's equations are not. Second, 
the function G(x,P) of (2.7) is a scalar while the Hamilto
nian H, of (2.4 ), is the time component of the four-momen
tum. Third, the existence of A in (2.7a) and (2.7b) means 
that G equations are not exactly analogous to Hamilton's 
equations; indeed, they cannot be since setting A = 1 in (2.7) 
destroys their self-consistency. 1.3 

Now consider the functional dependence of A in (2.7). 
Equations (2.3) and (2.7a) yield lO 

A2=(~~. ~~rl. (2.8) 

TABLE I. Kalman and Lagrange formulations. 

System fix.U) 

(a) Free -m 
particle 

(b) Particle - m - ;(x) 
in scalar 
field;(x) 

(c) Particle in - m - eA(x)' U 
electromagnetic 
field 

Kalman formulation 
P" 

mU· 

(m+;)U· 

Equations of motion 

d 
"ds(mU.) =0 

~ (mU.l = eF •• U· 

F,.o.=aflAa - JaAfI 
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The covariance of the G equations allows only one of the 
roots of (2.8) for A. In the particle rest frame, (2.7a) reduce 
to 

A=(aG)-I, (~)=O. 
apo aPk 

Thus, since (2.8) is valid in all frames, only the positive root 
is allowed. The scalar A satisfies 

A(XP) = -'-(
aG aG)-1I2 

, ap ap 
(2.9) 

in any frame. The exclusion of one of the roots in (2.8) is a 
necessary feature of the G equations, since a degeneracy in A 
would imply non unique particle trajectories in the "phase 
space" (x,P). From (2.7d), particle trajectories lie on the 
seven-dimensional surface G'ZO in (x,P). This surface is 
henceforth referred to as the G surface. 

In Appendix A, it is shown that (2.7) reduce precisely 
to Hamilton's equations in a specific Lorentz frame. Thus 
the G equations express Hamilton's equations in tensor 
fonn. The relationship between Kalman's equations (2.2) 
and the G equations (2.7) is analogous to that between La
grangian and Hamiltonian dynamics: First, (2.2) and (2.7) 
are the tensorial expression of Lagrange's and Hamilton's 
equations, respectively. Further, (2.2) are cast in the space 
(x,U) while the G equations are cast in the phase space 
(x,P). 

III. APPLICATIONS OF KALMAN'S EQUATIONS AND 
THE G EQUATIONS 

To illustrate the manifestly covariant fonnulations of 
(2.2) and (2.7), consider their application to the following 
cases of a particle of mass m interacting with various exter
nalfields: (a) free particle; (b) particle in a scalar field t/J(x); 
and (c) particle, charge e, in an electromagnetic field. Al
though the resulting equations of motion are well known in 
the literature, II the application of the manifestly covariant 
fonnulations to these cases serves to demonstrate their rela
tionship to the Lagrange and Hamiltonian fonnulations. 

Kalman's fonnulation is presented in Table I. In the 
first column, I(x, U) is the scalar integrand of (2.1). The 

L(r.v.1) 

-m 
r 

-(m+j!) 

r 

Lagrange formulation (in Lorentz frame) 
pl' Equations of motion (3.5) 

pO=rm 

P=rmv 

P"=y(m+;) 

P=r(m+j!lv 

P()=rm + eA O 

P=rm.+ eA 

~(rm) =0 
dt 

~(rm') =0 
dt 

d [aA'v + "VA"] di(rml= -eat 
~(rmv)= _eVA"_e

aA 
dt at 

+I!'i/\ curiA 
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second and third columns show PI' from (2.2b) and the 
covariant equations of motion (2.2a). 

As mentioned in Sec. II, Lagrange's equations are 
equivalent to Kalman's equations in a specific Lorentz 
frame. It is interesting to compare (2.2) with Lagrange's 
equations for cases (a)-(c). The relationship between 
l(x,U) and the corresponding Lagrangian l2 L(r,v,t) is ob
tained by equating the action of (2.1) with the expression 

s= J Ldt, (3.1) 

for a specific frame. Equations (2.1) and (3.1) imply 

L =IIUo=llr, (3.2) 

where 

UO=r= (l-v-v)-1/2 (3.3) 

in a Lorentz frame. In the Lagrangian formalism, the four
momentum components are 

pO = ') vk aL _ L P k = aL 
7' avk ' avk ' 

(3.4 ) 

and the equations of motion are 

dp o - aL dp k aL 
--=--, --=-. 

dt at dt axk 
(3.5) 

In the remaining columns of Table I, Eqs. (3.2), (3.4), and 
(3.5) are presented for comparison with the Kalman formu
lation. [Note that (3.3) is assumed; hence the Lagrange for
mulation is developed in a Lorentz frame.] Although the 
corresponding equations of motion (2.2a) and (3.5) are 
equivalent, it is clear that in each case the Kalman formula
tion displays a structural simplicity lacking in the Lagrange 
formulation. 

Table II presents the G formulation of (2.7) for the 
three cases of interest. In the first column,8 the scalar G(x,P) 
is obtained from (2.7c). Next, A is found from (2.9) with 
(2.7 d), and it turns out that A = ! in each case. In the third 
column, (2.7a), (2.7b), and (2.7d) are the covariant G 

TABLE II. G and Hamiltonian formulations. 

System 

(a) Free 
particle 

(b) Particle 
in scalar 
field¢>(x) 

(c) Particle in 
electromagnetic 
field 

G(x,P) 

p.p 
-m+

In 

p.p 
-(m+0)+-

(m+0) 

_ In + .:..:( P_--,'c.:c'A:.....) '.:..:.( P_-..-::e-,-,-A) 
In 

G formulation 
A G equations (2.7) 

P"==mU" 

dP" =0 
d, 

pl' = (m + th)U" 

dP" i!0 
T,= ax" 

pl' = mU" + ('AI' 

d 
J;; (mU,.) = (.~", u" 

F;", ==:. a"A" - a"A,. 
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equations of motion which are, of course, equivalent to their 
counterparts of Table I. 

In the remaining columns of Table II, the Hamiltonian 
formulation is displayed for comparison with the G formula
tion. First, H(r,p,t) is found l3 from (2.4) with (3.4). Ham
ilton's equations 

dxk aH dH aH 
Tt= apk' Tt=Tt' 

are written in the final column. 

IV. DERIVATION OF THE GEQUATIONS FROM A 
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 

(3.6) 

This section aims to derive the G equations directly from 
a variational principle without reference to the Kalman for
mulation. (The variational principle is thus analogous to the 
modified Hamilton's principle,14 which establishes Hamil
ton's equations independently of the Lagrange formula
tion.) Using this method, the G equations are given an inde
pendent status and the variational principle is then used in 
the next section to generate canonical transformations of the 
G equations. 

The action from which Kalman'S equations were origin
ally derived satisfies (2.1). From (2.7c), S then takes the 
form 

S = f [ G(x,P) - d:; PI' ] ds. (4.1 ) 

In (2.7), x" are the space-time coordinates and PI' are the 
corresponding components of canonical four-momentum. It 
is convenient to define such an eight-dimensional set (x,P) 
as a coordinate set. Thus each of the cases in Table II is 
described in a coordinate set. Since the variational principle 
in this section is to generate canonical transformations, how
ever, it is important that the (x,P) appearing in (4.1) do not 
necessarily constitute a coordinate set; the eight variables 
(x", PI') are to be treated here as having no particular phys
ical connotation. Similarly, s in (4.1) is to be treated as an 

Hamiltonian formulation (in Lorentz frame) 
H(r,P,t) Hamilton'S equations (3.6) 

Im'+P'PI'" 

I(m+ 0)' + p·P)'" 

eA (J + (m~ + (P - eA) ~) } II ~ 

v=P/H 

dH =0 
dt 

dP =0 
dt 

P 
V=-

H 
dH (m + 0) i!0 
d;=-H-a, 
dP - (m +0) V0 
dt H 

P-eA 
V=---

tH-eAtI) 

d [aA'V + "VA"] di(l'm)=-ea, 

.!!.... (l'lnv) = _ eVA II _ e aA 
dt at 

+ Cry" curl A 
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arbitrary scalar parameter; it is not necessarily particle prop
er time. In the integrand of ( 4.1), s is merely the means of 
parametrizing curves in the space (x,P). 

Consider now the variational principle itself. In (4.1), 
the eight variables (:xI-',PI-') undergo infinitesimal variations 
(8:x1-',8PI-' ) that vanish at the end points of integration but are 
otherwise arbitrary. These variations induce the first-order 
variation 8S in the action. In the variational principle, 8S is 
set to zero, 

8S=0, 

and then the weak condition 

G(x,P) ;:::0 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

is imposed. The weak constraint (4.3) thus reduces to seven 
the number of independent variations in (8:x1-',8PI-')' 

Let the integral of ( 4.1) be stationary, i.e., satisfy (4.2), 
on the trajectory x(s), P(s). Then, as in Ref. 3, 8Sisobtained 
by comparing (4.1) with a similar integral evaluated over a 
neighboring curve x' (s'), P' (s'). Thus 

S+8S= f[G(X',p')-d;;: P~]dS" (4.4) 

where 

x'l-' =:xI-' + 8:x1-', P~ = PI' + 8PI" s' = S + 8s. (4.5) 

From (4.5), the first-order variation in d:xl-' / ds satisfies '5 

8 (dxP) =!!.... (8:x1-') _ dxl' !!.... (8s). 
ds ds ds ds 

(4.6) 

Equations (4.1) and (4.4)-(4.6) yield, after a partial inte
gration 

i
b 

[( aG dXI') (aG dPI' ) ] 8S= ---- 8PI' + -+-- 8:x1-' ds 
a apl' ds axl' ds 

(4.7) 

Finally, (4.2), (4.3), and (4.7), with the condition of van
ishing 8:x1-' at the end points, yield the essential G equations 

- dPI' _ 1 aG ----/l.-, 
ds a:xl-' 

( 4.8) G(x,P);:::O. 

[Note that A. in (4.8) arises from (4.7) as a Lagrange multi
plier. ] 

Equations (4.8) have the form of Eq. (2.7a), (2.7b), 
and (2.7d). For the choice thatsbe particle proper time and 
(x,P) be a coordinate set, (4.8) obviously have the same 
content as the original G equations (2.7) of Sec. II. In that 
case, 

ds2 = 'T/I'V dxl' dxv
, (4.9) 

from which (2.3) follows, hence A. in (4.8) also satisfies 
( 2.9) . In the general case of noncoordinate sets (x,P) , A. does 
not satisfy (2.9) and the G equations derived here comprise 
(4.8) only. 

In the above variational principle, it is taken that both 
8x and 8P vanish at the end points. In the application of the 
principle, however, only the condition of vanishing 8x is em
ployed [see (4.7)]. The condition on 8P is maintained for 
the following reasons: First, the variables x and P are to be 
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treated in the variational principle in a completely symmet
ric manner. This is an extension of the conventional treat
ment, in the modified Hamilton's principle, which places the 
spatial coordinates and three-momenta on the same footing. 
Second, the condition that 8P vanish at the end points im
plies that the functional 

f. b dF 
S, =S + - (x,P)ds 

a ds 
( 4.10) 

also generates, via the above variational principle, Eqs. 
(4.8). Thus S, and S are equivalent. This result is employed 
in the following section to generate canonical transforma
tions of the G equations (4.8). 

v. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE G 
EQUATIONS 

Suppose the G equations (4.8) hold for the variables 
(x,P). The transformations 

x' = x'(x,P), P' = P'(x,P) , (5.1) 

are defined here to be canonical transformations (CT's) if, 
in the variables (x', P'), the equations 

dx'l' , aG' -dP' aG' 
--=..1 --, I' -..1'--

ds ap~ ds - ax'l' ' 

G'(x',P');:::O, (5.2) 

hold. Equations (5.2) are designated the G' equations, and 
the definition of CT here is an obvious generalization of the 
conventional CT's of Hamilton's equations. 

Consider the variational principle of Sec. IV with the 
following action functional: 

S = f [ G(x,P) - ~: PI' ] ds 

= f [G'(X',P') - d;~1' P~ ]dS 

f. b dF 
- - (x,P)ds. 

a ds 
(5.3) 

Equations (4.1) and (4.10) show that the action of (5.3) 
generates both the G equations (4.8) and the G' equations 
(5.2) provided the weak conditions 

G(x,P) ;:::0, G'(x',P');:::O (5.4) 

are imposed. The theory of CT's of the G equations can now 
be developed by considering (5.3) before imposition of 
(5.4). Then, the eight variables (x,P) are treated as being 
independent. Once the transformations of the form (5.1) are 
found, the constraints (5.4) are imposed and the transfor
mations are then automatically canonical. Geometrically, 
this means that the transformations for independent (x,P) 
and (x' ,P ') are first found, and then they are constrained to 
lie on the G and G' surfaces defined in (5.4). 

From (5.3), the integrands satisfy 

dx ,p_G=dx' 'P'-G'+ dF. (5.5) 
ds ds ds 

The analysis now proceeds as in the standard treatment'4 of 
CT's of Hamilton's equations. One may choose which eight 
of the 16 variables (x, P, x', P') appearing in (5.1) are the 
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independent set. First, suppose x and x' are the independent 
variables, then Fin (5.5) may be considered as a function of 
x and x', and is the generator of the required transforma
tions. 

A. Generator F=F1(x,x') 

Equation (5.5) yields 

P =aF1 P' = -aF1 , G=G'. (5.6) 
I-' ax!-' ' I-' ax 'I-' 

The final step in obtaining CT's of the G equations is to 
impose (5.4) (a condition that is, of course, absent from the 
conventional CT's of Hamilton's equations). The required 
CT's are then the first and second of (5.6) evaluated on the G 
surface (i.e., G:::;:O) which, from the last of (5.6), is identical 
with the G ' surface. 

It is interesting to note that CT's prohibit explicit s de
pendence in the transformations (5.1). Suppose the gener
ator Fin (5.3) were s dependent, i.e., F= F(x,P,s). In that 
case, 16 the first and second of (5.6) remain unchanged, and 
the last of (5.6) is modified to 

G'=G+ aF1. 
as 

The constraint (5.4), however, then implies 

aF1=0· 
as ' 

hence explicit s dependence is excluded from CT's. 
In Secs. V B-V D below, further archetypes ofCT's are 

obtained by considering, before imposition of (5.4), the in
dependent-variable sets to be (x,P'), (P,x'), and (P,P'), re
spectively. 

B. Generator F=F2(x,P ')-x '.p' 

Equation (5.5) yields 

G=G'. 

C. Generator F=F3(P,x ')+x·p 

Equation (5.5) yields 

-aF3 P' __ - aF3 x!-'=--
ap , I-' ax'I-" 

I-' 

G=G'. 

D. Generator F=F4(P,P ')+x.p-x'.p' 

Equation (5.5) yields 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

x!-'= -aF4 , x'l-'= aF4 , G=G'. (5.9) 
apl-' ap~ 

As in case A, the transformation equations of (5.7)
(5.9) become CT's on imposition of (5.4). Thus, in each of 
(5.6)-(5.9), all partial derivatives are evaluated on the G 
surface (which is identical with the G' surface). Since the 
generator F cannot have explicit s dependence, the CT's nec
essarily have the form of (5.1). 

For an example of a covariant CT, consider a four-di
mensional point transformation, i.e., a coordinate transfor-
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mation. Let (x,P) be a coordinate set and consider the CT of 
type B with 

F 2 (x,P') =/I-'(x) P~ . (5.10) 

Equations (5.7) yield for the CT 

x'I-'=/I-'(x)=x'l-'(x) , 
(5.11) 

P = a/a P' = ax,a P' 
I-' ax!-' a ax!-' a' 

Clearly, (5.11) display a space-time coordinate transforma
tion and the corresponding transformation of covariant 
components of four-momentum. 

In Appendix B, it is shown that A, the multiplier in the G 
equations (4.8), is invariant under CT's, i.e., 

.1.=.1.'. (5.12) 

This result is consistent with the statement in Sec. II that A is 
a scalar under coordinate transformations; the latter, with 
generator of the form (5.10), area subgroup of the group of 
all CT's. 

In Appendix C, it is shown that if G is a function of P 
only, it is possible to generate a CT such that G' = P ~. (This 
result is used in the next section.) 

VI. DEVELOPMENT OF A MANIFESTLY COVARIANT 
HAMIL TON-JACOBI SOLUTION TO THE G EQUATIONS 

Analogous to the Hamiltonian formalism, the Hamil
ton-Jacobi method of solution, based on canonical transfor
mations, is now developed for the G formalism. The aim is to 
generate solutions x(s), P(s) of the G equations (4.8) as 
CT's of the form 

xl-'(s) =xl-'(x',P') , PI-'(s) =PI-'(x',P') , (6.1) 

where (x',P') are functions of s and the initial values of 
(x,P). 

It is to be noted that CT's ofthe G equations cannot be 
explicitly s dependent, as shown in Sec. V. Thus, since s de
pendence on the right-hand side of (6.1) arises only from x' 
and P', it follows that one cannot choose all the x'l-' and P ~ to 
be constant. Instead, a transformation is constructed for 
which seven of the eight variables (x'l-', P ~) are constant. 

To begin, suppose there exists a CT of the form 

(x,P) -+ (x" ,P " ) 

such that G " is a function of P II only, i.e., P" is constant. In 
that case, as shown in Appendix C, there exists a further CT 

(x",P")-+(x',P') 

such that G' = P ~. Consider now the direct CT 

(x,P) -+ (x',P') 

with generator type B of Sec. V. Equations (5.7) then yield 
(after dropping the subscript from F2 ) 

F=F(x,P') , (6.2a) 

P = aF 
I-' axl-" 

'I-' aF x =-
ap' , 

I-' 

(6.2b) 

(6.2c) 
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G(x,P) = G' = P~ . (6.2d) 

From (6.2d), the G' equations [i.e., (5.2)] integrate to 

(6.3) 

where aI', {31' are constants (andA = A', as shown in Appen
dix B). 

Equations (6.3) show that s dependence of the right
hand side of the required CT's (6.1) arises entirely from x'o . 

. The existence of the transformations is guaranteed by the 
existence of the generator F(x,P) in (6.2). The generator 
itself is the solution of (6.2d) with (6.2b) and the last of 
(6.3): 

(6.4) 

Equation (6.4) is the manifestly covariant version of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

The solutions to the G equations are contained in (6.2b) 
and (6.2c) which are, of course, evaluated on the G surface 

(6.5) 

Inversion of (6.2c) yield the first of (6.1) which in turn, 
with (6.2b), yield the remaining solutions of (6.1). 

To illustrate the Hamilton-Jacobi method, the G equa
tions are solved for several simple systems with one spatial 
dimension. In the following examples, the G equations are 
cast in a coordinate set with 

(6.6) 

To begin, a study of the free particle reveals the essential 
details of the covariant Hamilton-Jacobi method. 

A. Free particle 

From Table II, 

G(x,P) = - m + (P'P)/m, A =!, (6.7) 

and the covariant Hamilton-Jacobi equation (6.4) takes the 
form 

(
aF)2 (aF)2 at - ax = m(m +(30)' (6.8) 

Thus the generator F [satisfying (6.2a) with the second of 
(6.3) ] is given by 

F={3lt±X[({3I)2 - m(m + (30)] 1/2 . (6.9) 

The solutions to the G equations are finally obtained from 
(6.9) with the CT's of (6.2b) and (6.2c), evaluated on the G 
surface (6.5). Equations (6.2b) yield 

Po ={3\, P I = ± [({31)2 m2]1/2. (6.10) 

Equations (6.2c) with (6.3) (and A = ~) yield 

dx 

ds 

dx _ [({3 )2_m2 ]1/2 
_ = v = + ..::...::~I,-,--_---,=--
dt {31 

(6.11 ) 

[Note that signs ± in the generator equation (6.9) lead to 
+ velocities.] 

From (6.11), U O of (3.3) satisfies 
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U O = y = (31/m , 

hence (6.10) take on the familiar free-particle form 

Po = mUo = {31 = const, 

PI = m U1 = - ymv = const . 

B. Particle In scalar field +(x) 

In this case, Table II shows that 

(6.12) 

(6.13 ) 

G(x,P) = - (m + ¢) + (P'P)/(m + ¢), A = ~. 

(6.14) 

Equation (6.4) for the one-dimensional system is 

( aa'Ft )2 ( aF)2 ax = (m + ¢)(m + ¢ + (30) . (6.15 ) 

Clearly, the solution for Fin (6.15) depends on the form of 
the potential ¢(x,t). 

C. Special case of B: Time-independent potential 

Suppose the scalar field ¢, of example B above, depends 
on Xl = x only, in some frame :l: 

¢ = ¢(x) in:l. (6.16 ) 

In that case, a solution (in:l) for F of ( 6.15) is the separable 
form 

F(t,x,{3o,{3I) 

={3lt ± f dx[ ({31)2 - (m + ¢}(m + ¢ + (3o)] 1/2. 

( 6.17) 

The solutions to the G equations, given by (6.17) with 
(6.2b), (6.2c), and (6.3), are 

Po=H (31' PI -yv(m+¢), 

r = U O = (31/(m + ¢) , (6.18 ) 

v = dx = + [({31) 2 - (m + ¢) 2] 1/2 

dt {31 

It is to be noted that the first three of (6.18) yield compo
nents PI' identical with those of Table II, as required. Fur
thermore, direct substitution into the appropriate G equa
tions of Table II shows that (6.18) are indeed the required 
solutions. 

In principle, the trajectory x(t) may be found by inte
gration ofthe last of (6.18) subject to the auxiliary condition 
on the sign of H: 

H={31>0. (6.19) 

In the next example another special case of scalar potential is 
considered, for which the trajectory has a sinusoidal form. 

D. Special case of C: Linear potential 

Suppose ¢ in (6.16) is the simple linear form 17 

¢ = ax in:l, (6.20) 

where a is a positive constant. The particle trajectory in :l, 
found from the first and last of ( 6.18 ), is 

x(t) = [(31 sin w(t - to) - m]la, (6.21) 
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where 

m = a//31 , (6.22) 

and to is a constant. Thus the linear potential of (6.20) gives 
rise to the simple-harmonic trajectory (6.21).18 

The particle velocity, given by differentiation of (6.21 ) 
[or by the last of (6.18) with (6.21)], satisfies 

dx - = cos m(t - to) . 
dt 

(6.23) 

This result is rather surprising; the particle attains precisely 
luminal velocities (I vi = 1) at times 

(t-to) =0, ±(T/2),T, ±(3/2)T, ±2T, ... , 

T= 21T/m = 21T/3I/a. (6.24) 

Note that this does not indicate any singular behavior of the 
system. The total energy of the system is, from the first of 
(6.18), constant throughout the motion. 

VII. FIRST QUANTIZATION OF THE G EQUATIONS 

This section initiates a heuristic approach to the prob
lem of quantizing the G equations of motion for a particle. In 
a space-time coordinate representation, the (scalar) wave 
function 7/J depends on (x), and four-momentum compo
nents are represented by operators 

(7.1) 

The central assumption here is tha~ the classical equation 
(2.7d) goes over in the quantum-mechanical case to 

G(x,P)7/J(x) = 0, (7.2) 

where the four-momentum P satisfies (7.1). 
In the following calculations, (7.2) is considered for the 

three cases of Table II; the operator G(x,P) is obtained from 
the classical G function by the correspondence principle. It is 
shown that in each case, (7.2) yields a physically realistic 
model. Thus Eq. (7.2) may represent a viable starting point 
for the first quantization of the G equations. 

A. Free particle 

From Table II, the classical G function is 

G= - m + (P'P)/m, (7.3 ) 

hence (7.2) with (7.1) yield the Klein-Gordon equation 

(-m2+1i2D)7/J=0, (7.4) 

where 0 is the Dalembertian 

a2 

0= - 1]a{J a2 = V2 - - (7.5) 
- a{J at 2 • 

It is to be noted that (7.4) arises from (7.2) and (7.3) 
without ambiguities. In the conventional Hamiltonian ap
proach, the square root in the form of H (see Table II) gives 
rise to a formally ill-defined operator 

H = [m 2 _ ~V2] 112. 

Then, (7.4) is usually obtained in the form 
[H 2 + ~V2 - m2 ]'I' = O. Thus ambiguities arising from the 
interpretation of the square root in the form of the Hamilto
nian are completely avoided in the corresponding G formal
ism. 19 
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B. Particle in scalar field 4»(X) 

From Table II, G satisfies 

G = - (m +,p) + (P'P)/(m + ,p), 

hence (7.2) with (7.1) and (7.5) yield 

[ - (m + ,p)2 + 1i~]7/J = O. 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

It is instructive here to consider the nonrelativistic 
(NR) limit of (7.7). This is obtained by first defining20 

in terms of which (7.7) take the exact form 

(2m,p + ,p2)7/Js - ~V27/Js 

_ 2mili a7/Js + 1i2 a 27/Js = o. 
at at 2 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

In the NR limit, ,p is small and a7/J.lat slowly varying, i.e., 

I a
2

7/J, I I a7/J'1 l,pl ~m, Ii af2 ~m --at . (7.10) 

Finally, (7.9) with the NR approximations of (7.10) yield 
the NR Schrodinger equation: 

c. Particle in electromagnetic field 

From Table II, G satisfies 

G= -m+ [(P-eA)·(P-eA)]lm; 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

hence (7.2) yields the Klein-Gordon equation for a particle 
in an electromagnetic field21 : 

(7.13 ) 

This equation is reduced by (7.1) with (7.8) to the exact 
form 

[ (iIiV - eA)2 + ilie a:
t 

0 
+ 2emA 0 - (eA 0)2] 7/Js 

a. l , a 2.1. 
+ (2ilieA 0 _ 2mili) _'f/_s + ~ _'f/_s = O. (7.14) 

at at 2 

The NR case of (7.14) is obtained as the limit of small and 
slowly varying A 0 with slowly varying a7/J.I at, i.e., 

leA 01 ~mlA 01, iii a:
t 

0 
I ~mlA 01, 

1i1~1 ~ml a7/Js I. 
at 2 at 

(7.15 ) 

Finally, (7.15) reduces (7.14) to the NR Schrodinger equa
tion for a particle in an electromagnetic field: 

[_1_ ( _ iliV _ eA)2 + eA 0] 7/Js = iii a7/Js. (7.16) 
2m at 

In each case of examples A-C above, (7.2) leads to phy
sically realistic wave equations. It is now conjectured that 
(7.2) provides a viable foundation for the first quantization 
of the G equations. The formalism presented in this section is 
incomplete, since a full theory of the quantized G equations 
would have to contend with several nontrivial problems: (i) 
Derivation of equations (2.7a), (2.7b), and (2.7d) asaclas-
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sicallimit via a covariant Ehrenfest theorem; and (ii) con
struction of self-consistent inner products of states. For the 
problem of a Klein-Gordon particle in an external electro
magnetic field, the conventional nonrelativistic inner prod
uct 

(t/J,t/J) = JIt/J12 d 3
r 

leads to a violation of the condition of orthogonality of eigen
states of H with differing energies.22 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

The G equations (2.7) and Kalman's equations (2.2) 
are the tensorial formulation of Hamilton's and Lagrange's 
equations, respectively. This is shown explicitly by casting 
the equations in a specific Lorentz frame. Manifestly covar
iant versions of canonical transformation theory and Hamil
ton-Jacobi theory are developed for the G equations. Final
ly, an outline of a covariant first quantization of the G 
equations is given in Sec. VII. 
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APPENDIX A: REDUCTION OF THE G EQUATIONS (2.7) 
TO HAMILTON'S EQUATIONS IN A SPECIFIC LORENTZ 
FRAME 

Since (2.7) are defined in a coordinate set (see Sec. III), 
Eq. (3.3) for UOcasts (2.7a) and (2.Th) into the form 

_ A aG dxk 
_ A aG 

Y- apo' YTt- aP
k

' 

-lPo = A aG, _ dPk _ A aG 
dt at r dt - axk ' 

(At) 

The first of (AI) with (2.4) reduces the remaining equa
tions of (At) to 

dx
k 

aG (aG) - 1 

Tt= aPk apo ' 

dPo = dH = _ aG (aG)-I, 
dt dt at apo 

dp k 
_ aG (aG)-1 

Tt- axk apo 

(A2) 

Since the constraint (2.7d) is weak, the partial derivatives in 
(A2) are found for independent (x,P) before evaluation on 
the Gsurface. Thus, before imposition of (2.7d), Gis treated 
as a function of eight independent variables (x,P). 

A consideration of the differential,23 dG, of a function G 
of N independent variables (Sn) [n = O,l, ... ,(N - 1)] 
yields the relations 

aG = (aSn ) -I, aG aSm aSn = _ 1, (A3) 
aSn aG aSm aSn aG 

for all fixed m,n where m '# n. Thus (A3) with n = a result 
in 
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aG (aG)-1 -- -- = 
aSm aSo 

(A4) 

Finally, application of (A4) [with G = G(x,P)] and (2.4) 
to (A2) yields Hamilton's equations (3.6). 

APPENDIX B: INVARIANCE OF A UNDER CANONICAL 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

It is shown below that A of ( 4.8) remains invariant un
der a CT of type A, Sec. V. The relevant transformations are 
given by (S.6) (and written here without the subscript on 
F1): 

-aF 
P' =--=-F, ,.. ax'''' - ,.., 

aF 
P,..=-=.F,.., 

ax!-' 

G=G'. 
(Bl) 

Equations (4.8), (S.2), and the last of (B1) yield 

dP,.. aG aG' 
-= -A-= -A-

ds ax'" ax!-' 

=~ [dP~ (ax,a) _ dx,a (ap~) ] . 
A' ds ax"'p ds ax"'p 

(B2) 

On the right-hand side of (B2), dP ~ / ds is given by the sec
ond of (B1): 

dP ~ dxP dx,fJ 
-= -Fa.fJ--Fa'fJ' -. (B3) 

ds ds ds 

Further, (B2) for fixed Pyields 

(a;: )p = - Fa'", - Fa'fJ.( ~~)p , 
F,..a + F!-'fJ' (ax'fJ) = o. 

axa 
p 

Finally, (B3) and (B4) reduce (B2) to 

dP,.. = ~ [F dx
a F, dx,a] 

ds A' ,..ads+,..a ds . 

However, the first of (B 1) yields 

dP,.. dxa dx,a 
--=F,..a -+F,..a' --. 

ds ds ds 

A comparison of (BS) with (B6) shows that 

A=A', 

(B4) 

(BS) 

(B6) 

(B7) 

under the CT of (B 1 ). Since any CT can, in principle, be 
reduced to the form of (S.6), Eq. (B7) holds for all CT's. 

APPENDIX C: SPECIAL CASE OF THE x-INDEPENDENT 
GFUNCTION 

Suppose G is a function of P only. Consider then a CT of 
type B, Sec. V, with generator of the form 

F2 (x,P') = na (P')xa . (C1) 

Equation (S.7) yield 

an 
P =n (P') x,,..= __ axa G(P)=G'. 

,.. ,..' ap' ,.. 
(C2) 

Inversion of the first of (C2) yields 
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P~ =P,. (P). 

Thus the choice 

Po(P) = G(P), 

reduces the last of (C2) to 

G(P) = G' =P~. 
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( + - - ), and scalar products A"B" are henceforth written in the 
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It is shown that a smooth diffeomorphism on a symplectic Banach space is canonical if it is 
canonoid with respect to all dynamical systems whose Hamiltonian functions are quadratic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In classical mechanics a dynamical system on phase 
space is called Hamiltonian if there exists a coordinate sys
tem (ql ,q2, ... ,qN,PI,P2""'P N ) in which its evolution equations 
can be written in the form of Hamilton's canonical equa
tions, i.e., if there exists a Hamiltonian function H(qi,Pi) 
such that dqildt = aH lapi' dpildt = - aH laqi, 
i = 1,2, ... ,N. A transformation on phase space is then said to 
be canonical if it maps every Hamiltonian system into a 
Hamiltonian one; if it maps only some Hamiltonian systems 
into Hamiltonian ones the transformation is called canon
oid. It has been shown in Currie and Saletan I that it is suffi
cient for a transformation to be canonical to map Hamilto
nian systems with quadratic Hamiltonian functions into 
Hamiltonian ones. In Marmo, Saletan, Schmid, and Simonf 
we gave an intrinsic proof of this finite-dimensional quadrat
ic-Hamiltonian theorem and found a similar result for infi
nite-dimensionallinear Hamiltonian systems. In this paper 
these results are generalized to nonlinear infinite-dimension
al Hamiltonian systems on Banach spaces. 

II. THEORY 

Let V be a real Banach space and n: V X V --+ R be a 
continuous bilinear map. Then n is said to be weakly nonde
generate ifn(vl ,v2) = 0 for all V2EVimplies VI = O. In terms 
of the induced continuous linear mapping nb: V ..... V*, de
fined by nb(v l ) (v2) = n(VI,V2), VI,V2EV, weak nondegener
acy of n is equivalent to injectivity of nb. The map n is said 
to be nondegenerate if n b is an isomorphism. In most of the 
infinite-dimensional examples n will be only weakly nonde
generate. 

A symplectic form n on a Banach space V is a weakly 
nondegenerate skew symmetric bilinear map; and (V,n) is 
called a symplectic Banach space. Let (V,n) and (W,S) be 
symplectic Banach spaces. A smooth map! ( V,n) --+ ( W,S) 
is symplectic (or a canonical transformation) if f*S = n, 
thatisifn(v l ,v2) = S(Df(x)v1,Df(x)v2 ) for all X,V I,V2E V. A 
smooth vector field X: (V,n) --+ (V,n), is Hamiltonian 
if there exists a C I function H: V ...... R such that 
nb(X(v») = dH(v), in which case we write X = X H. equiv
alently, using the inner product notation [which is defined 
the same way as in finite dimensions, namely 
ixn( Y) =n(X,Y), for all vector fields X, Y, Abraham, 
Marsden, and Ratiu3 and Schmid4

] the condition is 
ixHn = dH. Using the identity dH(tv)'v = n(XH(tv),v), 
VE V, tER, we can express H in terms of X Hand n by 

H(v) - H(O) = t dH(tv) dt 
Jo dt 

= fdH(tv).v dt = fn(XH(tv),V)dt. 

Note that unlike the situation in finite dimensions, in infinite 
dimensions not every Hamiltonian function H will have a 
Hamiltonian vector field XH • 

Let X: ( V,n) --+ ( V,n) be a linear vector filed. Then X is 
Hamiltonian if and only if X is n skew; that is, if 
n(XV1,V2 ) = - n(vl ,xV2) for all VI,V2EV. Furthermore, in 
that case one can take H(v) = !n(Xv,v). Similarly for the 
nonlinear case; if X: V --+ V is a smooth vector field, then 
X = X H for some H: V ...... R if and only if DX(x) is n skew for 
all x; in which case 

H(v) = fn(X(tV),V)dt + const. 

The important property of canonical diffeomorphisms 
is that they map Hamiltonian vector fields into Hamiltonian 
ones, i.e., a diffeomorphism! ( v,n) ...... ( V,n) is a canonical 
transformation if for all H: V ...... R, such that X H exists, we 
havef*XH =XHoj. Indeed if X H exists we havef*(dH) 
=f*ix n = i. f*n andf*dH = d(f*H) = ix n. On H j XH' f*H 

the other hand, there exist transformations that map only 
some Hamiltonian vector fields into Hamiltonian ones; such 
transformations have been called canonoid (Saletan and 
Cromer) with respect to the vector fields it maps this way. 
The canonical transformations are then those canonoid with 
respect to all vector fields. For finite-dimensional vector 
spaces it has been shown in Currie and Saletan I that this 
definition is stronger than need be; that is, that there exists a 
subset (called a sufficiency subset) of Hamiltonian vector 
fields such that if a transformation is canonoid with respect 
to the vector fields in this sufficiency subset, then it is canon
oid with respect to all Hamiltonian vector fields, i.e., is ca
nonical. The sufficiency subset found in Currie and Saletan I 
consists of Hamiltonian vector fields whose Hamiltonian 
functions are quadratic in a set of coordinates on phase 
space. We call this result the finite-dimensional quadratic
Hamiltonian theorem. In Marmo, Saletan, Schmid, and Si
mone we proved the analog of the finite-dimensional qua
dratic-Hamiltonian theorem for linear diffeomorphisms in 
infinite dimensions. Here we generalize this theorem to non
linear diffeomorphisms on infinite-dimensional vector 
spaces. 

Theorem: Letf: ( V,n) ...... ( v,n) be a smooth diffeomor
phism such that Df(x) is n skew for all x. Iff· X H = Xf*H 
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for all functions H: V .... R of the form H(v) = O(Av,v), 
where A: V .... V is a smooth map such that DA (x) is 0 skew 
for all x, then/is symplectic, i.e.,J*O = O. 

Proof: (1) We compute X H: 

d 
O(XH(x),u) = dH(x)u = - O(A(x + tu),x + tu) 

dt!t=o 

= O(DA(x)'x + Ax,u). 

Hence 

XH(x) =DA(x)·x+A(x). 

Note in the special case where A is linear, we have 
DA(x)'x =A(x) and henceXH(x) = 2A(x). 

(2) We compute Xf*H: 

O(XrH(x),u) = d(/*H)(x)'u = dH(f(x»)·D/(x)u. 

For any WE V we compute 

dH(/(x»)'w =!!... O(A (/(x) + tw),J(x) + tw) 
dtlt=o 

= O(DA (/(x»)'w,J(x» + O(A/(x),w) 

= O(DA (f(x»'/(x) +A (j(x»),w). 

In particular for w = D/(x)u we get 

dH(j(x»)'D/(x)u 

= - O(D/(x)' [DA (/(x»'/(x) + A (f(x»)],u), 

and hence 

2011 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 29, No.9, September 1988 

and 

XrH(x) = - Dj(x)[DA (f(x»)'j(x) +A (j(x»)). 

(3) On the other hand we have 

/*XH(x) = D/-1oXHO/(x) 

XH(f(x») = DA (j(x»)'j(x) +A (j(x»). 

Therefore if /*XH(x) = XrH(x), then D/-1(x) 
= -D/(x);hence -D/(x)2=idandwehaveO(Dj(x)v l , 

Dj(x)v2) = - O(vVD/(X)2V2) = O(V1,V2)' which means 
that / is symplectic. • 
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The spectral transform and Backlund transformation for a generalization of the coupled Bloch 
system arising in nonlinear optics are studied. The equation is related to a singular dispersion 
relation and is treated as a representative example of a general method for studying such 
equations. The spectral transform is developed through the a formalism. The Backlund 
transformation is derived in a very general way and solved to obtain the one-soliton and 
breatherlike solutions. The nonlinear superposition formula is also constructed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent progress in nonlinear optics 1.2 has shown the im
portance of the coupled Bloch system 

S/ = (1/ Ao)S+ XS-, Sx- = (1/ Ao)S+ XS-, (1.1) 

where the three-vectors S ± = S ± (x,t) are the Stokes vec
tors representing the polarizations of the electric field, and 
A 0- 1 is the strength ofthe nonlinearity. 1 The interesting fea
ture of ( 1.1) is that it possesses soliton solutions called "po
larization solitons,,1 or "polarization domains.,,2 

Equation ( 1.1 ) is a special case of the more general one, 

S/ =S+X«1/A)S-), S~ =S+X(1/A)S-, (1.2) 

in which S+ = S+ (x,t) and S- = S- (A,x,t), A being a 
complex parameter in D = {AEC, 0 < IA 1 < oo}. The average 
is defined as 

«1/A) S-) = - 2~ Ii dAAdXS-(A,x,t) a(~,t) , 

(1.3 ) 

where the scalar distribution a(A,t) vanishes as IA I- 00, is 
bounded in A = 0, but is otherwise arbitrary. 

We refer to Eq. (1.2) as the generalized coupled Bloch 
system, but we emphasize the fact that the question of its 
physical meaning is open. 

Equation (1.1) is obtained for a(A,t) = - i1T6(A 
- Ao). The averaging appearing in ( 1.2) has mathematical

ly the same origin as the inhomogeneous broadening in the 
reduced Maxwell-Bloch system3 or the caviton equation.4 

The common relevant feature of these equations is the fact 
that they possess, in the spectral transform scheme, singular 
dispersion relations. 

We have constructed a general method to investigate 
nonlinear evolution equations possessing singular dispersion 
relations with the help ofthe a approach.5 The system ( 1.2) 
has been shown to be integrable in this formalism.6 Here we 
study ( 1.2) in more detail as a simple representative example 
of the method sketched in Ref. 5, which we reformulate for 
completeness in Sec. II. 

In Sec. III we establish the matrix local a problem from 
which we obtain the integrability of (1.2) by using the gen-

a) Unite de Recherche Associee au Centre National de la Recherche Scienti
fique No. UA 040768. 

eral method of Sec. II. The inverse spectral transform meth
od to solve (1.2) is therefore constructed. 

In Sec. IV we obtain the general formulas defining the 
Backlund transformations for evolutions with singular dis
persion relations. Only very recently and independently7 has 
this method been constructed. In Ref. 7 the (Darboux) 
transformation is solved for singular dispersion relations for 
the first time, in the only known example-the one corre
sponding to the Zakharov-Shabat spectral problem (which 
leads to the reduced Maxwell-Bloch system,3 the self-in
duced transparency equation,3 or the caviton equation,4 de
pending on the chosen reduction). The method that we use 
here proceeds through the Boiti-Tu methodS and formally 
applies for any starting spectral (or a) problem. In some 
sense the "t part" of the Backlund transformation will ap
pear to be universal for singular dispersion relations. 

These results are used in Sec. V to derive the one-soliton 
solution to Eq. (1.2), which will explicitly depend on the 
arbitrary weight a (A,t) appearing in (1.3). Although this 
step consists "simply" in solving first-order (2 X 2) -matrix 
ordinary differential equations, the way to obtain the result 
is not so simple, and we shall provide the computations in 
some detail. We also obtain, as a special case, a breatherlike 
solution. 

It is well knowns that, as soon as one has a Backlund 
gauge, one can construct the nonlinear superposition for
mula (Bianchi theorem). This is done for our case in Sec. VI, 
where we obtain a way to construct a new solution from 
three other known solutions by algebraic steps. This pro
vides a means to build recursively an N-soliton solution to 
Eq. (1.2). 

We examine finally in Sec. VII the time evolution of the 
spectral transform corresponding to the evolution (1.2). It 
possesses the usual characteristic features common to evolu
tions with singular dispersion relations: while the evolution 
of the discrete spectrum is standard, that of the radiation 
component may present exponential growth or damping. 
This fact has been noticed as an irreversible evolution in the 
case of the self-induced transparency equation.3 It means 
that the medium, while being transparent to the solitons, 
may produce an exponential damping (or growth) of the 
radiation in the t direction. In our case the t evolution de
pends on the weight a(A,t). It is then possible to obtain a 
bounded evolution of the radiation component. 
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II. SINGULAR DISPERSION RELATIONS 

The first instance of the solution by the inverse spectral 
transform of an evolution having a singular dispersion rela
tion was given in 19743 for the Zakharov-Shabat spectral 
problem. Then we had to wait until 1987 to have another 
example using instead the SchrOdinger spectral problem.4 

In the meantime a number of different spectral prob
lems have been studied, but always in association with poly
nomial (or, at most, rational) dispersion relations. 

We have recently givens a very simple recipe to con
struct, almost by inspection, the nonlinear evolution equa
tions associated with a given spectral problem for any singu
lar dispersion relation vanishing for large values of the 
modulus of the spectral parameter. We recall the method 
hereafter. 

The starting point is a a problem,9.10 which we choose to 
be matrix and local, having the form 

a -=- 'II = 'IIR, kEDCC, 
ak 

with R(k) given in D, and 

'II = '110, ke{}D, 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

with'll 0 (k) given and continuous on the boundary aD of D. 
By extension of the vocabulary used in the scattering 

theory, 'II(k) is called the "eigenfunction" (to be deter
mined), and R ( k) the "spectral transform." 

We shall always assume that R(k) is chosen in such a 
way that the solution of the a problem (2.1), (2.2) is given 
by the unique solution of the following integral equation 
(Cauchy-Green formula): 

+-I-f r d)'AdJ.. 'II()')R()')E-I()')E(k). 
2itT JD). - k 

(2.3) 

The term E(k) is a matrix factor (in general, an exponen
tial) chosen to make 'IIo().)E -I().) bounded on the bound
aryaD. 

Next the distribution R (and consequently'll) is sup
posed to depend on a real parameter t according to 

a 
-R = [R,n], 
at 

(2.4) 

where the matrix-valued function n(k,t) is the dispersion 
relation. Here n is assumed to be nonanalytic in D (more 
precisely, it will be assumed to have a set ~ of poles or lines of 
discontinuity) and to vanish on the boundary aD. (A 
straightforward extension to k-polynomial behavior on aD is 
possible.6

) In short, 

a_ n(k,t) #0, ke~CD; 
ak 
n(k,t) -0, keaD. 

(2.5) 

The space variable x is now introduced as an external 
real parameter in 'II only. The problem is to account for this 
dependence by using (2.1), (2.4), and the hypothesis 
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a -R=O. 
ax 

(2.6) 

To that end we define the matrices U(k,x,t) and 
V( k,x,t) by (subscripts x, t, and k denote differentiation) 

U*('II .. )'II-I, V*('II t - 'IIn)'II-I. (2.7) 

Equations (2.4) and (2.6) then imply 

Uk = 0, Vk = - 'IInI'II-I, kED. (2.8) 

The method for constructing the analytic function U in 
D is given in Ref. 10. In short, it is done by computing'll .. 
from (2.3), by using the fact that (2.6) implies that'll .. 
solves (2.1) (with a different bound), and by applying the 
hypothesis that the solution of (2.3) is unique. An explicit 
example is given in Sec. III, and we suppose here that 
U(k,x,t) has been obtained or, in other words, that we have 
linked the a problem to the corresponding spectral problem 
'II .. = U'II. 

To construct the function V we apply the Cauchy
Green formula (forgetting for a while the x and t depen
dences): 

V(k) =_1 r ~ V().) 
2i1T JaD). - k 

+_l_fr d)'AdJ.. ~ V()'). (2.9) 
2ifT J D ). - k a). 

In general, as n has been chosen to vanish on aD, the 
bound (2.2) and the definition (2.7) allow us to prove that V 
vanishes on aD, or at least that the first term of (2.9) vanish
es (see Sec. III). The result is then 

V(k) = -_I_fr d).AdJ.. <I>()'), (2.10) 
2ifT JD ). - k 

where the distribution <I> stands for 

<I>().,x,t) = 'II().,x,t) [~ n().,t)] 'II-I ().,x,t). (2.11 ) 

It remains to write the evolution of U, obtained by com
puting Ut and V .. out of (2.7) and checking directly that 

n .. =o:::} Ut - V .. + [U,V] =0. (2.12) 

Inserting in the above equation the expression (2.10) 
for Vand noting that 

<1> .. (k,x,t) = [U(k,x,t),<I>(k,x,t)], (2.13) 

we obtain 

U (kxt) = --l-fr d).AdJ.. 
t " 2ifT JD ). - k 

X [U().,x,t) - U(k,x,t),<I> ().,x,t) ]. (2.14 ) 

The above two coupled differential equations constitute 
the general form of solvable evolutions associated with a a 
problem and a singular dispersion relation. 

III. GENERALIZED COUPLED BLOCH SYSTEM 

We apply the general formalism of Sec. II to an explicit 
example that will lead to the system (1.2) of solvable evolu
tion. 

The starting a problem on the domain 
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D= {kEC, 0< Ik I < oo} 
is chosen to be 

a 
--=- 'I'(k,x,t) = 'I'(k,x,t)R(k,t), 
ak 

with the bounds 

'I' (k,x,t) - (llk)[A (x,t) + O(k)] 

Xexp[ (ilk)u3x], as Ik I ~O, 

(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

'I'(k,x,t)-O(lIk)exp[(ilk)u3x], as Ikl-+oo. (3.4) 

The boundary aD is naturally made out with the circles cen
tered in k = 0, with radii p and E in the limits p ~ 00, E ..... 0, 
oriented as shown in Fig. 1. 

To compute the matrix U(k,x,t) (the "potential") we 
follow Ref. 10: Ubeing analytic in D [see (2.8)], U'I' also 
solves (2.1) and we compare its behavior as I k 1-0 to that of 
'I' x [which from (2.6) also solves (2.1)]: 

'l'x-(ilk 2 )Au3A -I[A + O(k»)exp[(ilk)u3x). (3.5) 

Now we use the fundamental assumption that the solu
tion of the a problem is uniquely given by the solution of the 
integral equation (2.3), which from (3.3) and (3.4) reads 

'I'(k,x,t)e- (i/k)l7,x 

=~A(x,t) +~Jf d).l\dJ. 
k 2m JD ). - k 
X 'I' ().,x,t)R ().,t)e - (i/A)I7,X. (3.6) 

The solution is then uniquely determined by its behavior on 
the boundary, and comparison of (3.5) with (3.3) implies 

'l'x(k,x,t) = (ilk)S(x,t)'I'(k,x,t), S=Au~ -I. (3.7) 

The above spectral problem is that of Takhtajan, II used to 
solve the hierarchy of "Heisenberg spin-chain" equations 
when the dispersion relation is chosen polynomial in k - I. 

The relation (3.7) has been obtained by analyzing the 
behavior of 'I' in the neighborhood of k = O. We have to 
prove that this result is consistent with the behavior (3.4), 
which we write 

FIG. I. Boundary of the domainD(E,p) = {keC, E< Ik I <pl. The domain 
D itself is given by 

D = lim lim D(E,p). 
£-0 p-oo 
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'l'e - (i/k)I7,X*tp(k,x,t) _ [( lIk)B + O( 11k 2»), Ik 1- 00. 
(3.8) 

By differentiation of the above behavior with respect to x and 
comparison with (3.7) we must have 

(3.9) 

The matrix B may be evaluated by looking at the large k 
asymptotics directly in the integral equation (3.6) in order 
to obtain 

B = A - ~ Ii d).l\dJ. 'I'()')R().)e - (i/A)I7,X. 
2m D 

Making use of (3.7) allows us to derive 

Bx =Ax - i[Au~ -Itpl - tp I( 3), 

with 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

1 Ii d)' 1\ dJ. . tp (x t) = - 'I' (). x t)R (). t)e - (l/A)I7,,,. 
I' 2il7 D). , , , 

(3.12 ) 

The quantity tpl (x,t) also appears in the expansion 
around k = 0: 

tp(k,x,t) - (llk)A(x,t) + tpl (x,t) + O(k), k-O, 
(3.13 ) 

which, by using (3.7), gives 

Ax = i[Au~ -Itpl - tp 1U3]' (3.14 ) 

and hence (3.9) is proved. 
The evolution equation related to (3.7) for a singular 

dispersion relation is obtained by replacing U(k,x,t) In 

(2.14) by (ilk)S(x,t). We obtain 

[ IIi d).l\dJ. ] St (x,t) = S(x,t),-.- tp().,x,t) . 
2m D ). 

(3.15 ) 

It is important to check here that, for the boundary aD 
of Fig. 1 and the bounds (3.3) and (3.4) of 'I' (k), the first 
term in the expression (2.9) for V does indeed vanish. Using 
the definition (2.7) of V, it is immediately seen that 

O(k,t)-O(1/lkl>, as Ikl-oo, (3.16) 

is a sufficient condition to ensure that the contribution on the 
large circle of Fig. 1 vanishes. Weare left with 

f ~ V()') 
JaD). - k 

X {AtA -I - A exp[~ e- i8u 3x) O(Eei8,t) 

xexp [ -~e-i8u3xJA-I}. (3.17) 

A necessary and sufficient condition for this integral to van
ish for any value of x is that 0 be diagonal and bounded for 
k = O. The part proportional to 1 in 0 being irrelevant in the 
commutator (2.7), we write 

O(k,t) = w(k,t)u3• w(k) < 00 for Ik 1-0. (3.18) 

Equation (3.15) and the related equation (2.13) be
come 
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St (X,t) = [S(X,t),( (ifA)F(A,X,t)], 

Fx (k,x,t) = [S(x,t),(ifk)F(k,x,t)], 

where we have defined 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

F(k,x,t) '* 'I' (k,x,t)U3'1'-1 (k,x,t), (3.21) 

( (if A )F(A,X,t) ) '* - _1_ I r dA A dJ. 
21T JD 
i a 

XTF(A,X,t) aJ. UJ(A,t). (3.22) 

We call the above system (3.19), (3.20) the generalized 
coupled Bloch system, and we recover Eq. (1.2) for the no
tation (J' = (UI,U2,U3) and 

S = - ~S+·(J', F = - ~S-·(J', UJx = a. (3.23) 

This system is therefore solvable by the inverse spectral 
transform method. More precisely, its solution can be re
duced to that of an integral equation in the following way: 
for a given spectral transform R(k,O) and the dispersion 
relation O(k,t), we first solve the evolution (2.4) to obtain 
[for the choice (3.18)] 

R d(k,t) = R d(k,O), (3.24) 

Ra(k,t) =Ra(k,0)eXP[2U3 fdt'UJ(k,t')]' (3.25) 

(The superscripts d and a denote, respectively, the diagonal 
and antidiagonal parts of the matrix R.) Note that we may 
always choose R d = 0.5 Then the solution 'I'(k,x,t) of the 
integral equation (3.6) provides S(x,t) with the help of 
(3.7), and F(k,x,t) with the help of (3.21). To solve the 
integral equation (3.6) we define G=A -1'I'exp[ - (if 
k)u3x], which is the solution of 

I 1 Ii dAAdJ. G(k,x,t) = - + - G(A,X,t) 
k 2i1T D A - k 

XR(A,t)exp[ - ~ u3x] . (3.26) 

The matrix potential A (x,t) is then obtained by solving 

A -lAx = ((ifk) [u3,G] - Gx)G- I, 

A-+u3 as X-+ - 00. ( 3.27) 

Ifinstead of R(k,O) we had the initial datumS(x,O), we 
would first have to compute 'I' (k,x,O) and R (k,O) by solving 
the direct spectral problem associated with (3.7). Details on 
this question can be found in Refs. 11 and 12. 

IV. BACKLUND TRANSFORMATION FOR SINGULAR 
DISPERSION RELATIONS 

We derive here the general basic formulas for the Back
lund transformation without specifying the starting a prob
lem, that is, without specifying the structure in k of the po
tential U in the spectral problem (kED) 

'I' x = U \II. (4.1 ) 

The dispersion relation 0 is of course chosen singular, and 
the auxiliary spectral problem written in (2.7) reads 

'l't = V\II + \110, (4.2) 

with 
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1 Ii dAAdJ. V(k,x,t) = - - <I> (A,X,t) , 
2i1T D A - k 

(4.3) 

where <I> was given in (2.11). 
The method used is that of Boiti-Tu8 and consists in 

making the gauge transformation from 'I' to 

\II'(k,x,t) = B(k,x,t) \II (k,x,t) , (4.4) 

with the following requirements: 

'I'~ = U''I'', \II: = V''I'' + '1"0, (4.5) 

in which U' has the same structure in k as U, and V' is given 
by (4.3), where \II is changed with '1". The consequence of 
this is that B has to solve 

Bx = U'B-BU, 

Bt = V'B-BV. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

It is then immediate to check by cross differentiation of 
the above system that if ( U, V) solves the nonlinear evolu
tionequation (2.12), then (U', V') does also andB defines an 
auto-Backlund transformation. 

We are interested here in an elementary Backlund trans
formation corresponding to the simplest nontrivial choice: 

B(k,x,t) = ikBo(x,t) +BI(x,t). (4.8) 

The first equation (4.6), the so-called x part, holds for 
any evolution associated with (4.1). Therefore we shall sup
pose here that it is solved, which will be done explicitly in 
Sec. V for the spectral problem (3.7). 

So we examine the t part (4.7). We first insert in (4.7) 
the expression (4.3) for V and the analogous one for V'. 
Then we make use of the following trivial identities: 

B(k,x,t) =B(A,X,t) + i(k - A)Bo(x,t), (4.9) 

obtained from (4.8), and 

<I>'(A,x,t)B(A,X,t) - B(A,X,t)<I>(A,x,t) =0, (4.10) 

obtained from (4.4) and (2.11) . Finally, by identifying the 
coefficients of k 0 and k I we get 

a 
- Bo(x,t) = 0, (4.11) 
at 

~ BI (x,t) = {_1_ I r dA AdJ. <I>'(A,x,t)} Bo(x,t) 
at 21T JD 

-Bo(x,t) L~ I 1 dAAdJ. <I> (A,X,t) }. 

(4.12) 

Any higher-order Backlund transformation, corre
sponding to higher-order k polynomials in (4.8), can be 
solved in the same way. 

The above two equations constitute the general form of 
the t part of the elementary Backlund transformation related 
to the singular dispersion relation. 

It is worth remarking that the structure of the t part does 
not depend on the choice of the starting principal spectral 
problem. In that sense it is universal. 

V. SOLITON SOLUTION 

We solve the Backlund transformation for the Takhta
jan spectral problem (3.7) when the related evolution equa
tion is the pair (3.19), (3.20), or, equivalently, (1.2). 
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We shall first solve the x part, which will lead to the 
usual structure of the soliton solution for the Heisenberg 
ferromagnet. II The t dependence of the "constants" of inte
gration will be determined while solving the t part. Although 
there is no special difficulty, the computations are not 
straightforward and we give below the method of solution 
with some necessary details. 

By using (4.6) with both the expression (4.8) of Band 
the choice (ilk)S(x,t) as potential U(k,x,t), we obtain the 
set of equations (coefficients of k I, k 0, and k -I) 

Bo.x = 0, 

B I.x = BoS - S'Bo, 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

BIS-S'BI =0, (5.3) 

which defines the x part of the Backlund transformation re
lating the two potentials S' and S. 

First of all we remark that we may always choose 

Bo(x,t) = 1. (5.4) 

Indeed (5.1) implies that any solution S" obtained with a 
gauge B made out with a full matrix B ;{ (x independent) can 
be equivalently obtained from the solution S', corresponding 
to a gauge with Bo = 1, via 

S"(x,t) =B;{S(x,t)B;{-I. (5.5) 

This is also valid for the t dependence because of ( 4.11 ). 
The question now is that of the choice of the starting 

solution ('I',S) from which we shall construct the new solu
tion ('I",S'). Looking for stationary solutions of (3.2) we 
note that the pair 

So(x,t) = so(x) + S3(X)£T3, (5.6) 

Fo(k,x,t) = Mo (k,t) £T3M 0- I(k,t), Mg (k,t) = 0, (5.7) 

solves the generalized coupled Bloch system (3.19), (3.20) 
with the corresponding eigenfunction 

'l'o(k,x,t) = exp [ ~ LX so] Mo(k,t). (5.8) 

If we now use (5.3) where S' decomposes as in (3.6), 

S'(x,t) =A '(X,t)£T3A '-I(X,t), (5.9) 

we obtain the following equation for the matrix 
N=BI-IA': 

[N,£T3] = {(S3 - 1)£T3 + so}N. (5.10) 

The two sets of solutions for this equation are obtained either 
for {S3 = 1, So = 0, NQ = o} or for {S3 = - 1, So = 0, N d 

= O}. No x dependence is then allowed in (5.6), and we 
choose 

S=£T3 (5.11) 

as starting potential in the set of equations (5.1 )-( 5.3). 
For S' we follow Ref. 11 and seek it in the form 

S' = £T I sin (J cos lfJ + £T2 sin (J sin lfJ + £T3 cos (J, (5.12) 

where (J(x,t) and lfJ(x,t) are real valued. [Note that A' in 
(5.9) is obtained from S' by replacing (J by !(J, and that 
A '-I=A '.] The general solution of (5.3) can be written by 
using (5.9): 

BI=A'~ ~). (5.13) 
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We insert this expression in (5.2), together with (5.11) and 
(5.12), and multiply the resulting equation by A '. The diag
onal part reveals that 1111 2 and I vl 2 do not depend on x, and 
that a x log Il = - a x log v. We then define a new unknown 
real £T(X,t) by 

Il(x,t) = 1l0(t)exp[i{£T(X,t) - lfJ(x,t)}], 

v(x,t) = vo(t)exp[ - i{£T(X,t) - lfJ(x,t)}]. 
(5.14 ) 

The remaining equation resulting from the diagonal part of 
(5.2) is 

(5.15 ) 

After having used (5.14) and the fact that lfJ and (J are 
real valued, the antidiagonal part of (5.2) leads to 

Ilo(t) = 00'(t) (5.16) 

('" stands for complex conjugation), and, after having used 
(5.15), to 

( 

iu' (J) 2 . (J (J i<p e SlO- = --SlO-cos-e . 
2 x Ilo 2 2 

(5.17) 

Equations (5.15) and (5.17) are the basic equations to 
be solved. This is done in three steps: (i) proof that the func
tion£T(x,t) introduced in (5.14) is a linear function of x; (ii) 
computation of the solution (J(x,t); and (iii) computation of 
the solution lfJ(x,t). 

To prove that £Tx is a constant, we first rewrite (5.15) as 

lfJx - £Tx = lfJx sin2
( (J 12). (5.18) 

Second, we use (5.17) to express exp[i(lfJ - £T)], which is 
then differentiated. Together with (5.18) we obtain 

(iU2lfJx - !) [ilfJx (1 - u2) 1/2 + Ux (1 - u2) -1/2] = 0, 

( 5.19) 

in which u(x,t) = sin ~(J(x,t). Upon integration of the 
imaginary part of (5.19) we obtain the desired result that 
lfJx (1 - u2) is a constant. We write 

£T(X,t) = a(t)x + £To(t). (5.20) 

To compute (J(x,t) we insert the above expression in 
that of exp[i(lfJ - £T)] obtained from (5.17), and we simply 
write that its modulus is 1. After some simple algebra we get 

sin !(J(x,t) = alcosh[a( 12Illolx + xo)], (5.21) 

in which xo(t) is arbitrary and a(t) is defined by 

(5.22) 

The quantities a(t) and Ilo(t) have to be chosen such that 
a 2 < 1, the condition of existence of a real-valued solution (J. 

To compute lfJ(x,t) we insert (5.21) into (5.15) and 
evaluate lfJx - a(t). After some algebra it can be written as 
an exact derivative and, finally, 

lfJ(x,t) = lfJo(t) + a(t)x 

+ arctan{(a/~) 
xtanh[a( I 2Illo Ix + xo) n· (5.23) 

To complete the solution of the x part of the Backlund 
transformation, it remains to find the relationship between 
lfJo and £To' This is done by computing explicitly 
exp[i(lfJ - £T)] with the help of (5.20) and (5.23), and by 
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comparing the result with (5.17). We obtain 

exp[i(~o - uo)] = - ittollttol. (5.24) 

Therefore the soliton «(),~) depends on four indepen
dent functions of t to be determined (a,xo,~o,J.lo)' To sim
plify the notation we fix 

tto(t) = iy(t), ye:R, uo(t) = ~o(t), 

t(x,t) = a(t) [2x/y(t) + xo(t)]· 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

The resulting explicit form of B, (x,t) is obtained from 
I 

-1 

cosh2 t 

(5.13) and (5.14), and reads 

B, = iy..JT=(r + (ay/cosh t)U2 

x exp[iu3 (ax + uo)] + ayu3 tanhS-o (5.27) 

Note that (5.2) gives S' = U 3 - B,.x' The eigenfunction 
\{I' (k,x,t) reads 

(5.28) 

where N is a normalization constant matrix, and allows us to 
compute, for future use, 

-:......!..-'---- - I tanh t 
cosht ay 

\{I'U3\{1'-' - U3 =p(k)a2r ( . 
eJ(Qx+ On) 

cosht 
[k+y~ +itanht 1 

e- i(ax+a,,) [k + y..JT=(r. 1) 
I ' 

cosh2 t 

in which 

(5.30) 

The above expression enters intoB'.t in (4.12) when the 
dispersion relation is given in (3.18) (and Bo = 1): 

~ B) (x,t) = _1_ J r dA AdA, u);. (A,t) at 211' JD 
x [\{I'(A,x,t)U3\{1'-' (A,X,t) - u3]. (5.31) 

This equation, together with (5.27) and (5.29), allows us to 
determine the time dependence of the set {a,xo,~o'Y}. 

We remark first of all that the quantity (5.29) vanishes 
as Ixl-- 00. By taking the limit of (5.27) and (5.31) this 
gives 

at =0, Yt =0, (5.32) 

and hence [from (5.22) with (5.25)] 

at = O. (5.33) 

Finally, by using (5.31) explicitly we obtain 

~xo(t) = _LJr dAAdA,U);.(A,t)p(A), (5.34) at 211' JD 

~uo(t) = __ I_Jr dAAdl. 
at 211' JD 

xu);. (A,t)(A + y..JT=(r)p(A), 

which achieve the derivation of the soliton solution. 

(5.35) 

The soliton depends on four real parameters 
(a,y,xo(O),uo(O») and the weight u);. (A,t), which has to be 
chosen such thatxo(t) and uo(t) be real valued. As an exam
ple we may set (A = AR + lA[) 

u);. (A,t) = - i11'g(A,t)6(A[), (5.36) 

whereg(A) is L 2(R). Then we have 

xo(t) = y J_+oooo dA [peA) f g(A,t')dt'] + xo(O), 

(5.37) 

and similarly for uo(t). One can play with different explicit 
choices of g as a function of t to make the soliton oscillate 
back and forth, make it move significantly only during a 
finite time interval, etc. 
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(5.29) 

Another interesting simple case is obtained for 

u);. (A,t) = - i11'go(t)6(A R - Ao)6(A[). (5.38) 

The related evolution [see (2.13), (2.14), and (3.23)] be
comes 

S,+ = (l/Ao)go(t)S+XS-, Sx- = (l/k)S+XS-. 
(5.39) 

The above system is the simplest generalization of the equa
tion of polarization domains (1.1) obtained here for go = 1 
andk=Ao· 

There exists another interesting solution if we choose 

a = 0 ~ a = I, (5.40) 

for which, restricting ourselves for simplicity to the case 
(5.36), we have 

f +oo 2dA 
xo.t = Y 2.;l. g(A,t), 

-00 A +r 
(5.41 ) 

f +OO UdA 
uo.t = 2 r g(A,t). 

- 00 A + 
(5.42) 

These particular forms allow us to obtain a stationary solu
tion by selecting for g(A,t) an odd function of A. Centering 
the x axis in xo(O) the solution reads 

[ 
sinh(2x/y). ] 

S(x,t) = 2 sm uo(t) u, 
cosh (2x/y) 

[ 
sinh(2x/y) ( )] - cosUo t U 2 cosh2(2x/y) 

+ (1- 2 ) U 3. 
cosh2(2x/y) 

(5.43 ) 

This solution represents a breatherlike solution. Such a solu
tion cannot be obtained for Eq. (1.1), which corresponds to 
a delta function for g(A,t). 

We finally mention that the two poles (ay > 0) 

k ± = - y..JT=(r ± iay (5.44) 

of p(k) correspond to the bound states. Indeed we check in 
(5.28) that we have 
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(
k - k ± )e(ilk)x 

'II' (k,x,t) -i o o )N x- ± 00. 
(k - k + )e- (ilk)x ' 

(5.45 ) 

Therefore, as ay > 0, 'II' does vanish at both ends of the x axis 
for k = k + or k = k - . 

VI. NONLINEAR SUPERPOSITION FORMULA 

As soon as we are able to build a Backlund transforma
tion by means of the Boiti-Tu gauge, we also know how to 
establish the nonlinear superposition formula. 8 It proceeds 
through the diagram 

(6.1 ) 

wherepn denotes a given set of parameters defining the solu
tion S( i) obtained from a solution S( j) with gauge B ij. This 
gauge is defined in the preceding section by the equations (a 
parameter P n is understood) 

Bij=ik+Bf, 

B f.x = S(j) - SU), 

B f S(j) - SU)B f = O. 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

The above diagram is equivalent to the equation [with 
the correct parameter as indicated in (6.1) ] 

(6.5) 

Inserting (6.2) into (6.5) we obtain the basic equations 

B~I + B 10 = B~2 +B~o, 

B~IB:o = B~2B~0. 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

The Bianchi theorem [i.e., the same solution S( 3) is 
indeed obtained by following the two ways indicated in the 
diagram (6.1) ] is easily proved by differentiating (6.6) with 
respect to x and then using (6.3). 

The nonlinear superposition formula is obtained by in
tegrating (6.3) and using the result in (6.7) to get S(3): 

S(3) = S(O) - Bi~, (6.8) 

B~o= [(Blo)2_ (BiO)2][B:0_B~0]-I. (6.9) 

The matrices B~o are given in (5.27) when S(O) = 0'3' with 
parameters Pj = {aj,Yj,xOj (O)'O'Oj (O)}, j = 1,2, and with 
the expressions (5.34) and (5.35) of the velocities. 

The above formulas then provide the two-soliton solu
tion for Eq. (1.2). Depending on the choice of the function 
of t, mx (A.,t), the solitons may not separate as t increases. 

The superposition formula holds for any evolution asso
ciated with the a problem (3.1), (3.4). It holds, in particu
lar, for the hierarchy of Heisenberg spin-chain equations. II 

VII. EVOLUTION OF THE SPECTRAL TRANSFORM 

The evolution of the spectral transform R (k,t) obeying 
Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) presents interesting features in the 
case of singular dispersion relations as shown in Ref. 3. 
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We have proved5 that for a matrix local a problem such 
as (3.2) one may always choose, via an appropriate gauge 
transformation, an off-diagonal matrix R (k,t). 

Moreover, the standard structure of R (in the case of 
"good" potentials) is given in Ref. 10 for the Zakharov
Shabat system and is equivalent to that of our problem. \3 It 
reads (k n± are the N ± bound states in ± 1m k ± > 0) 

( 
0 r+ (k,t)8+ (kI ») 

R(k,t) = r-(k,t)8-(k
I

) 0 

N- (0 0) + L 0 cn- (t)8(k - k n- ), 
n=1 1 

(7.1) 

where the distributions 8 ± are defined by 

Its time dependence is given by (3.25): 

R(k,t) =R(k,O)exp [20'3 f dtm(k,t)]. (7.2) 

Differentiating the above two equations with respect to t 
we obtain 

Then, by identification of the coefficients of the different 8 
and 8' functions, we get the evolutions 

kn~t = 0, (7.4) 

r t± (k,t) = ± 2w± (k,t)r± (k,t), 

m± = m(kR ± iO,t) , keR, (7.5) 

(at ± 2w(k n± ,t) )Cn± (t) = 0, ± 1m k n± > O. (7.6) 

Up to this point everything holds for any kind of disper
sion relation !l = m0'3 in the evolution (2.4). Let us now 
examine the case already mentioned in Sec. V: instead of 
m(k,t) we give g(k,t) in 

~ m(k,t) = - itrg(k,t)8(kI ). (7.7) 
ak 

The dispersion relation is computed by using the Cauchy
Green formula [see for instance (2.9) J. Sinceg(k,t) vanish
es as 1 k 1- 00 and is bounded in k = 0, the integral along the 
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boundary aD (Fig. 1) vanishes, and the result is 

f + co dA 
w±(k,t) = +1Tg(k,t) +i --g(A,t), 

-co A-k 
kER, 

(7.8) 

where the slashed integral denotes the Cauchy principal-val
ue integral. We have also 

'J+ co d}. w(kn,t) = + I g(A,t). 
-co A-k n± 

(7.9) 

Note that the one-soliton solution of Sec. V corresponds to 
N+ = N- = 1, k I± = k ± given in (5.44), and 
r± (k,t) = O. 

Using (7.8) in (7.5) shows that the evolution of the 
radiation component may present exponential growth or 
damping. For physical interpretation of such a phenomenon 
[wheng(k,t) is real and time independent], we refer to Ref. 
3 when exponential damping (attenuator) occurs, and to 
Ref. 14 when exponential growth (amplifier) occurs. 

Having here the freedom of choice of g(k,t), one may 
think of a bounded evolution even for the radiation compo
nent. For instance, an oscillatory gprovides not only solitons 
oscillating back and forth [see (5.34)] but also a radiation 
component that periodically gives (receives) energy to 
(from) the medium. 

In the case corresponding to WT< given in (5.38) and to 
the evolution (5.39), the dispersion relation is given by 

w(k,t) = i1r[go(t)!(Ao - k)], AoER. (7.10) 

The evolution of the radiation component implies that we 
have to impose 

r± (Ao,t) = 0, 

and reads 

(7.11) 

r± (k,t) = r± (k,O)exp [ ± ~ (' dt go(t)] , A #Ao. 
Ao - k Jo 

(7.12) 

Another way to obtain the soliton solution is to use the 
nonlinear superposition of elementary Darboux transforma
tions obtained for Bo =!(l ± U3) in (6.1)-(6.3). This has 
been done in the review paper. 15 
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The procedure developed here in 1 + 1 dimensions can 
be extended to evolutions in 2 + 1 dimensions. 16 

We note also that discontinuous solutions ("step-soli
tons") can be obtained for dispersion relations with moving 
singularities. The corresponding spectral transform consists 
of a rational reflection coefficient. 17 
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A stochastic framework for quantum mechanics is presented in which the elements are 
measurements and amplitudes. The resulting structure provides three stochastic levels: At the 
bottom level are the sample points. These may be unobservable, in general. At the next level 
are the outcomes of measurements. The amplitude of an outcome is computed by summing the 
amplitudes of the sample points resulting in that outcome upon a measurement. At the highest 
level are the events of a measurement. The probability of an event is computed by summing the 
moduli squared ofthe amplitudes for the outcomes comprising that event. Using these 
guidelines, various probabilities, conditional probabilities, and expectations are defined. 
Superpositions of amplitUde functions are investigated and superselection sectors are shown to 
occur in a natural way. The framework is illustrated in various mathematical models such as 
spino! models, the two-slit experiment, and phase space quantum mechanics. Finally, a theory 
of discrete Feynman amplitudes is presented 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this work we present a framework for the foundations 
of quantum mechanics based upon the concept of amplitude 
functions. In the study of traditional quantum mechanics, 
two distinct pictures seem to emerge. One picture stems 
from what people say and the other picture stems from what 
they actually do. People say that the (pure) states of a quan
tum system are described by unit vectors in a Hilbert space H 
and the observables are described by the self-adjoint opera
tors on H. If the state is given by t/JEH and the observable by 
T, then the probability that T has a value in a Borel set AeB 
(R) is (ET{A)t/J,t/J) whereET is the spectral measure for T. 
Moreover, the evolution of the state is given by Schro
dinger's equation or its relativistic counterpart. However, in 
the modern theory of high energy physics, this is not what 
people actually do. Roughly speaking, they begin with an 
amplitUde function (or amplitUde density) f that is not 
known precisely but is given heuristically by a Feynman 
path integral. Using perturbation techniques involving 
Feynam diagrams and renoIltlalization rules,fis found ap
proximately. Using this method, the amplitUde of a quantum 
outcome y is computed by integratingf over the alternatives 
that result in y. The absolute value squared of this quantity 
gives the probability of y. Using these probabilities, various 
physical quantities such as scattering cross sections, decay 
modes, and particle lifetimes can be computed. 

There are also basic philosophical questions that have 
been present since the inception of quantum mechanics. 
These questions involve such concepts as completeness, real
ity, and hidden variables. I In our framework we have an 
underlying objective reality consisting of the set of all possi
ble configurations of a physical system. This objective reality 
X depends upon the physical system being described. For 
example, X might be the set of trajectories in configuration 
space or the set of points in a phase space. An outcome y of a 
physical measurement F consists of a set of interfering alter
natives represented by points in X. The amplitude t/J(y) of y 
is found by summing (or integrating) an amplitUde density 
over the alternatives resulting in y. Then t/J(y) gives the 

"wave function" corresponding to F. We show that t/J is a 
unit vector in a Hilbert space H F and that F can be represent
ed by a self-adjoint operator on H F • Using this method the 
traditional Hilbert space structure is obtained, but in the 
process information about the underlying reality X is lost. 
The space X gives a complete description of the physical 
system, while H F only describes results that can be obtained 
from the measurement F. On X we may consider various 
measurements of the system simultaneously, while HF only 
gives a "projection" of reality due to one measurement. As 
we shall illustrate, for a nonrelativistic system in which X is a 
phase space, quantum mechanics can be "derived" as an am
plitude average of classical mechanics. 

As pointed out by PitowskV there have been several 
attempts at accounting for the nonclassical deviant probabi
lities of quantum mechanics. One can take the nonrealist 
view of Bohr which denies that an object can be ascribed 
properties independent of observation. One can take the 
nonlocal view that explains quantum interference in terms of 
certain unknown physical mechanisms. There is the possibil
ity that classical logic should be abandoned. Finally, one 
might abandon classical probability theory. We shall follow 
Feynman3 and choose the last of these alternatives. Our guid
ing principle is that quantum probabilities are computed by 
summing (or integrating) amplitudes and then taking the 
modulus square. 

II. MEASUREMENTS, AMPLITUDES, AND 
PROBABILITIES 

Let X by a nonempty set. We call X a sample space and 
the elements of X are called sample points. A map F with 
domain D(F) ~X and range YF = F(D) is a measurement 
(or measure bundle) on X if the following conditions hold; 

(Ml) YF is the base space of a measure space (YF , 

l'.F' vF)· 
(M2) For every )IE Y F, F - I (y) is the base space of a 

measure space (F - I (y), l'. y, ,u y ). 

We call F-1(y) the fiber over y, the elements of YF are 
called F outcomes and the sets in l'. Fare F events. Notice that 
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1f(F) ={F-I(B): Bel:F} 

is a a algebra of subsets of D(F) ~X. 
The sample points correspond to the possible configura

tions of a physical system S. A measurement F corresponds 
to a laboratory procedure or experiment that can be per
formed on S and its domain D(F) gives the sample points 
that are relevant to the procedure F. For every xeD(F), 
F(x) denotes the outcome resulting from executing Fwhen 
S has configuration x. For ye Y F' the fiber F - I (y) is the set of 
sample points tbat give the outcome y and for Bel: F, F - 1 (B) 
is the set of sample points that give the event B. The measure 
v F is an a priori weight for the F events that is independent of 
the state of the system. In the case of total ignorance, v F is a 
uniform measure such as Lebesgue measure, Haar measure, 
or the counting measure in the discrete case. Similarly, f.Ly is 
an a priori weight for the sample points in the fiber F - I (y). 

A function! X -C is an amplitude density for the mea
surement F if the following conditions hold: 

(Al) flF I (y)EL 1(F-I(y),l:y,f.Ly) for every yeYF; 

(A2) F(f)(y) = r fdf.LyEL2(YF,l:F,VF)=HF; 
JF-'(y) 

(A3) IIF(f) II = flF(fW dVF = 1. 

We interpretf(x) as the probability amplitUde density of the 
configuration x. Since F - I (y) is interpreted as the set of 
alternatives that result in the outcome y upon execution ofF, 
F( f) (y) corresponds to "summing" the amplitUdes over 
these alternatives. Then F( f) (y) gives the amplitude den
sity aty and the resulting probability density is IF( f) (y) 12. 

Let F be a measurement and letf be an amplitude den
sity for F. A set A ~X is a generalized (F,f) event if the 
following conditions hold: 

(EI) AnF-I(y)el:y for every yeYF; 

(E2) fF(A)(y) = r fdf.LyeHF. 
JAnF-'(y) 

We denote the set of generalized (F, f) events by ~ (F,f). 
For Ae~(F,f), we calIfF (A) the (F,f) amplitude density 
of A. Notice that 

fF(X) =fF(D(F)) = F(f)· 

The generalized events are the subsets of X for which a rea
sonable amplitUde density can be defined. In fact, fF (A) (y) 
is the "sum" of the amplitUdes over the alternatives inA that 
result in the outcome y upon execution of F. Interpreting 
I fF(A) 12 as the probability density ofAe~ (F,f) it becomes 
reasonable to define the (F,J) probability of A as 

PFJ(A) = flfF(AWdvF = IIfF(A) 112. 

We also define the (F,J) pseudo probability of Ae~ (F,J) as 

P;'J(A) = ffF(A)fF(X)dvF = (fF(A),fF(X» 

2021 

= (fF(A),F(f»· 

IfAnD(F) = 0, thenclearlyfF(A) = O. Hence there is 
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no loss of generality in assuming that A ~D(F) for all 
Ae1f (F,J). Thus we can identify X and D(F). A nonempty 
collection of subsets of X is an additive class if .Y is closed 
under the formation of complements and finite disjoint 
unions. Moreover, if.Y is closed under the formation of 
countable disjoint unions, then .Y is a a-additive class. We 
denote the complement of a setA by A C and its characteristic 
function by X A • 

Lemma 2.1: (a) '!! (F,J) is an additive class containing 
'!! (F). 

(b) For every Bel:F,JF[F-I(B)} = XBF(f) and 

PFJ[F-I(B)] = P~AF I(B)] = LIF(f)1 2 dvF. 

(c) P;'J is an additive complex-valued set function on 
'!! (F,J) with P ;'J(X) = 1. 

(d) fF is an additive vector-valued set function on 
~(F,J). 

ProotClearly,Xe~(F,J) and 

PFJ(X) = IIF(f)1I2 = 1. 

If Ae'!! (F,J), then for every yeYF we have 

A CnF-I(y) = F-I(y)\AnF-I(y)el:y' 

Moreover, 

=F(f)(y) -fF(A)(y)eHF. 

Hence '!!(F,J) is closed under complementation. Let 
Ale'!! (F,f), i = 1, ... ,n, be mutually disjoint. Then for every 
yeYF we have 

(UAj)nF-I(y) = U(AlnF-I(y»)el:y. 

Since the Ai are mutually disjoint 

fF(UAI)(y) = l:1 r fdf.Ly = l:dF(Aj)(y)eHF. 
JA,nF-'(y) 

Hence ~(F,f) is an additive class. Also, it is now clear that 
IF and P FJ are additive on ~ (F, f). If Bel: F' then 

F I(B)nF I(y) = {F-I(y), ~f)IEB, 
0, If y4lJ. 

HenceF-1(B)nF-I(y)el:yand 

fF[F-I(B)] = XBF(f)eHF· 

Therefore ~(F)~~(F,J) and 

PFJ[F I(B)] = PFJ[F-I(B)] = <xBF(f),F(/» 

= LIF(fWdVF. 0 

We use the notationFFJ(B) =PFAF-I(B)] for Bel:F. 
It is clear that P FJ is a probability measure on l: F and we call 
it the f distribution of F. Although P FJ is additive on 
~ (F,J), it has the disadvantage of being complex valued so 
it cannot be interpreted as a probability for an arbitrary 
Ae~ (F,f). On the other hand, PFJ is non-negative, but it is 
not necessarily additive and it may attain values larger than 
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1 on 'll(F.f). Hence PFJ is not a probability measure on 
'll (F,f) in general. We now show that these difficulties can 
be overcome under certain conditions. 

Let Yc;;,'ll(F.f) be an additive class. We say that an 
amplitude density fis F-orthogonally scattered over Y if for 
A,BEY with AnB=0 we have fF(A)lfF(B) [i.e., 
(fF(A),fF(B» = 0]. We say that f is F orthogonal at 
AE'll (F,f) iffF(A )lfF(A C). Notice that iff is F-orthogo
nally scattered over Y, thenfis F orthogonal at every AEY. 
Also,fis F orthogonal at A if and only if/is F-orthogonally 
scattered over {X,0,A,Ac}. When we say that It is a probabil
ity measure on an additive class Y we mean that It is u 
additive. That is, if A;EY, i = 1,2, ... , are mutually disjoint 
and UA;EY, thenlt(UA;) = ~;It(A;). 

Theorem 2.2: Letf be an amplitude density for the mea
surementF. 

(a) fis F-orthogonally scattered over'll (P). 

(b) ForAE'll(F,f),PFJ(A) =PFJ(A) if and only iff 
is F orthogonal at A. 

(c) If Y c;;, 'll (F,f) is an additive class, the following 
statements are equivalent: (1) f is F orthogonal at every 
AEY; (2) PFJ(A) =PFJ(A) foreveryAEY; (3) PFJand 
P FJ are probability measures on Y. 

( d ) If f is F orthogonal at every A E 'll (F,f ), then 
'll (F,f) is a u-additive class and P FJ = P FJ is a probability 
measure on 'll (F,f). 

Proof (a) For A,BE~F' it follows for Lemma 2.1(b) 
thatfF[F-I(A)] = XAF(f) andfF[F-I(B)] = XBF(f)· 
Hence AnB = 0 impliesfF[F-I(A) ]lfF[F- I(B)], 

(b) PFJ(A) = PFJ(A) if and only if 

IIfF(A)1I 2 = (fF(A),fF(X» 

= (fF(A),fF(A) +fF(A C» 

= IIfF(A)11 2 + (fF(A),fF(A c». 

This last equation holds if and only iffF(A)lfF(A C). 
(c) (1):::::}(2) follows from (b); (2):::::} (3). If (2) 

holds, then PFJ is non-negative, additive, and PFJ(X) = 1. 
To show that PFJis uadditive, supposeA;EY, i = 1,2, ... , are 
mutually disjoint and UA;EY.SincefIF-I(y)EL I(F-I(y), 
~y,lty), for every yEYF we have 

Since P FJ is additive, we have 
n 

2: PFJ(A;) =PFJ(U7=I A ;).;;;1. 
;= I 

Hence ~i"= I P FJ(A;) converges to a number that is not 
greater than 1. Moreover,fn = ~ 7= JF (A;) is Cauchy in H F 
since 

n 

=PFJ (U7=m A;) = 2: PFJ(A;) 
;=m 

and the last summation approaches 0 as m,n --- 00. Thus fn 
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converges to an element gEH F in the L 2 norm. It follows4 

that there exists a subsequence ofln that converges to g a.e. 
[vF]. Now from Eq. (2.1) we havefn ---fF( UA;) a.e. [vF] 
SOg=fF(UA;). Hence 

n 

lim 2: fF(A;) =fF(UA;) 
n-OOi=l 

in the L 2 norm. Therefore 

;tl PFJ(A;) = !~~ ;tl PFJ(A;) = !~~II;t/F(A;)112 
= IIfF(UA;)1I 2=PFJ (UA;). 

(3) :::::} (1 ). Suppose (3) holds and AEY. Then 

1 = PFJ(AUA C) = IIfF(A) + fF(A C)1I 2 

= IIfF(A) 112 + IIfF(A C)1I 2 + 2 Re(fF(A),fF(A c» 

= 1 + 2 Re(fF(A),fF(A c». 

Hence 

Moreover, 

PFJ(A) = (fF(A),fF(A) +fF(AC» 

= IIfF(A) 112 + (fF(A),fF(A c». 

Thus (fF(A),fF(A c» is real sofF(A)lfF(A C). 
(d) Suppose thatfis Forthogonal at every AE'll (F,f). 

We know from Lemma 2.1(a) that 'll(F,f) is an additive 
class and from (c) that P FJ is a probability measure on 
'll (F,f). To show that 'll (F,f) is a u-additive class, let 
A;E'll (F,f), i = 1,2, ... , be mutually disjoint. Now for every 
yEYF we have 

(UA;)nF-I(y) = U(A;nF-I(Y»)E~y. 

Moreover Eq. (2.1) holds. Applying the same argument as 
in (c) we conclude that fF( UA; )EHF. Hence 
UA;E'll(F,f). 0 

Corollary 2.3: Let YE'll (F,f) be an additive class. Iff 
is F orthogonal at every AEY, thenfF is au-additive vector
valued set function on Y. 

If AE'll(F,f) withfF(A) #0 and BE~F we define the 
conditional (F,f) probability of B given A by 

Notice that PFJ('IA) is a probability measure on ~F' Al
though PFJ(A) cannot always be interpreted as a probabili
ty, we see that PFJ(B IA) can be so interpreted. We now 
show that P FJ(B IA) has the usual properties of a condition
al probability. 

and 

Lemma 2.4: (a) PFJ(B IX) = PFJ(B) for all BE~F' 
(b) If BE~F' AE'll (F,f), then F- I (B) nAE'll (F,f), 

fF[F-I(B)nA] =XJF(A) 

PFJ(B IA) = PFJ[F-I(B) nA ]lPFJ(A). 

(c) If B,CE~F' then 

PFAB IF-I(C») = PFJ(BnC)IPFJ(C). 
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Proof: (a) Applying Lemma2.I(b) we have 

PFJ(B IX) = IIXB F (/)1I2
/11F(/) 112 

= PFJ[F-1(B)] = PFJ(B). 

(b) Since 

/F[F-1(B)nA ](y) = r /d/-ly 
JF-'(B)nAnF-'(Y) 

we have 

PFJ[F-1(B) nA ] = IlxJF(A)11 2 = PFJ(A)PFJ(B IA). 

(c) This follows from (b). D 
We denote by L 2 (F,f) the set off unctions g: D(F) -+ C 

satisfying the following conditions: 
(FI) g-I (B)E'iff' (F,f) for every BEB(C); 
(F2) gflF- 1 (y)EL I(F-I (y), ~y,/-ly) for every yEYF; 

(F3)/F(g)(y) = r gfd/-lFEHF. 
JF-'(Y) 

We call/F (g) the amplitude density of g. Notice that for 
AE'iff' (F,f) we have XAEL 2(F,f) and/F(XA) = /F(A) so 
/F (g) generalizes the amplitude density of generalized 
events. We denote by L ~ (F,f) the set of functions g: 
D(F)-+C satisfying (F2) and (F3). It is clear that 
L ~ (F,f) is a linear space. However, L 2(F,f) need not be 
linear since it is not necessarily closed under summation.5 

For gEL ~ (F,f) we define the (F,f) pseudoexpectation 
ofgby 

EFJ(g) = ifF(g),F(/» = (/F(g),fF(1», 

where I =Xx.ltisclearthatEFJ(g) islinearonL~(F,f) 
and EFJ(1) = 1. Since EFJ(XA) = P FJ(A) for all 
AE'iff' (F./), we see thatEFJ is the natural linear extension of 
P FJ. Unfortunately, EFJ(g) need not be real when g is real 
valued and EFJ(g) need not be non-negative when g is non
negative. We now show that these difficulties do not occur 
under certain conditions. Suppose gEL 2 (F,f). Then 

is a 0' subalgebra of 'iff' (F,f ). If/is F orthogonal at every 
AE'iff' g (F,f), then by Theorem 2.2(c), PFJ is a probability 
measure on 'iff' g (F,/) SO(g-I(C), 'iff' g (F,f),PF,j) becomes a 
probability space. We then define the Lebesgue integral 
fg(x)PFJ(dx) in the usual way. 

Theorem 2.5: (a) if gEL 2(F,f) and/is Forthogonal at 
every AE'iff' g (F,f), then 

EFJ(g) = jg(X)PFJ(dX). 

(b) Ifg: YF-+Cis ~F measureableandgF( /)EHF, then 
goFsatisfies the conditions of (a) and 

EFJ(g) = EFJ (g0F) = jg(Y)PFJ(dY) = (gF(/),F(/». 

Proof: (a) Suppose g is a simple function g = ~CjXAi' 
CjEC, AjE'iff' g (F./), i = I, ... ,n. Then by Theorem 2.2(c) we 
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have 

EFJ(g) = ~CjEFJ(XA) = ~CiPFJ(Ai) 

= ~CiPFJ(Ai) = jg(X)PFJ(dX). 

A standard limit argument now gives the result. 
(b) It follows from Theorem 2.2(a) that goFsatisfies 

the conditions of (a). Applying (a) and a change ofvari
abIes we have 

EFJ(g°F) = jg(Y)PFJ(dY). 

Since 

PFJ(B) = i lF(/) 12 dVF 

for all BE~F' we have dPFJldvF = IF(/W. The Radon
Nikodym theorem gives 

jg(Y)PFJ(dY) = jg(y) ~:: dVF = jglF(/) 12 dVF 

= (gF(/),F(/». D 

Under the conditions of Theorem 2.5, E FJ has the desir
able properties of an expectation. 

Corollary 2.6: Suppose / is F orthogonal at every 
AE'iff' g (F,f) where gEL 2(F,f). 

(a) If g: D(F) -+R, then EFJ(g)ER. 
(b) Ifg: D(F) -+R+, then EFJ(g)ER+. 
In certain quantum mechanical models we do not have 

the F-orthogonality condition of Theorem 2.S(a), so we 
must use the general form for EFJ even though it does not 
always have satisfactory properties. [Alternatively, we 
might say that EFJ(g) does not exist or that g is not an 
observable function.] This same difficulty occurs in tradi
tional quantum mechanics when one does not properly sym
metrize a set of operators. 

We can also define pseudoconditional expectations in a 
natural way. LetAE'iff' (F,f), gEL ~ (F,f), and define 

/F(gIA)(y) = r g/d/-ly . 
JF-'(y)nA 

The (F,f) pseudoconditional expectation o/g given A is de
fined as 

E ( IA) = (/F(gIA),fF(1IA» 
FJ g PFJ(A) 

(/F(gIA ),fF(A» 

II/F(A)11 2 

Notice if g = XF-'(B) for BE~F' then 

/F(XF-'(B) IA) = XF-'(Bl/F(A) 

and 

III. CATALOGS AND AMPLITUDE SPACES 

In Sec. II we considered single measurements on a sam
ple space X. The present section discusses collections of mea
surements on X. For example, an important class of mea-
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surements are those whose outcomes are real numbers. More 
precisely, an observable is a measurement Fwhere Y FeB( R) 
and l:F = YFnB(R). In quantum theory it is usually essen
tial to consider several observables in order to describe a 
physical system. 

A catalog d (X) on a sample space X is a nonempty 
collection of measurements on X. There are two ways that 
one can proceed in applications ofthis theory. Given a sam
ple space X and a collection of complex-valued functions 
Y = {J::iel} on X, we can form the catalog d(X,Y) (ifit 
exists) of all measurements on X such that each J: is an am
plitude density for every Fed (X,Y). Or one can begin with 
a catalog d (X). A functionf X -+ C is an amplitude density 
for d(X), if/is an amplitude density for every Fed (X). 
Denote the set of all amplitude densities on d (X) by 
Y (d). We say that a catalog d (X) is complete if there are 
sufficiently many measurements to distinguish different 
sample points. That is, for every x =1= y in X there is an 
Fed (X) such that F(x) =l=F(y). 

This framework generalizes the operational statistics 
framework ofFoulis and Randall.6 A catalog corresponds to 
a quasimanual in operational statistics and a measurement 
corresponds to an operation. A trivial example of a complete 
catalog is given by a measure space (Y,l:, v). Let X = Yand 
let F: X -+ Y be the identity map. On F -I (y) = {y} let 
l: = (0,{y)} and define ,uy({Y}) = 1. Moreover, let 
(yF,l:F,VF) = (Y,l:,v). Then d = {F} is a complete cata
log on X. Notice that Y ( d) is the unit sphere of the Hilbert 
space L 2( Y,l:,v). 

Let d (X) be a catalog. The set of functions f X -+ C 
satisfying (AI) and (A2) of Sec. II for all Fed (X) and 

(A3') II/II=IIF(/)IIH
F 

= IIG(/)IIH
G 

for all F,Ged(X) 

is called the amplitude space of d and is denoted H(d). 
The elements of H(d) are called amplitude/unctions. No
tice that 

H(d) = {af aeC, /EY(d)} 

and if feB(d) with 11/11=1=0, then /111/lIeY(d). Of 
course, if/eRe d) then afeB( d) for every aeC. However, 
if J,geH(d) we need not have / + geH(d). If 
a/ + flgeH(d),f,geH(d), a,{leC, we call a/ + flg a su
perposition of/and g. We now characterize pairs/,geH( d) 
for which superpositions are possible. For /,geH(d) we 
write fig if for every F,Ged (X) we have 

(F(/),F(g»H
F 

= (G(j),G(g»H
G

' 

Notice that s is a reflexive, symmetric relation and fig im
plies (aj)s(flg) for all a,/lEC. 

Lemma 3.1: Let J,geH(d). Then fig if and only if 
/ + g,J + igeH(d). 

Proof For Fed (X) we have 

IIF( / + g) 112 = IIF( /) 112 + IIF(g) 112 

+ 2 Re(F(/),F(g» . (3.1) 

Hence, if fig, then / + geH(d). Moreover, fiUg) so 
/+igeH(d). Conversely, if/+geH(d), then from Eq. 
(3.1) we have 

Re(F(/),F(g» = Re(G(/),G(g» 
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for every F, Ged(X). If in addition, / + igeH(d) , then 
since 

IIF(/+ ig)1I 2 = IIF(/) 112 + IIF(g) 112 + 2 Im(F(/),F(g» 

we have 

Im(F(/),F(g» = Im(G(/),G(g» 

for every F,Ged(X). Hencefig. 0 
Corollary 3.2: For /,geH(d) we have fig if and only if 

a/ + flgeH(d), for every a,/lEC. 
ForJ,geY (d), Fed (X), the F-transition amplitude 0/ 

/togis 

Notice that fig if and only if TF( /,g) = Ta (J,g) for every 
F,Ged. 

ForA~H(d) we write 

AS = {geH(d): gs/ for all /EA}. 

A set A~H(d) is a superposition set (or s set) if A~A s. 

Every s set is contained in a maximal s set. Moreover, A is a 
maximal s set if and only if A = A S (Ref. 7). Denote the set 
of maxima Is sets by M(H). Let AeM(H). If/EA,aeC, then 
(aj)sg for every gEA. Since A is maximal afeA. If/,gEA, then 

/ + geH(d) and if + g)sh for every hEA. Again, by maxi-
mality,J + gEA. HenceA is a linear space. For/,gEA, define 
(J,g) = (F( /) ,F(g» for every Fed. Then it is clear that 
(J,g) is an inner product onA. ThuseachAeM(H) forms an 
inner product space. Moreover, it is clear that for every 
AeM(H) and Fed, F: A -+ H F is a linear isometry. The pair 
(H (d) ,s) gives a partial inner product space.7 One can com
plete (H(d),s) in a natural way to obtain a partial Hilbert 
space. Such structures generalize direct sums of Hilbert 
spaces. 7 We call the sets AeM(H) superselection sectors. 

We can apply our work in Sec. II and compute probabi
lities and expectations for a catalog d = d (X). Let 
F,Ged and let/eYed). If Ael:a and G -1(A)e'C (F,J), 
then P FJ [ G - I (A) ] is interpreted as the "probability" of the 
G event A upon execution of an F measurement. Operation
ally this means that if a G measurement is executed followed 
by an Fmeasurement then PFJ [ G -I(A)] is the probability 
that G results in an outcome in A. If Ael:a , Bel:F, and 
G -1(A)e'C(F,/) then PF~B IG -I(A») is the probability 
that an F measurement results in an outcome in B given that 
a previous G measurement resulted in an outcome in A. If G 
is an observable with GeL ~ (F,J), thenEFJ( G) is interpret
ed as the "expectation" of G determined by an F measure
ment. In general, this differs from the ordinary expectation 
EaJ(G) ofG. 

IffeB(d), then we have seen that/can be represented 
by a vector F( /) in the Hilbert space H F' In particular, if 
fEY (d), then IIF( /) II = 1, so F( /) is a traditional quan
tum state. Thus after an F measurement, the amplitude den
sities "reduce" to vectors in H F' We now show that observa
bles reduce to operators on H F after an F measurement is 
executed. Let Fed and suppose that g: YF -+ R is injective, 
l:F measurable, and gF( /)eRF. Then goFis an observable 
and 
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IF(goF) =gF(/)eHF · 

Moreover, EF,f(goF) = (gF(/),F(/». Define the self-ad
joint operator g on HF by (gf/!) (y) = g(Y)f/!(y). We then 
have IF (goF) =gF(/) and EF,f(goF) = (gF(/),F(/» 
for all.feY(d) with F(/)ED(g). We say that the observ
able goF is F represented by the operator g and write 
(goF) - = g. In particular, if F itself is an observable.!,. then 
letting g be the identity function g(y) = y we have F = g. 
More generally, let FEd and let G: D(F) -R. Define the 
transformation G by setting 

Do(G) = {F(/): GEL 2(F,f), IEY(d)}r;;.HF 

and for F(/)EDo(G), GF(/) =IF(G). Then for all 
F(/)EDo(G) we have EF,f(G) = (GF(/),F(/». Define 

D(G){F( I): O#.feH(d), F(IIII/II)EDo(G)}U{O}. 

Now G is easily extended toD( G) as follows: If F( f' )ED( G) 
then f' = al for aEC, F(/)EDo(G). Setting 
GF( f') = aGF( I) it is easily seen that G is well defined on 
D(G). If Sr;;.H(d) is a superselection secto~ we have seen 
that F S-HF is a linear isometry. Then D(G) nF(S) is a 
subspace of H F and G is a linear operator on !,.his subspace. 
Thus G is represented by the linear operator G (depending 
on S). In general, G is not essential self-adjoint even if its 
domain is dense. In particular, this work applies to observa
bles. 

IV. TWO-SPINS 

In this section and the ones to follow, we shall illustrate 
our theory in terms of various physically relevant models. 
We begin with a model that corresponds to measuring the 
spin of a spino! particle in two different directions. Let 
x I = !, X 2 = - ! and form the sample space 

X = {(x;.x): i,j = 1,2} . 

Then X is the set of all possible configurations of the system 
where q,!) designates a spin of! in both directions, (!, - V 
a spin of! in the first direction, and -! in the second direc
tion, etc. 

If F, G are the observables that measure the spin in each 
of the two directions, we have F(x;,xj) = x;. G(x;.xj ) = xj" 
Then YF = YG = {!, -!} and assuming we have no prior 
knowledge about the spins we take ~F = ~G 
= (0,{!},{ - !},YF } and V F = VG are the counting mea

sures. Moreover, 

F-Iq) = {q,!)'(!, - !)} 
and 

/-LF-'(1I2) 
is the counting measure on F- I (!). A similar definition ap
plies to the other fibers. We now define the complete catalog 
d = {F,G}. If .feY(d) we can represent Iby the 2X2 
matrixMp where (Mf)ij =/(x;,xj)' ij = 1,2. We then have 

Mf = [: ~], a,b,e,dEC, (4.1) 

where 

la + b 12 + Ie + d 12 = la + el2 + Ib + d 12 = 1 . (4.2) 

Notice that 
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F(/) = (a + b,e + d)eHF, G(j) = (a + e,b + d)eHG . 

We now compute probabilities and expectations for 
.feY (d) of the form (4.1). Since 

PF,f[ F- I(!)] = la + b 12
, 

P F,f [ F - I ( - !)] = Ie + d 12 , 
PG,f[G- I(!)] = la+eI2, 
P G,f [ G - I ( - !)] = I b + d 12 , 

P F,f and P G,f are indeed probability measures on '!l (F) and 
'!l ( G), respectively. Since IF[ G - I (!)] = (a,e), 
IF[ G -I (!)] = (b,d) we have 

PF,f[G- I(!)] = lal2+ lel2, 
PF,f[G- I(-!)] =lbI2+ldI2. 

In general, P F,f is not a probability measure on '!l (G) since it 
need not be additive. Similarly, 

PF,f[G-I(V] = lal2+ leI 2+ab+ed, 

PF,f[G- I ( - !)] = Ib12+ IdI 2+ba+dc. 

In general, P F,f is not a probability measure on '!l ( G) since it 
may have complex values. However, as we know, the condi
tional probability is a probability measure. These have the 
following values: 

PF.rtF-lq)IG-lq» = laI2/(laI2+ lel2) , 
PF.rtF - I( - !)IG -Iq») = le1 2/( lal2 + lel2) , 
PF.rtF-I(!)IG-I( - !»)= IbI2/(lbI2+ IdI2), 
PF,f(F-I( - !)IG- I( - !»)= IdI2/(lbI2+ IdI2). 

To compute expectations, first note that 

IF(F) = (!(a + b), - !(e + d»), 

IF(G) = (!(a - b),!(e - d»). 

We then have from (4.2) 

EF,f(F) = !Ia + b 12 - !Ie + d 12 = la + b 12 - !. 
This is reasonable since - !<,EF,f(F) <, !; and in traditional 
quantum mechanics, one gets the same result. Moreover, 

EF,f(G) = !(a - b)(a + b) + !(e - d)(c + ti) 
= ! - (Ib 12 + Id 12 + ab + Cd) . 

This is not very satisfactory since it may have complex val
ues. Finally, we have 

EF,f(FIG -I(!») = (lal2 -leI2)/2( lal2 + lel2) 
and 

EF,f(FIG -Ie - !>l = (Ib 12 -Id 12)/2( Ib 12 + Id 12) . 
As with conditional probabilities, the conditional expecta
tions have reasonable values. 

To give a concrete example, suppose.feY(d) has the 
form 

[

COS () /2 
Mf = _ i sin () 12 

Then PG,f(!) = 1, PG,f( - D = 0, so the spin is! in the G 
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direction with certainty. We also have 

PFJHIG -I(!») = cos2 012, 

EFJ(FIG- I<!») = !cosO, EGJ(G) = !. 

These are the usual quantum formulas when the angle 
between the two directions is O. The first equation says that if 
a G measurement is made so that we are sure that the spin is! 
in the G direction, then the probability that the spin is! in the 
F direction is cosz 012. However, if we do not perform a G 
measurement first, then we obtain 

PFJ(!) = sinz 012, EFJ(F) = - ! cos O. 

Moreover, we have the following unusual results: 

[~ ~], [~ ~], [~ ~], 

Proof It follows from Theorem 2.2(c) that/is.If scat
tered if and only if P FJ = P ;"J on 1f (G) and P GJ = P ;;J on 
1f (F). Applying our above computations we conclude that/ 
is .If scattered if and only if the entries in Mf satisfy 

ab + cd= 0, ac + bd = O. (4.3) 

It is clear that all considerations are independent of a multi
plicative factor of modulus 1, so we shall ignore such factors. 
It is easy to check that if Mf has one of the above forms, then 
its entries satisfy (4.3). Conversely, suppose JEY (.If) and 
the entries of Mf satisfy (4.3). If one of the entries in Mf is 0, 
then either all the entries, except one, are 0 or two diagonal 
entries are nonzero. In the first case we have the first four 
forms and in the second case we have the next two forms. 
Now suppose all the entries are nonzero. We can assume 
without loss of generality that a > O. From the first equation 
of (4.3) we have c = - ab Id. The second equation then 
gives Id I = a. Hence, d = aeia for some O..;;a < 21T. Then 
c = - beia. We can then assume that Mf has the form 

M=[~. b]. 
f _ be,a ae,a 

Applying (4.2) gives Ib I = (! - aZ
) lIZ, so 

b = q - a2) 1/2eiP for some 0..;;/3 < 21T. Multiplying by a fac
tor of modulus 1 gives the last form. Proceeding as before 
with d = - aeia gives the next to last form. 0 

The probabilities and expectations given by the first six 
forms in Theorem 4.1 are trivial; Using our previous formu
las, we obtain the following probabilities and expectations 
for the last form in Theorem 4.1: 

2026 

PFJ[F- I(!)] = !+2a(! -a2)1/2cos(O-¢), 

PFJ[F- I( - !)] = ! -2a(! -a2)1/2cos(O-¢), 

PGJ[G-Iq)] =! -2a(! -a2)1/2cos(O+¢), 

PGJ[G- I(-!>] =! +2a(! -a2 )I/2cos(O+¢), 
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PFJHIG- I( - !»)=!, PFJ[G- I( - !)] =2, 

EFJ(FIG- 1
( - D)=O, EFJ(G) = -!, 

P;"J[G- I(!)] =0, P;"J[G- I ( - !)] = 1. 

We say thatjEY(.If) is .If scattered if/is F-orthogo
nally scattered over 1f (G) and is G-orthogonally scattered 
over 1f (F). It follows from Theorem 2.2(c) that/is.If scat
tered if and only if P FJ' P ;"J, P GJ' P ;;J are probability mea
sures on 1f (F) and 1f (G). It is therefore of interest to char
acterize the .If -scattered amplitude densities. 

Theorem 4.1: An/eY (.If) is .If scattered if and only if, 
except for a multiplicative factor of modulus 1, Mf has one of 
the following forms: 

PFJ[G- 1<!)] =PFJ[G- I( - !)] =!, 

PFJ(F-I<!)IG-I<!»=PFJ(F-I( - !)IG- I( - !») 

PFJ(F-I<!)IG- I( - !»)=PFJ(F- I( - !)IG- I(!») 

=1-2a2, 

EFJ(F) = 2a<! - a2) 1/2 cos(O - ¢) , 

EFJ(G) = 0, 

EFAFIG -I(D) = 2a2 - !, 
EFAFIG- I( - !»)=! _202. 

Another interesting class of amplitude densities is those 
that have superpositions with all others. We say that 
jEY(.If) is central if/eY(.If)s. The corollary to the next 
result characterizes central amplitude densities. 

Theorem 4.2: Let/,geY(.If) and suppose 

[
a' b'] 

Mg = c' d' . 

Then fig if and only if 

(a - d)(b' - c') + (b - c)(a' - d') = O. (4.4) 

Proof' The following statements are equivalent 

(1) fig, 

(2)(F(/),F(g» = (G(/),G(g», 

(3) «a + b,c + d),(a' + b ',c' + d'» 

= «a+c,b+d),(a' +c',b' +d'», 

(4) Eq. (4.4). 0 

Corollary 4.3: An fEY (.If) is central if and only if Mf 
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has the form 

Mf = [: !), la+bI 2 = ~ . 
Proof If Mf has the above form, then clearly ( 4.4) holds 

for every geY(d), sofis central. Conversely, if f is cen
tral, then (4.4) holds for every geY (d). If g has the first 
form in Theorem 4.1, we conclude that b = c. If g has the 
second form in Theorem 4.1, we conclude that a = d. 0 

Notice that Corollary 4.3 states thatfis central if and 
only if ft!d) =f( - !, - !> and f(!, - !) =f( - !, p. 
Thus centrality is equivalent to a symmetry between spin! 
and spin - !. This is also evident in the next characteriza
tion. 

Corollary 4.4: An /EY (d) is central if and only if 
F(f) = G(f) andF(f)(!) =F(f)( - !). 

Proof Observe that F( f) = G( f) is equivalent to 
b = c and then F(f)(P = F(f)( !) is equivalent to 
a=~ 0 

Notice that F( f) = G( f) means thatf does not distin
guish between the two spin directions. Moreover, 
F( f)(!> = F( f)( - D means that f shows no preference 
between spin! and spin - !. 

Note that an /EY (d)' is not d scattered except for 
trivial cases. Also, since F( f)(!) = F( f)( - D for 
fEY (d )5, it follows that span Y (a)$ is a one-dimensional 
subspace of every superselection sector of H ( d ). A typical 
/EY(d)S has the form 

1/2[COS 012 sin 0/2] 
Mf [2(1 + sin 0)] - sin 0/2 cos 012 ' (4.5) 

where 0< 0< 11'. Thisf corresponds to an experiment in which 
the angle between the two directions is O. Using anf with the 
form (4.5) we obtain the following probabilities and expec
tations: 

PFJ [ F- 1(!)] = PFJ [ F- 1
( - !)] =!, 

PGJ[G- 1(!>] =PGJ[G- 1
( - !>] =!, 

PFJ(F-I (!) IG -I (!») = cos2 012, 

PFAF- I( - DIG -Iq») = sin2 0/2, 

EFJ(F) = EGJ(G) = 0, 

EFJ(FIG Iq») = - EFAFIG I( - m ! cos O. 

These are the usual formulas of traditional quantum me
chanics for this situation. The following formulas do not 
have traditional counterparts. Notice that the first of these 
does not make sense as a probability, 

PFJ[G- I(!>] =PFJ[G I( - D] = 112(1 + sin 0) , 

p~J[G-I(D] =P~J[G-I( - !)] =!, 
EFJ(G) = EGJ(F) = o. 

v. DIRECTION-SPIN 

Let S 2 be the unit sphere in R3 and form the sample 
space X = S2 X {!, - !}. Ifwe think ofa point inS2 asdesig
nating a direction in space, then X gives the set of all possible 
spin configurations for a spino! particle. Define F: 
X ..... {!, - !} by F(u,s) = s. Let 1:F be the power set on YF 
and let v F be the counting measure. Endow the fibers 
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F - I ( ± P = S 2 X { ± !} with theirnaturalBorel sets 1: ± 1/2 
and Lebesgue measures P ± 1/2' Then Fbecomes a measure
ment onX that we interpret as the spin measurement. Define 
G: X_S2 by G(u,s) = u. Let 1:G = B(S2) and let 
VG = b dx, where dx is Lebesgue measure and b 12817"/ 
9(4 + 11') is a normalization constant. Let 1:u be the power 
set on the fiber 

G I(U) = {Cu,P,(u, - p} 
and let Pu be the counting measure. We interpret the mea
surement G as the direction measurement. We now form the 
complete catalog .!if = {F,G} on X. 

If fEY ( .!if ), then f( u ,s) is the amplitUde density that 
the spin is s in the direction u. In the last section we gave a 
fairly complete analysis of the two-spin experiment. For bre
vity, we shall now only consider amplitude densities corre
sponding to traditional quantum states and shall only com
pute the usual probabilities and expectations. A direction 
uES 2 is specified by a pair (O,t{;), where 0< 0< 11' is the polar 
angle and O<t{; < 21T is the azimuthal angle. Define/: X-C 
by feu,!) = a cos 012, feu, - p = a sin 0/2, where 

u = (O,t{;), and a 3.J21 1611' is a normalization constant. It 
is easy to check that/EY(.!if). We can interpretfas the 
amplitUde density for a particle that initially has spin! in the 
(0,0,1) direction. 

For 0 < 0 < 1T, let 0 < E < min (0, 1T, - 0) and define 

B(J.E = {(O ',t{; )ES 2
: 0 - E<O' <0 + d. 

ThenB(J,.-E1:GandA(J,E = G I(Be.E)Ef&'(F,J).Bydefining 
A ~.E =A(J,.-nF- I(!> we have 

fF(A e . .-)(-.!..) = { fdpl/2=a ( COS!!..dPI/2' 
2 JAo,E JAo,E 2 

By applying the integral mean value theorem, there exists a 
0' with 0 - E<O' <0 + E such that 

fF(A(J,E)(P = a(cos 0'/2)pII2(A ~'E)' 

Using a similar method we have 

fF(A e . .-) ( - p = a(sin 0" /2)PII2(A ~ . .-), 

where 0 - E<O "<0 + E. Hence 

PFJ(Ae ... ) = IIfF(A e ... )1I 2 

= a2 [PJl2(A ~.E)] 2(COS
2 0 '/2 + sin2 0" 12). 

We then obtain 

PFJ(!IAe ... ) = [fF(A e . .- )(!) rl PFJ(A e . .- ) 

= (cos2 0 '/2)/(cos2 0 '/2) 

+ (sin2 0" 12). 

By defining 

we obtain 

PFJ(!IO) = cos2 0/2. 

Similarly, 

PFJ( - !IO) sin2 012. 

These are the usual results in traditional quantum mechan
ics. 
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Moreover, 

IF(FIAe.E)(~) = ~/F(A8.E)(P, 
IF(FIAe.E)( - D = - !IF(Ae.E)( - !). 

Hence 

EFJ(FIA e.E) = <IF(FIAe.E),fF(Ae,E»IPFJ(Ae.E) 

= (cos2 
() '/2 - sin2 

()" /2)/2 

X (cos2 
() '/2 + sin2 

()" 12). 

Defining 

we obtain 

EFJ(FI() = !(cos2 
() /2 - sin2 

() 12) =! cos (). 

Again, this is the traditional result. 

VI. TWO-SLIT EXPERIMENT 

This section presents a simple model for the two-slit ex
periment. There is a source s of identical noninteracting par
ticles. To the right of s there is a screen with two slits fol
lowed by a detection screen. If a particle moving to the right 
from s is not absorbed by the first screen, it goes through one 
of the two slits and is eventually absorbed at a point x on the 
detection screen. For simplicity, we assume that the screens 
are one dimensional and infinite in extent. Let the origin 0 of 
the detection screen be halfway between the two slits and let 
x I' X 2 be points on this screen directly to the right of slit 1 and 
slit 2, respectively. 

We assume that if a particle is absorbed at x then it has 
only two possible paths from s to x; one path goes through 
slit 1 and the other through slit 2. The set of all relevant paths 
is described by the sample space 

X = {(x,j): xEJR,j = 1,2}, 

The sample point (x,j) designates the path fromstox going 
through slitj, j = 1,2. Define F: X --+JR by F(x,j) = x. Let 
l:F = B(JR) and let VF be the Lebesgue measure dx. On the 
fiber F - I (x), let J.lx be the counting measure. The measure
ment F gives the absorption location. Define G: X --+ {1,2} by 
G(x,j) = j. Let VG be the counting measure on the power set 
of{I,2}. On the fiber G -I(j), let l:j = B(R) X{j} and let 
J.lj = b dx,j = 1,2, where b> 0 is a normalization given by 

b 2= (21Tal)-1/2Ial[1 +exp[ - (lald)2/2ad]. 

The letters a, aI' d denote geometric and physical constants 
that are determined by the experiment and are assumed to be 
known. In fact, d = IXI - x2 1 and a = a l + ia2EC, a l ,a2 > O. 
The constant a I depends on the various dimensions in the 
experiment and a2 depends on the frequency (momentum) 
of the particles. Of course, the measurement G gives the slit 
through which a path travels. We now form the complete 
catalog d = {F,G} on X. 

Let f X --+ C be defined by 

I(x,j) =cexp[ -a(x-xjf], 

where c> 0 is the normalization constant given by 

c2 = lal/21Tb 2. 
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It is straightforward to show thatjEY(d). We shall see 
that I gives distributions that one expects for this experi
ment. Since 

F(/)(x) = c[exp[ - a(x - XI)2] 

+ exp[ - a(x - X2)2]], 

the probability density for Fbecomes 

IF(/)(x)1 2 

= c2{exp[ - 2a l (x - XI)2] + exp[ - 2a l (x - X2)2] 

+ 2 exp[ - a l (x - xl)2]exp[ - a l (x - X2)2] 

X cos a2[ (x - XI)2 - (x - X2)2]). 

This gives the typical interference pattern for the two-slit 
experiment. For the measurement G we have G( I) (j) 
= (laI/2a) 1/2,j = 1,2. Hence 

PGJ(l) =PGJ(2) = IG(/)(l)1 2 =!, 

so the particle travels through each slit with equal likeli
hood. 

Since 

IF[G-I(l)](x) =/(x,l) =cexp[ -a(x-x l )2], 

we have 

PFAG-1(l)] =c2 J exp[ -2a l(x-x l )2]dx 

= HI + exp[ - (lald)2/2a l ]] -I. 

Similarly, P FJ [ G - 1 (2)] has this same value so we do not 
obtain a probability measure, except in the classical limit 
d--+ 00 or lal 2/2a l --+ 00 • However, for BE~F,PFJ(B IG -I (1») 
does give a probability distribution. This is given by 

This is the classical Gaussian distribution obtained by clos
ing the second slit. 

Again, if BEl: F we have 

IdF-I(B)](l) =bc L exp[ -a(x-xl )2]dx 

and 

IdF- I(B)](2) =bc L exp[ -a(x-x2)2]dx. 

Hence 

PGJ[F-I(B) ] 

= I/dF-I(B)] (lW + I/dF- I(B)](2W 

= ~;[IL exp[ -a(x-x\)2] dXr 
+ ILexp [-a(x-x2)2]11 

Notice that this does not give a probability measure. How
ever, 
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A similar expression holds for P GJ(2IF - I (B») and 
P GJ( ·IF -I (B») gives a probability distribution. 

If the reader finds the normalization constant b in this 
and the previous section unnatural, it can be eliminated. 
Then fbecomes an amplitude density for F, but not for G. 
However, all the (F,J) probabilities, conditional probabili
ties and expectations can still be computed. 

VII. PHASE SPACE MODEL 

This section presents an amplitude phase space model 
for a simple quantum system. The system consists of a single 
nonrelativistic, spinless particle constrained to one dimen
sion. (The model can easily be generalized to three dimen
sions.) We take for our sample space the two-dimensional 
phase space 

X = R2 = {(q,p): q,peR}. 

Define the measurements Q: X -+ R, P: X -+ R by Q( q,p) = q, 
P(q,p) =p,andlet~Q =~P =B(R),dvQ =dq,dvp =dp. 
On the fiber Q-I(q) =qXR we let ~q =qXB(R), 
dUq =dp, and on P-I(p) = RXp we let ~p =B(R)Xp, 
dup = dq. Of course, Q,P correspond to position and mo
mentum measurements, respectively. Then .Q{ = {Q,p} is a 
complete catalog on X. If feY (.Q{) we have 

Q(f)(q) = f f(q,p)dpeL2(R,dq), 

P(f)(p) = f f(q,p)dqeL 2(R,dp) 

and IiQ(f)1i = IiP(f) Ii = 1. 
Simple examples of amplitude densities can be con

structed as follows. Let 

t/J,¢eL 2(R,dx) nL I (R,dx) 

with 

f 1t/J12 dx= f 1(,Wdx= f t/Jdx= f </Jdx= 1. 

Thenf(q,p) = t/J(q)</J(p) is an amplitude density for.Q{. We 
then have Q(j) (q) = t/J(q) and P(j) (p) = </J(p). Therefore, 
for Ae~Q' Be~p we have 

PQJ(A) =P(u(A) = f 1t/J(q)12dq, 

PpJ(B) = P ~J(B) = L I</J(p) 12 dp. 

Moreover, since 

fQ[P-I(B)](q) = t/J(q) L </J(p)dp, 

1;, [Q -I (A) ](p) = </J(p) 1 t/J(q)dq, 
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we have 

PQJ[P-I(B)] = IL </J(p) dP I

2
, 

PPJ[Q-I(A)] = 11 t/J(q)dq I

2
, 

P,u[P-I(B)] = L </J(p)dp, 

p~J[Q -I(A)] = 1 t/J(q)dq. 

In general, we see that PQJ' ppJ are not measures and 
P (u'p ~J are not real valued. Hencefis not F orthogonal on 
?f (G) or G orthogonal on ?f (F). 

The conditional probabilities become 

P (A IP-I(B»)= f IfQ[P-
I
(B)]1

2
dq = f 1t/J(q)1 2dq, 

QJ L PQJ[P-I(B)] L 

PPJ(BIQ-I(A») = LI</J(p) 12 dP. 

Hence Q and P are stochastically independent relative to f 
The pseudoexpectations become 

EQJ(Q) = f qlt/J(q)1 2dq, EpJ(P) = f pl</J(pWdp. 

Moreover, since 

fQ(P) = f pf(q,p)dp = t/J(q) f p</J(p)dp, 

we have 

EQJ(P) = (fQ(P),Q(f» = f p</J(p)dp, 

EpJ(Q) = f qt/J(q)dq. 

Notice that the latter two pseudoexpectations need not be 
real valued. 

Although the amplitude densities just considered served 
as illustrative examples, they are unphysical. We now con
struct a class of physical amplitude densities that correspond 
to the traditional quantum states. For 

t/JeL 2(R,dq) nL I (R,dq), 

we denote the Fourier transform by 

;Pep) = (21rli) -1/2 f t/J(q)e - iqp/fl dq 

and the inverse Fourier transform by 

;P(q) = (21rli) -1/2 f t/J(p)eiqp/fl dp. 

(7.1 ) 

WesaythatfeY(.Q{) isregulariffQ(A XR)A=fp(A XR) 
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and/Q (RXA) ~ =/p (RXA) for every AEB(R).1t is shown 
in Ref. 8 that/is regular if and only if 

( 1) for every pER, 

/(q,p) = (21Tfz) -1/2Q(/)(q)e- iqp/fi a.e. [q], 

(2) for every qER 

/(q,p) = (21Tfz)-1/2Q(/)~(p)eiqP/fia.e. [pl. 

It is not clear that regular amplitude densities exist and from 
(1) and (2) we see that if they exist, they must be nonmea
surable. Nevertheless, it is shown in Ref. 5 that for every t/J 
satisfying (7.1) there exists a regular/such that Q( /) = t/J. 
Intuitively, the regular / are those for which the Fourier 
transform of position is momentum. Moreover, t/J = Q(/) is 
a traditional quantum state. 

Let/be regular with Q(j) = t/J. We then have 

P(j) (p) = J /(q,p)dq 

= (21Tfz)-1/2 J t/J(q)e-iqP/fidq=¢(p). 

Hence for every AEB(R) we have 

which are the usual quantum mechanical formulas. More
over, we have 

/Q[P-I(A)](q) = l/(q,P)dP = (21Tfz)-1/2 

xl ¢(p)eiqP/fidp= (XA¢) Y(q). 

Hence 

PQJ[P-I(A)] = II (XA ¢)YII2 = IlxA¢112= ll¢(p)1 2dP' 

We can thus get information about Pby measuring Q. Notice 
that P QJ [P -I (.) ] is a probability measure. It follows that/ 
is Q orthogonal on If (P). In fact,fis Q-orthogonally scat
teredon If(P). Indeed, supposeA,BEB(R) andAnB=0. 
Then (RXA) n (RXB) = 0 and we have 

ifQ [P -I(A) ],fQ [P -I(B)]) 

= «XA¢)Y(XB¢)) = (XA¢,XB¢) = o. 

Similarly, 

PPJ[Q-I(A)] = llt/J(q)1 2dq 

and / is P-orthogonally scattered on If ( Q). 
If A,BEB(R), then 

PQJ(A IP-I(B)) = IlxA/Q[P-I(B)]112/II/Q[P-I(B)]112 

= IlxA (xB¢)YI12/llxB¢112. 
Similarly, 

PpJ(A IP-I(B)) = IIxA (xBt/J)~112/lIxBt/J1I2. 

It is shown in Ref. 5 that these reduce to the traditional von 
Neumann-Liiders formulas 
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PQAA IP-I(B)) 

= tr[ EQ(A)EP(B)P",EP(B) ]/[tr EP(B)P",], 

PpJ(A IQ -I(B)) 

= tr[ EP(A)EQ(B)P",EQ(B) ]/[tr EQ(B)P",], 

where P '" is the one-dimensional projection onto t/J and 
& ,EP are the spectral measures for Q and P, respectively. 

In the sequel, we shall assume that t/J is a Schwartz test 
function and that/ is regular with Q(/) = t/J. We then ob
tain 

EpJ(P IQ -I(A)) 

= (/p(P IQ -1(A)),.t;,(Q -I(A)))/PPJ[Q -I(A)] 

= (P/p(Q -1(A)),/p(Q -1(A)))/llxA t/J1I2 

= J PI(XAt/J)~12dP(llt/J12dqrl 
In particular, 

EpJ(P) = J pl¢(pW dp. 

Similarly, 

E QJ ( Q) = J qlt/J(q) 12 dq. 

We also have 

/Q(P)(q) = J p/(q,p)dp 

= (21Tfz)-1/2 J p¢(p)eiqp/fidp 

= (21Tfz)-1/2( - if! ~)J ¢(p)eiqp/fidp 

= _ if! dt/J (q). 
dq 

Let R (.xf) ~ H (.xf) be the set of all scalar multiples of 
regular amplitude functions. Then it is clear that R ( .xf ) 
C R ( .xf ) s , so R ( .xf) is a linear subspace of a superselection 
s~ctorof H(.xf). We can then represent Q, Pas operators Q, 
Pon HQ = L 2(R,dq) as follows: 

Qt/J(q) = qt/J(q) , 

- - ( d) Pt/J(q) = P(Q)(j)(q) =/Q(P)(q) = -if! dq t/J(q). 

If we define P¢(p) = p¢(p), the following theorem holds. 8.9 

Theorem 7.1: If G(q,p) = ~amnqmpn is a polynomial, 
then 

/Q(G) (q) = ~amnQmpnt/J(q), 
/p(G)(p) = ~amnpn(Qmt/J)~(p). o 
It follows that any polynomial G(q,p) = ~amnqmpn can 

be represented on L 2 (R,dq ) by the operator 
G = ~amnQmpn. Moreover, 

EQJ(G) = (~amnQmpnt/J,t/J), 

EpJ(G) = (~amnpnQmt/J,t/J). 

Thus, the pseudoexpectation of G depends on which mea
surement is executed. For example, let G(q,p) = qp. We 
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then obtain the following version of the Heisenberg commu
tation relation: 

EQJ(G) - EpJ(G) = ([Q,P]tP,tP) = iii. 
The reason that EQJ (G) and E PJ (G) are complex valued is 
that I is not Q orthogonal or P orthogonal on the 0' algebra 
{G -I(A): AEB(R)}. The usual uncertainty relation can be 
obtained by taking variances. 

We now consider Schrooinger's equation. Suppose the 
classical Hamiltonian is 

H(q,p) =p2/2m + V(q). 

If the system is closed, then we have conservation of energy 

H(q,p) = E. (7.2) 

Now suppose/eY(d) is regular with tP Q(/). Taking 
the Q-amplitude average of (7.2) gives 
IQ[H(q,p)] =IQ(E). Using the linearity of IQ and 
Theorem 7.1 we obtain 

Of course, this is the time independent SchrOdinger equation 
and E,tP form an eigenpair for the operator HCQ,P). 

Now suppose the classical dynamics is generated by the 
Hamilton equation 

dp 

dt 

aH 

aq 
(7.3) 

We assume that for any time feR the system is described by a 
regular amplitUde density I(q,p,t) with corresponding vec
tor tPCq,t) = Q(j) (q,t) and moreover,fand tP are differen
tiable with respect to t. Suppose (7.3) holds in the Q-ampli
tude average in the sense that 

:t J pl(q,p,t)dp -~ J H(q,p )/(q,p,t)dp. 
aq 

Then (7.4) has the form 

d a 
-IQ(p) = -/, (H). 
dt aq q 

Applying Theorem 7.1 gives 

!!...( iii d tP ) = - ~H(Q, P)tP. 
dt dq aq 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

Interchanging the order of differentiation in (7.5) gives 

a ( atP) a --- -ili- = --H(Q,P)tP. 
aq at aq 

(7.6) 

Integrating both sides of (7.6) we obtain (except for a con
stant that we can set equal to 0) 

iii atP = H(Q,P)tP. 
at 

This, of course, is the time-dependent Schrooinger equation. 
We concluded that SchrOdinger's equation is an amplitude 
averaged version of the Hamilton equation of classical me
chanics. 

If we use the other Hamilton equation dqldt = aH lap 
and take the P-amplitude average we obtain 

d a 
drlp(q) = ap Ip(H). 
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Proceeding in a similar way, we obtain the Fourier trans
formed time-dependent SchrOdinger equation 

" 2 
iii atP L~+ (VtP)~ . 

at 2m 

VIII. DISCRETE FEYNMAN AMPLITUDES 

We now illustrate the theory developed in Secs. II and 
III by presenting a model for a quantum random walk. As 
we shall see, this gives a discrete counterpart to the Feynman 
path-integral formalism. 

Let S be a nonempty set. We interpret S as a set of 
"states" that a quantum particle can occupy. The elements 
of S may represent discrete positions, momenta, spins, or 
other physical quantities. A function II: S XS-C is a one
step transition amplitude if for every s I ,S2eS we have 

Is II (sl,s)11 (S2'S) = IsI1(s,SI) II (S,S2) 8s,s,. (8.1) 

Equation (8.1) is a type of unitarity condition. We interpret 
II (s,s') as the probability amplitude that a particle moves 
from s to s' in one time step and we interpret II (s,s') as the 
probability amplitude that a particle moves from s' to s in 
minus one time step. Alternatively, if a particleisats' at time 
n, then II (s,s') is the probability amplitude that it was atsat 
time n - 1. We then can interpret II (sl,s)/1 (S2'S) as the 
probability amplitude that a particle moves from s I to S2 via s 
in zero time steps. It follows that I s I I(SI,S)f..(S2'S) is the 
total probability amplitude that a particle moves from s I to S2 
in zero time steps. It is clear that this should equal 8s,s,' 

Similar reasoning applies to the other equality in (8.1). -
We denote the set of one-step transition amplitudes on S 

by T(S). We say that an IIET(S) is stochastic if for every 
soeSwehave 

Is Ifl(so's) I < 00 and Is II (so,s) 1. (8.2) 

Equation (8.2) means that a particle that is initially at So 
moves somewhere with amplitude 1. We denote the stochas
tic IleT(S) by Ts (S). 

An n pathlrom So to s is an (n + 1 )-tuple 

(so,s" ... ,s" _ I ,s)eS n + I • 

Let & n (so,s) be the set of n paths from So to s and let 
& n (so) = Us & " (so,s). For IleT(S) and 

x = (SO,S},. .. ,sn 1 ,s)e& n (so,s), 

we define the amplitUde I(x) of x as 

I(x) =/1(SO,SI)/I(SI,sz)"II(Sn l,s)· (8.3) 

The n-step transition amplitude from So to s is defined as 
lo(so,s) = 8 .. " and 

In (so,s) = I{/(x):xe&" (so,s)}, n>1. (8.4) 

It is not hard to show that the summation in (8.4) converges 
so In (so,s) exists. The next result shows that probability is 
conserved and that an amplitude Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equation holds. 

Theorem 8.1: If IIET(S) , then 

Is Ifn (so,s) 12 = Is 1 f" (s,so) 12 = 1, nEN, (8.5) 

In (so,s) =!.~ 1m (so,s')/" m (s',s), m,neN, m < n. 
(8.6) 

Proof: See Ref. to. o 
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Let N be a large positive integer and form the sample 
space X = {x: xE9 N (so)}, For j = 1, ... ,N, define Fj: 
X -+ lj = Fj (X) = S by 

Fj (SO,SI, .. ·,SN _ I ,SN) = sj' 

Let l:j be the power set on lj and let Vj be the counting 
measure on l:j. For SElj, let l:s be the power set on F j- I(S) 
and let f-ls be the counting measure on l:s. Then Fj is a mea
surement on X,j = 1 , ... ,N, and d = {Fj: 10;;;; jo;;;;N} is a com
plete catalog on X. The sample points represent discrete tra
jectories over a time period N for a quantum particle that 
starts at so. The measurement Fj gives the state of the particle 
at time j,j = 1, ... ,N. We now show that the amplitude f 
defined earlier provides an amplitude density for d. 

Theorem 8.2: If itETs (S), then fEY(d) and 
Fj(f)(s) =jj(so,s). 

Proof: Applying (8.2) and (8.6) we have for no;;;;N, 

l:s /" (SI'S) = l:sl:s fn _ I (SI,S')it (s',s) 

= l:s fn _ I (SI,S')l:s it (s',s) = l:s fn _ I (SI'S'). 

It follows by induction that 

l:sfn (SI'S) = 1. (8.7) 

Let F j - I(S) be a fiber for Fj. It follows from (8.2) that 
fEL I(Fj-l(s),l:s,f-ls)' Moreover, 

Fj(f)(s) = l:{f(x): Fj(x) = s} 

= jj (so,s)l:s fN _ j (s',s). 

By applying (8.7) one obtains 

Fj(f)(s) =jj(so,s). 

From (8.5) we conclude that FjEL 2( lj,l:j,vj ) and 
IIFj(f)11 = 1. HencefEY(d). 0 

Let l:o be the collection of subsets Bc;;,X such that 
l:XEB If(x)1 < 00. For BEl:o, define f(B) by 

f(B) = l:xEBf(x). 

If A,BEl:o with f (B) #0 we define 

f(A IB) =f(AnB)lf(B). 

When we write f (A IB) we always assume that f (B) #0. 
Using these definitions, Fj, j = 1, ... ,N, becomes an ampli
tude Markov chain in the following sense. For any A j c;;, S we 
have 

f(Fj-I(Aj)IFJ=-\ (Aj _ l ) n··· nF I-I(A I») 

=f(Fj-I(A) IFJ=-II (Aj _ 1 »). 

To prove (8.8), let sl,,,,,sjES. We then have 

f(Fj-l(sj)IFJ=-\ (Sj_l) n··· nF I-I(SI») 

f(F j- I(Sj) n· .. nF 1- I(SI») 

f(FJ"=-\ (Sj_l) n··· nF I-I(SI») 

j(so, .. ·,Sj _ I ,Sj ) l:s' fN _ j (Sj's') 

f(so"",Sj_ I )l:s fN-H I (Sj_ I'S') 

f(Fj-l(sj)nFJ=-\ (Sj_I») 
= fl (Sj _ I'S) = ---=---"---1 ---'-----'---

f(F/-: .. 1 (Sj_I») 

(8.8) 

= f(Fj- I (Sj) IF]:.>. (Sj_ I»)' (8.9) 

If we sum (8.9) over the s;EA;, i = 1, ... ,j, one by one we 
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obtain (8.8). In general, Fj is not a Markov chain in the 
classical sense. 

As in previous sections, we can compute various proba
bilities and expectations for the measurements Fj,j = 1, ... ,N. 
The simplest of these is 

Pfj(A) = l:.oEA Ijj(so,s) 12. (8.10) 

Of course, (8.10) gives a probability measure. If nO;;;; j, we 
have 

PFpf [ F n- I(B)] = l:s ll:sEB fn (so,s')jj_ n (s',S) 12. 
( 8.11) 

In general, (8.11) does not give a probability measure and f 
is not Fj orthogonal on '1J (Fn ). Physically, this is because 
the generalized event F n- I (B) interferes with the later mea
surement Fj. However, ifjo;;;;n, we have 

PFrf [ F n-I(B)] = l:sll:s'EBjj(SO,s)fn_j(s,S') 12 

= l:s I jj (so,s) 12l:sEB I fn _ j (S,S') 12. 

( 8.12) 

Notice that (8.12) does give a probability measure and 
hence f is Fj orthogonal on '1J (Fn ). This is because the 
generalized event F n- I (B) does not interfere with the earlier 
measurement Fj. The corresponding conditional probabili
ties become 

Pfj.f(A IF n-I(B») 

= l:.oEA ll:sEB /" (so,s' )jj_ n (S',S) 121 PFpf 

X [Fn-I(B)], nO;;;;j, 

PFrf(A IF n-I(B») 

= l:.oEA I jj (so,s) 12l:SEB I fn _ j (S,S') 121PFpf 

X [F n-I(B)], jo;;;;n. 

The main problem in this theory (as in traditional quan
tum mechanics) is to find an explicit expression for fn (so,s). 
Fixing soES, we define the discrete wave function 
tPn (s) =fn (So,S). It follows from (8.6) that 

tPn + I (s) = l:s fl (s',s)tPn (s'). (8.13 ) 

We call the difference equation (8.13) the discrete wave 
equation. It is shown in Ref. 10 that for certainfl' (8.13) is a 
discrete analog of Dirac's equation. 

Lest the reader question the existence of stochastic one
step transition amplitudes, we now give some simple exam
ples (others are given in Ref. 10 and later in this section.) If 
S = {SI,,,,,Sn} is finite, thenitETs (S) is equivalent to a sto
chastic, unitary matrix with entries fl (s; ,Sj ). Examples of 
these are 

[!~~~ !~~~] j-(lyj)i j+(lyj)i j . 
[

! + (lyj)i ! j - (lyj)i] 

~ 2 ! ~ ! j _ (lyj)i j + (lyj); 

We now present a dynamical model whose one-step 
transition amplitude is a discrete analog of a free Feynman 
amplitUde. We shall work in a two-dimensional configura
tion space and the extension to three dimensions will be 
straightforward. 

Let a and n be positive integers such that for any integer 
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O<t<n. we have 

at #0 (mod n). (8.14 ) 

(For example. let a = 3. n = 16.) Let a be an angle with 
radian measure 21T/n and let ko be a unit vector in R2. Let 
k l ..... kn _ 1 be unit vectors in R2 such that kj . ko = cos ja. 
j = 1 ..... n - 1. Thus each kj forms an angle a with its prede-
cessorj= 1 ..... n - 1. Let V~R2 denote the set of points of 
the form q = I.ej • ejdko ..... kn _ I}. We think of Vas a dis
crete configuration space and form a discrete phase space 

S = {(q.kj ): qEV.j = O ..... n - n. (8.15) 

The q's correspond to discrete positions and the kj's 
correspond to discrete momenta. (Actually. the kj's give the 
momenta directions; the magnitude will depend on a.) We 
define the discrete Feynman amplitude gl: S XS .... C by 

gl«q.kr ).(q + kr.k,») = n- 1
/
2exp[ia1T(t - r)2/n] 

( 8.16) 

and g 1 is zero. otherwise. Equation (8.16) says that if a parti
cle is at qE Vand is moving in the kr direction. then it moves 
to q + kr and can then change direction with the given am
plitude. 

Lemma 8.3: If g 1 is a discrete Feynman amplitude. then 
gIET(S). 

Proof: It is clear that (8.1) holes for s I = S2' Now sup
pose that SI.S2ES with SI #S2' We can assume that 
SI = (ql.kr ). S2 = (q2.k,). where r#t and 
ql + kr = q2 + k,. Sinceam#O (mod n) foraO<m <n we 
obtain 
I.sg i (sl.s)gl (S2'S) 

n-I 

= L gl(ql.kr).(ql + kr.kj »)gl(q2.k ,).(ql + kr.kj ») 
j=O 

_I n~1 [ia1T(j-r)2] [-ia1T(j-t)2] = n £.J exp exp 
j=O n n 

= n- I exp[ ia1T(r - t 2) ] nil [exp[i2a1T(t - r)]]j 
n j=O n 

= [n- I exp[ia1T(r - t 2)/n]] 

X [1 - exp[i2a1T(t - r)/n]]-I 

X [1 - exp[ - i2a1T(t - r)]] = O. 
In a similar way. it follows that for SI #S2' 

I.sg1 (S,SI )gl (S,S2) = O. o 
We now show that as n .... 00 • the discrete Feynman am

plitude approaches the traditional free particle continuum 
Feynman amplitude in a certain sense. Let 

x = {(qo.kj" ) ..... (qr,kj,>} 
be an r path. where q, + kj, = q,+ I. t = O ..... r - 1. Let 
p, = 21T(j, - j,_ 1 )/n. t = 1 ..... r, and suppose that the p, 
are small (or close to 21T). This will be the case if n is large 
and the path does not turn very far. Then the distance 
between q, + 1 and q I _ I becomes 

IIql+ I - q'_11I
2 

2033 

= IIq'-1 + kj,_, + kj, - q,_ 1112 

= 2 + 2kj,'kj,_, = 2 + 2 cosP, 

::::2 + 2(1 - P ;/2) = 4 - p;. 
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Hence 

If v, denotes the particle's "velocity" at time t, we have 

v;::::lIq'+1 _q'_11I 2/4. 

Thus p ;:::: 4 (1 - v;). Then the amplitude of the path x be
comes 

g(x) =n- r12 exP[ia1Tn- 1 It I (j,_j'_1)2] 

= n - r12 exp [ ian ( 41T) - I I tl p; ] 

::::n-rI2exP[ian1T-I,tl (1-V;)] 

= n - rl2eianrifT exp [ _ i2n1T-1 ± av;] . 
1=1 2 

If we let a correspond to the mass of the particle (which 
would be an integer in certain mass units). then the summa
tion corresponds to the integral of the kinetic energy over the 
path. In this sense g(x) approaches the free particle contin
uum Feynman amplitude. 

In general. g I need not be stochastic. However. for cer
tain n. we shall show that g 1 multiplied by a constant of 
modulus 1 is stochastic. 

Lemma 8.4: If n is even. then for any t = O, ... ,n - 1. we 
have 

n-I [ia1T(S-t)2] n-I (ia1Ts2) 
L exp = L exp -- . 

s=O n s=O n 

Proo!' If tE{O .... ,n - n, then 

n-\ [ia1T(S-t)2] L exp ..:.:.:..:..~---.:;....... 
s=O n 

'~\ [ia1T(t - S)2] = £.J exp 
.=0 n 

n-\ [ia1T(S-t)2] + L exp . 
s= I n 

On the right-hand side of the above equation. replace t - sin 
the first sum by n - j and replace S - t in the second sum by j 
to obtain 

n-I [ia1T(S-t)2] 
L exp -~-----''--

s=o n 
n-\ [ia1T(n- j )2] n-'-I (ia1Tf) = L exp + L exp-

j=n-' n j=O n 

n~ \ [ia1T(n2 _ 2nj + j)2] 
= £.J exp 

j=n-' n 

n - 1- \ (ia1Tf) + L exp-
j=O n 

n-\ (ia1Tf) = Lexp-. 
j=O n 

o 

In the sequel, we shall assume that n has the form 
n = 2k for some positive integer k and that a is odd and 
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satisfies (8.14). Let 

2k - I (iQ1Tf) 
Ik = L exp -k- . 

j=O 2 
Lemma 8.5: Under the above assumptions we have 

{
2kI2ei01T14 k even 

Ik =' , 
2k12eio1T14 sgn( cos a1T/4), k odd. 

Proof It is not hard to show that Ik satisfies the recur
rence relation h + 2 = 2I k' Since the initial conditions are 
II = 1 + eia1T12 and 12 = 2eia1T14, we obtain 

I = ' { 
2 k 12 ei01T14 

k 2(k-I)I2(1 + eia1T12), 

However, 

keven, 

kodd. 

2(k - \)12 ( 1 + eia1T12) = 2(k - I )l2eia1T14(eia1T14 + e - ia1T14) 

and the result follows. D 
We now define fl: S XS ..... C by 

{
e - ia1T14g1 (SI,S2), keven, 

fl (SI,S2) = . 4 k 
e - la1T1 sgn(cos a1T/4 )gl (SI,S2)' odd. 

It follows from Lemmas 8.3-8.5 that flETs (S). We denote 
the constant multiplying gl (SI,S2) by b. 

Let N be a large positive integer and form the sample 
space X = {x: XE& N (so)} on the discrete phase space S giv
en by (8.15). Forj = 1, ... ,N, define Qj : X ..... 1j = Vand Pj: 
X ..... Y; = {ko, ... ,kn _ I} by Qj (x) = qj' Pj (x) = k ij , where 

x = ((qo,k~. ), ... ,(qN,kiN »)· 

Then Qj,~,j = 1, ... ,N, can be made into measurements in 
terms of counting measures in the usual way and d = {Qj, 
Pj: l,j,N} is a complete catalog onX. WeseethatQj gives 
a position measurement and Pj gives a momentum measure
ment at time j. Let It be the discrete Feynman amplitude 
defined above. Define the function f X ..... C as in Eq. (8.3). 
We now show thatfEY(d). 

Letting Jj (so,s) be the j-step transition amplitude de
fined as in Eq. (8.4), we have 

Pj(f)(k,) = l:{f(x): ~(x) = k,} = l:qJj(so,(q,k,»), 
( 8.17) 

Qj(f)(q) = l:{f(x): Qj(x) = q} = l:,Jj(so,(q,k,»). 
(8.18 ) 

Let 'h (s) = Jj (so,s) be the discrete wave function and let 
f/Jj (r) = l:q tPj (q,k,) be the momentum wave function and 
tPj (q) = l:,,pj (q,k,) be the position wavefunction. Since the 
summations have only a finite number of nonzero terms 
there is no problem with convergence. It follows from (8.17) 
and (8.18) that 

Pj(f)(k,) =f/Jj(r), Qj(f)(q) = ,pj(q). (8.19) 

It follows from (8.19) that fEY (d) if and only if for 
j = 1, ... ,Nwe have 

l:, If/Jj (r) 12 = l:q ItPj (q) 12 = 1. (8.20) 

To prove (8.20) we consider the discrete wave equation 
(8.13 ). In the present case, (8.13) becomes 

tPj (q,k,) = l:JI( (q - k"k,), (q,k,) )tPj- I (q - k"k,) 

= bn- 1/2l:,exp[ia1T(r- t)2In],pj_1 (q - k"k,). 
(8.21) 

By summing (8.21) over qEVwe obtain 

f/Jj (r) = bn - 1/2l:,exp[ia1T(r - t)2 In ]f/Jj _ I (t). (8.22) 

By applying Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5 and summing (8.21) over 
k" r = O, ... ,n - 1, one obtains 

tPj(q) = l:,,pj_1 (q - k"k,). (8.23 ) 

Define the n X n matrix 

M" = bn- 1/2 [exp[ia1T(r - t)2In]]. (8.24) 

It follows from Lemma 8.3 that M is unitary. Moreover, 
(8.22) becomes f/Jj = Mf/Jj_1 and iteration now gives f/Jj 
= M jf/Jo. Since f/Jo is the unit vector f/Jo(r) = 8,~. and Mj is 

unitary, we conclude that f/Jj is a unit vector. Hence the first 
part of (8.20) holds. 
. If So = (qo,ku ), then initially we have 

,po (q,k, ) = 8(q".ku )(q.Q· 

Applying (8.21) and iterating (8.23) with c = ia1Tln gives 
the following expression for tPj (q): 

(bn- 1/2 )j- I L {exp [ /t2 
(t, - t,+ 1)2 ]exP [ c(tj_ I - U)2]: q = qo + k,. + ... + k'j_, + ku} . 

(1 ..... 1)_1 r_ 1 

(8.25 ) 

Theorem 8.6: For j = O, ... ,N, we have l:q 1 tPj (q) 12 = 1. 
Proof We obtain this result by varying the initial condition. Let tPYU)(q) denote the tPj (q) with initial condition (qo,ku )' 

Then 

where tPyu) is given by (8.25). By rotational symmetry, we conclude that 

More precisely, there is a bijection between the paths from qo + ku and the paths from qo + kv that preserves the amplitudes. 
We then have 
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nl:q I'h (q>j2 = l:q.u 1¢'J")(qW 

= nl-jl:u t' •. ~_, exp[ c ~t: (tr - tr+ 1)2 ]exP[ c(tj_1 - U)2] 

X L exp[~t: (t;-t;+1)2]exP[c(ti_1-U)2] 
' •..... 1;_ I 

= n
3 
-j /' .. ~-2 exp[ <t: (tr - tr+ d

2 L"~-3 exp[<t: (t; - t;+ 1)2 ]exp[c(t i- 3 - tj _ 2 )2] 

= n- Il:/"/2 exp[c(tl - t2)2U:/ i exp[c(t; - t2)2] = 1:/, 1 = n. o 

The following theorem enables us to find an explicit 
expression for f/Jj . 

Theorem 8.7: For r = O, ... ,n - 1, the eigenvalues of M 
are A, = exp( - ia1Tr/n). The corresponding unit eigen
vectors are 

er = n-I /2( l,e - i201Trln,e - i(2)21TOrln, ... ,e - i(n - I )21TO,ln). 

Proof: Thejth entry of Me, is 

1:,Mj' (er )/ = bn- I/21: t exp[ia1T(j - t)2/n] 

xexp( - z2a1Ttr/n) 

n-I-j 
= bn- I

/
2 L exp(ia1Tt 2/n) 

t= -j 

xexp[ - z2a1T(t + j)r/n] 

= bn- I
/
2 exp[ - ia1T(r + 2jr)/n] 

n-I-j 
X L exp[ia1T(t - r)2/n ]. 

/= -j 

By Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5, the last summation becomes 

n 

L exp[ia1T(t - j - r)2/n] = n' /
2b. 

1"=0 

It follows that (Me,) j = Ar (e,) j' 

Corollary 8.8: For j = O, ... ,N, t = O, ... ,n - 1, we have 
n-I 

f/J/t) = n- I L exp[z21Tar(u - t)/n] 
/=0 

Xexp( - ia1Tjr/n). 

o 

Proo!: Expanding the initial momentum wave function 
f/Jj (r) = (jru in terms of the orthonormal basis e" 
r = O, ... ,n - 1, we have 
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Hence applying Theorem 8.7 gives 

f/Jj = Mjf/Jo = 1:r (f/Jo,er )M jer 

Again, by Theorem 8.7 we have 

f/Jj(t) = n-l1:rei21TOUrlnexp( - ia1Tjr/n)e-i21To/rln 

= n - 11: rei21TOr( u - tJlNexp ( - ia1Tjr / n). o 
Using Corollary 8.8 we can compute various momentum 
probabilities. For example, 

Ppj.f(ku) = IP/ !)(ku) 12 = If/Jj (u) 12 

= n- 2 1l:r exp( - ia1Tjr/nI 2
). 

It appears to be quite difficult to simplify (8.25) to obtain an 
explicit expression for ¢'j (q). One can further investigate 
discrete Feynman amplitudes for a particle moving under 
the influence of a potential. 10 
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Conditions for the convolution of two Wigner distributions to be itself 
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The convolution of two Wigner distribution functions (WDF's) is always non-negative, but 
not always a WDF, as Jagannathan et al. [Phys. Lett. A 120, 161 (1987)] have shown. In this 
paper conditions are given that are sufficient, and probably necessary, for such a convolution 
to be a WDF, and a new characterization of Gaussian WDF's is obtained as a by-product. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, Jagannathan et al. 1 looked at an interesting 
problem. Consider a spinless quantum mechanical system 
with n degrees offreedom. In the Wigner-Weyl phase-space 
formulation of quantum mechanics,2 the states of such a sys
tem, both pure and mixed, are represented by certain contin
uous functions defined on the corresponding classical phase 
space, the Wigner distribution functions (WDF's).2,3 The 
problem then is the following: If PO(ql,. .. ,qn'PI, ... ,Pn) is a 
fixed WDF, then what are necessary and sufficient condi
tions for the convolution 

to be a WDF whenever P is one? 
The convolution po.P has an interesting physical inter

pretation. If Po is taken to be a state associated with an appa
ratus, then Po.P can be interpreted as being the state that 
results when one uses that apparatus to make a measurement 
on a system in the state P. (See Ref. 1 and the references 
listed there.) 

When Po is a Gaussian, Po.Pcan be used to produce the 
"smoothed" or Husimi l

•
2

,4 distribution function, which 
turns out to be entire in (q,p) and pointwise non-negative.5 

Actually, the fact that po.p is pointwise non-negative is not 
peculiar to Gaussian Po's; it occurs whenever both Po and P 
are WDF's. 1.5 

There are two main results that Jagannathan et al. ob
tained in Ref. 1. The first is that whenever Po is a pointwise 
non-negative WDF, the convolution Po.Pis also a pointwise 
non-negative WDF, provided Pis itself a WDF. Put another 
way, they found that a sufficient condition for po.P to be a 
WDF for every WDF Pis that Po be a non-negative WDF. 

The second result is that not every WDF will work when 
used as a Po. Indeed, they construct WDF's Po and P such 
that Po.Pis not a WDF, although it is, of course, a pointwise 
non-negative function. 

In this paper, I will obtain another set of conditions suf
ficient for Po to result in Po.Pbeing a WDF whenever Pis. I 
will use these conditions to construct an example of a WDF 
Po for which Po.Pis a WDF if Pis, but which is not pointwise 
non-negative. These conditions allow for Po being a non
negative WDF, and so they include the sufficient condition 
found in Ref. 1. Indeed, it is quite possible that the set I give 

is necessary as well as sufficient for Po to produce the desired 
result. 

The conditions I obtain will follow in part from the 
KLM conditions, which are necessary and sufficient condi
tions for a function defined on phase space to be a WDF,3 
and which are themselves based on Kastler's concept of a 
function of ~-positive type6 and on the notion of a symplectic 
Fourier transform.3 In Sec. II, I will establish notation, dis
cuss symplectic Fourier transforms, and then introduce a 
class of functions that I call of 1]-positive type. When the 
parameter 1] = Ii, one again obtains Kastler's class of func
tions of Ii-positive type. When 1] = 0, one recovers the famil
iar class of functions of ordinary (Bochner) positive type. 
The latter class arises in connection with classifying states in 
classical mechanics. Other values of 1] would have the phys
ical significance of a scaled, or even negative, Ii. Here, these 
other 1]'S play only a mathematical role, albeit an important 
one. I close Sec. II by stating the KLM conditions, and then 
briefly comparing them with the conditions necessary and 
sufficient for a function to be a classical state. 

Constructing the example mentioned earlier requires 
knowing the values of 1] for which a Gaussian will be of 1]
positive type. In Sec. III, I will find these values, and as a by
product I will obtain a very simple, easily applied characteri
zation of those phase-space Gaussians that are WDF's. 
Simon et aU have recently characterized these using Wil
liamson's normal form of a non-negative matrix under sym
plectic transformations.8 What they obtain is a characteriza
tion that relies heavily on symplectic invariants of a matrix, 
and that is somewhat more complicated and harder to apply 
than what I obtain here. With some work, one can show that 
the characterizations are equivalent, although I will not do 
that in this paper. 

In Sec. IV, I state and establish the main results of this 
paper. To do this, I need to take a careful look at the set of all 
1] for which a given function Fis of 1]-positive type. This set, 
which I term the Wigner spectrum of F, and its properties 
are essential for obtaining and even stating the main results; 
Wigner spectra may eventually prove to be useful in semi
classical theories. 

Section V is a discussion section. It contains a brief sum
mary of the results from Sec. IV, and also an argument-but 
not a proof-making it plausible that the conditions derived 
in Sec. IV are necessary as well as sufficient for the map 
P~Po.P to take WDF's to WDF's. Indeed, what I do is 
reduce the question of necessity to two open technical ques
tions involving Wigner spectra. 
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II. THE KLM CONDITIONS 

The KLM conditions, which comprise a set of condi
tions that are necessary and sufficient for a phase-space func
tion to be a WOF, are named after their discoverers, Kastler, 
Loupias, and Miracle-Sole.3.6.9 In order to state them, I have 
to introduce the idea of a symplectic Fourier transform. To 
do that, I need the notation that was introduced in Ref. 3. 

A point in phase space will be denoted by z; that is, let 

z-=(ql, ... ,q",PI""'P,,) = (q,p). (2.1) 

[This differs from Ref. 1, wherez = (q + ip)/v2.] Next, set 

(2.2) 

which is an antisymmetric, bilinear form defined on phase 
space. Here q is a familiar object from classical mechanics, 
and is called a symplectic form. 1O In terms of matrices, q 

looks like 

(2.3) 

where z,z' are to be regarded as column vectors, ZT is the 
transpose of z, and 

-I"x,,) . 

O"x" 
(2.4) 

In (2.4), I"x" and O"x" are the usual n Xn identity and zero 
matrices, respectively. I 

For later reference, I want to poirit out that a symplectic 
matrix is a 2n X 2n matrix that preserves q. That is, S is a 
symplectic matrix if and only if 

q(Sz,Sz') = q(z,z') , (2.5) 

for every pair of points z,z' in phase space. Equivalently, Sis 
symplectic if and only if 7.11 

ST{3S={3. (2.6) 

The phase-space volume element will come up in a num
ber of different places in this work. To avoid endlessly re
peating the usual expression for this volume element, let 

dv(z) -=dql ... dq" dpi ... dp" . (2.7) 

The symplectic Fourier transform of a phase-space 
function g(z) is defined by 

g(a) = f g(z)eiO'(O,Z) dv(z) , (2.8) 

where a = (u,v) = (ul, ... ,U",v1, ... ,v,,) is a point in the dual 
of phase space; it is related to the usual Fourier transform via 

g(a) =g(u,v) = (Yg)(v, - u) . (2.9) 

Because of this simple relationship, many of the usual prop
erties of the Fourier transform carry over to symplectic 
Fourier transforms, with only minor modifications being 
necessary. For example, the inversion formula becomes 

g(z) = _1_fg(a)eiO'(z,O) dv(a) . 
(21T)2" 

(2.10) 

Another equally important formula is the one that re
lates pointwise products and convolution products. If land 
g are functions defined on phase space, then the convolution 
of landgis 
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I*g(z) -= f I(z')g(z - z')dv(z') , 

and the symplectic Fourier transform of I *g is 

[.g(a) =f(a)g(a) . 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

The final ingredient needed for stating the KLM condi
tions is the concept of an Ii-positive-type function. 3

•
6

•
9 For 

my purposes, it is better to regard Ii as a parameter rather 
than a fixed physical constant. Consequently, I will define 1]
positive-type functions; these reduce to Ii-positive-type when 
one sets 1] = Ii, and to (Bochner) positive-type functions l2 

when 1] = O. 
Let Fbe a function defined and continuous on the dual 

of phase space. The function F will be termed of 1]-positive 
type if, for every finite set of points {al, ... ,am } in the dual of 
phase space, the m X m matrix M with entries 

M - F( ) (i'l/12)O'(ak>o}) 
jk - a j - ak e (2.13) 

is self-adjoint and non-negative. 
A function P( a) is the symplectic Fourier transform of a 

WOF P if and only if it satisfies the KLM conditions 
(i) P(a) is continuous and of Ii-positive type, 
(ii) P(O) = 1. 

Similar conditions also characterize classical states, which 
are simply probability measures defined on phase space: 
P(a) is the symplectic Fourier transform of a probability 
measure if and only if these hold: 

(i') P(a) is continuous and ofO-positive type, 
(ii') P(O) = 1. 

Since functions of O-positive type are identical with 
Bochner's class offunctions of positive type, and the condi
tions listed are nothing more than a restatement of Bochner's 
famous theorem,12 I will call (i') and (ii') the Bochner con
ditions. 

III. GAUSSIANS 

Gaussian distributions playa prominent role in classical 
statistical mechanics. In the phase-space formulation of 
quantum mechanics, they arise in connection with the 
ground state of an harmonic oscillator.2 As I pointed out in 
Sec. I, Simon et al.7 have recently characterized those Gaus
sians that are also WOF's. In this section, I will find all 1] for 
which a given Gaussian has a symplectic Fourier transform 
of 1]-positive type. Using the results I obtain, I will then em
ploy the KLM conditions to characterize the Gaussians that 
are also WOF's. What I obtain will be conditions that are 
equivalent to the ones in Ref. 7, but that are simpler to state 
and easier to apply. 

A typical Gaussian centered at a point Zo = (qo,Po) has 
the form 

PA (z) = 1T- "(det A) 1/2 exp( - (z - zo) TA(z - zo»), 

(3.1) 

where A is a real, symmetric, positive definite 2n X 2n ma
trix. This A must be positive definite-i.e., have only positive 
eigenvalues-to ensure that PA (z) is integrable. The factors 
in front of the exponential normalize PA so that 
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f PA (z)dv(z) = 1 . (3.2) 

The symplectic Fourier transform of PA is easy to calculate; 
the result is 

PA (a) = exp( - !aTBa + iu(a,zo», (3.3) 

where, with {3 as in (2.4), 

B = - {3A -1{3 . (3.4 ) 

Note that PA (0) = 1, so that (ii) of the KLM conditions is 
always satisfied. 

I now wantto look for all values of 1] that make PA (a) of 
1]-positive type. Clearly, PA is continuous, and it will be of 1]
positive type if and only if the matrix in (2.13) is self-adjoint 
and non-negative. By inserting (3.3) into (2.13) and then 
doing a little algebra, one finds that 

- - T Mjk = PA (aj )PA (ak)* exp(!ak (B + i1]{3)aj ). (3.5) 

In deriving (3.5), I used the assumption that A is a real, 
symmetric matrix to find that B is real and symmetric, which 
in tum allows me to replace aJBak byafBaj. 

Let Nbe the matrix with entries 

~k = expHaf{B + i1]{3)aj ). (3.6) 

Observe that M and N are related this way: 

M=DNDt, N=D-IM(D-I)t, (3.7) 

where D = diag(PA (al)""'PA (am») is invertible because 
P A. (a) never vanishes. From (3.7), one sees that M is self
adjoint and non-negative if and only if N is. 

The self-adjointness of N is an obvious consequence of B 
being a real, symmetric matrix and {3 being a real, antisym
metric matrix. Only the non-negativity of N requires discus
sion. 

Recall that N is non-negative if and only if, for every set 
of m complex numbers {,1,!> ... ,,1, m }, 

m 

L ,1,j,1,k~k>O. (3.8) 
j,k= I 

To simplify the notation slightly, let 

J =B + i1]{3. (3.9) 

Using this in (3.6), and then inserting the result in (3.8), one 
gets 

j,~ I A j,1,k exp(~ afJaj »0. (3.10) 

Next, replace the exponential in (3.10) by its power series, 
and then split off the zeroth-order term; (3.10) becomes 

Ij~/jI2 + V~I L~I ,1,~:k(fafJar}>o. (3.11) 

I claim that a necessary and sufficient condition/or PA to 
be 0/1]-positive type is that the matrix J be non-negative. To 
see that this is sufficient, first observe that the m X m matrix 
L with entries 

Ljk = afJaj 

satisfies 
m 

L A jLjk,1,k = atJa, 
j,k= I 
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(3.12) 

(3.13 ) 

Hence, if J is non-negative, L will be, too. But if L is non
negative, the matrices with entries that are powers of 
Ljk - L Jk' L Jk' etc., will also be non-negative: Each of them 
is the Schur product (see Ref. 3, p. 3, and Ref. 12) of non
negative matrices, and so each is itself non-negative. This 
means that 

m 

L ,1,j,1,k(afJaj)v>O, (3.14 ) 
j,k= I 

for every v>l. Dividing (3.14) by rv!, summing from 
v = 1 to 00, and adding the term 11:,1,j 12

, one recov~rs (3.11). 
Since the a's and A 's are arbitrary, one has that PA is of 1]
positive type. 

Conversely, suppose that (3.11) holds for arbitrary a's 
and A's, and in particular, when m = 3, for 

A I = 1, ,1,2 = i, ,1,3 = i-I , 

a l = €b l , a2 = €b2 , a3 = 0, 

where € > 0 and both b l and b2 are just arbitrary points in the 
dual of phase space. Inserting these in (3.11), dividing out 
c, and then letting €-+O, one gets 

3 

L A j,1,d b fJbj )>0 . 
j,k= I 

This is equivalent to 

(b l + ib2)tJ(b l + ib2) >0 . (3.15 ) 

Since bl + ib2 is an arbitrary 2n-dimensional complex vec
tor, J is non-negative, which is what I needed to complete 
the proof of the assertion. 

The set of all 1] for which J = B + i1]B is non-negative 
has simple structure. First of all, if 1] is in it, then so is - 1]. 
The reason for this is that J and J T = B - i1]{3 have the 
same eigenvalues, and so the non-negativity of one is equiva
lent to that of the other. Second, if 0.;;; r.;;; 1 and if 1] is a value 
that makes J non-negative, then T1J is also such a value. This 
follows from observing that 

B + i1JT{3 = (1 - r)B + r(B + i1]{3) 

is non-negative because O.;;;r.;;; 1 and both of the matrices B 
and B + i1]{3 are non-negative. Taken together, these facts 
imply that the set has the structure [ -1]0,1]0]' where 1]0 is 
the largest value of 1] for which J is non-negative. 

As an example, take A = (lIc)/, and note that 
B = - c{32 = cI. Thus 

J = cI + i1]{3. (3.16) 

The eigenvalues of i{3 are ± 1, and so those of J are c ± 1]. 
Thus J>O for 1] if and only if 

1]E[ - c,c] . (3.17) 

The question of whether PA is a WDF hinges on 
whether Ii belongs to the set described above, that is, on 
whether PA is of Ii-positive type. My analysis shows that this 
will be the case if and only if 

J= -{3A -1{3+if1/3 (3.18) 

is non-negative. Since - {33 = {3, and {3 T = - {3,one may 
rewrite (3.18) as 

{3 T J{3 = A - I + if1/3 , 
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which will be non-negative if and only if J is. Thus one has 
that PA is a WOP if and only if A -I + ili,8 is a non-negative 
matrix. In the special case treated earlier, namely A = c-II, 
PA will be a WOP if and only if Ii<;c. 

Two comments are in order. Pirst, one can show that the 
condition that B + ili,8 be non-negative is invariant under a 
linear, symplectic change of coordinates in PA (z). Second, 
one can put the conditions for PA to be a WOP in a form 
identical to that of Ref. 7. I omit the details. 

IV. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS ON Po 

One of the important results that Jagannathan et al. I 
obtained was that for the map P-Po.P to result in a 
pointwise non-negative WOP it is sufficient for Po to be a 
pointwise non-negative WOP itself. They established the re
sult by exploiting the connection between WOP's and den
sity matrices. 

There is another way to get the same result. Prom 
(2.12), one has that r"-I __ 

Po.P(a) = Po(a)P(a) . (4.1) 

The fact that Po is a WOP implies that Po(a) satisfies the 
KLM conditions, so Po(a) is continuous and of Ii-positive 
type, and Po(O) = 1. On the other hand, Po is non-negative, 
so Po must be ofO-positive type (i.e., of ordinary "Bochner" 
£ositi~ type). What needs to be done is !9 show that 
Po(a)P(a) satisfies the same conditions that Po does, since 
these guarantee that Po.P is a non-negative WOP. 

Since Po and P are WOP's, they are normalized so that 
Po(O) = P(O) = 1. Obviously, Po(a)P(a) is, too. What re
mains is the more difficult task of showing that Po (a) P( a) is 
both ofO-positive type and Ii-positive type. 

As in the case for Po above, a function F( a) may be of 1]
positive type for several values of 1]. It is useful to collect all 
these values into a set, and to examine the properties of that 
set. Hence let Y(P) be the collection of all real 1] for which 
Fis of 1]-positive type. I will call Y(P) the Wigner spectrum 
ofF, and I will now examine a few of its properties. 

Pirst of all, if S is a symplectic matrix, then the functions 
F(a) and Fs(a) = F(Sa) have the same Wigner spectrum; 
that is, 

Y(P) = Y(Fs) . (4.2) 

Recall that if Fis of 1]-positive type, then the m X m matrix M 
with entries given by (2.13) must be self-adjoint and non
negative for every finite set {al, ... ,am} of points in the dual of 
phase space. Let bl = S -Ial , b2 = S -la2, ... ,bm = S -lam' 
and note that, because S is symplectic [see (2.5)], 

u(ak,aj ) = u(bk,bj ) . (4.3) 

Prom (2.13) and (4.3), one sees that 

Mjk = Fs(bj - bk )e(iT/12)a(bk,bj). (4.4) 

However, M is already non-negative and self-adjoint, and 
the set of b 's is clearly arbitrary, so Fs is of 1]-positive type 
and 1]eY(Fs)' Since F = (Fs )s-" if 1]eY(Fs ), the argu
ment above shows that 1]eY(p), which proves that (4.2) is 
true. 

The invariance of the Wigner spectrum under linear 
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symplectic transformations has a simple but important con
sequence. If 1]e Y (P), then - 1]e Y (P) . Let S = - 1. This 
is clearly a symplectic matrix, so 1]eY(Fs). Thus, for every 
set {al, ... ,am} in the dual of phase space, the matrix N with 
entries 

(4.5) 

is non-negative and self-adjoint. Since Fs (a) = F( - a) and 
u(ak,aj ) = -u(aj,ak),onemayrewrite (4.5) as 

N - F( ) - (iT/a12)(ap ak) jk - ak - aj e . (4.6) 

Prom (4.6), one sees that 

(N T) -F( ) -(iT/a/2)(a",aj) (4.7) jk - aj - ak e . 

Taking the transpose preserves self-adjointness and non-ne
gativity, so N T has both ofthese properties, and it has them 
for every finite subset {al, ... ,am} of the dual of phase space. 
Clearly, Fis of ( -1])-positive type, and thus -1]eY(p). 

There is an important connection between the Wigner 
spectrum of a product of two functions and the "sum" of the 
spectra of those functions. If F,G are continuous functions 
defined on the dual of phase space, then 

Y(FG) -;;J Y(F) + Y( G) . (4.8) 

The set on the right in (4.8) comprises all real numbers of 
the form 1] + 1]', with 1]eY(p) and 1]'eY( G). To see that 
(4.8) holds, observe that for every set {al, ... ,am }, both 
mXm matricesM-given by (2.13)-and M', with entries 

(4.9) 

are non-negative and self-adjoint. The Schur product of 
these matrices is the matrix M /I with entries 

Mjic = MjkMjk 

= F(aj - ak )G(aj - a
k 

)e[i(T/ + T/')12]a(ak,aj) , (4.10) 

and it is also a non-negative and self-adjoint m X m matrix 
(see Ref. 3, p. 3, and Ref. 12). Once again one sees that the 
product FG is of (1] + 1]') -positive type; hence 
1] + 1]' e Y (FG), and (4.8) holds. 

The Wigner spectrum has one other interesting proper
ty: Y(P) is a compact (closed, bounded) subset of the real 
numbers. Since this plays no role in the present discussion, I 
will not include a proof of this statement. 

I now can complete the task of showing that Po.P is a 
non-negative Wigner function for every WOP P, provided 
that Po is a non-negative WOP. Recall that I had reduced the 
problem to showing that Po(a)P(a) was both ofO-positive 
type and of Ii-positive type. In the language of Wigner spec
tra, I want to show that both 0 and Ii are in y(PoP). 

This is easy to do. Here Po is of O-positive type and of Ii
positive type. Consequently, by the discussion above, it is 
also of ( -li)-positive type. Hence it is true that 

{0,1i, -li}~ Y(Po) . (4.11) 

On the other hand, all that is known about P is that P is a 
WOP. Again, from the KLM conditions one has that Pis of 
Ii-positive type, and, as above, that Pis also of ( -li)-posi
tive type. Again, the following holds: 

{Ii, -li}~ Yep) . (4.12) 
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From (4.8), (4.11), and (4.12),onegetsthat 

1I""(P;F);;2{ - 21i, -1i,0,1i,21i} , 

and so Po.P is a non-negative WDF. 

(4.13) 

One can also use a similar demonstration to show that if 
Po and Pare WDF's, then Po.P will be pointwise non-nega
tive, although it may not be a WDF. 1 By Bochner's theorem, 
Po.Pbeing non-negative is equivalent to Po(a)P(a) being of 
O-positive type. If Po and Pare WDF's, all that one knows is 
that + Ii and -liarein both 1I""(Po) and 11''"(1)). By (4.8), 
one then has that 

(4.14 ) 

Since 0E1I""(p;F), Po(a)P(a) is, as required, of O-positive 
type, and Po.P is a pointwise non-negative function. 

Notice that Ii is missing from the right side of (4.14). 
This absence is reflected in there being WDF's for which 
Po.P is not a WDF, which was found by Jagannathan et al. 1 

An obvious thing to do now is to let Po be an arbitrary 
WDF, and then try to determine what numbers 1I""(Po) 
must contain in order that Po.Pbe a non-negative WDF for 
every WDF P. As before, letting both Po and P be WDF's 
guarantees that Po(a)P(a) is properly normalized; i.e., 
Po(O) . P(O) = 1. Thus all that needs to be done is to obtain 
conditions on 11"" ( Po) that ensure that 0 and Ii both belong to 
1I""(p;F). 

Suppose that 

(4.15 ) 

Since P is an arbitrary WDF, the only information known 
about it is that 11''"(1)) satisfies (4.12). Using (4.8), (4.12), 
and (4.15), one gets 

1I""(p;F) ;;2{0, ± 21i, ± (7] + Ii), ± (7] -Ii)}. (4.16) 

If 7] = 0, (4.14) results. If 7] = 21i, then 

1I""(p;F) ;;2{0, ± 21i, ± 31i, ± Ii}, ( 4.17) 

and P;Fsatisfies the KLM conditions, making Po.Pa WDF. 
What all this means is that,for Po.P to be a non-negative 

WDF for every WDF P. it is sufficient that 1I""(Po) contain ~ 
and either 0 or 2~ This, of course, raises the question of 
whether there is a WDF Po for which 0Et1l""(Po) , and 
21iE1I""(Po). If one exists, it would provide us with a WDF Po 
that takes on both positive and negative values, but that 
forces Po.P to be a non-negative WDF whenever P is a 
WDF. 

Such a Po does exist, as I will now demonstrate by an 
explicit construction. To simplify matters, I will work with a 
quantum mechanical system having one degree offreedom. 

The construction begins with the WDF that represents 
the first excited state of an harmonic oscillator with m = 1 
and w = 1. From Ref. 2 (see p. 143), one has 

PH(z) = - (1I1rli)(1-2IzI 2/Ii)e- 1zl '/li, (4.18) 

where Izl2 = p2 + q2. A straightforward, rather standard 
computation gives 

PH(a) = (1 - (1i/2)laI2)e-lilal'/4. (4.19) 

Two things are clear about PH' First, 0 does not belong 
to the Wigner spectrum of PH because PH (z) takes on nega-
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tive values, and, second, Ii and - Ii do belong to it because 
PH isa WDF. 

Carrying out the next step requires adding yet another 
property of the Wigner spectrum to the list given earlier. 
This one relates to how it behaves when a function is 
"scaled." If A is a positive number and ifF is a continuous 
function defined in the dual of phase space, then 

1I""(F(Aa») = A 211""(F(a»). (4.20) 

Establishing (4.20) can be done in a way that is quite similar 
to the ways used for the other properties, and so I will not 
bother to do it here. My main reason for introducing this 
property is that it enables me to obtain that 

(4.21) 

but that 0Et1l""(PH(~3/2 a»). 
The third step involves the Gaussians discussed in Sec. 

III. For PA. with A = c-1I, Zo = 0, the Wigner spectrum of 
P A. was actually found in Sec. III; it is the interval in (3.17). 
That is, 

1I""(exp( - (c/4) laI 2) = [ - c,c] . 

Choosing c = 1i/2 in (4.22) results in 

1I""(exp( - (1i/8)laI 2» = [-1i/2,1i/2]. 

The last step is to form the product 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

Po(a) =PH(~3/2 a)e- 1i1al'/8 = (1 - (31i/4)laI2)e-lilaI2/2. 

(4.24) 

Observethatfrom (4.8), (4.21), and (4.23), Po(a) has both 
Ii and 21i in its Wigner spectrum. This is enough to guarantee 
that Po(z), the inverse symplectic Fourier transform of Po, is 
a WDF, and that the map P-+Po.P takes WDF's to non
negative WDF's. 

But Po(z) takes on negative values. A straightforward 
computation yields 

Po(z) = (1I31rli)(3IzI2/21i-l)e-lzI2/21i, (4.25) 

which is negative for all z sufficiently small. 
The significance of the existence of a Po of the form 

(4.25) is that it shows the conditions given in Ref. 1 for the 
map P-+Po.p to take WDF's to non-negative WDF's are 
only sufficient, and not necessary ones. Although I cannot 
give a proof, I believe that the sufficient conditions derived 
here are in fact necessary, too. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The main result of this paper is this: If Po is a WDF, the 
map P-+Po.P takes WDF's to WDF's if either 0 or 21i be
longs to the Wigner spectrum of Po. By way of comparison, 
the chief result of Ref. 1, in the language introduced here, is 
that P-+Po.P has the desired mapping properties if ° is in 
Po's Wigner spectrum. 

In other words, 0E1I""(Po) is a sufficient condition for 
P-+Po.P to behave as required. The existence of the WDF Po 
given in (4.25) shows that the condition derived in Ref. 1 is 
not a necessary one, since 1I""(Po) contains ± 21i but not O. 

Of course, it is natural to ask whether the sufficient con
ditions derived in Sec. IV are necessary as well. I think they 
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are, and I will now present an argument that supports my 
belief. 

There are two propositions that, if true, would imply 
necessity. The first is that (4.8) holds with the inclusion 
replaced by an equality; that is, 

rr(FG) rr(F) + rr(G) . (5.1) 

The second is that there is a family ofWDFs P" (z) defined 
for all sufficiently small E> 0 and satisfying 

rr(p,,) ~ [ Ii - E, -Ii + E} U [Ii - E,1i + E] • (5.2) 

That necessity is a consequence of these two is not hard 
to see. If Po is a WDFsuchthatPo*Pisalsoa WDF as long as 
Pis, then, by the KLM conditions, Po(a)P(a) is always of Ii
positive type. Thus 

(5.3 ) 

In particular, from (5.1) one has that, for each ofthe P/s, 

herr(PoP,,) = rr(Po) + rr(p£) . (5.4) 

Combining (5.4) and (5.2) and letting E ...... O, one arrives at 

Ilerr(Po) + { -1i,1i} , (5.5) 

which is possible if and only if either 0 or ± 21i belong to 
rr(Po)' 

This argument reduces the question of necessity to 
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showing that (5.1) and (5.2) are true. Since both proposi
tions are plausible, necessity is plausible, too. Of course, 
whether or not these propositions are true is an open ques
tion. 
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Berry phases for spin are defined for any closed loop made by a vector changing direction in 
three-dimensional space. A sequence of rotations moves the vector along the loop. Each 
rotation is around the axis perpendicular to the moving vector. The Berry phases come from 
the eigenvalues of the unitary operator for the product of these rotations. The angle of the 
product rotation is shown to be the solid angle enclosed by the loop. The proof uses the 
ordinary language of quantum mechanics. The product is calculated from the commutation 
relations for spin. A general framework is set up to define Berry phases for other 
transformations and states like those for rotations and spin. The integral formula is derived. 
Alternatives for dynamics are shown to provide different applications and interpretations of 
the same mathematics. An example is used to show how one Hamiltonian may be simpler than 
others. Adiabatic evolution is obtained in the limit as a coupling constant goes to zero, so the 
adiabatic changes are made by a weak perturbation that acts over a long time. The Berry phase 
is the same whether the coupling constant is large or small. A rationale for the definition of 
Berry phases is obtained from any of the alternatives for dynamics. It is particularly clear in 
both the limit of adiabatic evolution, where the Hamiltonian does not contain the operator that 
generates Berry phases, and the opposite extreme where the Hamiltonian is the operator that 
generates Berry phases. The latter is illustrated with an example for spin. The general 
definition of Berry phases and the method of calculating them are illustrated by obtaining 
Berry phases from Lorentz transformations. They are similar to those obtained from rotations. 
A vector traces a loop on a unit hyperboloid instead of the unit sphere. In place of the solid 
angle, the Berry phases contain the analogous measure of the area enclosed by the loop on the 
hyperboloid. The sign is opposite what it is for rotations. The general definition is shown to fit 
any unitary representation of a semisimple Lie group. The complete set of commuting 
operators is chosen to contain a basis for a Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra of generators. 
If a sequence of transformations by unitary operators in the group representation takes each 
operator in the Cartan subalgebra around a loop in the Lie algebra back to the same operator, 
it can be made by unitary operators in the group representation that have all the properties 
required for the definition of Berry phases. The loops are made by vectors moving in a real 
space, the Lie algebra. The motion of the vectors must maintain the lengths and angles defined 
by the Cartan metric of the Lie algebra. The Berry phases are determined by one loop made by 
one suitably chosen operator from the Cartan subalgebra. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A Berry phasel
-

7 for spin is the result of a sequence of 
rotations. Consider a familiar example. 1,3.4.6,7 We watch the 
spin component k(t) • Sin the direction ofa unit vector k(t) 
that changes as a function of time. This component has a 
constant value. At each time t the spin state is represented by 
an eigenvector of k ( t) • S. Between times 0 and T the vector 
k ( t) goes around a closed loop, so k ( T) is the same as k (0) . 

We can guess what happens. From time t to t + I::..t the 
state is changed by a rotation that takes k(t) to k(t + I::..t). 
The sequence of these rotations from time 0 to time T takes 
k(O) around the loop back to k(O). The product of all these 
rotations is a rotation that does not chan&.e k(O), so it is a 
rotation around the axis in the direction of k (0). The state at 
time 0 is not changed by this rotation because it is represent
ed by an eigenvector of k(O) • S. The product rotation just 
multiplies this state vector by a phase factor. The phase is 
minus the an&.le of the product rotation multiplied by the 
eigenvalue of k(O) • S. This is the Berry phase. 

There are some guestions to be answered. Which rota
tions? At each time t there are many different rotations that 
takek(t) tok(t + I::..t). Which one do we use? We choose the 
most direct one, the rotation around the axis perpendicular 
to k (t) and k (t + I::..t). This is part of our definition of Berry 
phases. A different choice would put another rotation into 
the sequence. It would be a rotation around the axis in the 
direction of ket)o Its angle would add to the angle of the 
product rotation, so it would change the Berry phases. The 
definition of Berry phases excludes it. This definition ofBer
ry phases is described in Sec. II A. With the choice of rota
tions thus made, the Berry phases are determined by the loop 
made by k(t) between times 0 and T. We can start with a 
given loop and construct the sequence of rotations. 
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How do we multiply these rotations? The angle' of the 
product rotation is the solid angle circumscribed by k( t) as it 
goes around the loop. 1.6 This is purely a property of rota
tions. It is proved in Sec. II B by a method that uses the 
ordinary language of quantum mechanics. The rotations are 
described by their representation in terms of spin. The loop is 
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divided into infinitesimal loops and the product of the rota
tions for each infinitesimal loop is calculated from the com
mutation relations for spin. 

A general framework is set up in Sec. II C to define 
Berry phases for other transformations and states like those 
for rotations and spin. Th~ generalization of our choice of 
the rotation from k(t) to k(t + I:l.t) is the condition intro
duced by Anandan and Stodolsky to make the transforma
tions unique.7 

Does our definition of the Berry phase agree with Ber
ry's integral formula? Certainly. The integral formula is de
rived in See. II D. 

What is the role of dynamics? All this can be formulated 
without any reference to dynamics, without considering 
time or a Hamiltonian. That is what we do in Sees. II A
Il D. Then in See. II E we describe alternatives for dynamics 
that provide different applications and interpretations of the 
same mathematics. One Hamiltonian may be simpler than 
others; an example of Aharonov and Anandan8 is used to 
illustrate that. 

Adiabatic evolution is obtained in the limit as a coupling 
constant goes to zero, so the adiabatic changes are made by a 
weak perturbation that acts over a long time. The Berry 
phase is the same whether the coupling constant is large or 
small. The limit is needed only to get adiabatic evolution. 

A rationale for our definition of Berry phases is obtained 
from any of our alternatives for dynamics. The definition fits 
the dynamics, whichever the dynamics may be. The ratio
nale is particularly clear for two kinds of dynamics. One is 
obtained in the limit of adiabatic evolution where the Hamil
tonian does not contain the operator that generates Berry 
phases. The other is at the opposite extreme where the Ham
iltonian is the operator that generates Berry phases. The lat
ter is illustrated with an example for spin. It is a modification 
of an example of Aharonov and Anandan that forgoes the 
simplicity of their Hamiltonian but makes the Berry phases 
stand out more clearly. This is a particularly clean example 
of Berry phases produced in evolution that is not adiabatic 
with states that are not represented by eigenvectors of the 
Hamiltonian. 

In Sec. III, our general definition of Berry phases and 
our method of calculating them are illustrated by obtaining 
Berry phases from Lorentz transformations. In Sec. IV, the 
definition is shown to fit any unitary representation of a 
semisimple Lie group. The results are described in the first 
paragraphs ofSecs. III and IV. 

II. BERRY PHASES AND ROTATIONS 

A. Berry phases 

Here we consider Berry phases for spins. They are the 
same for helicities, so they are the same whether the particle 
with spin is nonrelativistic or relativistic or whether it has 
nonzero or zero mass.6 Berry phases are described in a more 
general framework in Secs. II C-I1 E. 

Consider a spin represented by matrices S. Let k(q) be a 
real three-vector that depends on a real variable q so that k is 
a differentiable function of q. Let k(q) be the unit vector in 
the direction of k(q). Then k(q) • S represents the projee-
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tion of the spin in that direction. 
We can change k(q) to k(q + I:l.q) with a rotation 

around the axis perpendicular to k( q) and k( q + I:l.q), so we 
can change k(q) • S to k(q + I:l.q) • S with the unitary oper
ator for this rotation. To describe this rotation we write k for 
k(q) and I:l.k for (dk/dq)l:l.q. Then k + I:l.k is k(q + I:l.q). 
The axis of the rotation is the direction of k X I:l.k. The angle 
is the magnitude of k - 2k X I:l.k. The unitary operator for this 
rotation is e - ik -'kXdk.S. It changes k(q) • S to 

k(q + I:l.q) • S = e- ik -'kXdk.sk(q) • Seik -'kXdk·S • (2.1) 

Suppose that as q runs from 0 to Q the vector k(q) goes 
around a closed loop C, so k(Q) is the same as k(O). For 
each intervall:l.q between 0 and Q we have a rotation around 
the kXl:l.k axis from k(q) to k(q + I:l.q). The sequence of 
these rotations from 0 to Q takes k( 0) around the loop back 
to k(O). The product of all these rotations is a rotation that 
does not change k (0) , so it is a rotation around the axis in the 
direction of k(O). The unitary operator for this rotation is 
e - it/>k(o) • s, where rP is the angle of the product rotation. It is 
the product of the operators e - ik -2kxdk· S from 0 to Q. 

Let 1m) be a normalized eigenvector of k(O) • S for the 
eigenvalue m. Then 

e-it/>k(O).Slm) =e-imt/>Im). (2.2) 

The Berry phases r m (Q) are defined by 

(2.3) 

They are determined by the loop C made by k(q) as q runs 
from 0 to Q, because it determines the sequence of rotations. 

The angle rP of the product rotation is the solid angle !l 
circumscribed by k(q) as k(q) moves around the loop C, the 
solid angle that will be on your left if you go around the loop 
with k(q). This is proved in the next section. It gives 

(2.4 ) 

For any sequence of rotations, the product is a rotation. 
Let k(O) be a vector along the axis ofthe product rotation. 
Then the product rotation does not change k(O). The se
quence of rotations takes k(O) around some loop back to 
k(O). The loop may be trivial. It may come back to k(O) 
more than once. In any case, the product rotation is repre
sented by the unitary operator e - it/>k(o) • S with rP the angle of 
the product rotation. For an eigenvector 1m) of k(O) • S we 
have a phase rm (Q) defined by (2.2) and (2.3). A sequence 
of rotations used to define Berry phases is distinguished by 
one special feature: each rotation between a k(q) and 
k(q + I:l.q) is around the kXl:l.k axis. Then rP is the solid 
angle !l. 

This feature is the key assumption in our definition of 
Berry phases for spin. There are many different rotations 
that take k (q) to k (q + I:l.q). We choose the rotation around 
the kXl:l.k axis. A different choice would put a rotation 
around k(q) in front of the rotation around kxl:l.k.1t would 
have no other effect. To see this let R(O) be the rotation 
through the angle 101 around the axis in the direction of o. In 
earticula!, let R (0) be the rotation around k X I:l.k that takes 
k(q) to k(q + I:l.q) and let R(O') be another rotation that 
takes k(q) to k(q + I:l.q), so 
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R(6')k(q) = R(6)k(q) . (2.5) 

Then 
R(6)-IR(6')k(q) = k(q) . (2.6) 

That means R ( 6 ) - 1 R ( 6') is a rotation around k (q). Since 

R(6') = R(6)R(6)-IR(6') (2.7) 

we see that choosing R (6') instead of R (6) would just put a 
rotation around k(q) in front of R(6). 

The rotation around k(q) would not move k(q) along 
the loop. It would not change k(q) • S. It would be repre
sented by a unitary operator that commutes with k(q) • S. 
Nevertheless, it would change the Berry phase. We explain 
how in language we can also use to generalize from rotations 
and spin to other transformations and states. Let 

so 

G(q) = k -2kX dk. S, 
dq 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

and let U (q) be the product of these operators e - iG!J.q from 0 
to q, so U(O) is 1 and 

U(q+tJ..q) =e-iG(q)!J.qU(q). (2.10) 

From (2.1) we can see that 

k(q) • S = U(q)k(O) • SU(q) -I • (2.11 ) 

The unitary operator e - i.pk(o)· S for the product rotation is 
U( Q).1t is the product of all the e - iG(q)!J.q from 0 to Q. From 
(2.2) and (2.3) we see that the Berry phases rm (Q) are 
defined by 

U(Q)lm) = iYm(Q) 1m) . (2.12) 

Consider how U( Q) would change if R (6) were 
changed to R (6') for an interval tJ..q at a particular value of q. 
A rotation around k(q) would be put in front of the rotation 
from k(q) to k(q + tJ..q). Let the angle of the rotation 
around k(q) be {)(q)tJ..q. Then the unitary operator for this 
rotation is e - i8(q)ll.qk(q) .s. It would be put into the sequence 
of operators that are multiplied together to make U( Q), so 
U( Q) would be changed to 

U'(Q) = U(Q)U(q)-le -i8(q)!J.qic(q),sU(q) 

= U( Q)e - i8(q)!J.qic(o).s . (2.13) 

If there were similar changes for the other intervals tJ..q, alto
gether U( Q) would be changed to 

U'(Q) = U(Q)exp( - i iQ {)(q)dq k(O)' s). (2.14) 

From (2.12) we see that the Berry phases rm (Q) would be 
changed to 

r:"(Q) =rm(Q) -m iQ {)(q) dq. (2.15) 

Thus we see that an important part of our definition of 
Berry phases is the assumption that each rotation from a 
k(q) to k(q + tJ..q) is around the kXtJ..k axis. We can de
scribe this assumption in a form that is easy to generalize. A 
change from R (6) to R (0') would mean a change from 
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(2.16 ) 

to 

6' = k -2kX dk tJ..q + k(q){)(q)tJ..q. (2.17) 
dq 

Then G(q) defined by (2.8) would be changed to 

G'(q) = k -2kX dk • S + {)(q)k(q) • S. (2.18) 
dq 

This is what would be allowed if we did not assume that each 
rotation from a k(q) to k(q + tJ..q) is around the kxtJ..kaxis. 
The only requirement would be that {) is a differentiable real 
function of q. What we are assuming is that {)(q) is zero for 
all qfrom Oto q. From (2.11) we can see that U(q) 1m) is an 
eigenvector of k(q) • S for the eigenvalue m, so 

(mlU(q)-'G'(q)U(q)lm) = m{)(q) . (2.19) 

What we are assuming is that this is zero. In terms of G ( q) , 

what we are assuming is 

(mlU(q)-'G(q)U(q)lm) = 0, (2.20) 

for all m and all q from 0 to Q. 
This is the form of the assumption that we will genera

lize. The rationale for it will be described further in the gen
eral framework in Sec. n C and in terms of dynamics in Sec. 
n E. 

B. Rotations 

Here we establish the property of rotations that we used 
to obtain the Berry phase. Consider the sequence of rotations 
that moves the direction of the vector k around the closed 
loop C from k(O) back to k(O). The product of these rota
tions is a rotation that does not change k(O), so it is a rota
tion around the axis in the direction of k(O). Suppose each 
rotation between a k and k + tJ..k is around the axis in the 
direction ofkXtJ..k. Then the angle of the product rotation is 
the solid angle n circumscribed by k as k moves around the 
loop C, the solid angle that will be on your left if you go 
around the loop with k. That is what we have to prove. 

We prove it first for an infinitesimal loop at k (0), then 
for an infinitesimal loop that is removed from k(O) except 
for a connecting path. Finally we show how the infinitesimal 
loops can be joined to form an arbitrary loop. 

Let k (0) be z and let C be the infinitesimal loop made by 

tJ..k = EX, tJ..k = l1Y , 
(2.21) 

tJ..k = - EX, tJ..k = - l1Y , 

where x, y, z are unit vectors in the x, y, z directions and E 

and 11 are small real numbers. There are four rotations in the 
sequence. To second order in E and 11 the vectors k - 2k X tJ..k 
that specify the rotations are 

ZXEX=EY, 

(z + EX) X l1Y = - l1X + El1Z , 

(z + EX + l1Y) X ( - EX) = - EY + El1Z, 

(z + l1Y) X ( - l1Y) = l1X , 

(2.22) 

so the operators e - ik - 'k x!J.k· S that represent the rotations 
are 
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e - ;£S2, e;"'S. - ;£."S.\ , 

eiES, - iE7]S, , e - i7]S, • 
(2.23) 

The product of these four rotations is the rotation repre
sented by 

= 1 - i2EnSJ + En(S.S2 - S~.) 

= 1 - f2EnSJ + fEnSJ 

= 1 - fEnSJ = e - iE7]S, = e - ins, . (2.24) 

This is the rotation by En around the z axis. Since the solid 
angle n is En and k(O) is z, the product rotation is the rota
tion through the angle n around the axis in the direction of 
k(O). 

This will not be changed by any change in the length ofk 
or the component of ak in the direction of k as k moves 
around the loop. The cone of directions traced by k is all that 
matters. 

Now consider a loop C made by a path that takes k( 0) to 
k(P), an infinitesimal loop at k(P), and a path right next to 
the first segment that takes k(P) back to k(O), as shown in 
Fi~: 1. The product of the rotations for the infinitesimal loop 
at k(P) is the rotation through the angle n around the k(P) 
axis, with n the solid angle of the infinitesimal loop at k (P) . 
The product of the rotations along the path that takes k(O) 

to k(P) is a rotation that takes k(O) to k(P). Let it be repre
sented by e - ;e. s. The product of the rotations along the final 
segment that takes k(P) to k(O) is the inverse of this rota
tion. The product of the rotations along the entire loop C is 
the rotation represented by 

(2.25) 

because 

e - ;e.sk(O) • Se;e·s = k(P) • S . (2.26) 

The product rotation is the rotation through the angle n 
around the axis in the direction of k(O), and n is the solid 
angle enclosed by the entire loop C. 

All that remains is to show how infinitesimal loops can 
be joined to form an arbitrary loop. First, consider a chain of 

k(P) 

2045 

FIG. I. The loop C around an infinitesimal 
solid angle n that is removed from k(O). 
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= 
x 

FIG. 2. Joining infinitesimal loops to form a long thin loop. 

loops joined as shown in Fig. 2. The product of the rotations 
along anyone of the little loops is the rotation around the 
k (0) axis through the angle equal to the solid angle enclosed 
by the little loop. Then the product of the rotations along all 
the little loops in succession is the rotation around the k(O) 
axis through the angle equal to the sum of the solid angles 
enclosed by the little loops. This is the same as the product of 
the rotations along the larger loop. The rotations along ad
joining segments are inverses of each other and cancel out. 
Therefore the product of the rotation around the larger loop 
is the rotation around the k(O) axis through the angle equal 
to the solid angle enclosed by the larger loop. 

The result is thus established for long thin loops. The 
proof is completed by putting long thin loops together as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

c. Generalization 

The basic outline of what we did for rotations and spin 
states can be used to define phase changes for other transfor
mations and states. It might also provide a method to calcu
late the phases. We set up a general framework here. 

Consider a complete set of commuting Hermitian oper
ators A • ,A2' ... with an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors. Let 
m label the different sets of eigenvalues a~),a~), ... of 
A. ,A2' ... and for each m let 1m) be the eigenvector of A .,A2' ... 
for the eigenvalues a~),a~), ... , so 

FIG. 3. Joining long thin loops to form an arbitrary loop. 
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(2.27) 

Since the set of operators A 1.A 2, ... is complete, m is the only 
label needed for the basis of eigenvectors. 

Let V(q) be unitary operators that depend on a real 
variable q which runs from 0 to Q, with V(q) differentiable 
as a function of q. 

Suppose V(O) is 1 and 

V(Q)AjV(Q)-1 =Aj (2.28) 

for each of the operators A 1.A2, .... For each q and each of the 
operators A 1.A2"" let 

Aj (q) = V(q)Aj V(q) - f • (2.29) 

In particular 

(2.30) 

The set of operators AI (q).A 2 (q), ... is the basis of our con
struction. It forms a loop as q runs from 0 to Q. This is the 
generalization of the loop made by k(q) or k(q) • S for spin. 
We could introduce the operators Aj (q) directly, without 
using the V(q). We just need to describe the properties the 
A j ( q) should have. We could do that in terms of their spectra 
and differentiability as functions of q. It is simpler to state it 
this way. As q runs from 0 to Q, the changes in the operators 
Aj (q) have to be changes that can be made with unitary 
operators V(q) that are differentiable as a function of q. Be
sides that we require only that theAj (q) satisfy (2.30) with a 
complete set of commuting Hermitian operators A j that 
have a basis of eigenvectors. 

Let U(q) be unitary operators that are differentiable as 
a function of q between 0 and Q and let 

i ~ U(q) = G(q) U(q) . 
dq 

Then G(q) is Hermitian and 

U(q+aq) =e-iG(q)flqU(q). 

Suppose U(O) is 1 and, for each q from 0 to Q, 
U(q)Aj U(q) -I = Aj (q) 

for each of the operators A 1.A2, ... and 

(m!U(q)-IG(q)U(q)lm) =0 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

for all m. There are operators U(q) with these properties; 
they do exist. They are unique. Thus the U(q) are obtained 
from theAj (q). That is proved in the Appendix. If the V(q) 

satisfy the last requirement (2.34), then they are the U(q); 
otherwise they are replaced with new operators U(q). 

From (2.32) we see that since U(O) is 1 we get U(Q) by 
multiplying the e - iG(q)flq in a sequence from 0 to Q. From 
(2.30) and (2.33) we see that U(Q) commutes with all the 
operators Ai" Since these operators make a complete set, 
U(Q) must be a function of them, so 

U( Q) = e - it/>(A,.A, •... ) , (2.35 ) 

with tjJ a real function of real variables. 
For each m we have 

'J. (I) (2) 

U(Q)lm) =e-hl'(am .am ····)Im). (2.36) 

The Berry phases r m (Q) are defined by 
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(2.37 ) 

They are determined by the loop of operators A j (q ), because 
it determines the U(q). 

Condition (2.34) is a generalization of our assumption 
for spin that each rotation from a k(q) to k(q + aq) is 
around the k X ak axis, as explained at the end of Sec. II A. It 
is essentially the same as the condition used by Anandan and 
Stodolsky.7 The rationale for it in terms of dynamics is de
scribed in Sec. II E. To see the role it plays, consider what we 
would have without it. In the Appendix we show that if con
dition (2.34) were removed G (q) could be changed to 

G'(q) = G(q) - Ldm(q)U(q)lm)(m!U(q)-I, (2.38) 
m 

with the dm real functions of q. In 

e - iG'(q)flqU(q) 1m) 

= e - iG(q)flqeidm(q)flqU(q) 1m) (2.39) 

the phase dm (q)aq would be arbitrary. It is not needed. It is 
not part of the change ofthe state represented by U(q) 1m). 
If G(q) satisfies (2.34), it does not produce such a phase. It 
does not produce a change of U(q) 1m) proportional to 
U(q) 1m). The change 

aU(q) 1m) = - iaqG(q) U(q) 1m) (2.40) 

is orthogonal to U(q) 1m). It is a change of the state. The 
Berry phase comes from these changes of states around the 
loop. 

The phase d m (q) aq from each interval aq would add to 
the Berry phase. Consider the effect of changing G(q) to 
G ' (q) in an interval aq at a particular value of q. A new 
factor would be put into the sequence of unitary operators 
that are multiplied together to make U( Q), so U( Q) would 
be changed to 

U'(Q) = U(Q)U(q)-1 

X exp«~ dm (q)aqU(q) 1m) (m!U(q) -I) 
XU(q) 

= U(Q)exP(i ~ dm (q)aqlm) (m l) . (2.41 ) 

Contributions from other intervals aq would add to this one. 
Altogether U( Q) would be changed to 

The Berry phase rm (Q) defined by (2.36) and (2.37) would 
be changed to 

(2.43) 

This is excluded by condition (2.34). It implies that the d m 

are all zero. That makes G(q) unique. It gives us unique 
unitary operators U(q) and Berry phases rm (Q). 
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D. The integral formula 

To make another bridge to familiar ground we show 
that Berry's integral formula t for the Berry phase follows 
from our definition. We do this separately because it requires 
different language. 

For each q we have a complete set of commuting Hermi
tian operators A t (q),A2(q), ... . For each m let Im;q) be a 
normalized eigenvector ofthe operators A t (q),A2(q), ... for 
the set of eigenvalues a~ l,a!;) , ... , so 

Aj(q)lm;q) =a~)lm;q). (2.44 ) 

In particular, since 
Aj(O) =Aj =Aj(Q), (2.30) 

let 

Im;O) = 1m) = Im;Q) . (2.45 ) 

For each q we have an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors 
I m;q). We assume the phases are chosen to make the vectors 
differentiable as functions of q. 

We can see that 

Aj(q)U(q)lm) = U(q)Ajlm) =a~)U(q)lm), (2.46) 

so U(q) 1m) is an eigenvector of the operators 
A I (q),A2(q),oo. for the set of eigenvalues a~),a!;),oo . . There
fore 

(2.47) 

with Y m a real function of q for each m. Let Y m (0) be O. We 
have 

(2.48 ) 

so 

(2.49) 

Comparing with Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37) we see that the 
Y m (Q) defined here is the same as the Y m (Q) defined there. 
It is the Berry phase. 

From (2.47), (2.31), and condition (2.34) we get 

i (m;ql ~ I m;q) = ~ Ym (q) , (2.50) 

so 

Ym (Q) = i iQ (m;ql ~ I m;q) dq. (2.51 ) 

This is Berry's integral formula for the Berry phase. I We 
know the Berry phase does not depend on the phases of the 
vectors I m;q) because we obtained the Berry phase before we 
introduced these vectors. The value (2.4) of the Berry phase 
for spin can be obtained directly6 from this integral formula 
(2.51) by using (2.9) and (2.10) with (2.47). 

E. Dynamics 

All this has been formulated without any reference to 
dynamics, without considering time or a Hamiltonian, but 
applications that bring in dynamics are close at hand. Here 
we describe alternatives for dynamics that provide different 
applications and interpretations of the same mathematics. 

Let the time coordinate t be q/ g and let the Hamiltonian 
be 
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H(t) =gG(q) + IEm(t)U(q)lm)(mIU(q)-I, (2.52) 
m 

with g a real parameter and the Em real functions of t. In 
particular, we will be interested in the case where g is 1 and 
the limit where g goes to O. 

If the state at time 0 is represented by 

ItPm(O» = 1m), 

the state at time t is represented by 

ItPm (t» = e - i", .. (1) U(q) 1m) , 

where {J)m (0) is 0 and 

d 
- (J)m (t) = Em (t) . 
dt 

This is the solution of the SchrOdinger equation, 

i !!"'ltPm (t» = H(t) ItPm (t» , 
dt 

(2.53) 

(2.54 ) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

as one can easily see from (2.31). From (2.32) we have 

ItPm (t + At» = e - iE ... (t)l1te- iG(Q)I1QltPm (t» 

=e- iH(l)l1tl tPm (t» . 

From (2.32) and (2.33) we get 

Aj(q + Aq) = e- iH(t)l1tAj (q)eiH(l)l1t, 

i!!...Aj(q) = - [Aj(q),H(t)] . 
dt 

At time T = Q / g the loop is complete. Then 

ItPm (n) = e-i", ... mU(Q) 1m) 

= e - i", ... (ne - i~(AI,A2'''')lm) 

. (n .~( (l) (2) = e - 'tom e - I am ,am •... ) 1m} 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

The motion is cyclic for the states represented by the vectors 
1m) because they are eigenvectors of U( Q). In general it is 
not cyclic for other states. In the Heisenberg picture the mo
tion is cyclic for the operators A t,A2"" . In general it is not 
cyclic for other operators. 

For spin we have 

ItPm (I + At» = e - iE ... (l)l1te - ik -ZkXl1k,sltPm (I» (2.60) 

and 

ItPm (n) = e - iw ... m e - i~k(O) ,slm) 

=e-i", ... me-imOltPm(O» . (2.61) 

The motion is cyclic for the states represented by the vectors 
1m) because they are eigenvectors of the unitary operator for 
the product rotation. The motion of the spin from time 0 to 
time '{ is not entirely cyclic. The spin matrices are rotated. 
Only k(O) • S is unchanged. 

Suppose g is 1 and all the Em are zero. Then q is time and 
G(q) is the Hamiltonian so 

ItPU + At» = e - iG(Q)l1t ItP(t» (2.62) 

and 

ItP(t» = U(q)ltP(O» (2.63) 
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for any state. In particular, Wm (T) isOin (2.59) so the Berry 
phase stands out by itself. For spin 

I¢(t + at» = e - ik -'kX.:\k ,sl¢(t» (2.64) 

for any state; the motion is just rotation around the k X ak 
axis from k(t) to kU + at). The Berry phase stands out 
alone in (2.61) because Wm (T) is zero. 

Suppose terms with nonzero Em are added to the Hamil
tonian. They change the dynamics but do not change the 
Berry phase. These terms commute with AI (q),A2(q), ... so 
they have no effect on the loop made by A 1 (q) ,A 2 (q ), ... ; they 
cancel out ofEqs. (2.58). 

The Em terms may make the Hamiltonian simpler. A 
nice example of this is discussed by Aharonov and Anan
dan.8 They consider a spin and show that the Berry phase of 
the loop made by 

k(t) • S = SI sin () cos wt + S2 sin () sin wt + S3 cos () 

(2.65) 

is a result of the dynamics generated by the Hamiltonian 

H = wS3 • (2.66) 

To see this we only need to check that 

d A A 

i - kU) • S = - [kU) • S,H] , 
dt 

(2.67) 

whichisEq. (2.58)for a spin whenqis t. By itselfG(q) is not 
so simple. From (2.8) we get 

G(q) = w sin ()( - SI cos () cos wt 

- S2 cos () sin wt + S3 sin (}) . (2.68) 

In the limit as g goes to zero the state vectors I¢m (t» 
become eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian H(t) with eigenval
ues Em (t). They could be realized in adiabatic evolution for 
a slowly changing Hamiltonian. Thus we recover the dy
namics originally used to calculate Berry phases. I

•
2 In the 

limit, when gG(q) is gone, the Hamiltonian only produces 
the phases wm • It does not change the state represented by 
I ¢m (t) ); it only multiplies the state vector by a phase factor. 
The terms that remain in the Hamiltonian have no effect on 
the Berry phase; it does not depend on the Em. The Berry 
phase is produced by the changes in the state described by 
e - /G(q).:\q and U( q). Before the limit is reached, the Hamilto
nian provides a model for these changes: they are made by a 
weak perturbation gG(q) in H(t) that acts over long times 
q/ g. The Berry phase is the same whether g is large or small. 
The limit is needed only to get adiabatic evolution. 

A rationale for our definition of Berry phases is obtained 
from any of our alternatives for dynamics. The definition fits 
the dynamics, whichever the dynamics may be. To define 
Berry phases we assume G(q) satisfies condition (2.34). 
That excludes the additional dm terms of G'(q) in (2.38). 
These terms can be included as Em terms in the Hamilto
nian. They contribute to the dynamical phases wm , not the 
Berry phases r m' The definition of Berry phases is a conven
tion that splits the Hamiltonian into two parts. Condition 
(2.34) is equivalent to 

(2.69) 
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It implies the Em are mean values of the Hamiltonian. This 
identifies the Em and Wm with dynamics.8 It distinguishes 
the Em terms of the Hamiltonian from the part that gener
ates Berry phases. 

This is particularly clear for two kinds of dynamics. One 
is adiabatic evolution. In the limit as g goes to zero, the 
Em (t) become eigenvalues of H(t). The Hamiltonian has 
only Em terms. There is no need to split it. It does not contain 
the operator G(q) that generates Berry phases. The Wm are 
easily identified because they are the only phases produced 
by the Hamiltonian. 

The rationale for our definition of Berry phases is also 
particularly clear when there are no Em terms in the Hamil
tonian. Suppose t is q. Then the Hamiltonian is just G( q). 
Again, there is no need to split it. The Berry phases do not 
have to be separated from other phases. They stand out alone 
in (2.59), for example, in (2.61) for spin. We have an exam
ple of this kind of dynamics for spin. Let t be q and let H ( t) 
be the G(q) given by (2.68). It produces the Berry phases of 
the loop defined by (2.65). This is a particularly clean and 
clear example of Berry phases produced in evolution that is 
not adiabatic with states that are not represented by eigen
vectors of the Hamiltonian. 

III. BERRY PHASES FROM LORENTZ 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

Here our general definition of Berry phases and our 
method of calculating them are illustrated by obtaining Ber
ry phases from Lorentz transformations. They are similar to 
those obtained from rotations. Instead of the three spin ma
trices that are generators for rotations, we use two genera
tors for Lorentz transformations and one for rotations. In
stead of a vector making a closed loop on the unit sphere, we 
consider a vector making a closed loop on a unit hyperbo
loid. In place of the projection of the spin in the direction of 
the vector, we have a linear combination of the three genera
tors specified by the vector. This reduces to the rotation gen
erator at the beginning and end of the loop. 

We find the unitary operators required by the general 
definition. They represent transformations of the vector 
around the loop. They transform the rotation generator to a 
linear combination of the generators at each point on the 
loop and back to the rotation generator at the end of the loop. 
When the loop is complete, the unitary operators have not 
changed the rotation generator, so they have not changed a 
state represented by an eigenvector of the rotation generator. 
The state vector is changed by a Berry phase. 

We calculate the Berry phases by combining infinitesi
mal loops the same as for rotations. Instead of a solid angle, 
which measures the area of a loop on the unit sphere, we get 
the analogous measure of the area enclosed by the loop on 
the unit hyperboloid. The sign is opposite what it is for rota
tions. All this is described in Sec. III A. The formula for the 
values of the Berry phases is· proved in Sec. III B. The same 
Berry phases have been considered by other methods in var
ious contexts.9

-
14 
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A. Description 

Consider an irreducible unitary representation of the 
two-dimensional Lorentz group. The generators are Hermi
tian operators K 1, K2, J3 that satisfy the commutation rela
tions 

[K2.J31 = iKI' [J3,K1J = iK2' [K1,K21 = - iJ3 . 

(3.1) 

There is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors 1m) of J3 la
beled by the eigenvalues m, so 

J3 1m) = mlm) . (3.2) 

Let k(q) be a real three-vector that depends on a real 
variable q which runs from 0 to Q with k( q) differentiable as 
a function of q. Suppose 

- k.(q)2 - k2(q)2 + k 3 (q)2 = 1 (3.3) 

and 

k(O) = (0,0,1) = k(Q) . (3.4) 

As q goes from 0 to Q the vector k (q) goes around a closed 
loop C on the unit hyperboloid described by (3.3). 

Let 

A(q) = kl (q)K1 + k2(q)K2 + k3(q)J3 • (3.5) 

Then 

(3.6) 

Wewritek fork(q) and ~kfor (dk/dq)~q. Thenk + ~kis 
k(q + ~q). Let 

G(q)~q = (k2~k3 k3~k2)K. 

+ (k3~kl - kl~k3)K2 

- (k.~k2 - k2~kl )J3 . (3.7) 

Then 

A(q + ~q) = e-iG(q)AqA(q)eiG(q)Aq, (3.8) 

because 

i[A(q),G(q)~qJ (~k.)KI + (~k2)K2 + (~k3)J3' 

You can easily check this and check that also 

(1/i)[A (q),(~k, )K. + (~k2)K2 + (~k3)J3] 
= G(q)~q. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Let U( q) be the product of the operators e - iGAq from 0 
to q, so U(O) is 1 and 

U(q + ~q) = e- iG(q)AqU(q) . (3.11) 

Then U(q) is unitary and 

A(q) = U(q)A(O)U(q)-I. (3.12) 

Since A (0) isJ3 we can see that U(q) 1m} is an eigenvector of 
A(q) with eigenvalue m. Then from (3.10) we can see that 

(mIU(q)-IG(q)U(q)lm) = 0. (3.13) 

Since both A (0) and A (Q) are J 3, we have 

J3 U(Q)J3U(Q) I. (3.14) 
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This implies U( Q) is a function of J3• Since U( Q) is a prod
uct of unitary operators generated by K I' K 2, and J3, we must 
have 

U(Q) = e- i# .. , (3.15) 

with r/J a real number. For an eigenvector 1m) of J3 we have 

U(Q) 1m) =e-im~lm). (3.16) 

The Berry phase r m (Q) is defined by 

(3.17) 

We will show that r/J is determined by a measure of the 
area circumscribed by k(q) on the unit hyperboloid as k(q) 
moves around the loop C. Let 

kl = sinh r cos f/;, k2 = sinh r sin f/;, k3 = cosh r, 

(3.18 ) 

let ~p, be sinh r( ~r) ( ~ f/;) and let p, be the integral of Ap, over 
the area enclosed by C on the unit hyperboloid described by 
(3.3). We will show that r/J is - p, if the area is on your left as 
you follow k (q) around the loop and r/J is p, if the area is on 
your right. The sign is opposite what it is for rotations. Oth
erwise the only change is that the measure dp, on the unit 
hyperboloid replaces the measure sin O( dO) (dr/J) on the unit 
sphere that gives the solid-angle factor in Berry phases for 
rotations. 

B. Calculation 

The proof will be the same as it was for rotations once we 
calculate the contribution of an infinitesimal area of the 
loop. We have to consider an infinitesimal loop starting at an 
arbitrary vector k that satisfies (3.3). Since the 1 and 2 direc
tions are related by axial symmetry, it is sufficient to consid
er an infinitesimal loop starting at 

k(P) = (k l,0,k3) . (3.19) 

Let the loop have four sides with 

~k = (€,O, kl + !€ €) , 
k3 + ~(kllk3)€ 

~k = (0,71,( l/k3)!712
) , 

(3.20) 
~k=(-€,O,- k1+!€ E), 

k3 + !(k1lk3 )E 

~k = (0, - 71, - (1/k3)~712) , 

where € and 71 are small real numbers. The vectors k at the 
centers of the sides are 

(kJ + !E,0,k3 + !(k1lk3 )€) , 

(kJ + E,!71,k3 + (kJ/k3)E) , 

(kJ + !€,71,k3 + !(k/k3 )€) , 

(kl,~71,k3) . 

(3.21) 

We calculate Ak3 from ~kl and Ak2 to maintain the hyper
boloid condition (3.3). We use vectors at the centers of the 
sides and include the terms with a factor! to be sure every
thing is correct to second order in € and 71. It is easy to see 
that all the terms containing ! cancel out. Hence we omit 
them. The G(q)Aq for the four sides can be calculated from 
(3.7), With the terms containing ~ omitted, they are 
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ki E 
k3EK2 - - EK2 = - K2 , 

k3 kJ 

- ( kJ + ~: E) '1/Kl - (kl + E)'1/J3 , 

kJ ki 
- '1/-EKl - k3EK2 +-EK2 - '1/EI3 

k3 k3 

(3.22) 

= - kJ E'1/K J-.!....K2 -E'1/J3 , 

k3 k3 

k3'1/K J + kJ'1/J3 . 
The product of the four e - iG(q)~q around the loop is 

1 + i2E'1/( (k llk3)KI + J3) - E'1/[ (lIk3)K2,k3K I + k 1J3] 

= 1 + i2E'1/( lIk3) (klKI + k3J3) 

- iE'1/( lIk3) (klK I + k3J3) 

= 1 + i(E'1/lk3) (klKI + k3J3) 

to second order in E and '1/. We recognize the factor 

E'1/ (ak l)(ak2 ) cosh r(ar)sinh r(at/J) - = = --~----'--'--
cosh r 

= sinh r(ar)(at/J) = ap,; 

(3.23 ) 

(3.24) 

it is the measure all of the area of the infinitesimal loop on 
the unit hyperboloid. Let arfJ be - all. For an infinitesimal 
loop going around the opposite way let arfJ be ap,. Then the 
product of the e - iG(q)t.q around an infinitesimal loop start
ing at k(P) is 

e - i(~t/» (k,K, + k,J.,) = e - i(t.t/»A(P) , (3.25) 

whereA(P) istheA(q) madefromk(P). 
To get U( Q) and the Berry phases we have to consider a 

loop starting at k(O), which is (0,0,1). This loop can be 
divided into infinitesimal loops the same as for rotations. All 
the infinitesimal loops will start at k(O). Some will have two 
parts. One part will be an infinitesimal loop starting at a 
vector k(P). That will be like the infinitesimal loop we have 
considered. The other part will be a path connecting k(P) to 
k(O). The contribution from the infinitesimal loop to U( Q) 
will be a factor 

e - i(t.t/»A(O) = e - i(t.t/»J., • (3.26) 

The transformation from A (P) to A (0) is obtained the same 
as (2.25) for rotations. The proof is completed by multiply
ing these factors. 

C.Comment 

These Berry phases will be obtained wherever the se
quence of Lorentz transformations occurs. Any state repre
sented by an eigenvector of J3 will be unchanged by the se
quence of unitary operators e - iG(q)t.q. The state vector will 
be changed only by a Berry phase. In particular, if J3 is one of 
a complete set of commuting operators, they will be un
changed and an eigenvector of them will be changed only by 
a Berry phase. 

IV. BERRY PHASES FOR ANY SEMISIMPLE LIE GROUP 

Here we show that our general definition of Berry 
phases fits any unitary representation of a semisimple Lie 
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group. We choose a complete set of commuting operators 
that contains a basis for a Cartan subalgebra of the Lie alge
bra of generators. We consider a sequence of transforma
tions by unitary operators in the group representation that 
takes each operator in the Cartan subalgebra around a loop 
in the Lie algebra back to the same operator. We show it can 
be made by unitary operators in the group representation 
that have all the properties required for the definition of 
Berry phases. These unitary operators are determined by the 
transformations. 

The loops are the basic structures that determine the 
Berry phases. They are made when operators from the Car
tan subalgebra are transformed around the Lie algebra. 
Since the Lie algebra is a real vector space, the loops are 
made by vectors moving in a real space. The motion of the 
vectors is restricted by the structure of the Lie algebra. 

One restriction is easy to describe: the motion of the 
vectors must maintain the lengths and angles defined by the 
Cartan metric of the Lie algebra. This is the generalization of 
vectors tracing loops on the surface of a sphere for rotations 
and on a hyperboloid for Lorentz transformations. 

The Berry phases are determined by one loop made by 
one suitably chosen operator from the Cartan subalgebra. 
The loops made by other operators from the Cartan subalge
bra can be found from this one. The only restriction on this 
loop is that its vector must always move in a direction that is 
orthogonal in the Cartan metric to the vectors of all the 
loops. 

Everything can be done separately for each subalgebra 
of generators. Since a semisimple Lie algebra is a direct sum 
of simple subalgebras, it is necessary to consider only irredu
cible unitary representations. of simple groups. The Berry 
phases are sums of Berry phases for the simple subgroups. 

A. Definition 

Consider a unitary representation of a semisimple Lie 
group. The generators are Hermitian operators that form a 
semisimple Lie algebra. Let operators H I ,H2, ... be a basis for 
a Cartan subalgebra. They commute with each other; the 
only operators in the Lie algebra that commute with all the 
~ are linear combinations of the ~. Let operators G

"
G2, ... 

and the H
"
H 2, ... be a basis for the whole Lie algebra. We 

choose the basis so the operators 

(4.1 ) 

also are a basis for the subspace spanned by the Ga' This can 
be arranged by using a Cartan-Weyl basis and choosing HI 
in a direction in the Cartan subalgebra that catches every 
root. 15.16 

Let V( q) be unitary operators that depend on a real 
parameter q which runs from ° to Q with V( q) differentiable 
as a function of q. Let 

i.!!.... V(q) = K(q) V(q) . 
dq 

Then K (q) is Hermitian and 

V(q + aq) = e- iK(q)t.qV(q) • 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
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Suppose the V(q) are in the group representation. Then 
K(q) is in the Lie algebra. Suppose V(O) is 1 and 

V(Q)HjV(Q)-' =~ (4.4) 

for each of the operators H I ,H2, •••• 

For each q let 

~(q) = V(q)~V(q) " 

Ga(q) = V(q)GaV(q)-I, 

Fa (q) = V(q)Fa V(q) '. 

(4.5) 

The ~ (q) and G a (q) are a basis for the Lie algebra and the 
Fa (q) are a basis for the subspace spanned by the G a (q). We 
can write 

K(q) = "i hj (q)~ (q) + "i ga (q)Ga (q) 
j a 

= "i hj (q)~ (q) + "ila (q)Fa (q) , (4.6) 
j a 

with the hi' ga' and Ia real functions of q. Let 

a a 

Let U(q) betheproductofthee-iGAqfromOtoq,so U(O) is 
1 and 

U(q+il.q) =e-1G(q)AqU(q). (4.8) 

Then U(q) is unitary and 

i ~ U(q) = G(q) U(q) . 
dq 

We have made it so 

~ (q + il.q) = e IK(q)Aq~ (q)eiK(q)Aq 

= H j (q) + i[ ~ (q),K(q)] il.q 

= ~ (q) + i[ ~ (q),G(q) J il.q 

= e-iG(q)Aq~(q)eiG(q)Aq, 

~(q) = U(q)~U(q)-I. 

In particular, from (4.4) we have 

~ =~(Q) = U(Q)~U(Q)-I. 

Therefore 

U( Q) = exp( - i ~ r/Jj~ ) 
with the t/lj real numbers. 

(4.9) 

( 4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13 ) 

As q runs from 0 to Q the operator Hj (q) goes around a 
loop in the Lie algebra from Hj back to H]. The sequence of 
transformations of the Hj is made by the sequence of unitary 
operators e iG(q)Aq. The product of these unitary operators 
for the whole sequence is U( Q). The product of the e - iGAq 
up to q is U(q). 

The U( q) have all the properties required for the defini
tion of Berry phases. Suppose we have a complete set of com
muting operators A,.A2, ••• , some of which are H"H2, •••• 

Then 

(4.14) 

for each pf these operators A I.A 2' .... Let m label the different 
sets of eigenvalues a;.!),a~) of the operators A ,.A2, ••• and for 
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each m let 1m) be a normalized eigenvector ofthe A,.A2, ••• 

for the eigenvalues a;.!) ,0;:) , ... , so 

Ajlm) =a~)lm). 

From (4.1) we can see that 
(ml U(q) -lG(q) U(q) 1m) 

= "ila (q)(mjU(q) -IFa (q) U(q)lm) 
a 

= "ila (q) (ml U(q) -I V(q)Fa V(q) -I U(q) 1m) 
a 

= "ifa(q)(mjU(q)-IV(q) 
a 

x ~ [HI,U(q)-IV(q)Ga V(q)-IU(q) Jim) 
I 

=0, 
for all m. The Berry phases r m (Q) are defined by 

U(Q)lm) = e-ir .. (Q)lm). 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

( 4.17) 

Since the Lie algebra we are considering is semisimple, it 
is a direct sum of simple subalgebras. 15.16 Operators in differ
ent subalgebras commute with each other. Each G(q) is a 
sum of operators from different simple subalgebras and each 
U (q) is a product of unitary operators generated by different 
simple subalgebras. In particular, U( Q) is, so the Berry 
phase r m (Q) is a sum of Berry phases from unitary repre
sentations of simple groups. If each ~ were chosen to be in 
one of the simple subalgebras then ~ (q) would be in the 
same subalgebra for all q. Everything could be done sepa
rately for each of the simple subalgebras. It is necessary to 
consider only irreducible unitary representations of simple 
Lie groups. 

8. Determination 

What determines the Berry phases? The G(q) are deter
mined by the changes 

~(q) =~(q+ il.q) -Hj(q) 

= i[ ~ (q),G(q) Jil.q. (4.18) 

IfG(q) and G '(q) give the same changes aBj(q), the differ
ence between them must commute with the ~(q). Ifboth 
G(q) and G'(q) are in the Lie algebra, they must be linear 
combinations of the H j (q) and Ga (q) like K(q) in (4.6). 
Therefore the difference between G( q) and G' (q) must be a 
linear combination of the H j (q). This is excluded by the 
condition (4.16); ifG(q) and G'(q) both satisfy (4.16) they 
must be the same. 

Thus the Berry phases are determined by the loops made 
by the operators H j (q) as q runs from 0 to Q. Since the Lie 
algebra is a reat vector space, we can think of ~ (q) for each 
j as a vector that goes around a loop in a real vector space. 
Since the changes aBj(q) come from the commutators 
( 4.18), the loops are restricted by the structure of the Lie 
algebra. 
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One restriction is easy to describe. As q runs from 0 to Q 
the motion of the vectors Hj (q) must maintain the lengths 
and angles defined by the Cartan metric of the Lie algebra. 
The Killing form of the Cartan metric (Hj (q) ,H k (q») must 
not change; it is not changed by an automorphism of the Lie 
algebra, and the changes of the Hj (q) as functions of q are 
made by automorphisms. 15 

The loop made by one suitably chosen operator from the 
Cartan subalgebra is enough to determine the Berry phases. 
From (4.18), (4.7), and (4.1) we have 

( 4.19) 
a 

We see that G(q) is determined by AHI(q). The U(q) and 
therefore U( Q) and the Berry phases are all determined by 
the loop made by HI(q) as q runs from 0 to Q. The loops 
made by the other Hj (q) can be found from this one. 

In the loop made by HI(q) each AH1(q) can be any 
linear combination of the Fa (q). The only restriction on this 
loop is that at each q the change in HI (q) must be in the 
directions of the Fa (q). In the Cartan metric all the Fa are 
orthogonal to all the H j and no operator in the Cartan subal
gebra is orthogonal to all the Hj' so the only restriction on 
the loop made by HI (q) is thateachAHI (q) mustbeorthog
onal to all the Hj(q). 

APPENDIX: EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 

Here we show that there are operators U (q) with all the 
properties we assumed in Sec. II C. We also show that they 
are unique and that if condition (2.34) were removed the 
G(q) could be changed to the G'(q) described by (2.38). 

We assume there are operators V(q) with all but one of 
these properties; the V(q) may fail to satisfy condition 
(2.34). Let 

i ~ V(q) = K(q) V(q) . (AI) 
dq 

Then K(q) is Hermitian and 

V(q + Aq) = r iK(q)ll.qV(q) . (A2) 

From this, (2.29), (2.32), and (2.33), we get 

e- iK(q)ll..qAj (q)eiK(q)ll.q = Aj (q + Aq) 

= e - iG(q)ll..qAj (q)eiG(q)ll..q , (A3) 

[Aj(q),K(q>] = [Aj(q),G(q)]. (A4) 

Let 

G(q) = K(q) + D(q) . (AS) 

ThedifferenceD(q) between G(q) andK(q) must commute 
with all theAj(q). Then V(q)-ID(q) V(q) must commute 
with all the Aj; it must be diagonal in the basis of eigenvec
tors 1m) of the complete set of commuting operatorsAj . This 
means 
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G(q) =K(q) + 2:dm(q)V(q)lm)(mlV(q)-I, (A6) 
m 

with the dm real functions of q. Let 

dm(q) = - (mlV(q)-IK(q)V(q)lm). (A7) 

This defines G(q). We have 

(mlV(q) -IG(q) V(q) 1m) = O. (A8) 

Let U(O) be 1. Let U(q) be the operator made from the 
G(q) by following (2.32); it is the product of the e-iGll..q 

from 0 to q. We have made it so 

U(q)AjU(q)-1 =Aj(q). (A9) 

Then 

Aj(q)U(q)lm) = U(q)Ajlm) =a~)U(q)lm) 

and 

Aj(q) V(q)lm) = V(q)Ajlm) = a~)V(q)lm), 

(AlO) 

(All) 

so U(q) 1m) and V(q) 1m) are eigenvectors of the same com
plete set of commuting operators A j (q) for the same eigen
values a(,,{l. They can differ only by a phase factor. We can 
replace V(q) 1m) with U(q) Im)in (A6) and (A8). Then 
(A8) becomes condition (2.34). We can see that the U(q) 
have all the required properties. We can also see that if con
dition (2.34) were removed, the G(q) could be changed to 
operatorslikeK(q). From (A6) weseetheyaretheG'(q) in 
(2.38). 
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Anharmonic oscillator: Constructing the strong coupling expansions 
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Two novel approaches to construction of the strong coupling expansion for the anharmonic 
oscillator with the potential V(x) = ~ + (g/4 )x4 are proposed. The first one is simply a 
straightforward solution of the SchrOdinger equation via the "nonlinearization" technique, 
resulting in the rapidly convergent perturbation series. The second one is a version of the path 
integral perturbation theory, but with an unconventional choice of the zeroth approximation 
action. Nine leading coefficients of the strong coupling expansion are computed. They decrease 
rapidly, the ninth one being ofthe order of 10-9

• Three leading corrections ofthe 
nonlinearization approach provide the ground-state energy within a relative accuracy of 10-7

-

10-9
, at an arbitrary coupling g. The explicit formulas for corrections enable one to study the 

analyticity properties of the energy as a function of the coupling g. In the second approach the 
strong coupling expansion coefficients are computed as an infinite linear series of the weak 
coupling expansion coefficients. This greatly simplifies calculations, though at the price of 
slower and slower convergence of the series for the higher-order coefficients. If 41 terms of the 
weak coupling expansion are included, a relative accuracy of 10-6 and 10-2 is achieved for the 
second and ninth coefficients of the strong coupling expansion, respectively. In the Appendices 
the weak coupling expansion coefficients up to the 41st order are tabulated. In addition, both a 
proof of the convergence property of the nonstandard perturbation theory and also a 
derivation of certain functional inequalities are given, which make clear already at a qualitative 
level why and how the nonstandard perturbation theory acquires the convergence property. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The strong coupling problem is a major one in both 
quantum mechanics and quantum field theory, as practical
ly all the interesting phenomena belong to the strong cou
pling regime, beyond the applicability of the weak perturba
tion approximations. The strong coupling problem proved 
to be so involved that until very recently there were very few 
attempts to formulate its general solution. 

The principal trouble with perturbation theory, which 
has long remained a basic tool in studying quantum mechan
ical problems and quantum field theory models, is that the 
resulting perturbation series has zero radius of convergence, 
which blocks extension into the domain of couplings of the 
order of unity. The origin of this divergence was studied in 
detail by Dyson for the case of QED 1: the perturbation La
grangian (perturbation potential) at strong fields becomes 
"larger" than the nonperturbed one, irrespective of how 
weak the coupling is. This observation is known under the 
generic name of "Dyson's instability argument." (For a dis
cussion of its application to quantum mechanics see Ref. 2. 
The methods of computing the higher-order perturbation 
corrections in different quantum mechanical problems and 
in quantum field theory are reviewed in Ref. 3.) 

It is sensible, then, to try to split the Lagrangian of inter
est into perturbed and unperturbed pieces in such a way as to 
circumvent Dyson's arguments. If so, the resulting perturba
tion series might be a convergent one. However, a straight
forward realization of this idea requires the nonperturbed 
problem to be exactly soluble, and we know of few exactly 
soluble problems· in either quantum mechanisms or quan-

0) Permanent address: Institute of Physics, Georgian Academy of Sciences, 
lbilisi, USSR. 

tum field theory. In this paper we shall demonstrate that this 
is a fictitious limitation. One could well solve the quantum 
mechanical problem without imposing a simpleminded ex
act solubility, and quantum field theory without requiring 
that the nonperturbed theory be of particular physical mean
ing. 

In this paper we formulate two practical realizations of 
such an approach. The first one is specifically quantum me
chanics oriented and leads to the convergent perturbation 
expansion for the SchrOdinger equation. It is based on the so
called nonlinearization technique.2 The second one will be 
referred to as a "nonstandard perturbation theory" 
(NSPT),4 and its tool is a path integral. Here we apply both 
methods to the anharmonic oscillator 

H= _~~+~X2+..!.X4 (1) 
2dx2 2 4 

in the strong coupling regime. Our purpose is a computation 
of coefficients of the strong coupling expansion for the 
ground-state energy 

E(g) =g1/3 f bng-2n/J. (2) 
n=O 

We emphasize that despite its apparent simplicity, this prob
lem possesses all the features of infinite-dimensional field 
theories, barring, perhaps, the complications with renormal
ization. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review 
briefly the current understanding of the anharmonic oscilla
tor problem. The subject of Sec. III is a construction of ex
pansion (2) in the framework of the nonlinearization meth
od. In Sec. IV we discuss NSPT, present a calculation of 
certain functional integrals, and derive the relationship be
tween the coefficients of the weak coupling expansion 
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00 

E(g) = L a"g" (3) 
,,=0 

and the strong coupling expansion coefficients. In the Con
clusions, Sec. V, we summarize and discuss our main results. 

In Appendix A we cite 41 terms of the weak coupling 
expansion within absolute accuracy. The convergence prop
erty of NSPT is proved in Appendix B. In Appendix C we 
also derive functional inequalities, generalized Sobolev in
equalities, which are useful for a qualitative analysis of the 
conditions for the convergence of NSPT. 

II. THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR PROBLEM: 
WHERE ARE WE? 

The anharmonic oscillator problem ( 1 ) is a very old one 
in quantum mechanics. Its many facets have been discussed 
in countless publications and there is no sign of their flow 
running short, as on one hand the problem has numerous 
important applications in many fields, and on the other hand 
it is a perfect testing ground for any novel methods. Despite 
these efforts the subject is far from being exhausted. 

Where are we? By means of various numerical methods 
a few of the lowest-level energies have been studied in the 
whole domain O<g< 00 (for reviews see Refs. 2, 5, and 6). 
For the ground-state energy 75 coefficients of the weak cou
pling (3) were computed7

; the series (3) is an asymptotic 
one, with zero radius of convergence. The coefficients have 
the asymptotic behavior8 

(4) 

where A, a, and a are well-known parameters. The Borel 
summation was proved to be a correct summation of the 
series (3)9 (see also Ref. 10). In an important paper by Si
mon lO it was proved that the Riemann surface of E(g) con
sists of three sheets. On the first sheet the only singularity is a 
cut from zero to - 00. On the second and third sheets there 
are branch points, which converge to zero, forming the 
"hom" structure.7

,ll In the quasiclassical approximation 
these branch points are the root ones. In the limit of g --+ - 0 
the discontinuity on the cut of the first sheet is of the formS 

1 
1m E(g) --+ 5/2 1/2 1/2 e - 4/3

g (1 + cig + czi + "'). 
g- -02 1T g 

(5) 

The coefficients of a few leading corrections CI'C2' ... are 
known. 7 

Several approximate analytic expressions for the 
ground-state energy as a function of coupling have been pro
posed. 2,12,13 However, only in Ref. 2 were these expressions 
constructed in an effort to reproduce the correct analyticity 
properties. 

Until recently the strong coupling expansion (2) com
putations were limited to calculation of the coefficient boo 
Hioe et 01.5 were apparently the first to calculate the next 
coefficients, b l and b2, using the brute force numerical meth
od. The numerical results for the energy as a function of g 
were fitted to partial sums of (2). [The functional form of 
expansion (2) follows from the dimensional consider
ations.] In Ref. 14 these coefficients were computed using 
the 1/ N expansion for the O(N) symmetric anharmonic os-
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cillator (I). However, the accuracy of such an approxima
tion could not be easily controlled, and these results are not 
particularly useful. 

The above is practically all we know of the anharmonic 
oscillator ( 1 ) . 

III. STRONG COUPLING EXPANSION AND THE 
"NON LINEARIZATION" PROCEDURE 

We recall briefly the nonlinearization technique. For 
the sake of brevity we confine ourselves to the ground-state 
problem. 

(i) Following Price, 15 transform the Schrodinger equa
tion into the Ricatti equation and develop the perturbation 
theory directly from the Ricatti equation. Such an approach 
has the advantage of a solution at each step of the first-order 
differential equation. 

Specifically, in terms of the logarithmic derivative of the 
wave function Y = - t/J' I t/J, the Schrodinger equation takes 
the form 

Y' -yZ = 2(E - r). 

Let now the potential (x) be of the form 

rex) = ro(x) +lirl(x). 

(6) 

(7) 

Here Ii = 1 is a formal perturbation expansion parameter. 
In terms of the perturbation expansions 

00 

y(x) = L Ii "y" (x), 
,,=0 

one obtains a set of equations 

y~ - 2yoY" = 2(E" - Q,,), 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

where QI = r l, Q" = - p:~,:-/ YiY" _ iJ and the nth order 
correction to the energy is given by l5,16 

E" = f: 00 Q" fa dx (f: 00 fa dX) - I, (11) 

where t/Jo(x) is the wave function ofthe ground state in the 
potential ro(x) (ro = Eo + !t/J;;It/Jo)' The solution ofEq. 
(10) is ofthe form 

faYn (x) = 2 f~ 00 (En - Q,,)fa (x')dx', (12) 

and satisfies the condition that the flux of particles vanishes 
at infinity: 

(13) 

The significant observation is that the perturbation the
ory can be formulated without examining the whole spec
trum of the unperturbed problem; only the ground-state 
wave function of the unperturbed problem enters into all the 
formulas. Hence one has the freedom of choosing the unper
turbed problem. 

(ii) The principal criterion in making this choice must 
be convergence of the resulting perturbation expansion. The 
only convergence criterion we know of presently is Dyson's 
argument, I which suggests the following rule for construct
ing the convergent expansions2

: the wave function t/Jo(x) one 
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starts with must be such that the corresponding potential 
('Yo = Eo + !W;ltPo) reproduces all the singularities and 
the asymptotic behavior ofthe original potential 'Y{x). 

(iii) Once the unperturbed problem is so chosen that the 
perturbation expansion converges, one would like to make 
its convergence as fast as possible. In doing so one can use the 
correspondence between perturbation theory and the vari
ational principle: any variational calculation corresponds to 
the first two terms of a certain perturbation theory. Let us 
elucidate this statement. Let tPo{x) be a certain trial func
tion. Corresponding to this trial function is a certain Hamil
tonian Ho = !p2 + 'Yo{x). Then the variational estimate 
for the energy is 

EVil, = J tPoHtPo dx 

= J tPoHotPo dx + f tPo{H-Ho)tPo dx 

=Eo+E), (14) 

where E) is the first perturbation correction for the perturba
tion potential ('Y - 'Yo). If further corrections E2, E3, etc., 
are included, one could control the accuracy. On the other 
hand, further iterations could improve the accuracy. 

After this brief summary of the nonlinearization tech
nique (for more details see the review in Ref. 2), we are in a 
position to construct the zeroth-order approximation for the 
anharmonic oscillator (I). The main attention must obvi
ously be paid to reproduction of the large-distance behavior 
of the initial potential. Hence our choice of the zeroth-order 
approximation is 

Yo = x{a2 + !8'X2) 112. (15) 

Here a is the variational parameter. The function ( 15) corre
sponds to a potential (Eo = 0) 

'Yo{x) =_X2+_X4 __ a2+_x2 a
2 g 1 ( g )112 

2 4 2 2 

1 gx2 

- 4" (a2 + (gI2)X2)1/2 ' 
(16) 

which reproduces the initial potential at large distances and 
is quadratic at small distances. Hence it approximates the 
initial potential in the whole domain of variation of the cou-

pling g. This choice has already been considered twice: at an 
intuitive level in Ref. 17, and in Ref. 2 in the course of con
structing the quantum mechanical analog of the leading-log 
approximation of the quantum field theory. In the above 
papers it was shown that this approximation provides a good 
description of the energy as a function of g. In this paper we 
shall employ it to compute the coefficients hi of the series 
(2). 

Start with a standard variation minimization of the first 
correction to the energy E) (Eo = 0 by construction): 

E) (a,g) 

=..!.. roo [{ 1 _ a2 )x2 + a
2 + gx

2 
] 

2 Jo (a2 + {gI2)X2)1/2 

xexp{ - 3: [(a2 + ~ x2y12 - a3 
]}dX 

x(ioo exp{ - 3: [(a2 + ~ x2yl2 - a3]} dX) -I. 

(17) 

The results are quoted in Table I. Already the first-order 
calculation gives the absolute accuracy of 10-6_10- 5 and 
10-3_10- 2 in the weak and strong coupling regions, respec
tively. A calculation of corrections E2 and E3 indicates a 
rapid convergence. The accuracy increases to 10-9 and 10-6 

at couplings 0.1 and 103
, respectively, covering the results of 

Ref. 5 but disagreeing with those of Ref. 6 in the last decimal 
digits. The variational parameter a2 has the following large 
coupling behavior: 

( )

2/3 

a2 = 1.00396 ~ + 0.881 + .... (18) 

A simple analysis of (17) shows that E 1 (g) has many fea
tures of the exact function E{g): it has a cut from zero to 
- 00, with the exponentially small discontinuity at g -+ - 0; 

also at g = 0 the expansion contains only integer powers of g 
and at g = 00 it has a form (2). All these properties are 
preserved by the relevant formulas for E2 and E3• 

We now make use of (18) in Eq. (17) and the corre
sponding counterparts for E2 and E3, and expand the result
ing formulas in inverse powers of g. The coefficients thus 
found are precisely the strong coupling expansion coeffi-

TABLE I. Ground-state energy for the anharmonic oscillator ( 1) versus the coupling constant within the framework of the nonlinearization method. The 
first three corrections are taken into account. The normalizations follow the conventions of Ref. 5 (E' = E, g' = 4g). The results obtained are compared with 
those of Refs. 5 and 6. 

g' amin E' I - !!i.E;' E' 2 -!lEi E' 3 E;"",U] 

0.1 1.2380006 0.559 149 1143 0.000 0027759 0.559 1463384 0.000 000 013 9 0.5591463244 0.559146 
0.696176 

0.5 1.8625 0.696213 718 0.000 037 476 0.696 176 242 0.000 000 409 0.696175833 0.6961758 
1.0 2.4416 0.803 848 107 0.000 076 438 0.803771669 0.000 000 982 0.803770686 0.803771 

10.0 8.23 1.505310 443 0.000 332 248 1.504 978 194 0.000 005 530 1.504 972 665 1.504 97 
2.49971 

50.0 22.46 2.500 370 988 0.000 650 339 2.499 720 649 0.00001132 2.499709 33 2.4997088 
100.0 35.14595 3.1322409 0.000 8414 3.1313994 0.00001454 3.131 38488 3.1338 

500.0 101.330013 5.32140361 0.00148174 5.3199219 0.00002620 5.31989566 
5.31989 
5.31989435 

1000.0 160.35 6.6961339 0.001877 1 6.694 256 78 0.00003390 6.69422288 6.69422 
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cients. They are quoted in Table II. One can see how the 
accuracy does improve with the number of corrections in
cluded. We notice that bo is determined to an accuracy of 
10-8 • 

Hence in the framework of the nonlinearization tech
nique one first constructs the convergent perturbation ex
pansion, and by reexpanding the results in inverse powers of 
the coupling constant one finds the strong coupling expan
sion coefficients. 

IV. STRONG COUPLING EXPANSION AND THE 
NONSTANDARD PERTURBATION THEORY 

In this section we shall construct the strong coupling 
expansion using the path integral approach. Bender et al. 18 

have tried to do so starting with the lattice version of the path 
integral. Here one encounters insurmountable difficulties 
with the transition to the continuum limit, since for a finite 
lattice parameter the strong coupling expansion has a form 
different from (2). We know of no real calculations in the 
framework of this method. Here we shall rely upon another 
method, based on NSPT.4 Its essence is a nontrivial splitting 
ofthe action into the perturbation and the unperturbed part 
in the process of computing the path integral. The result is an 
expression for the strong coupling expansion coefficients in 
terms of a series of the weak coupling expansion coefficients. 
The latter can be computed without any significant compli
cations. 

A. Introductory comments 

The anharmonic oscillator problem is well-known to be 
equivalent to the one-dimensional Euclidian field theory 
with an action 7 

S[tp,g] = f rpdx+ f tp 2dx+g f tp 4dx. (19) 

Therefore the ground-state energy can be computed in terms 
of the grand partition function, using the Feynman-Kac for
mula 

E(g) = - _I_In f .@'tp·exp{-S[tp,g]}.(20) 
fdx 

We introduce the following correlation functions: 

xexp{ - f ip2 dx - f tp2 dX}, 

B! = (-",1)" f .@'tptp2k(0) (f tp2 dX)" 

(21) 

(22) 

(All the functional integrals are supposed to be computed 
with dimensional regularization, so that all the vacuum 
loops vanish and only connected terms are left in the inte
grals. An important feature of dimensional regularization is 
invariance of the measure under arbitrary scale transforma
tion: .@'[atp(px)] = .@'tp(x). A derivation of this property 
and more detailed discussion of this scheme can be found in 
Ref. 19.) From the definition (20) one can show [making 
use of the direct and inverse power expansions of (20) in g] 
that the correlators (21) and (22) are related to the strong 
and weak coupling expansion coefficients via 19 

a"=[2/(1-3n)]A~, a"+I=[lI(n+l)]A!, (23) 

b" = [3/(1-2n)]B!, b"+1 = [lI(n+ 1)]B~. (24) 

It is convenient to introduce into (21) and (22) auxiliary 
Gaussian integrations over the 2s-dimensional space: 

A! = (-",1)" f d 2Sp f .@'tptp2k(0)(f tp4 dX)" 

xexp{ - 1Tp2 - f ip dx - f tp 2 dX} , (25) 

B! = (-",1)" f d 2sp f .@'tptp2k(0)(f tp2 dX)" 

xexp{ _1Tp2_ f ip 2dx_ f tp4 dX}. (26) 

The resulting generalized action is of the form 

S[tp,p] =1Tp2+ f ip 2dx+ f tp 4 dx. (27) 

To construct the NSPT let us divide the generalized ac
tion (27) into two parts: 

TABLE II. The first coeIIicients of the strong coupling expansion 22m/3 - 4/3bm obtained taking into account the first two corrections of the nonlinearization 
method. They are compared with the calculation based on NSPT, including 41 terms ofthe weak coupling expansion coefficients a., and with the previous 
computations ofHioe et a[,S and Smondyrev-Kudinov. 14 

m Hioeetal.· 

o 0.667 986 26 
1 0.14367 
2 - 0.008 8 
3 

a See Ref. 5. 
bSee Ref. 14. 
e See Table I. 
dSee Table IV. 

Kudinov 
and 

Smondyrevb 

0.667982 
0.143674 

-0.008634 
0.000824 

First 
approx. 

0.668179 
0.143480 

- 0.008 549 
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Nonlinearization methode 

Second Second 
correct. approx. 

- l.896( - 4) 0.6679898 
2.872( - 4) 0.1436675 

-l.0t( -4) -0.008650 

Third 
correct. 

- 3.37( - 6) 

Final 

0.66798643 

NSPT (final)d 

0.14367 
- 0.008 628 

0.000 818 
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(28) 

where it = 1 is a formal expansion parameter, and expand 
(26) in it: 

B~ = i it mG~,m' (29) 
m=O 

where 

G~,m = (- !)~+m Id2SpIPJrprp2k(0) 
n.m. 

x(f rp 2dxr{SI[rp,p]}me-S.,[q>'Pl, (30) 

Following a conventional formulation of perturbation theo
ry, we shall refer to So [rp,p] as an unperturbed action and to 
SI [rp,p] as a perturbation. 

Different decompositions (28) lead to different pertur
bation expansions. Those of practical value are the ones for 
which the unperturbed problem is exactly soluble. Until re
cently it was common to start with actions quadratic in the 
fields, i.e., with free-field theory. This has usually led to di
vergent perturbation expansions (see the above discussion). 
In Refs. 4 and 19-21 it was observed that apart from the 
Gaussian functional integrals there do exist other exactly 
calculable integrals. It is not easy to find sensible field theory 
interpretations for the latter integrals, but that does not pre
vent one from using them for the formulation of a convergent 
perturbation procedure for computing the non-Gaussian 
path integrals. Such a procedure will be referred to as NSPT. 
Its application to the anharmonic oscillator for a certain spe
cial decomposition (28) was described in Ref. 19. In that 
paper the energy was studied as a function of g, and it was 
found that the convergence gradually slows down as the 
higher-order terms are included in the series (3). For in
stance, up to 30 terms must be included to reach an accuracy 
of to- 3 atg = to. One of the main conclusions ofthis study 
was that the convergence property of NSPT must be im
proved. 

In this paper we start with a decomposition different 
from that of Ref. 19. Specifically, 

So[rp,p] = 1Tp2 + I q, 2 dx + ~ {1Tp2 + I q, 2 dxf/2 

X {I rp 2 dx f/2, (31 ) 

SI[rp,P] = I <p4dx- ~ {1Tp2 + I q,2 dx f12 

(32) 

where r is a parameter, and C is a constant defined by 

(33) 

Here B(x,y) is the Euler beta function. The origin of such a 
choice will be obvious from what follows. 

B. Constructing the nonstandard perturbation 
expansions (calculation of the nonstandard functional 
integrals) 

One has to compute different functional integrals with 
the weight function exp{ - So [<p,p ]} [see (31)]. In doing 
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so we shall rely upon the method developed by one of the 
authors. 19 

Let us rewrite (30) in the following equivalent form: 

G k = ( - 1) n roo dt roo du un 
n,m n!m! Jo Jo 

xexp{ - t - ~ t 1/2U3/2}I d 2sp I PJrprp 2k(0) 

X [ ~ t 1/2U3/2 - I <p 4 dx r 
X<5(t-1Tp2 - I q,2 dX)<5(U- I rp2 dX). (34) 

The interchange of the order of integrations is legal as all the 
integrals are finite. We now make use of invariance of the 
measure under the scale transformations 

pZ_tpz, <p 2_ t IIZUIIZ<p 2, x-t -IIZUI/2X. (35) 

[Recall the discussion above, after (22).] Then (34) takes 
the form 

Gk = (_1)n roc dt roo duts+k12-1Un+kI2-1 
n,m n!m! Jo Jo 

X {~ t l/Zu3lZ}m exp{ - t - ~ t 1/2U3/Z } 

XI d2sp J PJrp<p2k(0)[I_ ~ J <p4dXr 

X <5( 1 - 1Tp2 - I q, Z dx )<5( 1 - J <p 2 dx) . ( 36 ) 

We now perform integrations in u and t and make use of a 
binomial formula for the expression within the square brack
ets. Finally, one obtains 

Gk = ( - 1)n r (m + k + 2n) 
~m n! 3 

Xr s-m+-- - -( k + 2n) 2 (C)(k+2n)/3 
3 3 r 

(37) 

where 

1/ = J d2sp J PJ<p<p 2k(0) {I <p4 dxf 

X <5( 1 - 1Tpz - I q, Z dx )<5( 1 - I <p 2 dX). (38) 

Hence one must compute the functional integral (38). 
It is convenient to employ once more the scale invar

iance of the measure and to make the scale transformations 
p2_Z-lp2, <p2_Z-I/2y-l/2<p2, x_zI/2y-1/2X. (39) 

This leads to 

1/ = z-s- kl2 -/12 + ly- k12 - 3/12 + 1 
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x II qJ4 dX}/I5(Z _ trp2 - I ip 2 dX) 

X8~-f qJ2dX). (40) 

Evidently neither the rhs nor the lhs of (40) depends on z 
and y. We then act on the rhs of ( 40) by the unity operator 

1 = r-'(s+ k/2 + 1/2)r- l (k/2 + 3//2) 

x Lal dyyk/2+3112-le -Y, (41) 

and perform integrations over z and y. The result is 

II = r-I(s + k/2 + 112)r-'(k/2 + 3112) 

xI d2Sp I IiJqJqJ2k(0){I qJ4dxf 

xexp{ _ trp2_ I ip 2 dx-I qJ 2 dX}. (42) 

Recalling the definition of the correlator (25), we obtain the 
final form of the functional integral (38), 

(-l)/l!A f 
II = r(s+k12 +1/2)r(k/2 +3//2) (43) 

Making use of ( 43) in (37), we obtain the final formula for 
the coefficients of the NSPT series: 

G k = (- 1)n (C)(k+2n)/3 1-
n,m n! r 3 

xi r(m + (k + 2n)/3)r(s - n + (k + 2n)/3) 
1=0 r(k/2 + 31 /2)r(s + k/2 + 1/2) 

(44) 

Thus after some algebra the nontrivial functional integrals 
(30) with the action (31) have been reduced to conventional 
Gaussian integrals for the correlators A ; of the free-field 
theory. The latter, by virtue of the relationships (23), can be 
found in terms of the coefficients of the weak coupling ex
pansion for the ground-state energy. We emphasize that the 
NSPT terms are obviously finite and that the parameter s 
satisfies the inequality 

s>n - (k + 2n)/3. (45) 

One of the most important features of the NSPT thus 
constructed is its convergence at 

(46) 

A rigorous proof of this is given in Appendix C. It can be 
understood qualitatively as follows. In Appendix B we shall 
prove that for any vector p and for all the fields q; for which 
the integrands of the considered functional integrals exist, 
the following inequality holds: 

( C = .J3). It is a generalization of the well-known Sobolev 
inequality (see, for example, Ref. 22). Now we apply it to 
(31) and (32). Since (32) is non-negative valued, one can 
easily see that 

(48) 

for any fields q; and vectors p, provided that r satisfies (46). 
This insures the convergence property of the NSPT (29) 
with the unperturbed action (31). 

As the NSPT series are convergent ones, one can com
bine formulas (29) and (44): 

B':,. = ( - 1)m (C)(k+2m)/3 1. i: i r(n + (k + 2m)/3)r(s - m + (k + 2m)/3) (C)I A f , 
m! r 3 n=O/=O r(k/2+31/2)r(s+k/2+1/2) r (n-/)! 

(49) 

thus rewriting the correlatorsB ! in terms of A !. Now we set k = 1,2 and take into account (23) and (24). We find two sets of 
formulas relating the strong and weak coupling expansion coefficients: 

bm + 1 = ( - l)m (C)(2m + 1)/3 1. i: i r{n + (2m + l)/3)r(s - m + (2m + 1 )/3) (C)I 1 - 31 ai' (50) 
m! r 3 n=O 1=0 r(~ + 31 /2)r(s +! + 1/2) r 2(n -/)1 

and 

_ ( - 1)m (C)(2m + 2)/3 2 ~ ~ r{n + (2m + 2)/3)r{s - m + (2m + 2)/3) (C)I 1+1 
bm - - £.. £.. al + l • (51) 

m! r 1-2m n =0/=0 r(l+31/2)r(s+I+I/2) r (n-/)! 

Thus we have reduced a calculation of the strong cou
pling expansion coefficients to calculation of the weak cou
pling expansion coefficients and to calculation of the partial 
sums (50) and (51). The convergence property of NSPT 
guarantees the gradual increase of the accuracy when a larg
er and larger number of weak coupling expansion terms are 
included. The technique of calculating the latter coefficients 
for the anharmonic oscillator (1) is developed in detail. 7 
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(See also a review in Ref. 23.) We have applied the method 
ofDalgamo's F functions (see Ref. 24), used previously also 
by Bender and WU,7 and have computed the leading 41 coef
ficients with absolute accuracy. (See Table III and Appen
dix A. The numerical calculations were performed using the 
symbolic integration routine REDUCE-2.) The eight leading 
coefficients bm are tabulated in Table IV for the cases of 10, 
20,30, and 40 coefficients am included. The higher the order 
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of bm , the slower the convergence; whereas 40 terms of an 
expansion (3) provide an accuracy of 10-5 in bl , in the coef
ficient bg the accuracy is as poor as 10-2

• Unfortunately, 
improvement of the accuracy with an increase in the number 
of included coefficients am proved to be very slow. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented here practical methods for con
structing the strong coupling expansion in nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics. These methods are based on the con
struction of convergent perturbation expansions, the essence 
of which is a suitable decomposition of the initial Hamilto
nian into the perturbation and the unperturbed components. 
These methods enabled us to compute fairly easily a few 
leading terms in the strong coupling expansion (2). Unfor
tunately, neither realization of this approach is free oflimita
tions. The quantum mechanical nonlinearization technique 
does not allow a straightforward extension into field theory. 
The second formulation is a field-theoretic one, but in its 
present form its rate of convergence with the number of in
cluded orders ofthe weak coupling expansion is too low. The 
decomposition [ (31) and (32) ] has lead to a sharp accelera
tion of the convergence compared to that achieved in Ref. 
19, but still a few dozen weak coupling expansion coeffi
cients were needed to get an accuracy acceptable in the quan-

We conclude with one important observation. Since the 
series (50) and (51) do converge at any positive-valued and 
real m, an analytic continuation into the complex m plane is 
possible. One finds the following elegant relationship be
tweenBz atz<OandAz atz>O: 

(52) 

where 

z* = -~+~. 

From (52) it follows that az and bz , as functions of a param
eter z, have simple poles at z* = n > 0 and at z = n > 0, re
spectively. 

TABLE III. The first 41 coefficients of the weak coupling expansion a. [an = ( - 1 )n+ '2 - ka.]. 

n 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

2059 

k 

1 
2 
3 
4 
7 
8 

10 
11 
15 
16 
18 
19 
22 
23 
25 
26 
31 
32 
34 
35 
38 
39 
41 
42 
46 
47 
49 
50 
53 
54 
56 
57 
63 
64 
66 
67 
70 
71 
73 
74 
78 
79 

a. 

1 
3 
21 
333 
30885 
916731 
65518401 
2723294673 
1030495099053 
54626982511455 
6417007431590595 
413837985580636167 
116344863173284543665 
8855406003085477228503 
1451836748576538293163705 
127561682802713500067360049 
191385927852560927887828084605 
19080610783320698048964226601511 
4031194983593309788607032686292335 
449820604540765836160529697491458635 
211491057584560795425148309663914344715 
26120222383762781149654970754934417034805 
6763740228794489740596394161822714805728135 
916117527799746577984641800484328417887454935 
103646469610572012980318821661990185513161583785 
15277377494844438983482018830957022324392611587683 
46864661934282542604967271035084212028364938136115903 
7468424771414634117845409123534119931849505977965315619 
4939479898777642568776881638048610516053578367250019222857 
846284774074565106837237848622053215062153108475654677813615 
300121824583301012159970897013428849261973957431788548963467657 
55013796260436012961915328581386011752918767976598738126819263089 
333240020344369737849675013849465176026142994492806680094689746926621 
65076055114022071568381890075793502303462805106717017711390547642799543 
26196102740035235752678912553130143340030565552770639738211749276321280935 
5429503623068290163468199795080936674227387982382152657766482260304499995635 
4631479820569115919052453543664412502364375912603134344155219573167803001916007 
1015438889090892177780991319334821408616101579513325223022119873844127738685843305 
457434181185240616571298197385274519570309753116298319551669175466660293397126000219 
105773672925610672077302486488887096882750882938362897510560200115737495193422101413435 
200738015204206438773807584391706805459910769533187349347664421355735913747266729477812003 
48823413717686496957215061936797144287037118459605462044366255477764480845997041190000837105 
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TABLE IV. The coefficients of the strong coupling expansion calculated 
according to NSPT versus the number of terms N included in the analysis. 

N 
m 10 20 30 40 

1 (10- 1 ) 1.43548 143673 143672 1.43668 
2 ( _ 10-2 ) 8.6800 8.6309 8.6274 8.6275 
3 ( 10-4 ) 8.212 8.180 8.181 8.182 
4 ( - 10-5 ) 8.083 8.227 8.244 8.243 
5 ( 10-6 ) 7.774 8.072 8.075 8.068 
6 ( - 10-7 ) 7.446 7.367 7.276 7.279 
7 ( 10-8 ) 7.076 5.733 5.577 5.622 
8 ( _10-9 ) 5.64 2.713 2.918 2.964 

tum mechanical problems. No one needs such accuracy in 
quantum field theory; nevertheless, for credible results at 
least a dozen weak coupling expansion coefficients are need
ed. It is very unlikely that we will have such a number of 
coefficients in our possession in the near future. One more 
drawback of the second method is the lack of a counterpart 
to the Feynman-Kac formula for the excited states, unnec
essary though it might seem for a field theory. 

The aforementioned methods could easily be general
ized to cases of more complicated anharmonic oscillators, 
for instance, 

H = _l..~ + l..x2 + .!.x2P• 

2 dx2 2 2P 
(53) 

In the first approach one should start with 

(
P- 1 )1/2 

Yo=X .I c;x2
; , 

1=0 

(54) 

where cp _ 1 = g/2P, whereas in the second approach a gener
alization of (31) and (32) is 

So[lP,p] = 1Tp2 + f q, 2 dx 

X lP2dx , {f }
(P+ 1)/2 

(56) 

where 

_ (p+ 1)(p+1)/2 { (P P )}P-I C-2 B --,-- . (57) 
(p _ 1) (p - 1)/2 P - 1 P - 1 

The relevant generalization of the Sobolev inequality reads 

{1Tp2+ f q,2dXrp-I)/2{f <p 2dXrp
+1)/2;;;.c f <p 2P dx. 

(58) 

It implies that at r>! the perturbation is weaker than the 
unperturbed component, which ensures the convergence 
property of NSPT [compare with (46)]. We notice that the 
NSPT terms are finite provided that 

s> m - (k + 2m)/(p + 1) (59) 

[cf. (45)]. 
We conclude by citing the counterpart of (51) for a 

relationship between the strong and weak coupling expan
sion coefficients: 

b
m 

= ( - 1)m (C)(P+ 2rn)/(p+ 1) 2 i: ± r(n + (p + 2m)/(p + l))r(s - m + (p + 2m)/(p + 1 ») 
ml r 1 - 2m n=O 1=0 r(p/2 + (p + 1)/ /2)r(s + p/2 + (p - 1)/ /2) 

X(C)I (l + 1) . 
r (n - 1)1 

A few concluding remarks on future prospects: We 
place our hopes mainly on the second approach. On the one 
hand, an interesting development would be an analysis of 
many-dimensional quantum mechanical problems. On the 
other hand, one could consider many-dimensional field the
ory models, extending further the results of Refs. 20 and 21. 
A major problem here is a search for the most suitable de
compositions of the action and for novel methods of acceler
ating the convergence while retaining the linear relationship 
between the strong and weak coupling expansion coeffi
cients. 

APPENDIX A: THE CALCULATION OF WEAK 
COUPLING EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS 

To find the coefficients of the weak coupling expansion 
we use Dalgarno's F-function method. (See, for example, 
Ref. 24. In fact, this method was used by Bender and Wu7 in 
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an analogous calculation.) Let us write the wave function in 
the form 

"" 'II(x) =e-x'/2 I gnan(x). (AI) 
n=O 

Substituting (A 1) and (3) in the Schrodinger equation with 
Hamiltonian (1) and collecting terms of order gn, we obtain 
the equation for the nth correction an (x). As a consequence 
of the boundary condition the solution of this equation will 
be a polynomial in x: 

2n 
an (x) = ( - l)n I an.;x

2i
, ao(x) = 1. (A2) 

;=1 

After the substitution x2 -+2y2 in (A2) the recursion rela
tions are obtained: 

2ian,; = (i + 1)(2i + l)an,i+ 1 + an- I ,i-2 

(A3) 
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wherean _ i = -on-i,I' 

The coefficients an have the form of simple fractions. 
which were found by means of the symbolic routine 
REDUCE-2. We have calculated the first 41 coefficients an 
with absolute accuracy. Such an accurate calculation was 
necessary due to the accumulation of errors in computing 
the coefficients bn (see p. 2058). 

APPENDIX B: GENERALIZED SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES 

The proof of the generalized Sobolev inequalities (47) 
and (58) is based on the well-known Sobolev embedding 
theorems.22 Their essence is as follows. 

Let a field rp. defined on the real axis R. belong to the 
Sobolev space W 2 (R). i.e .• let it be quadratically integrable 
on R and have a quadratically integrable first derivative. 
Then rp necessarily belongs to the Lebesgue space L 2p• i.e .• it 
is integrable in R with the power exponent 2p, where p is an 
arbitrary number exceeding unity. (For a more rigorous 
definition of the Sobolev and Lebesgue spaces see Ref. 25.) 
Then for any rpeWi (R), the following inequality (the so
called Sobolev inequality) holds: 

{f tP 2 dx + f rp 2 dx r:;;. C * f rp 2p dx, (B 1 ) 

where 

C*-2p + 1 Y B _P __ P_ .,p {( )}P-I 
- (p-1V- ' p-l'p-l 

(B2) 

Now we are in a position to prove (47) and (58). Let W 
be the set of all nonvanishing fields rpeWi (R). Then the 
following theorem holds. 

Theorem: The functional 

C[rp] = (f tP 2 dx YP- IJI2(f rp 2 dx rp
+ 1)/2(f rp 2p dX) - I 

(B3) 

defined on W reaches on W its exact lower bound, which 
equals 

(
P_I)(P-1)/2(p+ 1)(P+1)/2 * 

C= -- -- C. 
2p 2 

(B4) 

Proot Consider the scaling transformations of fields and 
coordinates, which leave the fields in the set W: 

rp-arp, x-{3x, a#O, {3 #0. (B5) 

It is obvious that for any rp(x) there do exist such a and {3, 
and that after the transformation (B5) the integrals S tP 2 dx 
and S rp 2 dx take any given values CI and C2• On the other 
hand, the transformations (BS) do not change the value of 
the functional C[ rp]. Therefore one can write 

infC [rp J = inf C [rp] 
W W(C"C,l 

= C
I 
(p-ll/2C

2 
(p+ Il/2 inf (f rp 2p dx) -I. 

W(C"C,l 

(B6) 

Here W(C1,C2 ) is a set of fields rpeW, subject to two condi
tions, 
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(B7) 

Now, by virtue of the Sobolev inequality (Bl), one finds 

inf C[rp]:;;'C<P I)I2C(p+ll/2 C* 
W 1 2 (CI+Cz)P 

= 5 (p- 1)12(1 - 5)(P+ 1l/2C *. 
Here we have introduced 

5= C1/(CI + Cz)· 

(B8) 

(B9) 

Since the inequality (B8) holds for any value of 5. it is most 
interesting at the value of 5 at which its rhs takes its maximal 
value. This extremal value can easily be found: 

. (p _ I )(P- 1)I2(p + 1 )(P + 1)/2 
mfC [rp]:;;' -- -- C*. 

W 2p 2p 

Consider now the specific case of 

rp*= (l/coshx)l/(P-I). 

(BlO) 

(BI1) 

A straightforward calculation of (B3) for the field (B 11 ) 
yields 

(p 
_ 1)(P-l)/2(p + 1)<P+ 1)/2 

C[rp *] = -- -- C*. 
2p 2p 

(BI2) 

A comparison of (BlO) and (BI2) shows that the factor C 
[see (B4)] is an absolute minimal value of the functional 
C[ rp ], which, by virtue of the invariance of C[ rp] under 
translations and the scaling transformations (B 15), is at
tained for fields of the form 

rp = a/[cosh({3x + r)] l/(p- I). (Bl3) 

The theorem is proved. 
The corollary of this theorem is that the inequality of 

interest to us, 

holds for any p:;;.2,pER 2., and rpeWi (R). 

APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC 
BEHAVIOR IN NSPT 

Let us prove the convergence property of the NSPT se
ries at 

(Cl) 

(Qualitative arguments suggested by the generalized Sobo
lev inequality were presented in Sec. IV.) For a more rigor
ous proof of the convergence property let us calculate the 
large-order terms of the NSPT series by the method formu
lated in Refs. 19 and 26. This method enables us to express 
the asymptotics of G ~,m in terms of the asymptotics of the 
correlators A :. and B:' in the limit of m - 00. 

The formula (4) for the asymptotics of the coefficients 
am and the relationship (23) imply that the correlators A:' 
have the asymptotic behavior 

A:' = ( - l)mml amna(kJA(k)(I + O(1/m»), (C2) 

where 
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a(1) =a+ 1, a(2) =a+2, A(1) =~, 

A(2) = aA. 

According to Simon's result,IO the strong coupling expan
sion (2) has a finite radius of convergence. Besides, Table IV 
suggests that, starting with the first coefficient, the bn 's have 
alternating signs. Hence a natural conjecture for the asymp
totic behavior of bn is 

bm =(-l)m+lb mm/3B(I+O(lIm») (C3) 

[cf. (4)], where b, p, and B are certain constants whose 
exact values are irrelevant to our purposes. In principle, once 
a sufficiently large number of the bm are known, the rest 
could easily be determined. Assuming them to be known, 
and making use of (24), one easily finds the asymptotics of 
the correlators B ~ : 

B~ = (-l) mb mm/3(k)B(k)(1 + O(lIm»), 

where 

P(1) =p+ 1, P(2) =P+ 1, 

BO) = b'B, B(2) = iB. 

(C4) 

Now we shall proceed further by combining (C2) and 
(C4) with their representation (36). In the latter we per
form integrations in t and u. This leads to 

G = - r s-n+--
k (_1)n(C)(k+2n)/3 ( k+2n) 
n,m n! r 3 

X~ r(m + (k+ 2n)/3) 
3 (m + I) 

X {f dV( 1 - ; r f( v) + ( - 1) m 

X f dV(; - 1) I( v) } , (C5) 

where 

f(v) = J d 2sp J £Ctptp2k(D)0(V-C J tp4 dX) 

X o( 1 - 1Tp2 - J ip 2 dx )O( 1 - J tp 2 dX) . 

(C6) 

We do not know yet the explicit form of the function f( v), 
but that causes no trouble. Indeed, from (C5) it follows that 
the asymptotic behavior of terms in G ~,m in the limit of 
m - 00 is controlled solely by the asymptotic behavior of 
f( v) as v- 1 and v-D. An important observation is that the 
latter is uniquely fixed by the asymptotic behavior (C2) and 
(C4) of the correlators A ~ and B ~. Indeed, we can write 
A ~ andB~ in terms off(v). To do so we start with defini
tions (21) and (22), and representations of A ~ and B ~ of 
the form 
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X o( Z - C J tp 4 dx )o( t - 1Tp2 - J ip 2 dX) 

X o( u - J tp 2 dX) , (C7) 

xo(z - C J tp4 dx )o(t _ 1Tp2 - J 91 2 dX) 

X o( u - J tp 2 dX) . (C8) 

After the scaling transformations (35) and the introduction 
of a new variable 

(C9) 

the formulas (C7) and (C8) take the form 

A~ = (_1)m f'" dte-tts+(k+m)/2-1 
m! Jo 

xi'" due- Uu(k+3m)/2- 1c-m ildvvmf(v), 

(ClO) 

B~ = (_1)m f'" dte-lts+kI2-1 
m! Jo 

Xl '" d _t" 2
U

3 /2 m+k/2 1 U e U -
o 

Xc(k+2m)/3 LI dVV-(k+2m)/'i(V). (Cll) 

Now one can perform integrations in t and u. The result is 

A~ = (-m~)m r(s+ k~m)r(k+/m)c-m 
X f dvymf(v), (CI2) 

B~ = (-m~)m rem 3+ k)r( k ~ m + s)C(k+2m)/3 

X~ t dvv-(k+2rn)/'i(v). 
3 Jo (CD) 

From (CI2) and (CD) one observes that the asymptotic 
behavior of A ~ and B ~ is closely related to the asymptotic 
behavior of the functionf( v) in the limits v- 1 and v-D, 
respectively, as the relevant integrands do not vanish only in 
these limits as m- 00. Now take the limit m- 00 in (CI2) 
and (C 13 ), using the Stirling formula for the gamma func
tions and the asymptotic formulas (C4) and (C2). Then 

(CI4) 
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II dv v- (k+2m)/Y(v) 

= f(2~) [3'2-4/3C-2/3b rm-s-2k/3+2+P(k) 

( 
m-k) Xsin 11"--3- . ( - 1)s+ I 

xl.. 3s+ 2k/3 - 1I2(2s) - k/3B(k). 
11" 

(C15) 

These formulas are convenient for the determination of the 
asymptotics f( v) as v-I and v-O. One can easily check 
explicitly that (CI4) and (CI5) hold provided that, in the 
limit v-I, 

f( v) -<7(1 - V)T, (C16) 

and that, in the limit v-a, 
f(v) = Re{exp{i(w + iO)lv- i8}vYx}. (C17) 

Here <7, r, w, 8, y, and x are the real constants, given by 

r = k + s - ! - a(k), 

<7 = (j)k+s- IA(k)/f(k + s - a(k»), 

r.' _ 4b -3/2 
W'-J ' 

8= (11"12){fi(k) +s+ n, 
y=k+s-/3(k) +3, 

{
4 }P(k)+2-S-k( 2)k x= _b-3/2 -
3 Jli 

(CI8a) 

(C18b) 

(C19a) 

(C19b) 

(C19c) 

I 3' + 112 + k/6 
X-; 22k/3+ I B(k). (CI9d) 

Finally, in order to determine the asymptotics of the 
NSPT series terms in the limit n --+ 00, one must determine 
the corresponding limiting behavior of (C5), with an explic
it use of the formulas (CI6)-(CI9). After simple but 
tedious algebraic manipulations, one finds 

G~.m =F~.m + (-1)mH~.m' m-oo, 

where 

F ~,m = e - form ( rm)h cos (Arm + h) Is, 
Hk _hmmh2h 

n~m - 1 3· 

(C20) 

(C21) 

(C22) 

The constants in (C21) and (C22) are defined as follows: 

II = Ji (wlr) 112, (C23a) 

h=~(k+2n)-y-~, (C23b) 

A = Ji(wlr) 1/2, 

h= - (11"/4)(y+!) -8-wI2r, 

Y+ I 2 (w)(Y+ 112)/2 Is = xr ..{ii--
3 r 

(C23c) 

(C23d) 

X - f s-n+--- , 
(_1)n(C)(k+2n)/3 ( k+2n) 

n! r 3 
(C23e) 

hi = (1 - r)lr, (C24a) 
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h2 = (k+ 2n)/3 - r- 2, (C24b) 

2 
X f(s - n + (k + 2n)/3)·-. 

3 
(C24c) 

The set of formulas (C20)-(C22), complemented by 
the formulas (C23), (C24), (CI7),and (CI9), gives a com
plete description of the asymptotics of the large-order terms 
of the NSPT series. To complete our analysis, consider now 
how the asymptotic behavior depends on the choice of the 
parameters r and S. It can easily be seen that at r <!, the 
second term dominates in (C20). In this case NSPT series 
has the alternating signs and diverges. Its radius of conver
gence is less than 1 and vanishes in the limit r-O; this is 
obvious, as in this limit NSPT coincides with the conven
tional perturbation expansion in the coupling constant. In 
the opposite case, where r>!, it is the first term that domi
nates in (C20). In this case the NSPT series is convergent. 
The terms of this series oscillate around zero with decreasing 
amplitude and rising oscillation period. From the formulas 
we have derived one can see that the larger r is, the lower the 
rate of convergence is, whereas at larger s the convergence 
accelerates. However, the larger s is, the later the asymptotic 
behavior starts. A more complete analysis of the onset of 
asymptotic behavior will be published elsewhere. 
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An arbitrary general relativistic world model, i.e., a pseudo-Riemannian manifold along with a 
timelike vector field V, is considered. Such a kinematical world model is called "parallax-free" 
iff the angle under which any two observers (i.e., integral curves of V) are seen by any third 
observer remains constant in the course of time. It is shown that a model is parallax-free iff V is 
proportional to some conformal Killing field. In this case V, especially, has to be shear-free. 
Furthermore a relationship between parallaxes and red shift is presented and a reference is 
made to considerations concerning the visibility of cosmic rotation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1985, Treder I raised the interesting question of 
whether cosmic rotation would be observable as an aberra
tional motion of distant objects. He presented an aberration
al formula [formula (9) in Ref. 1], which was claimed to 
hold approximately in the case of Godel's rotating cosmos. 
According to this formula there is an influence of the rota
tion on aberrational angles, and this influence is proportion
al to the distance between observer and observed object. Re
cently Ruben2 investigated the possible verification of this 
effect from observational data on quasar aberrations. 

Stimulated by these articles we became interested in the 
following related question: Consider an arbitrary general 
relativistic world model, i.e., a pseudo-Riemannian mani
fold (M,g) equipped with a timelike vector field V represent
ing the mean flow of galaxies. What can be learned about the 
kinematical properties of this model (such as rotation, 
shear, etc.) from the observation of "parallaxes"? Here we 
use the word "parallax" in its most general sense character
izing the general relativistic amalgamation of "aberration," 
"proper motion," and "parallax." Weare going to make this 
concept mathematically precise in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we 
present a theorem characterizing parallax-free world models 
by geometrical and kinematical properties. In Sec. IV, we 
discuss our theorem and its relation to Treder's work. The 
proof of our theorem is given in the Appendix. 

II. DEFINITION OF PARALLAX-FREE WORLD MODELS 

First of all we want to remind the reader that in general 
relativity there is some ambiguity concerning the notions 
"aberration," "proper motion," and "parallax," since in an 
arbitrary general relativistic world model these three effects 
cannot be separated from each other in an invariant manner 
(see, e.g., Mast and Strathdee,3 p. 484). Furthermore there 
is some discrepancy in the use of the word "aberration," 
which remains even in a special relativistic context: Whereas 
the common aberrational formulas (given in standard text
books such as Rindler,4 p. 57) are completely independent of 
the motion of the source, Treder I uses the word "aberration" 
for an effect that depends on the motion of the source during 
the travel time of light. A point of view similar to Treder's 
can be found in Laue,S p. 12. 

Now let us make precise what we will mean by "paral
lax" in this paper. We consider a general relativistic world 
model, which in our notation is a triple (M.g, V), where (i) 
M denotes the space-time manifold, which is assumed to be 
simply connected for simplicity; (ii) g denotes the metric 
tensor field of signature ( + + + - ); and (iii) V denotes 
a timelike vector field normalized to g( V, V) = - c2

, where 
c is the velocity of light. The integral curves of V are inter
preted as the world lines of observers representing the mean 
flow of galaxies (or groups of galaxies). Now let us fix three 
observers (i.e., three integral curves of V) ao, aI' and a2• Let 
us assume that a l and a2 are emitting light rays, which are 
received by ao. Then ao will see a I and a2 as light points at his 
celestial sphere. In the general case these two light points 
will move relative to each other, i.e., the angle between a I 
and a2 will not remain constant over time. This effect we call 
"parallax." In fact, this is probably the most general mean
ing that could be given to this word. Now it has already 
become clear what we will mean by "parallax-free world 
models." 

Definition 1: A world model (M,g, V) is called "paral
lax-free in the strong sense" iff, for any three observers ao, a I' 
a2 in V, the angle under which a l and a2 are seen by ao re
mains constant over time. 

Figuratively speaking this means the following: If we 
are traveling on the world line of an observer in V, then all 
the other observers form a pattern on our celestial sphere 
that does not change over time. Note that the pattern is al
lowed to rotate rigidly with respect to an inertial compass. 

In the general case, parallaxes depend on distance in the 
following sense: If at one instant of time ao sees a I and a2 in 
the same spatial direction (one behind the other), then in the 
general case a I and a2 will not follow the same path at the 
celestial sphere of ao over time. We want to give a special 
name to the case where parallaxes in the sense of Definition 1 
are admitted, but do not depend on distance. 

Definition 2: A world model (M,g, V) is called "paral
lax-free in the weak sense" iff, for any three observers ao, aI' 
a2 in V, the following holds: If ao sees a I and a2 in the same 
spatial direction at one instant of time, then he will see a I and 
a2 in the same spatial direction at every instant of time. 

In Sec. III, we will show that, in fact, Definitions 1 and 2 
are equivalent, which might be somewhat surprising at first 
sight. Furthermore we want to relate our concept of parallax 
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to the common decomposition of the velocity gradient into 
rotation, shear, and volume expansion (see, e.g., Ehlers6

). 

Whereas the notion of parallax is concerned with the motion 
of observers in arbitrary distances relative to each other, the 
notions of rotation, shear, and volume expansion are con
cerned with the motion of infinitesimally neighboring ob
servers relative to a Fermi triad (i.e., relative to an inertial 
compass). 

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF PARALLAX-FREE WORLD 
MODELS 

The following theorem characterizes parallax-free 
world models by geometrical (P3,P4) and kinematical 
(P4,P5) properties, and presents a (somewhat surprising) 
relation to red shift. We use the notation introduced in 
Sec. II. 

Theorem: If (M,g, V) is a world model, then the follow-
ing six properties are equivalent. 

PI: (M,g, V) is parallax-free in the strong sense. 
P2: (M,g, V) is parallax-free in the weak sense. 
P3: Vis proportional to some conformal Killing vector 

field. 
P4: There is some scalar function/on M, such that 

! Lvg = - d!( V)g + g( V,.) ® d! 
s 

Here L v denotes the Lie derivative with respect to V, and ® 
s 

denotes the symmetrized tensor product. Note that ! L vg 
equals the symmetrical part of g( . ,V. V), where V is the 
Levi-Civita connection of g. 

P5: V is shear-free, and the one-form 

p:=c-2 [g(V V v,·) - «(113)g(V,')] 

satisfies dp = 0. Here (1 denotes the volume expansion of V. 
P6: V admits a "red-shift potential," i.e., there is some 

scalar function! on M such that the following holds: If a light 
signal is emitted in the event Ps and received in the event Po 
(by observers in V, respectively), then the red shift z = IU I 
A. is given by 

In(1 + z) = /(Po) -/(Ps)' 

Our assumption that M is simply connected is relevant 
for P3 and P4, whereas the proper time normalization 
g( v'V) = - c2 enters into P4 and P5. 

This theorem and some of its implications are discussed 
in Sec. IV. Those readers who are interested in the math
ematical details are referred to the Appendix, where the 
proof of the theorem is given. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Here we want to discuss our theorem in a few words. 
The equivalence ofP 1 and P2 might be somewhat surprising. 
It means that, ifthere are parallaxes at all, then they have to 
be distance dependent (at least for some observers). We 
would like to mention that the analogous equivalence in 
Newtonian physics does not hold: Newtonian space-time is 
R3 X R, light signals are represented by straight lines in R3

, 

and a Newtonian observer field is represented by a smooth 
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map V: R3 X R ..... R3. If V is of the special form 
V(x,t) = V(O,t) + A(t)x with some matrix A(t), then the 
flow of V maps straight lines in R3 onto straight lines in R3

, 

i.e., V is parallax-free in the weak sense. But the angle 
between straight lines will be preserved by the flow of this V 
only if the traceless symmetric part of A ( t) vanishes. 

The equivalence of PI (and P2) with P3 relates paral
laxes to symmetry properties of our space-time. In particular 
we learn from P3 that on an arbitrary space time (M,g) the 
existence of parallax-free observer fields Vis not guaranteed 
(since timelike conformal Killing fields need not exist). 
Stated in different words: (M,g) is conformally stationary iff 
it admits a parallax-free observer field. Furthermore, we see 
at once that the property of being parallax-free is invariant 
under conformal transformations 

g t---+ e fg, V t---+ e - f /2 V, 

with some scalar function! 
The equivalence of PI (and P2) with the kinematical 

characterizations P4 and P5 shows that parallaxes are relat
ed to the symmetrical part of the velocity gradient, which 
includes shear and volume expansion. Especially we learn 
from P5 that the presence of shear implies the presence of 
parallaxes. But note that, on the other hand, the absence of 
shear implies the absence of parallaxes only for observers in 
infinitesimally small distances; the absence of parallaxes for 
observers in arbitrary distances requires the further integra
bility condition dp = 0, which means that acceleration V v V 
and volume expansion (1 can be transformed to zero simulta
neously by some conformal transformation (cf. Ehlers et 
al.,7 Lemma 2). 

The characterization of parallax-free world models by 
means ofP6 seems to be worthy offurther investigation. The 
existence of a red-shift potential was not expected to be in 
any relation to parallaxes a priori. 

From the characterization P4 we learn that the antisym
metrical part of the velocity gradient and hence the rotation 
of V is not related to parallaxes. GOdel's rotating cosmos, 
which was considered by Treder,l is parallax-free in our 
sense: Since the standard reference frame in G6del's cosmos 
is a Killing field, P3 is obviously satisfied. In G6del's cosmos 
the observers do not rotate relative to each others, but all the 
observers rotate rigidly with respect to an inertial compass. 
We summarize this special implication of our theorem into 
the following statement: Ifwe are traveling on some integral 
curve of V, we cannot learn anything about the rotation of V 
from the observation of parallaxes. 

On this footing we want to discuss the question of 
whether cosmic rotation would influence the relative motion 
of distant quasars (as suggested by Treder1 and RUben2

}. In 
this context V represents the mean flow of galaxies (the 
"Hubble flow"), and our foregoing results are not applicable 
directly, since the observer living on the Earth does not trav
el on some integral curve of V. The world line of the Earth 
spirals around the sun, the world line of the sun spirals 
around the center of our galaxy, etc. Let us denote by ao the 
integral curve of V that intersects the world line of the Earth 
"here and now." Let a 1 and a2 denote the world lineS of two 
distant quasars (assumed to be integral curves of V), and let 
us assume that the angle under which a 1 and a2 are seen from 
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the Earth has been measured during the last few years. Fol
lowing Treder and Ruben, we have to ask whether the rota
tion of V (if it is assumed to be different from zero) has any 
influence of these data increasing with the distance of the 
quasars. From the foregoing considerations we know that 
the angle under which a) and a2 are seen from ao is not in
fluenced by rotation in any way. The correction term, which 
comes from the fact that the observer is situated on the Earth 
and not on ao, is, in fact, influenced by rotation, but this 
influence does not increase with the distance of the observed 
objects. On the contrary, this influence vanishes if the dis
tance between the Earth and the observed objects becomes 
very large compared to the distance between the Earth and 
00. In this case the world line of the Earth may be replaced by 
a curve S in the tangent bundle TM over the space-time M, 
such that the projection of S to M coincides with ao. Then the 
correction term mentioned above is completely determined 
by the (pseudo-Euclidean) angle between S and the tangent 
to 00 (cf. Mast and Strathdee,3 p. 484ff for a similar consider
ation). 

Thus we arrive at a conclusion contrary to Treder's: The 
apparent motion of very distant objects relative to each other 
will not give any information about cosmic rotation. Actual
ly, the motion of very distant objects relative to nearby ob
jects (our neighboring galaxies, say) might contain such in
formation, provided the motion of these nearby objects has 
decoupled from cosmic rotation as it has decoupled from 
cosmic expansion. But, in any case, the measurement of an
isotropies in the cosmic background radiation seems to be 
the most appropriate tool for obtaining information about 
cosmic rotation (see Barrow et af.8

). 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF OUR THEOREM 

PI :::>P2: This is obvious. 
P2:::>P5: We want to call a vector field X (defined on 

some open subset U of M) a "field of view lines" iff (i) X is 
lightlike, i.e., g(X,x) = 0; (ii) X is geodesic, i.e., V xX is 
parallel to X; and (iii) there is some integral curve ° of V, 
such that every integral curve of X hits 0, if it is geodesically 
extended. Note that the integral curve ° cannot be contained 
in the domain U. Since (M,g, V) is assumed to be parallax
free in the weak sense, V has to form a foliation with every 
field of view lines X; according to Frobenius' theorem (see, 
e.g., Westenholz,9 p. 216) the Lie bracket between Vand X 
may be written on U as 

(AI) 

with some scalar functions hx and kx . Now let us consider 
[ V, V xX] in two different ways: From the definition of the 
curvature tensor R and the fact that V has vanishing torsion, 
we find 
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which, by means of (AI), can be rewritten as 

[V,V xX] = (V x(V. V»)(X) + Vvxx V + X(hx ) V 

+ hxVxV +X(kx)X + kxVxX + R( V,x,x) 

+ hx(VxV + hxV + kxX) 

(A2a) 

Here "X( h x)" should be read as "the derivation X applied to 
the scalar function hx ." On the other hand, V xX was as
sumed to be parallel to X; this implies by means of (A I) that 
[ V, V xX] has to be some linear combination of V and X. 
Hence we find from (A2a) 

(V x(V.V»)(X) + 2hx V xV + R( V,x,x) Espan{X, V}. 
(A2b) 

In order to express the function hx in a suitable way, we 
consider the well-known decomposition of the velocity gra
dient into its irreducible parts (see, e.g., Ehlers,6 p. 800): 

g( ·,V.V) = (0 /3)[g + c- 2g( v,.) ®g( v,.) 1 

+ 0" + W - c- 2g(V vv,·) ®g( V .. ), (A3) 

where 0 is the volume expansion, 0" is the shear, and w is the 
rotation. Symmetrization of this equation yields the Lie de
rivative of the metric with respect to V: 

~Lvg = a - c-2g(V vv,·) ®g( v,.), (A4) 
s 

where ® denotes the symmetrized tensor product and 
s 

(A5) 

For later convenience we rewrite Eq. (A4) by introducing 
the one-formp, which was defined in P5: 

~Lvg=p(V)g-p®g(v,·) +0". (A4') 
s 

Now we are ready to determine the function hx . According 
to (AI) this can be written as 

hx = g( [V,x 1,x)/g( V,x) = - !(Lvg)(X,x)/g( V,x). 

This becomes, with (A4) and (A4'), respectively, 

hx = -a(X,x)/g(V,x) +e-- 2g(V V V,x), 

hx = p(X) - O"(X,x)/g( V,x). 

Inserting (A6a) into (A2b) results in 

(Vx(V.V»)(X) + 2(c- 2g(V V V,x) 

(A6a) 

(A6b) 

- a(X,x)/g( V,x»)V xV + R( V,x,x) Espan{X, V}. 
(A7) 

VptohereX denoted a field of view lines. But note that (A7) 
does not contain any derivative of X. Since every lightlike 
vector (given at an arbitrary point p of M) can be extended 
to some field of view lines, (A7) has to hold for alllightlike 
X. We reinterpret (A 7) in such a way that X should denote 
some lightlike vector (not a vector field) given at an arbi
trary point p of M. From this purely algebraical condition we 
will show the vanishing of the shear 0". Let E ::/= 0 be some 
vector (at the arbitrary point p) with g(E,V) = o. Then 
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X ± : = E ± Jg(E,E) V defines two lightlike vectors, which 
both may be inserted into (A7). Taking the difference of 
both these expressions and projecting onto the orthocomple
ment of V results in 

[iT(E,E)/g(E,E)]V E V + A(E) = cp(E)E. (A8) 

Here A denotes some ( 1,1) tensor, and cp (E) is a scalar fac
tor. Whereas the special form of A will not be of any interest 
later on, we want to determine epeE) by taking the scalar 
product of (A8) with E. Thus we arrive at 

g(E,E)iT(E,E) V E V + (g(E,E»)2 A (E) 

= [(iT(E,E»)2 + g(E,E)g(E,A(E»)]E, (A9) 

which has to hold for every E with geE, V) = O. Note that 
g(E,V E V) = iT(E,E) from (A3) and (AS). Now let us 
choose an orthonormal basis {EI,E2,E3} in the orthocom
plement of V (at the arbitrary point p), which diagonalizes 
the shear a, i.e., the E j determine principal shear directions. 
Inserting some linear combination E = aEj + {3Ej of two 
basis vectors E j and Ej with i=1=j into (A9) and taking the 
scalar product with Ej results in a polynomial equation for 
the real coefficients a and {3. Comparing the coefficients in 
front of a4{3, we find 

iT(Ej,Ej )iT(Ej,Ej ) + g(Ej,A (Ej ») 

= (iT(Ej>Ej)f + g(Ej,A(Ej »), 

where iT(Ej>Ej ) = g( V Ei V,Ej ) has been used. Symmetriza
tion of this equation with respect to i and j results in 
(iT(Ej>Ej ) - iT(E.i,Ej)f = O. Together with (AS) this im
pliesa(EI,EI) = a(E2,E2 ) = a(E3,E3 ). Sinceais traceless, 
this can hold if and only if the shear vanishes at the arbitrary 
pointp: 

a= o. (AlO) 

In order to complete the proof, we have to show that dp = O. 
For that purpose fix an arbitrary point p of M, and consider 
four linearly independent fields of view lines XI' X 2, X 3 , X 4 

on some neighborhood of p. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that 

[ V,x;] = p(Xj ) V, for i = 1,2,3,4. (All) 

[Remember that every field of view lines has to satisfy (A 1 ) ; 
hXi is determined by (A6b) and (AlO), whereas kXi may be 
assumed to vanish. If we multiply a field of view lines Xby an 
appropriate scalar function, we get a new field of view lines X 
withkx = 0.] Using (A4'), (AlO), (All), theRicciidenti
ty V g = 0, and the fact that V has vanishing torsion, we find, 
after some lengthy but straightforward calculation, 

gC[ V,V XiX;],A}) = 2g(Xj ,A}) [pc V)p(Xj ) + Xj(p( V»)] 

- 2 (dp)(Xj>Xj )g( V,xj) 

+ p(V XiXj )g( V,A}). (A12) 

Here "X;( p( V»)" should be read as "the derivation X j ap
plied to the scalar function p ( V)." On the other hand, we 
know that V XiXj = WjXj with some scalar function Wj' In
serting this into (A 12) we find 

(A13) 
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with some scalar function U j (depending on X j but not on 
Xj ). Since dp is antisymmetric, whereas g is symmetric, 
(A13) implies 

U j = - uj if i#j. (A14) 

[Notethatg(Xj,A}) #0 if i#j.] However, (A14) can hold 
for i,j = 1,2,3,4 if and only if all the Uj vanish. This implies, 
by means of (A13), the desired equation dp = 0 on the 
neighborhood U of the arbitrarily chosen point p. 

PS¢:}P3: This is well known, see Ehlers,6 p. 803 or 
Ehlers et ai.,7 p. 1346. 

P3=>Pl: Assume Vis proportional to some conformal 
Killing vector field, i.e., 

(AlS) 

where f is some scalar function and the Lie derivative of g 
with respect to V is proportional to g: 

Lvg = kg. (A16) 

The factor k is determined by the normalization condition 
g( V, V) = - c2 to be 

k = - 2df(V), (A17) 

such that (A16) becomes 

Lvg = - 2df( V)g. (A18) 

Now we have to show from (AlS) and (A18) that (M,g,V) 
is parallax-free in the strong sense. Let us assume three inte
gral curves ao, a I' and a2 of V. Choose a vector field XI on M 
such that every light ray passing from al to ao is an integral 
curve of XI; similarly choose a vector field X 2 such that every 
light ray passing from a2 to ao is an integral curve of X 2• Now 
XI and X 2 may be assumed to satisfy the following conditions 
everywhere: 

g(Xj>Xj ) = 0, for i = 1,2, (A19) 

[V,X;] = v;V, for i = 1,2, (A20) 

with some scalar functions Vj' Applying Vas a derivation to 
(A19), we find, by means of (A18) and (A20), that the 
functions Vj have to vanish; hence (A20) becomes 

(A2l) 

The cosine of the angle under which a l and a2 are seen from 
ao is given by 

hl2 = g( YI,Y2 )/[g( YI,YI)g( Y2,Y2 )] 1/2 (A22) 

along ao, where 

Yj = X j + c- 2g(Xj> V) V, for i = 1,2, (A23) 

is that part of X j orthogonal to V. Applying the derivation V 
to the function hl2 given in (A22), we find, by means of 
(AlS), (A18), (A2l), and (A23), 

(A24) 

i.e., h 12 is constant along every integral curve of V (especially 
along ao), which means that (M.g, V) has to be parallax-free 
in the strong sense. 

P3¢:}P4: IfP3 is satisfied, we have (AlS) and (A18) at 
our disposal as in the preceding proof. It is an easy exercise 
(using the usual derivation rules) to show the equivalence 
with P4. 
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P5¢>P6: According to Schrodinger,lO p. 49, the red shift 
z = LU / A is given quite generally by 

1 +z=g{V,b(O»)lg(V,b(1»), (A25) 

where b is the affinely parametrized lightlike geodesic con
necting the event of emission Ps = b(O) with the event of 
reception Po = b( 1 ). Introducing the Lie derivative L vg, 
(A25) may be easily rewritten as an integral, where Vb b = 0 
and g(b,b) = 0 have to be used: 

In( 1 + z) = -....!.- t (Lvg)(b~s),b(s») ds. (A26) 
2 Jo g{ V,b(s») 

From this representation of the red shift, which is much less 
common than the Schrodinger formula (A25), we see at 
once the invariance of red shift under transformations 
g J--H!f g, leaving V unchanged, and we can implement the 
representation (A4') of the Lie derivative Lvg: 

In( 1 + z) = r p - t o(b(s~,b(s») ds. (A27) 
Jb Jo g{V,b(s») 

Equation (A27) proves the equivalence of P5 and P6. As
sume P5 is satisfied. Then the second integral in (A27) van
ishes and the first one may be rewritten in the following way: 
Since dp = 0, by means of Poincare's lemma there is some 
scalar function/such thatp = df Hence (A27) reads 

In(1 + z) = i d/=/(po) - /(Ps)' (A28) 

which proves P6. Assume, on the other hand, P6 is satisfied. 
Then (A27) becomes 

r (p _ dj) = t o{b(s).'b(s») ds, (A29) 
Jb Jo g( V,b(s») 
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for alllightlike geodesics b. This implies 

O'(X,x) = (p - dj) (X)g( V,x) 

for alllightlike X, which is equivalent to 

0'- (p-dj)®g(V,') = -!(p-dj)(V)g. 
s 

(A30) 

(A31) 

Here the coefficient on the right-hand side in front of the 
metric g has been determined from the fact that 0' has vanish
ing trace. Using 0'( V, .) = 0, we find that (A31) can hold if 
and only if 0' = O. Inserting this into (A30) we arrive at 
p = dj, which implies dp = 0, thereby proving P5. As a by
product this proof yields some further information about the 
physical meaning of the one formp. According to (A27) the 
integral over p equals that part of the red shift that is related 
to some one-form. Therefore p may be called the "red-shift 
one-form." In addition, we refer the reader to an article by 
Dautcourt II concerning space-time models admitting a red
shift potential. 
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A systematic approach to exact solutions for the evolution of small density inhomogeneities 
of a two-component and in special cases for a three-component cosmological medium is 
presented. In general, there exists just one increasing perturbation mode. Expressing the 
solutions ofthe respective differential equations in terms of Meijer's G function [Proc. Nederl. 
Akad. Wetensch. A 49, 344 (1946)] various exact and asymptotic formulas for the 
perturbation modes are derived. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Surely gravitational condensation must be considered to 
be the reason for the formation of the basic building blocks of 
the Universe, i.e., the stars and galaxies and systems of them 
at various scales. Originally the effect of gravitational 
clumping acting in an initially uniform diffuse matter was 
suggested by Newton. The first theory of gravitational con
densation of perturbations in a homogeneous medium was 
given in the classic work of Jeans. I The main result of Jeans is 
his criterion that in a homogeneous nonrelativistic medium 
oscillations with a wavelength A greater than some critical 
wavelength AJ cannot exist, and all perturbations with 
A >AJ condense gravitationally. However, Jeans assumed a 
static homogeneous medium, an assumption not in accor
dance with the real situation in the Universe. In 1946 Lif
shits2 gave a general-relativistic theory of the evolution of 
instabilities in the expanding universe and in 1957 Bonnor3 

obtained results in the Newtonian limit (the theory is devel
oped in detail in some textbooks, see, e.g., Weinberg,4 Zeldo
vich and Novikov,s and Peebles6

). These basic papers were 
concerned with single-component baryonic matter. 

The inflationary cosmological models developed during 
the last years suggest that the spatial curvature in the homo
geneous and isotropic world models is zero with high accu
racy and the cosmological constant can be assumed to be 
zero, too (some arguments for this are presented, for exam
ple, by GottIober et a/. 7 ). Therefore, the total density param
eter must be equal to 1. It is a matter offact that galaxies and 
clusters of galaxies contain matter that is hidden from direct 
observation, hence caIled nonluminous or dark matter. 
From cosmological arguments it appears that this material 
cannot be composed only of baryons and of particles having 
a zero rest mass (Shandarin et 0/.

8
). The best candidate for 

the dark matter component in the Universe is still the neu
trino of finite rest mass which could dominate the dynamics 
of the Universe through its gravitational interaction with 
other forms of matter. 

The linear theory of density perturbations in a universe 
containing a neutrino component and baryonic matter has 
been analyzed by Wasserman.9 The influence of the compo-

nent's relative motion upon the gravitational instability was 
investigated in the Newtonian limit by Polyachenko and 
Fridman 10 and Grishchuk and Zeldovich. II Fargion 12 and 
Soloveva and Nurgaliev13 have treated the corresponding 
problems for a multicomponent medium in the expanding 
universe. In Newtonian approximation they obtained 
asymptotic expressions for the solutions as k .... ° and k -+ 00, 

where k = 21Ta(t)/A is the perturbation wave number and 
a ( t) is the universal expansion scale of the Friedmann mod-

el. Assuming an equation of state Pi ex: pi' and a sound veloc

ity P: = dPJdpi o:.pi'- \ Fargionl2 and Soloveva and Star
obinski 14 established exact solutions for the evolution of 
small density perturbations in a two-component medium 
against the background of an expanding Friedmann model. 

In this paper we shall present a systematic approach to 
exact solutions for the evolution of small density perturba
tions of a two-component medium against the background 
of an expanding Friedmann universe in the Newtonian ap
proximation. In particular, we give closed-form expressions 
for the following cases of the physical parameters: 

PI =P2 =0, 

rl = r2=~' 
r2 =1= !, 
r2 =!, 
rl = r2=1=~, 

PI .P2 arbitrary, 

PI =0, 

PI =1=0, 
PI =P2 =1=O. 

Further, the behavior of perturbations in those three-com
ponent models are discussed, and they can be explicitly 
solved. In particular, a special solution is given for a case of 
special cosmological interest that leads to qualitatively new 
physical effects. In this case we have two types of dark mat
ter, one dustlike component withP3 = 0 and one relativistic 
component with r2 =!. The third component, favorable to 
the baryonic component, has arbitrary r I and PI' 

Special attention will be devoted to the mathematical 
method of obtaining closed-form solutions of the coupled 
systems of fundamental second-order differential equations 
that govern the growth or decay of gravitational condensa
tions in an expanding Friedmann universe. This is the appli-
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cation of the theory of Meijer's G function that received 
some interest in the astrophysical literature recently (cf. So
loveva and Starobinski 14 and Mathai and Haubold 15). The 
formalism is of interest in an other context, too. Recent in
vestigations (Haubold et al. 16 and Miicket et al. 17

) have 
shown that the coupling of perturbation modes on different 
length scales can lead to a strong condensation effect. Exact 
solutions for that case may be obtained by the methods de
veloped in this paper. 

II. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR DENSITY 
PERTURBATIONS 

Considering a two-component medium with densities P; 
(i = 1,2) in the Newtonian limit the equations ofhydrodyn
amics and gravitation are given by 

ap; -+V(p.U.) =0, at I I 

(1) 

au; 1 
-+ (U.V)U. +-VP. +Vtp=O, at I I Pi I 

(2) 

atp = VVtp = 41TG LP;' (3) 
; 

where Pi' U;, Pi' and tp denote the density, velocity, pres
sure, and gravitational fields, respectively. The expansion 
will be described by the Hubble flow U; = Hx;, where His 
the Hubble parameter. We may employ the hydrodynamic 
approximation for the description of cosmological perturba
tions given by plane waves with wavelength A = 21Tlkl- l, 
where k(t) is the wave vector. Thus it holds for the density 
perturbations DP;!Pi = D; (t)exp{ilkl·lxl}. The evolution of 
the amplitudes Di (t) for one particular mode is described in 
the linearized approach by the following system of second
order differential equations (Weinberg,4 Zeldovich and No
vikov,5 and Peebles6

): 

d
2
DI (1 da) dDI k2{32l1 4 G( II II -- + 2 - - - + lUI = 1T Plul + P2U2)' 

dt 2 a dt dt 
(4) 

d 2D2 (1 da) dD2 k 2{3 2 II 4 G II II 
--2 +2 -- -+ 2U2= 1T (PIUI +P2U2)' 
dt a dt dt 

(5) 
where for both perturbations the same wave vector k(t) is 
used. During the dustlike stage of the cosmological evolu
tion, i.e., when the matter dominates over radiation (the 
pressure Pi <PiC2), one has 

a(t)cet 2
/
3

, Pi(t) =O;l61TGt 2
, 

(6) 

where G is the gravitational constant, and 0.1 and 0.2 denote 
the density parameters of the two-fluid medium. Specifying 
the equation of state for the fluids, 

Pi cepi', 

the sound velocities may be written as 

fJ 2 dP; r, - I 2( I - r;l 
i = -d ce Pi ce t . 

Pi 

(7) 

(8) 

During the expansion the Hubble parameter changes as 
H = 17t -I with 17 = ~. Note that the following equations are 
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also valid, if the evolution of two perturbations not coupled 
to the radiation is considered in the radiation dominated 
universe. Then one has to put 17 = ~. The wave vector is pro
portional to a-I so that k 2fJ 7 = k 7t 2( 1- 1/ - r,>, where the 
constants k; come from both the wave vector and the veloc
ity of sound. If ki = 0 the sound velocity fJi equals zero, in 
which case the adiabatic index Yi loses its sense. Multiplying 
Eqs. (4) and (5) by t 2 and setting a i = 2(2 -17 - Yi)' one 
obtains 

2d
2
DI 2 dDI k 2 all 2 (0. II 0. II 

t dt 2 + 17t-;jf+ It 'UI =""3 lUI + 2U2)' (9) 

2d
2
D2 2 dD2 k 2 all 2 (n II 0. II (10 t --+ 17t- + 2t 2u2 = - UIUI + 2U2). ) 

dt 2 dt 3 

With the operator 

b,. = t!!"" ::::} t 2 ~ = b,. 2 - b,., 
dt dt 2 (11) 

Eqs. (9) and (10) read 

t:,?DI + (217 - 1) b,.DI + ki t a'DI = ~(OIDI + 02D2)' 
(12) 

ND2 + (217 - 1)b,.D2 + qt a2D2 = ~(OIDI + 0.2D2)· 
(13) 

Taking D2 from (12) one has 

D2 = _3_ b,. 2DI + (217 _ 1) _3_ b,.DI 
20.2 202 

(
3kita, 0 1 ) + ----- DI , 

202 O2 

b,.D2 = _3_ b,.3DI + (217 _ 1) _3_ b,.2DI 
202 202 

(
3kita, OI)A II 3kialta'lI + ----- UUI + UI' 

202 0.2 202 

b,.2D2 = _3_ b,.4DI + (217 _ 1) _3_ b,.3DI 
202 202 

(
3k ft

a
, 0 1 ) 2 + ---- b,. DI 

202 O2 

6k 2a t a, 3k 2a 2t a, + II b,.D+ II D. 
202 I 202 I , 

Substituting D2, b,.D2, and b,. 2 D2 in ( 13) we have the following 
result: 

b,.4DI + 2(217 - 1)b,.3DI 

+ [kita, + k~ta2 - j + (217 -1)2]b,.2DI 

+ [(217 - l)kit a, + (217 -l)k~ta2 

+ 2kialt
a, - (217 -l)~]b,.DI 

(14) 

Equation (14) is the fundamental fourth-order differential 
equation that governs the growth and decay of gravitational 
condensations in the expanding two-fluid universe. 
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III. CLASSIFICATION OF THE TWO-COMPONENT 
MODELS 

We shall now classify the system of differential equa
tions ( 14) dependent of the values of the formal parameters 
a l and kit i.e., independent of the various physical models for 
the parameter rl in the equation of state and the velocity of 
sound /31' Note that Eq. (14) is an equation for one solution 
~t only, and we obtain the second solution ~2 by writing the 
corresponding symmetric case. In the manner, the cases (3) 
and (4) and the cases (5) and (6) of the following classifica
tion describe the complementary solutions in the same phys
ical situation. 

(1) kl = k2 = 0 (/31 = /32 0). In this case the differ
ential equation (14) reduces to the following form: 

{l:~.4 + 2(211 - 1)63 + [(211 - 1)2 - j] 6 2 

- j(211 - 1 )6}81 = O. (15) 

Then one has 

{6[6 + (211 - 1)] [62 + (211 - 1)6 - jp~, = 0, 
(16) 

which implies that 

{(6 - a,)(6 - a2 )(6 - a3 )(6 - a4 )}81 = 0, (17) 

where 

a) = 0, a2 = - (211 - I), 

a3 = q - 11> - [q -11)2 + j] '12, 
a4 = (! -11) + [(! -11)2 + 1f/2. 

(18) 

Hence we have the solution 

~I = CI + C2t
a, + C3t

a, + C4t a., (19) 

where C I, Cz, C3, and C4 are arbitrary constants. Note that 
from Eq. (14) we can write down an equation similar to 
(17) for ~2 that leads to a similar solution for ~2 as given in 
( 19). Then by using the initial conditions one can get rela
tionships between the arbitrary constants CI , C2, C3, and C4 

for ~I and ~z (see Sec. VII). 
(2) a l = az = 0, kl,kz arbitrary (rl = r2 ~, /31' /32 

arbitrary). In this case we have for the differential 
equation (14) 

{64 + 2(211 - 1)63 + [(211 - 1)z - j + q + ki]6z 

+ [-j(211-l) + (211-1)(ki +ki)]6 

+ [ - j02k~ - jOlq + kikn}81 = O. (20) 

Then the general solution is of the form 

~l = Clt a, + Czfa, + C3t a, + C4t a., (21) 

where CI, C2, C3, and C4 are arbitrary constants and ai' a2' 

a3, and a4 are the roots of the equation 

0
4 + 2(211 - l)a3 + [(211 _1)z - j + ki + kna2 

+ [-j(211-1) + (211- 1)(ki +ki)]a 

+ [ - jOzki - jOlki + kikn = O. (22) 

(3) a 2 #0, kl = 0 (/31 = 0). The case a z 0 is ex-
cluded since it is already covered as a special case of (2). 
Here it is useful to transform the time variable t into x by 
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so that 

6 1 = a;~/, 1=1,2, 

where we have denoted 

d 
6=x-. 
- dx 

With this transformation and dividing Eq. (14) by ai we 
have 

{~4 + 2(2:~ 1) ~3 

+ (211 - 1)2 j 6 2 __ 2(,;,...2..:.,11_1_) ~}~I 
a~ - 3a~ 

+ X{62 + (211 - 1) 6 _ 201 }~I = o. (23) 
- a2 - 3a~ 

Equation (23) can be written in the form 

{(~ - bl ) (~- bz) (~- b3 ) (~- b4 )}8, 

+ x{(~ - al) (~- a2)}81 = 0, 

where the constants are 

b l = 0, bz = - (211 - I)/az, 

b
3 
= (! -11) [ (11 - !)z + _2_]112, 

a 2 a~ 3a~ 

_ q - 11) [ (11 - P 2 2] 1/2 
b4 - + 2 +-2- , 

a 2 a 2 3a2 

a
l 
= <! -11) [(! -11)2 ~ 20, ]112, 

a2 ai 3a~ 

a
2

=<!-11) + [q-211 )2 +20;]1/2. 
a2 a 2 3az 

(24) 

(25) 

Equation (24) is a special case of the differential equation 
satisfied by Meijer's G function (see, for example, Meijer, '8 

Luke, 19 and Mathai and Saxena20
). In the next three cases 

we transform the original Eq. (14) into an equation with the 
same structure as Eq. (24), but with other constants than 
those given in (25). Hence we will reduce all the cases to a 
differential equation of the type (24), and we can solve them 
together. 

(4) a) =1= 0, k2 0 (/32 = 0). Proceeding as in the pre
ceding case we transform Eq. (14) into 

{(~-bi)(~-b2)(~-b;)(~ b~}~1 

+x{(~-a;)(~-a2)}~1 0, (26) 

where we have denoted 

d ki t a
, 

6=x-, X=--, 
- -dx - ai 

and the constants b; = b, are given by Eq. (25) and the 
constants a; are 

, [ l=.2l.] [ (11 - 2)2 202] 112 
0 1 = - 1 + - 2 + -2- , 

at a l 3a1 

a2 = [ _ 1 + !- 11] + [ (11 ~ p2 + 20:] 1/2 . 
al a) 3al 

(27) 

(5) a l = 0, a2=1=O (r) = ~). With the same transforma
tions as in case (3), we obtain again Eq. (24) where now the 
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constants al and az are given by 

a
l 

= l=.!L _ [q -1/f + 2nl _~]I12 
a~ a~ 3a~ ai ' 

_ 1 - 1/ [ (~ - 1/)z 2nl q ] liZ az - :l....-:L + - + __ - -
a~ a~ 3a~ a~ , 

(28) 

and the constants b j are the roots ofthe equation 

a~ b4+2(21/-1)a~ b 3 + [(21/-1)z-i+kna~ b Z 

+ [-~(21/-1) + (21/-1)ki]azb-inzki =0. 
(29) 

(6) al#O, a z = 0 (Yz = ~). With the same transforma
tions as in case ( 4), we obtain again Eq. (26) where now the 
constants a; and a~ are given by 

a; = [1 +!L::.l] _ [ (1/ ~ !)z + 2n: _ k: ]112 
a l a l 3al a l 

(30) 

a~ = [1 +!L::.l] + [ (1/ ~ pZ + 2n: _ k: ]112 , 
a l a l 3al a l 

and the constants b ; are roots of Eq. (29) after substituting 
a z by a l . 

(7) a l = az = a#O, kl = kz = k #0 (YI = Yz#~). In 
this case we make the following substitutions: 

81 =/1 + Iz, 8z =/1 - (nl/nz)h· 

Equations (12) and (13) are reduced to 

fj?(ft + h) + (21/ - 1).6.(ft + h) 

+kZtz(/l+h)=~/I' (31) 

.6.Z(/1 - (nl/nz)h) + (21/ - 1 ).6.(/1 - (nl/nz)h) 

+ k 2t a(/1 - (nl/n2)h) = j/l . (32) 

Multiply Eq. (31) by nl and Eq. (32) by n2 and add to get 

[~2+(21/-1)~-i]ft+k2tZ/I=0. (33) 

Change the time variable t to 

k 2t a d 
U=--, .6.=u-, 

a 2 
- du 

and proceed as in case (3) to get 

[(~ - b l ) (~- bz) VI + u/l = 0, 

where the constants b l and b2 are given by 

_ ! - 1/ _ [ (1/ - p2 2-] I/Z 
bl - 2 + 3 2 ' a a a 

From Eqs. (31) and (32) the equation for 12 is 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

from which after transforming t into u Eq. (34) again fol
lows, but now with the constants bl = 0 and 
b2 = - (21/ - 1 )/a. Note that all the above procedures 
cannot be applied for the only remaining cases 
al = a 2 = a#O, kl #k2#0, and a l #a2#0. 
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IV. GENERAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE CASES (3H6) 

In all the considered cases the differential equation for 
81 reduces to the following form: 

{(.6. - bl ) (.6. - b2) (.6. - b3 ) (.6. - b4) MI 
+ x{(~ - al)(~ - az)MI = 0, (37) 

where the quantities al ,az,b l , ... ,b4 and x change from case to 
case as given in Sec. III. Equation (37) is a particular case of 
the differential equation satisfied by Meijer's G function of 
the form G m,n (xl a, ..... ap ) see for example MeiJ' er 18 Luke 19 

p~q bt •...• bq " '" 

and Mathai and Saxena.zo In Eq. (37) we have the G-func
tionparametersq=4,p=2, (_I)p-m-n = -1,al,az, 
and b l , ... ,b4• From Lukel9 or from Meijerl8 we have the ex
plicit forms of the solutions as given in the following. 

A. The solution near x=O 

In this case we have 

81 = GIGI + GzGz + G3G3 + G4G4, 

where the GI, Gz, G3 , and G4 are arbitrary constants and 

G.= [IIi=Ir(-ak+bj>] x bj F(-a b. 
J [IIk=lr(1-bk +bj >] z 3 1+ J' 

- az + bj ;1 - bl + bj, ..• ,1 - b4 + bj; - x) . (38) 

An • indicates that the parameter of the type 1 - bj + bj 

and the corresponding gamma are absent and it is assumed 
that b j - bj#O, ± 1, ± 2, ... for all i,j= 1, ... ,4, i#j. In Eq. 
(38) zF3 denotes a hypergeometric function. Note also that 
for small values of x the function 2F3 behaves like 1 and 
hence for small x one can approximate Gj by 

Gj'Z [~i=lr( -ak +bj >] xbJ. (39) 
[II k=lr(1-bk +bj )] 

Equation (38) is also suitable for computing explicit values 
of Gj for finite values of x. 

B. The solution for x -+ 00 

Since the G-function parameters are q = 4 and p = 2 in 
our case, we have q > p. Then the four fundamental solutions 
of (37) are the following (see also LukeI9 ): 

81 = GIGI + GzGz + G3G3 + G4G4, 

where GI , ... ,G4 are constants and 

G -G4.1( 1
1 + al ,l+az) 

1- 2.4 X b b ' 
I"'" 4 

(40) 

C. Evaluation of G1 and G2 

For example, writing the G function as an inverse Mellin 
transformation, we have 
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1 i ["J=Ir(bj +s)r( -al-s>] -s 
GI =- ds X , 

21Ti L r( 1 + a2 + s) 
(41 ) 

where L is a contour enclosing the poles of r(bJ + s), 
j = 1, ... ,4. The poles of r(bj + s) are s = - bj - v, 
v = 0,1, .... If bj - bk #0, ± 1, ± 2, ... and j#k = 1, ... ,4, 
then the residue at s = - bj - v is given by 

R"j = lim r(s+bj +v) 
s--bJ-" 

X [llJ=1 r(bj +s)r( -al-s)] x-s 

r(a2 + s) 

= xbJ[ll'k= I r(b k - bj - v)] 

r( - a l + bJ. + v) 
X x- s , 

r(a2 + s) 
(42) 

where ll' denotes that the gamma of the form 
r(bj - bj - v) is absent. Now using the formula 

r( 
_ )_r(a)(-I)" a v - , 

(- a + 1)" 

(a)" = a(a + 1) ... (a + v-I), (a)o = 1 , 

r(a + v) = r(a) (a)", 

we have 

RVj =XbJ[ IT r(b
k 
-bj)] r( -a l +bj ) 

k = I r (1 + a2 - bj ) 

X [ll'~= d - ak + bj ),,] (- 1)" x". (43) 

["'k=I(1-bk +bj )v] v! 

Thus the sum ofthe residues, denoted by RJ , is therefore 

=XbJ[IT'r(bk-bj )] r(-al+bj ) 
k = I r (1 + a2 - bj ) 

X 2F3 ( - aJ + bj , - a2 + bj ;1 - bJ + bi"'.' 

I-b4 +bj ;-x), (44) 

where an • indicates that the parameter of the type 
1 - bj + bj is absent. Thus 

(45) 

where R j is given in (44). Note that G2 is obtained by inter
changing a I and a2 in G I as can be seen in the G functions 
given in (40). 

In the case x ..... 00 we can use the standard formula 
(Mathai and Saxena20

) 

( I 
al, ... ,ap) (1 11 - bit···, 1 - bq) G m.n z = G n,m _ • 

p,q bl, ... ,bq q,p z 1 - a J, ... ,1 - ap 

Hence 

G
I 
= G!:~(l.-Il- b" ... ,I- b4 ) 

x -ai' -a2 

= _1_ r ds r( - a l + s) [llJ= I r(bj - s) ] (l.-) -s . 
21Ti JL r(1 + a2 - s) x 
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Evaluating, as before, as the sum of the residues of 
r( - a l + s), we have 

G
I

= f (-1),,(~)-a'+"[llk=lr(bk-al+V)]. 
v=o vi x rO+a2 -al +v) 

Thus GI is approximated to the leading terms. That is, 

["k=lr(bk -aJ>] (1 )-a, 
GI'Z - . 

r (1 + a2 - a I) X 
(46) 

Interchange a l and a2 to get an approximation for G2 when 
x ..... 00. 

D. Evaluation of G3 and G4 

Similarly as in the case of GJ in (41) we write for G3 

given in (40), 

G - 1 i d [ llJ = I r( bj + s) ] ( i1f) - s 
3-- S xe . 

21Ti L [llJ=1 r(1 +aj +s>] 
(47) 

Let bj - bk #0, ± 1, ... , j#k = 1, ... ,4. Then the poles are 
simple and evaluating as before we have the following: 

G
3 

= ± xbJ ei1fbJ[ [?'k= I r(bk - bj >] ] 
j=1 "k=lrO +ak -bj) 

X 2F3 (bj - al,bj - a2; 

1 + bj - b l , ... ,1 + bj - b4; - x) , (48) 

where ll' indicates that r(bj - bj ) is absent and an. indi
cates that the parameter of the type 1 + bj - bj is absent. 
The function G 4 is obtained by replacing exp (i1Tbj ) by 
exp( - i1rbj ) in the function G3• 

In the case x ..... 00 we can approximate G3 (cf. Luke I9
): 

G 1/2 -2(Xe''')'''( i1f)9 3'Z1T e xe, (49) 

where ;2 = - 1, and 

e = -! + !(b l + b2 + b3 + b4 - a l - a2 - 2). 
That is, 

G3'Z1T1/2(xei1f )9 e- 2ix
'l2 • (50) 

Hence G3 and G4 , when x ..... 00, are approximated by 

G3'Z1T1/2(xe+i1f)9 e- 2( +i)x'l2, (51) 

G4'Z1T1/2(xe-i1f)9 e- 2( -i)x'12 , (52) 

where e is given in (49). 
Equations (38), (39), (44), (46), (48), (51), and (52) 

complete the explicit representations as well as approxima
tions of all solutions for the cases (3 )-( 6). 

V. EVALUATION OF THE G FUNCTIONS IN CASE 7 

Comparing Eqs. (34) and (36) with a G-function differ
ential equation, we find that the parameters of the G func-

tion, G;.~n(ul:::::::::), areq = 2,p = 0, m + n = odd integer. 
Here the independent variable is u and the dependent vari
ables are!1 and}; in Eqs. (34) and (36), respectively. 

A. The solution near u=O 

For b l - b2 #0, ± 1, ± 2, ... the two solutions are avail
able from Lukel9 as follows: 
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GI = [r( 1 + hi - h2)] - IUb, 0 FI ( -;1 + hi - h2; - u), 

G2= [r(1 +h2-hl )]-IUb'oFI( -;1 +h2 -hl;-u). 

Thus 

81 = CI [ub'/r( 1 + hi - h2) J 
XoFI( -;1 +hl -h2;-u) 

+ C2[Ub'/r(1 + h2 - hi) J 

Xo FI ( - ;1 + h2 - hi; - u) 

+ C3 [U
b'/r( 1 + b3 - h4 ) J 

X 0 FI ( - ; 1 + h3 - b4; - u) 

+ C4 [U
b'/r(1 + b4 - b3 ) J 

XoFI( -;1 +b4 -b3;-u). 

where the Ci's (i = 1 ..... 4) are constants. and 

u = k 2
(" /a2

, 

_1_1] [(1]_ p 2 2]112 bl _ .:l.-..:L. - - + - . 
a a 2 3a2 

-l=..?L [(1] - p2 2 ]112 bl - + 2 +-3 2 ' a a a 
b3 = O. b4 = - (21] - 1)/a. 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

The leading terms in Eq. (54) can be taken as approxima
tions for u .... O. 

B. The solution for u- 00 

As before, in this case we can show that the two indepen· 
dent solutions for b l - b2 #0.1 .... are G I and G2 and 

It = CIGI + C2G2 

= CIG~:~ (uei7lh"b,) + C2G~:~ (ue- i1T\b"b,), 

where CI and C2 are constants. For example. 

G 2,0 (uei1T\ ) 
0,2 bub, 

11' = -. ds r(b l + s)r(b2 + s)(ue'1T)-S 
2m L 

=ub'ei1rb'r(b2-bl)oFI( -;1 +bl -h2;-u) 

(56) 

+ ub'ei1Tb'r(bl - b2)0 FI ( -;1 + b2 - bl ; - u). 
(57) 

In a similar manner we get 

G 2,0 (ue - i1T1 ) 
0,2 b,.b, 

= ub'e-i1Tb'r(b2 - bl)oFI( -;1 + bl - b2; - u) 

+ ub'e- i1Tb,r(bl - b2)oFI( -;1 + b2 - bl; - u). 
(58) 

Thus we have the solution 

81 =!t + h. = CIG~:~ (uei1Tlb"b) + C2G~:~ (ue- j1Tlb"b) 

+ C G 2,o (ue j1T\ ) 3 0,2 bJ .b4 

+ C4 G ~:~ (ue - j1Tlb"b
4 

). (59) 

where the C j (i = 1 ..... 4) are arbitrary constants and the b j 

are those defined in (55). 
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Using the results for asymptotic expansions for the G 
function (see Luke l9

) we get the following: 

G 2.0 (ue j1T 1 ) Z1TI12( uej1T )ge - 2( + iJu'l2 (60) 
0,2 b.,b2 ' 

G 2,O(ue- i1T1 )Z1TI/2(ue-j1T)ge-2(-iJu'l2 (61) u ~~ • 

where 0 = -! + !(b l + b2 ). By using (60) and (61) in 
Eq. (59), we can get an approximation for 8 1 when u .... 00. 

VI. PERTURBATIONS IN A THREE-COMPONENT 
MEDIUM 

For perturbations in a three-component fluid we have 
the following set of differential equations: 

f~.z8j + (21] - 1),6,8j + k 7t ai8j 

2 ( 3 ). =- I Oj8j • 1= 1.2.3, 
3 j=1 

(62) 

where l:jOj = 1. The parameters k j • OJ. and a j are quanti. 
ties defined analogously as given in Sec. II. Proceeding as in 
Sec. II. we obtain after straightforward calculation 

,6,481 + 2(21] - 1),6,381 

+ [kita, + k~ta, + (21] - 1)2 - ~],6,281 

+ [2kia lt
a, + (21] - l)(kit a, + k~ta,) 

- ~(21] - 1)] ,6,81 + [k iait a, + (21] - l)kialt
a, 

+ k~ta'kita, - iOlk~ta, - i kit a'(02 + 0 3 ) ]81 

= ~02 [k ~ t a, - k ~ta2]82 = ~n282f (k2,k3.a2.a3 ). 

(63) 

For the density contrast of the other components 82 and 83, 

analogous equations may be obtained by means of cyclic in
terchanging the indices 1.2.3. 

For certain parameter combinations the right-hand side 
of ( 63 ) becomes equal to zero. and hence 8 1 is determined by 
the fourth-order differential equation. This concerns the fol
lowing combination of parameters a j and k j : 

(1) k2 = k3 = O. a; arbitrary. 

(2) a 2 = a3 = 0, k2 = k3#0. 

(3) a2 = a3#0. k2 = k3 = O. 

Imposing the following stronger conditions on the param
eters, we can obtain analogous fourth-order equations for 82 

and 83: 

(4) k j = O. a j arbitrary. 

(5) a j = 0, k j arbitrary. 

(6) a j = a#O. k; = k #0. 

Then the general solutions follow from the cases considered 
in Sec. III for a two-fluid medium. An essentially new situa
ti9n arises in the more complicated case 
f (k2,k3,a2.a3 ) = const. This holds if 

(7) a2 = 0, k3 = 0, 

(8) a 3 = 0, k2 = 0, 

(9) a 2 = a 3 = 0, k2 = k3#O. 

Clearly (7) and (8) describe the same physical situation. 
After straightforward calculations, a sixth-order differential 
equation for 8 1 can be obtained. In case (7) we introduce the 
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variable x = k f I a as in case (3) of Sec. III, which leads to 
the following equation: 

6 4 

II (~-bj) +x II (~-aj) =0, (64) 
j=1 j=1 

where~ = alx d Idx.ltisofthetypeofequationsatisfiedby 

Meiier's G function G m·"(xI
Q

••••••
Qp

) with p = 4 q = 6 ~ p.q bl, •. ·.b, 'J 
(_ly-m-,,= -I,al, ... ,a4,andbv ... ,b6.Theparameters 
a j and bj are the roots of the two algebraic equations, 

a4 + a3[4a1 + 2v] + a2[6a~ + 3val - j(OI + O2 ) 

+ 3a I v + Y + B] + a [4a~ + 6va~ - ~ a I (02 + 0 3) 

+ 2Yal -iV(02 + 0 3) + B(2al + v)] + a1 + 2va~ 

+ yaf - ~val (02 + 0 3) + B(af + val - j03) = 0, 

and 

b 6 + 3vb 5 + (3y _ ~ + B)b 4 + (v _ ~v + 2Bv)b 3 

+ [Y(B-i) -~B(1-02)]b2 

- ~vB( 1 - 02)b = 0, 

(65) 

(66) 

where B = k ~ and v = 21/ - 1. These equations can be re
written in a more convenient form: 

[a2 + (2a l + v)a + a l (a l + v) + B] [a2 + (2a l + v)a 

+ al(a l + v) - j(02 + 0 3 )] + j02B = 0, (67) 

and 

b(b 2 + vb-,)(b + v)(b 2 + vb +B) 

+ ,02Bb(b + v) = 0. 

The explicit solutions read 

bl.2.3,4 = - vl2 ± [Y 14 + QI,2] 112, 

bs = - v, b6 = 0, 

(68) 

(69) 

QI,2 = [ - !(B - j)] ± [l(B _,)2 + jB(1 - O2) f12, 
and 

al,2,3,4 = [ - (a l + vI2)] ± [v14 + PI.d 1/2, 

PI,2 = B(02 + 0 3) - B12] (70) 

± [(B 12 - ~(02 + 03)f + ,B02 ] 112. 

For case (9) we also obtain a differential equation of the 
form (64), where the a j and bj are roots of the algebraic 
equations 

[a2 + (2a l +v)a+al(al +v) +B+C] 

X [a2 + (2a l + v)a + al(al + v) - j(02 + 0 3)] 

+ '02(B - C) = 0, (71) 

and 

b 6 + 3vb 5 + (3y - ~ + B + C)b 4 

+ [Y-2(j-B-C)]b 3v 

2075 

+ [(B+ C-pY+BC-,B(OI +03) 

-,ceOI + 0 2 )]b 2 

+ [BC - ~B(OI + 0 3) -,C(OI + O2) ]bv 

-,OIBC=O, 
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where C = k ~, and B and v are defined in Eq. (66). The last 
equation can be written in a more convenient form, 

(b 2 + bv)(b 2 + bv- j)(b 2 + bv+B+ C) - (b 2 + bv) 

X [BC - ,n(OI + 0 3) - ,ceOI + O2)] 

-jOIBC=O. (72) 

From Eq. (71) we get explicit expressions for the solutions, 

al,2,3,4 = [ - (a l + vI2)] ± [Y14 + PI,d I/2, 

PI,2 = B(02+03) -BI2] ± [(BI2-!(02+03W 

+ ,02(B - C) flz. (73) 

Substituting Q = b 2 + bv in Eq. (72), we get instead of the 
sixth-order equation a cubic one, that is, 

Q(Q - j)(Q+ B + C) + Q [BC - ,B(OI + 0 3) 

-jC(OI +OZ)] -,OIBC=O. (74) 

One gets the solutions for the b i 's in terms of the solutions for 
Q=b 2 +bv, 

bl,2,3,4,S,6 = - vl2 ± [Y/4 + QI,2,3 r /2 . (75) 

The asymptotic behavior can be obtained by using the 
known properties of the corresponding G functions as it was 
demonstrated in Secs. IV and V, respectively. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

The exact solutions obtained in a systematic way using 
Meijer's G function will be discussed now more explicitly. 
Attention will be drawn to the asymptotic behavior for small 
and large values of the time I and to the decision in which 
cases growing more solutions exist. To this end we consider 
the seven cases given in Sec. III for the two-fluid problem 
systematically. After that we discuss shortly the new solu
tions for the three-fluid problem. 

Note that all considerations provided above are given in 
terms of the arbitrary expansion parameter 1/, describing 
powerlike behavior ofthe scale factor aU) given in Eq. (6). 
Besides the case of exact solution aCt) 0:: I Z/3 this can be used 
to get information for epochs approximately described by a 
power law aU) 0:: i r

,. In this case the numerical factor equal 
to, appearing in many of the formulas has to be replaced by 
~1/2. 

A. The two-component medium solutions 

(1) kl = k2 = 0. This corresponds to the gravitational 
interaction of two dustlike components. The solution was 
given by Wasserman.9 From ( 18) and ( 19) we obtain imme
diately 

81 = CJI + C12t -1/3 + CuI -I + CI4t ZI 3, 
(76) 

82 = C2l + C22t -1/3 + C231 -I + CI412/3. 

The constants of integration Cij are restricted by the condi
tions 

OICJI + 02C21 = 0ICIZ + 02CZ2 = 0, 

C13 = C23, CI4 = C24· 

There exists only one growing solution proportional to 12/3. 

(2) a l = a2 = 0, kl,kzarbitrary. This case describes the 
gravitational interaction of two fluids; the equation of state is 
given by (7) with YI = Yz =~. This case is also described by 
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Fargion. '2 The solution is given by (21) and (22). The con
stants occurring in the general solution (21) must fulfill 
some relations as in case (1). A consideration whether an 
unstable solution (i.e., an a; > 0) exists can be provided 
straightforwardly using Eq. (22) and the rule of Descartes. 
For 1] = ~ Eq. (22) reads 

a4 +,a3 + (ki -k~ -i)a2 +!(ki +k~ -,)a 

+ (kik~ - ,.o2ki - ,.o,k~) = O. (77) 

It is shown that for 

k i k ~ - ,.o2k i -,q .0 I < 0 (78) 

exactly one change of the signs of the coefficients before the 
powers of a takes place. Therefore, if (78) is fulfilled, only 
one growing mode exists. 

For r = ~ the parameters k t2 = f3 t2 k 2t t2 does not de
pend on the time t, and hence also condition (78) is time 
independent. The stability criterion (78) generalizes the 
corresponding one-fluid conditions 

ki <,.02 and ki <,.01, 

If one of them is fulfilled, the inequality (78) is fulfilled 
automatically. For larger k, and k2 the solution behaves like 

o an acoustic wave. The exact solution of (77) can be obtained 
writing it as 

(Q-i)Q+ (ki +k~)Q 

+ (k i k ~ -!k t .02 - ik ~ .0 I) = 0, 

o where Q = a2 + a13. Then we get immediately 

and 

QI,2 = U(ki +k~ -i)] ± [!(ki +k~ -i)2 

- kik~ + iki.o2 + ik~.od 1/
2

, 

a,,2,3.4 = - vl2 ± [v 14 + QI,2 ] '/2. 

(3) a 2 i'0, k, = 0. 

(4) a, i'0, k2 = O. Case (4) describes the evolution of 
the density contrast for two gravitationally coupled fluids: 
one of them consisted of dust (k2 = 0) and the other one was 
characterized by the equation of state (7) with arbitrary r ,. 
The parameters for the corresponding solution~, are given 
by (25). Case (3) can be used to obtain the solution for ~2 in 
case (4) and vice versa. 

The parameters for the solutions~, and ~2 are, respec
tively, 

~,,2: b, = 0, b2 = 1/3a
" 

b3 = 2/3a
" 

b4 = - l/a" 

~I: aLi] = 1- (l/OO,)(q:w), w = (1 + 24.02)'12, 

~2: a\~] = 1 + aLi]. 
(79) 

The general solution for~, (and analogously for ~2) reads 

~; = Cil G, + C,2G2 + C,"3G3 + C;4G4' i = 1,2, (80) 

where the Gj are the G functions of Eqs. (38) and (40), 
respectively. To determine the behavior of the asymptotic 
case x::::; 0 we use (38), then ~,,2 ocxb

} oc ta,b}, and finally we 
get the asymptotic solutions (x::::;O), 

G,octO, G2oct-1/3, 

G3oct 2/3, G4oct-'. 
(81) 
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The coefficients in Eq. (80) depend on a, and .02; they can 
easily be calculated from (39), e.g., for ~I' we have 

G
1 

= r(l + (1/OO1 )(I-w»)r(1 + (1/001)(1 +w». 
r(l)r(1 + l/3a,)r(1- 1/3a,)r( - l/a l ) 

(82) 

For a, < 0 (81) corresponds to the asymptote t --+ 00 and for 
al>O to the asymptote t::::;O, respectively. The considered 
asymptotic case reproduces the solution for dustlike fluids, 
and there exists only one growing mode. 

The asymptotic behavior for x -+ 00 (which corresponds 
for a l >0 to t-+ 00 and for al <0 to t::::;O) is given by (46) 
and (51) and (52): 

G,ocX-'-(1I6a,)(I-<>J)oct -a,-(1I6)(I-w), 

~I: G
2

ocX- I -(l/6a,)(I+0» oct -a,-(1I6)('+w) , 

G, ocx - (1I6a,)(1- w) oc t - (1/6)(1 - w) , 

~2: G
2
ocx- (l/6a,) (I +w) oct - (1/6)(1 +w) , 

i.e., it is~, oc (t Ito) - a, ~2' 

(83) 

(84) 

For .02 > 0 a growing mode solution (84) exists. A 
growing solution (83) for ~I exists also, independent on a l ; 

namely, if a, < (w - 1)/6, i.e., rl >~ - -b(w - 1). Using 
(51) and (52) we obtain, with 

0= - ~ + ~( "" b· - "" a· - 2) 42-1-' -1-' , 

and 

Lb; = _.2.., 
; 3a, 

Lap) = -2- _1_, 
; 3a, 

La?)= __ 1_, 
; 3a, 

the expressions 

0= (r,-i)/2a" O2 =0,-1 

(see also Soloveva and StarobinskiI4 ), and 

1/2(ki )S'( t )(tl2)(Y,-S/3) 
~locG3,4::::;1T -2 - I) 

at to 

{ [ 
2 k ( t )al/,]} 

Xexp ± i1T 0 1 + -; a: t; , 

(85) 

(86) 

( 
t )-a, 

~2ocG3,4 oc~1 t; . (87) 

As mentioned by Soloveva and Starobinski,'4 for r, = i the 
amplitude of the acoustic waves remains constant, whereas 
for r, > i the amplitudes grow proportionally to t(Y, - 513)12 • 

Although a growing mode for the first fluid in most all cases 
exists [see (83) ], the comparison with (81 ) shows that only 
the mode proportional to G3 can survive during the further 
evolution. The moment at which this mode goes over from 
the oscillatory regime to monotonic growth is determined by 

(88) 

For rl = i this happens at II = (3 k l )310' The quantity II is 
the Jeans time for a single component fluid with r = j. 

(5) a l = 0, a 2 i'0. 
(6) a 2 = 0, a Ii' O. The solutions for ~I are given by 

(29) and (30). Solving case (6) for ~I we can obtain the 
corresponding solution for ~2 using case (5), and vice versa. 
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Cases (5) and (6) have been considered by Soloveva and 
Starobinski.'4 For discussion of the asymptotic behavior we 
can avoid the explicit solution of (29) and use the rule of 
Descartes to determine under which conditions unstable so
lutions occur, i.e., if bj > O. Indeed, for x::::;O the asymptotic 

solution has the form~, 0: Xb, 0: t a2
b
, because of the used vari

able x (t). Equation (29) can be written in the form 

a~b4+2va~b3+ (k~ +v-~)a~b2 

+ ( - ~ + k Dva2b - ~02k ~ = 0 . (89) 

It is shown that for arbitrary k ~ the sign of the coefficients 
changes only once. Therefore, exactly one solution with 
positive exponent a 2b] > 0 exists. The exact solution for a2b 
follows as in case (2): With 

Q',2 = [-!(k~ -i)] ± [!(q -~)2+~k~021'/2, 
we obtain 

(a2b) ',2,3,4 = - v/2 ± [v 14 + Q,,2 ] ,/2 . 

In the region x _ 00 the all) and a~ I) become important. 
With 

W = (1 + 240, - 36kD'/2, 

we obtain 

~, 0: t - (1/6) (' =F iii) + acoustic waves. 

For 

(90) 

(91) 

a growing mode exists [i.e., Eq. (78) represents the Jeans 
criterion for this case] . A similar condition holds in case (2). 

For ~2 in the case x::::;O the same growing mode as for~, 
exists, and for the case x - 00 we obtain 

~2 0: (t Ito) - a2~, + acoustic waves. (92) 

A growing mode exists if r > ~ + -n (1 - w). 
(7) a 2 = a 2 = a#O, k, = k2 = k #0. This case was 

considered in more detail by Fargion. '2 For ~, we obtain in 
the asymptotic case u::::;O the dust asymptote (62), 

(93) 

where the bj are the same ones as for cases (3) and (4), 
respectively. For u- 00 (i.e., for a <0 this corresponds to 
t::::;O) we get for the parameter 

e(b"b2) = (! - 'I})/a = -! - 1/6a. 

This corresponds to the case ofEqs. (85) and (86), respec
tively. For e(b3,b4) we get with e = -! + (! - 'I})/a the 
same result. Thus only acoustic wave solutions exist, which 
go over into a monotonically growing solution if (88) is sat
isfied, i.e., the usual Jeans criterion. 

B. The three-component medium solutions 

For the three-component medium, solutions are given 
for special cases and in most cases only for the ~, perturba
tion. For cases (4)-( 6) in Sec. VI a general solution for all 
three components has been obtained. However, in this case 
the equations degenerate to fourth-order differential equa
tions as for a two-fluid medium with the solutions described 
above. Essentially new solutions are obtained under the as
sumptions in cases (7)-(9) in Sec. VI. In these cases the 
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behavior of the perturbation ~, will also be described by G 
functions, 

Cases (7) and (8) in Sec. VI correspond to two different 
kinds of dark matter (a dustlike and a relativistic one) and a 
componentwitharbitraryr. Using (69) we can immediately 
see that in the asymptotic region x::::; 0 (for a2 < 0 this corre
sponds to t - 00 ) exactly one growing mode exists indepen
dent of the other parameters. 

The existence of a growing mode for the opposite 
asymptotic case x - 00 is connected with the condition 

vl4 + P,,2 > (a, + v/2)2, (94) 

whereP,,2 is given in (70). 

For v = 2'1} - 1 = ! and a, = - ~ (i.e., r=~) this con
dition reads 

P,,2 >i, B(1- 302) + i<~(02 + 0 3 ) , (95) 
where B is given in (66). Case (9) in Sec. VI describes two 
relativistic fluids coupled to a component with arbitrary r, 
and/3,. A growing mode exists for x::::;O ifQ>O, where Qis 
explained in (74). In the opposite asymptotic case x- 00 a 
growing mode exists if 

P,,2 >a~ + a,v. 

For v =~, a, = - ~ we obtain the condition 

B(1 - 302) + 302C + i <~(02 + 0 3 ) , (96) 

where C is given in (72). These conditions generalize the 
Jeans criterion to the three-component cosmological medi
um. 
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It is shown that in all the type D solutions to the Einstein vacuum field equations with 
cosmological constant, the one-variable functions appearing in the separable maximal spin
weight components of the neutrino, electromagnetic, and gravitational perturbations are 
related by certain differential operators and the corresponding proportionality constants are 
obtained. It is also shown that analogous relations hold in the case of perturbations by a 
Rarita-Schwinger field if the cosmological constant vanishes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Several interesting and unexpected problems have 
emerged from investigations involving type D solutions of 
the Einstein field equations. In particular, the remarkable 
properties found in the studies associated with the Kerr met
ric have led to the discovery of similar regularities for the 
whole class of the type D vacuum space-times and, in some 
cases, the underlying structure responsible for these proper
ties has also been found. 

It has been shown that, just like for the Kerr metric, 1.2 in 
all the type D vacuum space-times with cosmological con
stant the maximal spin-weight components of a Weyl neu
trino field, an electromagnetic field, or a gravitational per
turbation satisfy decoupled (second-order) equations that 
can be solved by separation of variables.3

•
4 Similarly, Gu

ven's analysis of the perturbations of the Kerr metric by a 
spin-~ field in the framework of linearized supergravity5 has 
been extended by Kamran6 to the whole class of space-times 
mentioned above; the spin-~ perturbations are determined 
(modulo supersymmetry transformations) by two (maxi
mal spin-weight) components that obey decoupled equa
tions also solvable by separation of variables. 

In the case of the electromagnetic and the gravitational 
perturbations of the Kerr metric, it was discovered that there 
exist differential relations between the one-variable func
tions contained in the opposite maximal spin-weight compo
nents of the perturbations.7

•
8 The existence of such relations, 

called the Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities,2 turns out to be 
related to that of a two-index Killing spinor.9

•
10 

The aim of this paper is to show explicitly that in all the 
type D vacuum space-times with cosmological constant, re
lations similar to the Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities hold. 
Furthermore, we show that analogous relations apply to the 
case of the spin~ perturbations if the cosmological constant 
is set equal to zero. In the case of the Weyl neutrino perturba
tions the analog of the Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities fol
lows directly from the Weyl neutrino equation. 

In Sec. II some basic relations and the decoupled equa
tions for the perturbations are given. In Secs. III and IV we 
make use of the explicit expressions for the type D vacuum 
metrics given in Ref. 11 (see also Ref. 12) obtaining the 

ordinary differential equations satisfied by the separated 
functions, from which the Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities 
are derived. In Sec. V the proportionality constants involved 
in the Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities are evaluated and 
from the equality of some of these constants certain identi
ties relating the functions contained in the metric are ob
tained. We employ the Newman-Penrose notation and the 
spinor formalism following the conventions of Ref. 13. 

II. PERTURBATIONS IN TYPE D VACUUM 
BACKGROUNDS 

In a type D space-time one can choose a spin frame 
{OA,L A } (with OAL

A = 1) such that 0A and LA are (double) 
principal spinors of the Weyl spinor. Then '1'2 is the only 
non vanishing component of 'I' ABeD and, assuming that the 
Einstein vacuum field equations with cosmological constant 
are satisfied, it follows from the Bianchi identities that 

'1'2 = - M</13 , (1) 

where M is a constant and </1 is a function such that 

p = D In </1, 'T = <5 In </1, 

1T = -;5 In </1, J.t = -/l. In </1 , 
(2) 

and 

K=U=A=V=O. (3) 

Owing to the assumptions stated above, the remaining 
spin coefficients can be expressed (locally) as 

€ = D In t, f3 = <5 In t, 
(4) 

a = -;5 In S, r = - /l. In S , 
where t and S are some functions. The transformation prop
erties of the spin coefficients under the spin transformations 
that preserve the direction of ° A and LA can be accounted for 
by assigning to </1, t, and S the weights {O,O}, {1,O}, and 
{-I,O}, respectively, in the sense of Geroch et 01.14 [The 
functions </1, t, and S are not defined uniquely by (2) and (4), 
however; </1 is defined modulo a constant factor and t and S 
are defined up to mUltiplicative functions of two variables.] 

The massless field equations and the equations for the 
gravitational perturbations consist of sets of differential 
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equations in which the components of the fields are coupled 
with each other and with the background geometry. Never
theless, in a type D vacuum space-time the components ob
tained by fully contracting these fields with each of the prin
cipal spinors of the conformal curvature satisfy decoupled 
equations that can be solved by separation of variables. Ifwe 
denote by X 1/2 and X _ 1/2 the components 1]0 and 1] I of a 
Weyl neutrino field, by X I and X-I the components (f/o and 
(f/2 of an electromagnetic field, and by X2 and X -2 the first
order perturbations of the components '1'0 and '1'4 of the 
Weyl spinor, then from the corresponding field equations it 
follows that I 

[(D - (2s - 1)c + E- 2sp - p)(a - 2sr+ Jt) 

- (c5 - (2s - 1)P - a - 2sT + 1T)(~ - 2sa + 1T) 

- (s - 1)(2s - 1 )'I'2]Xs = 0 (5) 

and 

[(a + (2s - 1)r - r + 2sJt + ,u)(D + 2sc - p) 

- (~ + (2s - 1)a +,8 + 2s1T - r)(c5 + 2sp - T) 

- (s-I)(2s-1)'I'2]X_s =0. (6) 

Equations (5) and (6) are also valid when s = 0; they 
coincide with the (conformally invariant) spin-O massless 
field equation 

(VJlVJl + R 16)X = 0, (7) 

with X = Xo = X -0' [The equivalence of (7) with (5) and 
(6) depends on the fact that we are assuming KV - O'A = 0.] 
Furthermore, when s = ~, Eqs. (5) and (6) are precisely the 
equations satisfied by VO C' ""ooc' and VI C'''''IIC' , where ""ABC' 

are the components of a Rarita-Schwinger field, provided 
that the Ricci tensor vanishes. These derivatives of"" ABC' are 
invariant under supersymmetry transformations and corre
spond to the quantities 'l'2b2 and 'l'2al introduced by Gu
ven,5 which determine the solutions of the Rarita
Schwinger equation that cannot be generated from a vacuum 
by supersymmetry transformations (see also Ref. 15). 

All the type D solutions to the Einstein vacuum field 
equations with cosmological constant have been given in 
Refs. 11 and 12. Each of these metrics possesses (at least) 
two commuting Killing vectors and therefore, in all cases, 
there exist local coordinates {x,y,u,v} such that au and av 
are Killing vectors. The orbits under the isometry group gen
erated by au and av are called null or non-null according to 
whether guugvv - (guv) 2 vanishes or not. In Secs. III and IV 
these two cases are treated separately, summarizing the rel
evant information about the metrics. In each case, a general 
form of the null tetrad is given and Eqs. (5) and (6) are 
separated. The resulting ordinary differential equations are 
then used to find the differential relations between the sepa
rated functions corresponding to opposite helicities. 

III. NON-NULL ORBIT METRICS 

As mentioned above, in all cases of the type D vacuum 
metrics there exist coordinates {x,y,u,v} such that au and av 
are Killing vectors, therefore Eqs. (5) and (6) admit separa
ble solutions with a dependence in the ignorable coordinates 
u and v of the form 
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ei(ku+ Iv) , (8) 

where k and I are constants. We shall choose the null tetrad 
in such a way that, in all non-null orbit type D vacuum met
rics, on quantities with a dependence of the form (8) the 
tetrad vectors can be replaced according to 

- t D-~o, a- -~ifJifJQ~o, 

c5-(1//i)¢.Y6, ~-(l//i)ifJ.Yo, 

where 

~ n =ay + i(qIQ) + nQ(I)IQ= Q -n~oQn, 

~6 =ay - i(qIQ) + nQ(1)IQ = Q - n~6Qn, 

.Y = rp(a +.L+.!!:... p(J)) =p -nI2'y pnl2 
n "l/ r 

x p 2 pO"" 

.Yt = rp(a _ .L +.!!:... p(1») = p - n/2.Yt pn/2 
n "l/ r 

x p 2 po, 

(9) 

( 10) 

q(y) andp(x) are polynomials of degree not greater than 2 
that contain the separation constants k and I, and Q(y) and 
P(x) are polynomials of degree not greater than 4 that con
tain the cosmological constant Ao and other arbitrary param
eters present in the metric. The polynomials p, q, P, and Q are 
listed in Table I, following Ref. 11 with some minor changes 
in notation. The spin coefficients and the conformal curva
ture for each metric given in Table I can be obtained by 
means of Eqs. (1 )-( 4) with the aid of Table II. The asym
metry between D and a, given in (9), introduces certain 
asymmetry in the expressions for Xs and X _ s in terms of the 
separated functions. As remarked in Refs. 4, 6, and 10, any 
other null tetrad satisfying Eq. (3) would lead to results 
equivalent to those obtained by means of (9). 

Using Eqs. (1), (2), (4), (9), and (10) and the expres
sions given in Tables I and II one finds that the solutions to 
Eq. (5), with a dependence of the form (8), are given in 
terms of the solutions of the ordinary differential equations 

[Q~I-s~6 - (2s-1)iql) 

+ (s-I)(2s-1)Q(2)/6]Q sR+ s =AsQsR+s (11) 

and 

[.YLs.Ys + (2s-1)P<I)+ (s-I)(2s-1)P(2)/6]S+s 

= -AsS+s, (12) 

whereAs is a separation constant and s can take the values 0, 
!, 1,~, and 2. Similarly, the separable solutions ofEq. (6) are 
given in terms of the functions R _ s (y) and S _ s (x), which 
satisfy 

[Q~t -s~o + (2s - l)iq(1) 

+ (s-I)(2s-1)Q(2)/6]R_ s =A_sR_s (13) 

and 

[.YI_s.Yl- (2s-1)p<I)+ (s-I)(2s-1)P(2)/6]S_s 

= - A _ sS _ s (14) 

[cf. Refs. 2 and 10]. The expressions for X s and X _ s in 
terms of R ± s (y) and S ± s (x) are given in Table III. It may 
be noticed that the equations for R _ sand S _ s can be ob-
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TABLE I. Explicit form of the functions that determine the null tetrad. The cases called pGS and pDM are the null orbit solutions. Here a, b, m, n, Yoo Eoo and 
Ao are arbitrary constants. 

Metric p(x) q(y) 

B k+l k 
gS k+l k 
g*S k+l k 

.IC k+l k 
pCB( +) 1+2akx - k(a2 + T) 

pCB( -) k(a2 +r) -1-2aky 

pGS k(a2 +r) -1-2aky 

pCA l+kr l-kT 
pDM I+kr 1- ky2 
pPD /+kr l-kT 

tained from those for Q'R +, and S +, by replacing (k,/) by 
( - k, - I); which follows from the fact that, under the re
placement (k,1) - ( - k, - I), p - - p, q - - q and there
fore fiP n _fiP ~, !/ n -!/~. On the other hand, the equation 
for R _, is the complex conjugate of that for Q ' R + " 

A straightforward computation, using Eq. (10) and the 
fact that rf3) = Q IS) = 0, shows that, for s = !, Q,2, 

QS(i?C6 )2S[ QiZi l _ siZi6 - (2s - 1 )iq(J) 

+ (s-I)(2s-l)QIZ)/6] 

= [QiZi1 _siZio + (2s - l)iq(l) 

+ (s - 1 )(2s - l)Q(Z)/6] QS( iZi6 )2s . (15) 

Therefore QS (iZi 6)2sQ sR +s must be a multiple of R~s 
and, conversely, Q' (iZi 0)2, R _ s must be proportional to 
Q s R + s [which can be seen by changing (k,/) to ( - k, - I) 
in Eq. (15)], furthermore, the set of values of the separation 
constants in Eqs. (11) and (13), As and A _ s' must be the 
same. 

In a similar way one can show that 

P(x) 

l-Aor 
I-Eor 

-AoI3 - Eor+ 2~ 
- AoI6 + b - Eor - 2mr 

I-Eor 

Ao(a" - Wr -!X') 
+ 2nx - Eo(r - a2) 
Ao(a" - 2a2r -!X') 

+2nx 
b + 2nx - Ear - (AoI3)x" 

2nx 
- AoI6 + Yo + 2nx - Ear 
+ 2mr - (AoI6 + Yo)x4 

Q(y) 

I-AoT 
- AoI3 + EoT - 2m;i' 

1 +EoT 
- AoI6 - b + Eo T - 2m;i' 

Ao(a" - WT - V') 
- 2my + Eo(T - a2) 

l+EoT 

b - 2my + EoT - (AoI3)y4 

-AoI6 + Yo- 2my+ EoT 
- 2n;i' - (AoI6 + Yo)y" 

2"1_.2"2_s"·2"s[2"1-.2". + (2s-1)p(l) 

+ (s - 1)(2s - l)P(2)/6] 

= [2" 1- s2"1 - (2s - l)p(l) 

+ (s-1)(2s-l)P(2)/6]2"I_s2"2_s"'!/s' 
(16) 

In fact, Eq. (16) can be written in the sameform as Eq. (15) 
since, for example, using Eq. (10), 

!/ 1- ,2" 2 _ s· .. 2" s = pS/2(p -1/22" 0) 2sp S/2 

and the operator P -1/2 !/ 0 has a form analogous to that of 
iZi o' [Actually, by defining operators equivalent to (10) in a 
more symmetrical way, all separated equations in the vari
ables x and y can be written in a more symmetrical form. 
However, we make use of the definitions (10) in order to get 
expressions similar to those obtained in previous works.] 
From Eqs. (12), (14), and (16) it follows that 
2" 1 _ s 2" 2 _ s ... 2" sS + s is proportional to S _ s and, by 
changing (k,/) to (- k, -I) in Eq. (16), that 
2"1 _ s 2"I _ s ... 2"IS _ s is proportional to S + s . 

These differential relations also follow directly from the 
field equations: using Eqs. (2)-(4), (9), and (10) and the 

TABLE II. Expressions for the functions that determine the conformal curvature and the spin coefficients. With the exception of only the null orbit metric 
pDM, where the scalar curvature R vanishes, in all other cases R = 4Ao. 

Metric M ¢J 

B AoI3 
gS m y 
g*S in -ix 
gC m x+y 

pcB( +) m + i(EoO - !Ao03) (y+ia)-' 

pCB( -) in + EoO + !A003 (a + ix)-I 

pGS in + !Ao03 (a + ix)-I 

pCA m+in (y+ ix)-' 

pDM in (y+ ix)-' 

pPD m+in (1 - xy)/(y + ix) 
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p I/4 
pl/Oy - 1 

p '/4x- 1 

p '/4 (x+y)-1 
p I/4 

p l14 

pl/4 

pl/4 
pl/4 

p'/4(l-xy)-1 

pl/4QI/2 
P1/4Q'/2 
p 1/4Q'/2 
P 114Q 1/2 

PI/4Q'/2(y+ ia)-I 

p 1/4Q 1/2(a + ix)-I 

pl/4(a + ix)-I 

PI/4Q'/2(y+ ix)-I 
PI/4(y+ ix)-I 

PI /4QI/2(y+ ix)-I 
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TABLE III. Decoupled components in terms ofthe separated functions. 

Metric x. 
B,pcB( + ),pCB( - ) 

pGS,pCA,pDM 
gS,g*S,gC 41e'(ku + M R +.S +. 

pPD (1 - xy)e'(ku+ M R +.S +. 

expressions given in Tables I-III, the neutrino Weyl equa
tion takes the form 

gO(R-I/~-I/2) = -.!f 1/2(R+I/~+1/2) , 

.!ftl2 (R-I/~-I/2) = Q 1/2gi, (Q 1/2R+1/2S+1/2); 
(17) 

similarly, using Maxwell's equations, it follows thae· 1O 

gogo(R_IS_ I ) =.!f o.!f I(R+IS+ I ) , 

.!fi,.!ft (R_IS_ I ) = Qgi,gi, (QR+IS+ I) , 
(18) 

and, assuming that the Ricci tensor vanishes, from the Rar
ita-Schwinger equation one obtainsl6 

gog og o(R_3/2S_3/2) 

= -.!f -1/2.!f 1/2.!f 3/2(R+3/~+3/2) , 

.!f~ 112 .!ftl2 .!fII2 (R- 3/2S-3/2) 
_Q3/2gtgtGrt(Q3/2R S ) 
- 0 o.:vo +312 +3/2 . 

(19) 

In the case of the gravitational perturbations there is a pair of 
equations similar to Eqs. (17)-(19) when \{I2 is also zero; 
however, the presence of \{I 2 introduces additional terms and 
complicates the derivation of an analog of Eqs. (17 )-( 19). 

From Eqs. (15)-( 19) it follows that, for each valueofs, 
the functions R ±. and S ± s> present in the components X. 
and X _ S of a given perturbation with a dependence of the 
form (8), correspond to the same value of the separation 
constant and, since Q S R +. and R _ S satisfy complex-con
jugate equations, these functions can be normalized in such a 
way that 

Q'(go)2'R _.(y) = BsQsR +.(y) , 

QS(gi,)2'Q'R+.(y) =B.R_.(y), 
(20) 

with Bs being a real constant. Therefore, in the cases 
s =!, 1,~, the functions S ±. satisfy 

.!f1_ • .!f2_S .. ·.!f.S+s(x) = (-1)2'BsS_.(x) , 
(21) 

.!fL • .!fL ... ·.!flS_s(x) =B.S+s(x). 

In the case s = 2, Q2R+2 and R_2 can be normalized 
according to (20), with B2 being a real constant; however, if 
\{I2 is different from zero, S+2 and S_2 would be connected 
by relations of the form (21 ) with proportionality constants, 
different from B2, complex in general. We can absorb in S + 2 

and S-2 the phase factor of those complex constants, thus 
making Eq. (21) valid also in this case, but then Eq. (20) has 
to be replaced by 

Q2(gO)4R_2(y) = C2Q 2R+2(y) , 
(22) 
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x -. 

[11( _~)2·]412HIe'(kH'V)R_.S_. 
[(l-xy)/( _~)2·]41z..e'(ku+MR_.S_. 

where C2 is a complex constant. Only the value of IC2 12 is 
uniquely fixed and is independent of the normalization of 
R ± 2' In the cases of the Schwarzschild and the Kerr met
rics, Eqs. (21) and (22) lead to simpler expressions than the 
choice based on (20) (see Ref. 2) . 

IV. NULL ORBIT METRICS 

In the case of the null orbit type D vacuum metrics, the 
null tetrad can be chosen in such a way that, on quantities 
with a dependence of the form (8), the tetrad vectors can be 
replaced according to 

D-2iq, 6.- -!ifJ~ay, 

~- (1/.J2)~.!fi" 6- (1/.J2)ifJ.!f 0' 

(23) 

with .!f 0 and .!fi, given by Eq. (10). As in the preceding 
section, p (x) and q (y) are polynomials of degree not greater 
than 2 and P(x) is a polynomial of degree not greater than 4; 
but, in this case, the polynomial Q(y) is absent and, more
over, the two principal null directions are not equivalent. 
The polynomials p (x), q(y), and P(x) corresponding to the 
null orbit metrics are also given in Table I. The spin coeffi
cients and the conformal curvature can be easily obtained by 
using Eqs. (1)-(4) and (23) and the expressions listed in 
Table II. 

Following the steps indicated in the preceding section, 
one finds that the separable solutions to Eqs. (5) and (6) are 
of the form given in Table III, where the separated functions 
R ±. satisfy the equations 

[2iqay - (2s-l)iq<I)]R+. =AsR+., (24) 

[2iqay + (2s+ l)iq(t)]R_. =A.R_s, (25) 

whileS+. andS_. continuesatisfyingEqs. (12) and (14), 
respectively. It may be noticed4

•
6 that Eqs. (24) and (25) are 

first-order equations in contrast to Eqs. (11 )-( 14) . 
Using the fact that q<3) = 0, it is easy to see that 

(ay )2.[ 2iq ay - (2s - l)iq(t)] 

= [2iqay + (2s+ l)iq(t)] (ay)2S (26) 

and 

(2iq)2s[ 2iq ay + (2s + 1 )iq(t)] 

= [2iq ay - (2s - 1 )iq<l)] (2iq)2' , (27) 

therefore (ay )2. maps solutions ofEq. (24) into solutions of 
Eq. (25) and a solution ofEq. (25) multiplied by (2iq) 2. is a 
solution ofEq. (24). 

Since the functions S ±. in this case also satisfy Eqs. 
(12) and (14), they can be normalized to satisfy Eq. (21). 
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Then, by virtue of the field equations as in Eqs. (17 )-( 19), it 
follows that, for s = 1,1 and, provided the cosmological con
stant vanishes, for s = ~, 

second of Eqs. (20) into the first one and using Eqs. (10) 
and (11). This gives, for example, 

(2iq)2sR_ s(y) =BsR+s(Y)' 

(ay)zsR+s(Y) =BsR_s(y)· 

When s = 2 we can only assert that 

(2iq)4R _ Z (y) = ER+z(Y) , 

(ay )4R+ z(Y) = FR_z(Y) , 

where E and F are complex constants. 

v. PROPORTIONALITY CONSTANTS 

(28) 

(29) 

The proportionality factor Os, contained in the differen-

i.e., 

(Bl/z)ZQ I/ZR+ I/Z = Q I/Z&oQ I/Z~~Q I/ZR+ I/Z 

= Q& I/Z&~Q 1/2R+I/Z 

= Al/zQ I/zR+ lIZ' 

(BI /2)Z = A 1/z . 

Similarly, a somewhat lengthy computation yields 

tial relations (20), can be determined by substituting the and , 

(B3/Z )Z = (A3/2») + { - HQQ(4) - Q(1)Q(3) + ~(Q(2)2] + 4(q(1)2 - 8qq(Z)}A3/2 

+ ~HqZQ(4) _ qq(1)Q(3) + (qq(2) + (q(1)Z)Q(2) _ 3q(1)q(2)Q(1) + 3(q(Z)zQ} 

+:h{ - 2QQ (Z)Q (4) + ~(Q(I)ZQ(4) + Q(Q(3)Z _ Q(1)Q(Z)Q()) + !(Q(Z)3}. 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

It can be verified, using the fact that q(3) = Q (5) = 0, that the expressions (31) and (32) are actually constant; moreover, each 
term between braces in (32) is constant. 

and 

On the other hand, using Eqs. (10), (12), and (21), one obtains Eq. (30) and the alternative expressions 

(B1)Z = (AI)z _ (p<I)z + 2pP<Z) , 

(B3/2)Z = (A3/2)3 + { - H pp(4) _ p(1)p(3) + !(P(Z»Z] - 4(p(1)z + 8PP<Z)}A3/Z 

+ H! pzp (4) _ pp<l)p(3) + (pp<Z) + (p<I)Z)p(Z) _ 3p0lp(Z)p(1) + 3(p(Z»ZP} 

+ fi,{2PP(Z)P(4) _ ~(p(1)ZP(4) _ P(p(3»Z + p(1)p(2)p(3) _ ~(P(2»3} , 

(Bz)z = {(Az)z _ H pp(4) _ p(l)p(3) + !(P(Z»2]}Z _ lO{(p(J)z _ 2pp(2)} (Az)z 

+ S{!p2p(4) _ pp(l)p(3) + (pp<Z) + (p(l)z)P (2) _ 3p(1lp(2)p(1) + 3 (P<Z)zP}Az + 9{(p(l)z _ 2pP<Z)F 

+ {p2(2P(2)p(4) _ (P()))Z) + pp(2)(6Pp(4) _ (P(Z)Z) + 3 (p<Z»Z(4PP(Z) _ 3(P(1)Z) + 2Pp<I)(P(2)p O) _ 3P(l)p(4) 

+ 3 (p(I)Z(Pp(4) + p(l)pO) _ ~(p(2)Z) _ 6P<I)P<Z)(2PP(3) _ P(I)P(Z»} . 

In a similar manner, from Eqs. (10), (11), and (22) it follows that 

ICzlz = {(Az)z - H QQ(4) _ Q(J)Q(3) + ~(Q(2)Z]}Z + lO{(q(J)z - 2qq(Z)} (Az)z 

+ 8Hq2Q(4) _ qq(I)Q(3) + (qq(Z) + (q(1)Z)Q(2) _ 3q'l)q(2)Q(1) + 3(q(Z)zQ }Az + 9{(q(1)z _ 2qq(2)F 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

_ {qZ(2Q(Z)Q(4) _ (Q()))Z) + qq(2)(6QQ(4) _ (Q{2)z) + 3 (q(Z)Z(4QQ (Z) _ 3(Q(1»Z) + 2qq(I)(Q(2)Q(3) _ 3Q (1)Q (4) 

(As indicated in Sec. III, the results concerning S ± s can be 
obtained from those corresponding to R ± s' and vice versa, 
by means of appropriate substitutions.) It can be readily 
seen that each term between braces in (34 )-( 36) is constant. 

In the case of the null orbit metrics the computations are 
much simpler and one finds that the proportionality con
stants appearing in Eq. (28) are given by Eqs. (30)-(32), 
with Q replaced by zero. Similarly, the product, EF, of the 
constants introduced in Eq. (29) is given by the right-hand 
side of (36) if Q is set equal to zero. 
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(36) 

From the equivalence of Eqs. (31) and (33) one finds 
that 

(37) 

which provides a relationship between the (coefficients of 
the) polynomials p and q corresponding to each metric. Sim
ilarly, the equality of (32) and (34) gives another relation· 
ship valid when the cosmological constant vanishes. Never
theless, by explicit computations using the expressions given 
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in Table I we find that the constants appearing in Eqs. (32) 
and (34)-(36) are related by 
QQ(4) _ Q(I)Q(3) + !(Q(2»2 = pp(4) _ p(J)p(3) + !(p(2»2, 

(38) 

~q2Q (4) _ qq(l)Q (3) 

+ (q42) + (q(l»2)Q(2) _ 3q(l)q(2)Q(I) + 3(q(2»2Q 

= !p2P(4) _ pp(J)p(3) + (pp(2) + (il)2)p(2) 

_ 3p(lp(2)P(J) + 3(p(2»2p, 

_ 2QQ (2)Q (4) + ~(Q(I»2Q(4) 
+ Q(Q(3»2 _ Q (J)Q (2)Q (3) + !(Q(2)3 

(39) 

= 2PP (2)p (4) _ ~(p(l»2p(4) _ p(p(3»2 + p(J)p(2)p(3) 

_ !(p(2»3 _ !Ao112M 1
2 , (40) 

even if the cosmological constant Ao is different from zero. 
Furthermore, we find that 

IC21
2 = (B2)2 + 1 12Mh 1

2 , (41) 

where h is defined by 

t/>-l (pt!. + f-lD - 75 - 1T/»ei(ku + Iv) = hei(ku + Iv) • (42) 

The vector field t/> -1 (pt!. + f-lD - 75 - 1T/» is a Killing vec
tor that turns out to be a linear combination of au and av ' 

Hence h is a combination of the separation constants k and I. 
Equations (38 )-( 42) also apply for the case of the null 

orbit metrics if Q is set equal to zero, with 1 C2 1
2 replaced by 

EFin Eq. (41). 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As shown in Ref. 10, in the case of the electromagnetic 
perturbations the Teukolsky-Starobinsky identities are inti
mately related to the separability of Maxwell's equations and 
in the case of the Weyl neutrino equation something similar 
occurs. In view of the results presented here, one may conjec
ture that an analogous relationship exists also in the cases of 
the spin-~ and of the gravitational perturbations. 
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It is somewhat surprising the fact that certain relations 
between the functions contained in the metric arise from the 
equations for perturbations [Eqs. (37)-(41)]. Probably, 
these relations can also be derived directly from Einstein's 
equations. The relation (41), obtained here by explicit com
putation, must be obtainable directly from the linearized 
Bianchi identities. 
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A 29 ... root soluble model for the nonlinear calculation of a four-body 
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The time-independent mean-field theory of collisions is applied to the collision offour one
dimensional particles. Their two-body interactions are taken as separable, with Lorentzian 
form factors. This allows completely analytical solutions. A unique and satisfactory physical 
branch emerges out of 29 candidate solutions. It is very stable when the strength of the 
interaction is modified. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The N-body problem can often be formalized, in quan
tum mechanics, by the calculation of a propagator 
G = (E - H) -!, where the Hamiltonian H = l' + V reads, 
in obvious notation, 

N N 

H= L t i + IVy, (1.1 ) 
l= 1 i>i 

and E is a complex parametric energy. 
This is formally, a trivial linear problem, with a unique 

solution when 1m E> O. In practice, as soon as there are 
more than three particles, and Faddeev equations are no 
longer available, this would-be linear problem amounts to 
the formidable inversion of a huge matrix i.n a large-dimen
sional space. The numerical accuracy demanded by the intri
cacies of the on-shell limit, 1m E = 0, is out of reach. 

This is why we have proposed a nonlinear approxima
tion I to the calculation of a matrix element such as 

D=(xl(E-H)-llx) , (1.2) 

where X is a generic product of single-particle orbitals 

x(r" ... ,r,v) =XI(rr)o··XN(rN ). (1,3) 

For that purpose, it is trivial to show that D is the stationary 
value of the functional F of ¢i, 

F=(¢!X)2/(¢!(E-H)!¢) , (1.4) 

where round brackets ( ! ) denote the absence of complex 
conjugation for bras. An ansatz for ifJ similar to Eq. (1.3) 
for X, 

ifJ = ({JI" '({IN' (1.5) 

provides the variational, nonlinear equations 

('7i-hi)rpj=Xt> (1.6) 

with the complex, single-particle self-energies 

ft W'k 
'7i=E- L -L._ L _1_, 

j#inj i>knjnk 

( 1.7) 

h'i 
k~i 

where 

aj Permanent address: Institut de Physique, Universite des Sciences et de la 
Technologie Houari Boumediene, PB 32 El Alia, Alger, Algeria. 

b) Permanent address: Institut fUr Theoretische Physik, Universitiit Mun
ster, Domagkstrasse, Munster, Federal Republic of Gennany. 

n i = (({Ji I~;) , 
OJ = ('Pi It l({Ji) , 

Wjk = «({Jj({Jk I vi 97j({Jk ) , 

hi = ti + Ui , 

and finally 

(p/IUilp) = JdP" dp'" (p'p"lvlpp"') 

x L nJ~ tq7J (p" )q7j (pili) . 
Ni 

( 1.8) 

( 1.9) 

( 1.10) 

(1.11) 

( 1.12) 

This set of equations, Eqs. (1.6)-( 1.12), is plain Har
tree theory, except for the right-hand side ofEq. (1.6), the 
source term Xi' Antisymmetrization is trivial and has been 
published elsewhere. 2 

This problem has been investigated in the framework of 
a soluble model3

,4 where only the kinetic energy is present. It 
may be pointed out here that, although T is a trivial one
body operator, the bare propagator (E - T) -\ is a nontri
vial, many-body operator. It was thus a significant result 
that the approximation generated by Eq. ( 1.6) turned out to 
be excellene and that one out of its five competing solutions 
could easily be selected as the unique, physical approxima
tion4 for outgoing waves. 

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize the 
soluble modeP into a model including interactions. As will 
be shown, an analytical control of the whole algebra can be 
obtained all the way. It will turn out, once again, that only 
one of the many solutions (29 in that case) generated by 
nonlinearity is physically acceptable. 

In Sec. II we describe the model and the basic equations 
that make it soluble. The technical, analytical solution of the 
model is explained in Sec. III. Then we study the main prop
erties of the solution in Sec. IV, where numerical results are 
displayed. Our conclusion is proposed in Sec. V. 

II. THE MODEL 

Consider the symmetry group § of a polyhedron in a d
dimensional space, and a rotation invariant wave packet 
X(p) centered at the origin in that space. A vector K will be 
associated to the first particle, via the wave packet 

Xi(pd=X(pt-K). (2.1) 
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Then we let the group § act upon K and generate K 2,,,.,KN • 

We define the wave packets 

Xi(lU=X{Pi-K;), i=2, ... ,N, (2.2) 

and consider the N-body amplitude D = <xlG Ix), where 
X = IIf:"'lx;, 

It is clear that S is a symmetry group for an exact solu
tion of this problem and that the mean-field approximation 
can take great advantage of this symmetry. As already dis
cussed in Ref. 3, the mean-field orbitals <Pi span a representa
tion of S, provided of course the two-body interaction com
mutes with S. 

In the following we take dimension d = 1, and our po
tential is defined by 

(p'p"lvlpp'") = -Ao/(p')/(p")/{p)/(p"'), (2.3) 

where Ao is a strength constant and the form factor fis given 
as a Lorentzian with width r, 

j(p) = (2I1r)1!2y(p2+y)-I, (2.4) 

which allows easy analytical calculationso Many other 
choices and generalizations are obviously available. For the 
sake of definitiveness, the width r is taken as r = 1 fm---!, a 
typical value for nuclear physics as an example. 

Finally we set 

x(p - K) = (2117) 1121'[ (p - K)2 + y]-l (fm) , 
(25 ) 

a boosted Lorentzian with the same width y. In the following 
we list dimensions after each new symboL We obtain dimen
sion fm- 4 for Ao, so that the matrix element (P'p"lvlpptll) 
becomes dimensionless. 

The symmetry group § and the separability of v induce a 
degeneracy of all the quantities n, (), and w listed in Eqs. 
(1.8 )-( 1.10). Hence it is trivial to omit the subscript i and 
write Eq. (1.6) as 

(rJ- p2)q;(p) =X(p-K) + fdP'<PIUlp')q;>(p') ' 

(2.6) 

where h 212m = 1 (hence the dimension of E is fm - 2), and 

rJ = E - (N - l)() In + Aa41n2 (fm -2) , (2,7) 

A = !(N - 1) (N - 2),.1,0 (fm-4
), (2.8) 

a = (<p II) (fm3
) , (2.9) 

<PIU Ip') = - A (a2In)/{p)f(p') (fm- I) , (2.10) 

,.1,= (N - 1),.1,0 (fm-4
). (2.11) 

Hence the self-consistency demanded by the variational 
principle reduces to the determination of the three param-

I 

eters () (or rJ), a, and n of the mean~field orbital 

~(p) = x(p - K) _ A a
3 

I(p) (fm3 ) 0 

1] - p2 n "1/ _ p2 
(2.12) 

As will be shown below, this self-consistency condition will 
reduce to only the search for the roots of a polynomial. 

For that purpose we define the three basic integrals 

II(rJ)=.JdpX2(P--'!) (fm3 ) , (2.13a) 
rJ _pL. 

(2.13b) 

(2.13c) 

and their derivatives, I'=dlld'Y/. It is easy to insert Eq. 
(2.12) into Eqs. (1.8), (1.9), and (2.9), respectively, and 
obtain 

n = -Ii + 2Aa3Iin- 1 
- A 2a61in-2 (fm5 ), (2.14) 

()="I/n-II+Ua312nc.I-A2a6I3n--2 (fm3 ), (2.15) 

a=Iz -).a313n- 1 (fm3
). (2.16) 

Through the integrals 1,1', these three equations, Eqs. 
(2014 )-(2.16), are parametrized by "1/, Eq. (2.7). This closes 
the self-consistency algebra. 

A numerical iterative procedure thus seems to be in or
der, and easy. A funy analytical solution is, however, avail
able. We first define the auxiliary quantity 

A=.a2In, 

and obtain from Eq. (2016) 

a = /21 (1 + ;tAl]) . 

(2.17) 

(2.18 ) 

Hence Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) can be written in terms of A 
only, 

n= -1; +2AA [2 I; _"t,2A2( 12 ) 21 3' 
1 +AAI3 1 +AAI3 

(2.19) 

()=rjn-l1 +UA 12 Iz-A 2A 2 ( 12 )2[,. 
1 + AIJ 1 + AAl, -

. - (2.20) 

Since by definition A = a 2 In, we find from Eqs. (2018) and 
(2.19 ) 

A = n/( - (l + AA13)2[; 

+2AA(1 +;{AI3 )lzIi -J. 2A 21Ui] , (2.21) 

where A and 'Y/ are present. Returning to the definition of 'Y/, 
Eq. (2.7), we find 

(1 +AAI3 )211 - 2AA(1 +AAI3 )n +A 2A 2nI3 
rJ = E - (N - OrJ - (N - 1) + AA 2, (2.22) 

(l +AAI3)21; -UA(l +AAI3)121~ +A 2A 2nI; 

which simplifies, through Eq. (2021), into 

O=E-N"I/+ (N-l)A (1 +J.AI3)2I! 

2085 

-UAO+J.A13 )n +"t,2A21~13]ln +AA2, 
(2.23) 
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f 
another condition between only A and 71. 

It is remarkable that, as far as A is concerned, Eqs. 
(2.21) and (2,23) are only cubic and read 

a A 3 + bA 2 + cA + d = 0 , (2.21') 
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alA 3 + b 'A 2 + e'A + d' = 0 , 

with 

a=.lt2(/il~ -21zI2f3+I;n), 

b=2AU;I3- l zl ;) , 

c=Ii, 

d=n, 

a' =.It 2(N - 1)13(1113 - n) , 
b' = A{2(N - 1)1113 - [(3N - 2)/211D, 

e' = (N - 1 )11 , 

d' = (E - NrOn . 

(2.23') 

(2.24a) 

(2.24b) 

(2.24c) 

(2.24d) 

(2.24e) 

(2.240 

(2.24g) 

(2.24h) 

The traditional compatibility condition between two such 
cubic equations reads 

a a' 0 0 0 0 

b b l a a' 0 0 

c c' b b' a a' 
det:; 

d d' c' b b' 
=0 (2.25) 

c 

0 0 d d' e c' 

0 0 0 0 d d' 

which is an equation where only 1] is left. 
An elementary manipulation, after inspection of Eqs. 

(2.24), shows thatdetisasumofthreeterms, of order A 6,A 5, 

and.lt 4, respectively, 

det6 = (ad' - da')3 , (2.26a) 

dets = (ab 1_ ba') [(bd' - db ')2 - 2 deto(ad '_ da')] 

- (ae' - ca'Had' - da')(bd' - db ') , (2.26b) 

det4 = deto detz , 

with 

deto = cd' - dc' , 

det2 = (ae' - ca')2 - (ab ,_ ba') (be' - cb ') . 

C2.26c) 

(2.26d) 

(2.26e) 

As is now obvious from the definitions of the integrals I, 
Eqs. (2.13), and the explicit forms off and X, Eqs. (2.4) and 
(2.5), the coefficients 0, b"H,d', and the determinant det are 
rational fractions with respect to the auxiliary variable 
W:;'lJ

1
/
2

• Hence the solution ofEq. (2.25) boils down to the 
search for the roots of a polynomial. Our model is thus ana~ 
lytical. Its properties are the subject of Sec. III. 

m. ANALYTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION 

A straightforward contour integration in the upper half 
of the complex p plane provides 

J!= - ZZ:K Z [l+ (Z-1)~~+K2)]' (3.1a) 

hence, 

2 2z(z+ 1) +K2 
K2+4 z(z-1J<z2+K2) ' 

z+1 
ZZ(z-l) , 

I
, _ Z[Z4 + z3 + (K 2 

- 1)Z2 - 3K.2z + 3K 2
] 

1-- [(z-lHz2+K 2 )], , 
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(3.1b) 

(3.1c) 

(3,ld) 

1~ = _ 1 
K2+4 

4z~ + 4Z4 + 4(K 2 
- l)z> + K 2z2 + 2K 4z _ K4 

X .z2(z _ 1) 3 (.z2 + K2)2 ' 

J '- ZZ+z-l 
:1- ~ y 

. (z(z - 1) r 
where we have defined z from 

w = f(z - y), y = 1 , 

and w from 

(3.le) 

( 3.10 

(3.2) 

TJ=w2,Imw>O. (3.3) 

This condition, 1m W > 0, is linked to the calculation of our 
contour integrals, see Egs. (2.13), in the upper half of the 
complex p plane. 

InsertionofEqs. (3.1) into Eqs. (2.24) givesa,b, ... ,d f as 
rational fractions of z (or w). We notice that all of these 
coefficients a,b, ... ,d ' depend on K. Also most of them depend 
on N, if only because.lt depends on N. The only coefficient 
that depends on E, however, is d'. For the sake of definitive~ 
ness, we set Re E = NK 2, and N = 4. The symmetry group § 

is realized if, for instance, K] = K2 = K and 
K3 = K4 = - K. These specifications leave 4, Im E, and K 
as the only parameters for our analysis of the model. 

Before going into a detailed discussion of Eg. (2.25), a 
remark on the behavior of the solution as a function of 4 is in 
order. On one hand, when.lt = 0, corresponding to a pure 
kinetic model similar to that studied in Ref. 3, the coeffi~ 
cientsa, b, a', b' vanish. There only deto, Eq. (2.26d), makes 
sense. As a matter offact, det4 is the product of deto and det2• 

When.lt takes on non vanishing values, it is clear that those 
roots of det that are continuations of roots of deto are likely 
to be more physical than the roots of det that are continua
tions of the roots of det2• 

On the other hand, the model should also accommodate 
a "potential" limit, corresponding to the situation where 14 1 
is very large. There, the dominant term ofdet is det6, which 
leads to threefold degenerate roots. We must thus search, 
and keep track of, "physical" roots w of def, which are con
tinuous functions of )c, and which should interpolate be
tween roots of deio and roots of det". 

The strai.ghtforward, but tedious calculation of det, or 
rather of its polynomial numerator, demanded our use of 
symbolic language AMP, since an explicit listing of this nu~ 
merator demands ten pages of computer output. This poly
nomial cannot be published here, naturally, but is available 
on request. It turns out to be a polynomial of degree 46, Out 
of it a factor (2.z2 -+- 2z + K2)4(Z - 1 )Oz' can be factorized 
and at once discarded, for the roots of this factor depend 
neither on .It nor on 1m E, and are thus unphysical. This 
leaves a polynomial of degree 29. 

For the small 4 limit, the numerator of deto provides a 
polynomial of degree 7, while the numerator of det2 provides 
a polynomial of degree 16 and a factor ZOo As already noticed, 
we have less interest in the latter 22 (16 + 6) roots, for they 
do not depend on 1m E. The numerical investigation, whose 
final results are abstracted in Sec. IV, further revealed that 
these 22 roots failed to satisfy the condition Im w > O. An 
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analytical, rather than numerical, proof of this failure could 
not be found, but in the following we focus on those branches 
of roots of det that are continuations of the seven roots of 
deto· 

For the large A. limit, the numerator of det6 provides a 
polynomial of degree 42, which includes a trivial factor 
(2z2 + 2z + K 2)6(Z - 1)6z-' rather than (2z2 + 2z + K2)4 

X (z - 1 )"z3 like det. This leaves seven triply degenerate 
roots as potentially "physical" candidates. 

The difference between the total degree (42) obtained 
from det6' and the total degree (46) obtained from det or 
det4 corresponds thus to four additional roots (I) that diverge 
when A is very large and are seemingly of little interest. 

We have not found an elegant physical justification for 
the triple degeneracy of the seven roots of det" we retain for 
our analysis, but the numerical and physical results are quite 
unambiguous. As a matter of fact, we have studied numeri
cally the 29 nontrivial roots of the full det as functions of A, 
1m E, and K, and studied their connection with the "inter
esting" roots of deto and the "interesting" roots of det6 • It 
was critical that only one of these 29 roots be acceptable, for 
the linear problem at the beginning of our theory has a 
unique physical answer. Satisfactorily enough, the following 
selection and classification scheme for roots turned out to be 
available: a root w is acceptable if and only if 

0) Im ill> 0, 
(iO 1m 15<0, 

when 1m E> 0, where D is that approximate amplitUde gen
erated by wand the corresponding q; via Eq. (1.4), 

(iii) 1m 1J( =0 1m ( 2
) > 0, 

(iv) w2 ""K2 + ImE, when ImE»K 2
, 

(v) Re A > 0 and 1m A > 0 . 
The first two rules, (i) and Oi), are mathematically rig

orous, as seen from our choice of "upper" contour integrals 
and our search for retarded diagonal amplitUdes, respective
ly. 

The third rule is almost rigorous, in the sense that many
body retardation should be translated into single-particle re
tardation, hence a self-energy 17 with a positive imaginary 
part. 

The fourth rule, (iv), is empirical, but fairly intuitive 
insofar as Re 17 (=0 Re oi) is concerned for the source wave 
packet X and the variational wave packet <p should have simi
lar energies. For the imaginary part, this rule hints that re
tardation effects are similar for the single-particle and the 
many-particle propagations. 

The first four rules were sufficient to eliminate aU roots 
but one. The survivor root turns out also to be almost inde
pendent of A, which almost decouples the self-energy from 
the interaction strength, an interesting approximation. The 
last rule is an empirical, and apparently specific property, of 
this survivor root. More details are given in Sec. IV. 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

We have solved Eq. (2.25) for a large range of par am
eters, namely A ranging from 0,001 to 120 fm-4, K from 1 to 
5 fm -\ (which means, with traditional units, Re E from 80 
t02000MeV), and 1m E from Oto 2000 MeV. Most roots are 
at once eliminated because they violate rule (0 andlor rule 
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(ii). This leaves at most four to five roots to be tracked when 
the various parameters A, 1m E, and K evolve. 

The "on-shell" case, namely 1m E = 0, is of special in
terest, since it corresponds to a physical collision. As X has 
been chosen a real wave function and since the functional F, 
Eq. (1.4), is formally real, the analyticity and formal reality 
of if; with respect to the parameters 11 and a generate pairs of 
conjugate solutions (w, - ill*), hence pairs of conjugate self
energies (11, 1J*). In other words, the variational principle 
systematically generates both an advanced and a retarded 
solution in this on-shell limit. Any advanced solution is elim
inated under rules (i) andlor (ii), of course. Real roots for 1/ 
(purely imaginary for 0))' which do not appear in pairs, are 
more delicate to analyze, for they may be candidates for a 
principal part amplitude. We have scrutinized them one by 
one. 

In order to sort the survivor roots, it is very useful to 
study the pure kinetic energy case, namely A = O. We know 
already from our past experience} that this model exhibits a 
well-defined physical root WI. which is a smooth function of 
K and Im E. A striking property of this root is that it fits rule 
(iv) very closely. An even more striking property of (11 1 is 
that the bare (kinetic) propagator amplitUdes D (exact) and 
D (approximate) are very close to each other, while the 15 
generated by any other competitor root in this kinetic model 
generates a much poorer approximation. Hence there is no 
doubt that in this kinetic limit WI is that unique physical root 
to be found. 

Our strategy is thus very simple. 
First we study the "kinetic" model, namely the seven 

roots of deto in the present case, as functions of only K and 
1m E. It is easy to isolate the physical root there. Its behavior 
is shown in Fig. 1, where we have also shown, for the sake of 
completeness, branches ( - w~) of an "advanced" root that 
merge with the branches of the physical root ill! when 
1m E = o. There is Uttle comment to add, except that both 
Ref. 3, where there were five roots, and the present model 

Im'W (lm-') A ~O 
K~I K~2 K=3 K=' K = 5 fm-' 

-~'*.~7. I I (." r .kinetic model / .. 2 lSI ...; l f'la WI 

l' I I .. " r fit I 

WI! " .a IU k )' 
)' t l

' 111 

r t )' " IB! 'I 

I 11 ., 
" "f Ie II 

" 
21 " 
"f 01 I 150 f-

liI "a/ . I J -W2 21 

"I I -"'2 

" I j JOlIl 

mi : 
0 ReW(fm'l j -; 

FIG. 1. Kinetic model (no interaction). Each point is labeled by rm E, in a 
system whereh 212m = 20 MeV fm'. The upper branches correspond to the 
physical solution, The lower branches correspond to the complex conjuga
tion of the opposite of another root. 
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show that there is no branch crossing as long as K>2r, 
namely that the average momentum exceeds the fluctuations 
in the wave packets Xi' 

Then we freeze 1m E = 0, which is the physical situa~ 
tion, and let A increase. We follow that root which is a con
tinuation of (i)1 and also any other root whose branch may 
interfere. A typical situation is shown in Fig. 2, with K = 3. 
The root (i) I hardly depends on A, while two other roots tend 
to merge with (i)l when A increases. This merging remark
ably confirms the triple degeneracy expected from our for
mal analysis in Sec. III. For a value of K ( = 3) which is 
sufficiently large compared to that of r ( = 1), we find no 
branch crossing that could interfere with the identification 
ofm l · 

Some of the roots plotted on Fig. 2 are shown between 
parentheses, in order to indicate that they violate one or sev
eral oftherules (i)-(v). The physical branch seems to be the 
only one for which these rules are never violated. 

Finally we freeze K and A, the latter to a large value in 
order to have a nontrivial potential influence, and study the 
behavior of the roots as functions of 1m Eo This is shown in 
Fig. 3, in a typical situation K = 3 again. The root 6:)1 is very 
well approximated by its qualitative estimate, rule (iv), 
competing branches show some illegal points (between pa
rentheses), and again we find no branch crossing. 

To summarize our long numerical analysis, whose de
tails cannot be published extensively, there is indeed only 
one physical branch provided by this many-solution model. 

2.0 

1.5 

to 

Roats as functions af >.. 
K=3fm-l• ReE=7Z0MeV. ImE=(J 

Second additional 
converging branch 

50 

Physical _ 
root 

41
'20 

100 
80 

~o 

/ 
/

/ first additional 
converging branch 

/2 
• 0yOl 
o~ 

025 

z 3 

FIG. 2. Behavior of the roots as functions of the strength constant.it. The 
physical branch is reduced to a minute line element since W J hardly depends 
on ) •. Points are labeled by the value of .. t Some points. between parentheses, 
explicitly violate rule (11) described at the end of Sec. III. Most points on the 
two "additional" branches violate rule (v). 
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physical 
branch 

)...100 K=3 ReE=720 

W as a function of 1m E 

FIG. 3. Behavior of the roots as functions of their label, 1m E. The asympto
tic guess is generated by rule (iv). 

V, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Our work would be complete if we could compare, for 
A :fO, the exact amplitude D with the approximate D genera
ted by 6:)/. We have indeed easily calculated D, but the calcu~ 
lation of D is another matter. This four-body problem, how
ever, is not completely out of reach, for the separability of v 
leads to great simplifications. We are considering the com
parison of D and 15 for a further paper. 

The main result of the present paper is thus the rich 
nature of the mean-field approximation in this model, be
cause of the occurrence of 29 competing solutions. Even 
though most of them can be rapidly ruled out, one day there 
should be a physical interpretation for most of them. 

It is extremely satisfactory that finally only one among 
these roots survives as the undisputed physical solution, 
with great stability and simplicity properties (in particular, 
no branching). This gives great confidence in the validity of 
the variational method in those practical cases where no ana
lytical solution is available and the mean-field equations, 
Eqs. (1.6), have to be soived via only a numerical iteration. 

It may be pointed out, incidentally, that the present 
model couid also be used to increase the efficiency of various 
iteration schemes and then define the attraction basins of the 
various solutions. In the case of Ref. 3 and in the present 
model, we have established that (i) I has in general good sta
bility under various iterative approximation schemes, but 
the solution (i)2= - mT also has a non-negligible stability 
domain, hence rules (i)-(v) always retain their interest. 

In summary, there exists in our mean-field theory of 
collisions a nontrivial and soluble model that provides all 
desirable tests for the validity of our theory. 
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Sloane's work [J. Math. Phys. 28, 1653 (1987)] is supplemented by published theorems that 
have been applied to the NaCI, CsCI, ZnS, and CaF2 structures to give formulas for the radii of 
all occupied shells (i.e., all radii for which Sn = ° are identified) and to give the species of 
atoms in each shell. In this paper the sort of information these theorems can provide is briefly 
reviewed and some predictions based on them are checked with the tabulated results of Sloane 
and others. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When coupled with collaborative work with Teo,I.2 a 
recent paper by Sloane3 provides extensive information 
about the radii (n) 1/2 and coordination numbers Sn of 
"shells," and about nuclearity (magic numbers) of spherical 
clusters oflattice points associated with "spheres" in multi
dimensional lattices, with the spheres centered about various 
lattice and nonlattice points. Connections with theta func
tions are established and exploited in the enumerative and 
combinatorial problems. They discuss possible applications 
in many fields, but for detailed illustrations and tabulation of 
results they emphasize two-dimensional (2-D) and three
dimensional (3-0) lattices with the lattice points occupied 
by one or two species of atoms. They appear to be unaware of 
similar work for the 3-D case reported by Kihara and Koba,4 

Wood,5 and Wiley and Seman,6 but their tabulated results 
are more extensive than those of Refs. 4 and 5. However, the 
tabulated results of Ref. 6 for diamond and zinc blende are 
more extensive than those ofSloane.3 Clearly, all this work 
possesses a collective importance that is furthered by the 
Sloane-Teo discussions of applications and the connections 
they make with theta functions. The same could be said 
about the additional supplementing work I shall address, 
which is of a rather different nature. 

The main purpose of the present comment is to point out 
that the Sloane-Teo work for the 3-D case is supplemented 
by earlier work 7.8 providing six theorems that follow with a 
little analysis added to Waring's9 theorem. For the particu
lar cases studied, this work gives expressions for Sloane's 
(n) 112; if any Snare zero, it gives aformula for the infinite set 
(i.e., necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the 
infinite set of occupied shells); and it discusses the sequences 
of spherical shells of atoms in the N aCI, CsCI, diamond, zinc 
blende, and CaF2 structures. Because of the role of theta 
functions in the Sloane-Teo work, this earlier work also has 
bearing on the theory of theta functions, though that will not 
be explored here. I shall attempt to give the reader a little of 
the flavor of the work on sequencing and to show how the 
tabulated results of Refs. 1-6, for a finite number (but large 
in some cases) of shells, and the sequencing formulas, for an 
infinite number of shells, can serve as mutual checks. 

II. THE FACE-CENTERED-CUBIC (fcc) LATTICE 

In 1952 Kihara and Koba4 published a table of coordi
nation numbers and radii for 60 shells of neighbors to the 
origin (lattice site) in an fcc lattice. In the table there is a 
conspicuous absence of the values of 14,30,46,56, and 62 for 
(r/d)2, where r is the radius and d the first neighbor dis
tance. Theorem 1 of Refs. 7(a) and 8, first reported in 1957 
in Ref. 7(b), gives the radii of non empty shells as 

d(k) 1/2, k = 0,1,2,3, ... , 

k#4Q(16b+14), a,b=0,1,2,3, ... , (1) 
showing that the above numbers simply correspond to the 
first few "empty" (Sloane's Sn = 0) shells of an infinite set. 
Sloane and Teo I give in their Table 11 information on a larg
er number of shells, including one additional empty shell 
predicted by my Eq. (1) with a = 0, b = 4, yielding k # 78, 
which in turn corresponds to n# 156 of Sloane and Teo. 

Here the deviation from the sequencing of shells estab
lished by the first few shells starts at the fairly small value 
k = 14. In other cases, such 'as that of diamond and zinc 
blende, the initial pattern is maintained to surprisingly large 
radii. 

III. THE NaCI AND CsCI STRUCTURES 

The NaCI structure is fcc, which may be viewed in terms 
of a fcc lattice of positive (and one of negative) ions inter
penetrating so as to fill a simple cubic (sc) lattice of points. 
Clearly, if d is replaced in Eq. (1) with c, used to denote the 
distance between two neighboring ions of like sign, then the 
modified equation gives the radii of positive (negative) ions 
about a positive (negative) site. However, another theorem 
is needed to give the full interlacing pattern. This is provided 
by Theorem 2 of Refs. 7 (a) and 8 [first reported in Ref. 
7 (b)].1t shows that the shells of the negative (positive) ions 
about a positive (negative) site have radii given by 

c(k - !) 112, k = 1,2,3, ... , 

k #4m, m = 1,2,3, .... (2) 

Thus one sees immediately that no shell ever possesses both 
types of ions and that the initial sequencing, say, about a 
positive site, of + - + - + - is not continued. The pat-
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tern of +'s and -'s becomes very irregular as the radius 
increases, but it is completely describable by Eqs. (1) 
and (2). 

A consistency check on the above results is provided by 
Theorem 3 of Refs. 7(a) and S. Whereas the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2 required Waring's9 theorem plus a little 
analysis, Theorem 3 is simply Waring's theorem expressed 
in terms of a sc lattice. It states that every atom in a sc lattice 
lies on one of the set of nonempty shells, taken about a lattice 
point. whose radii are given by 

d(k)1/2, k 0,1.2,3, .... 

k ;i:4Q (Sb + 7), a,b = 0.1,2.3, ... , (3) 

where d is the first neighbor distance in the sc lattice. By 
separating the even and the odd values of k in Eq. (3), it is 
easy to show that the complete set of filled shells given by 
Eqs. (1) and (2) is identical to the set given by Eq. (3). 

In a similar manner it is shown in Ref. 7 (a) that the 
CsCI initial pattern of + - + + - + + is not contin
ued indefinitely, and the precise pattern of the sequencing of 
shells of each type is given. 

IV. DIAMOND AND ZINC BLENDE STRUCTURES 

These structures may be viewed in terms of two inter
penetrating fcc lattices with one displaced with respect to the 
other along. and one quarter of the length of, the principal 
diagonal of the basic cube (the cube containing four lattice 
points of each fcc sublattice). In the diamond structure both 
sublattices are occupied by one chemical species. In the zinc 
blende structure the two sublattices are occupied by different 
species, which I shall denote with A 's and B's. Clearly, the 
diamond structure is simply a degenerate case of the zinc 
blende where the A 's and B's have become identical. 

Let the origin be taken first at a lattice site of the A 
sublattice. Denote the edge length of the basic cube of this 
sublattice by S so its first neighbor distance is given by 
S I (2) 1/2. Then Ref. S shows that the radii of the A shells 
about an A origin are given by 

S(kI2)1/2, k=0,1,2,3, ... , 

k;i:4Q(16b+ 14). a.b=0,1,2,3, ... , 

(4) 

and the radii of B shells about an A origin are given by 

(S/4)(Si 5)1/2, i=1,2,3..... (5) 
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To connect these with the notation of Sloane's3 Table I for 
diamond, rewrite these, respectively. as 

(S/2)(n)I/2, n=0,2,4, ... , 

n;i:4Q (32b + 2S), a,b = 0,1,2,3, ... , (4') 

(S/2)(n)I/2, n=2j+(3/4), j=0,1,2,3,.... (5') 

Connections with the notation used in Table VIII of Wiley 
and Seman6 may be similarly found. 

Notice that the sequence of occupied shells about an A 
site goes as ABABAB'" for a considerable distance before 
the first "forbidden" shell, given by Eq. (4') with n = 2S, 
interrupts the sequence. It might be surprising to some 
readers that a sequence established by the first 27 shells is 
finally broken. Table VIII of Wiley and Seman displays the 
next two forbidden shells corresponding to n 60 and 
n = 92 in Eq. (4') above. 

V. THE CaF2 STRUCTURE 

This structure is somewhat related to, but much more 
complicated than, the zinc blende structure. It may be 
viewed as composed of three interpenetrating fcc sublattices 
with one containing A 's and the two others containing B's. 
With Theorem 6 of Ref. S it is possible to sort out the se
quencing of shells. Detailed expressions are given for the 
radii of filled A shells about an A site, B shells about an A site, 
A shells about a B site, B shells about a B site on the same 
sublattice, and B shells about B sites on a different sublattice. 
The reader is referred to Ref. S for details on the sequencing 
expressions. to Table XII of Wiley and Seman for extensive 
tabulated results. and to Sloane3 for theta functions associat
ed with this structure. 
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A new method for the construction of a nontrivial ct>! model consistent with the general 
principles of a Wightman quantum field theory is proposed. The renormalized equations of 
motion for the connected Green's functions in the Euclidean momentum space are considered. 
Using a fixed-point method in an appropriate Banach space, the existence of a unique 
nontrivial solution of these equations is proved when the coupling constant A is fixed positive 
and smaller than afinite value. As a first step that avoids the difficulties of the renormalization 
operation, the corresponding problem in two dimensions is solved first. Also, in order to deal 
with all technical complexities that stem from the purely combinatorial nature of the 
equations, the corresponding zero-dimensional problem was studied previously. In all cases, it 
has been proved that the nontrivial solution exists inside particular subsets of the 
corresponding Banach space, characterized by the alternating signs and the factorization (or 
"splitting") properties of the Green's functions at zero external momenta. These properties 
first appeared "experimentally" by the iteration of the two-dimensional system of equations 
called "ct> iteration" in the paper, and have been crucial for the conservation of the norms and 
for the contractivity of the nonlinear mappings. 

I. INTRODUCTION: A NEW CONSTRUCTIVE METHOD 

In quantum field theory language, when a Lagrangian 
off our interacting scalar fields ct>(x) is considered, the dy
namical equations that describe the interaction mathemat
ically in the four-dimensional Minkowski space with coordi
nates x={XER3

, xOER; IIxll = [X02 - x2 ] I12} are (a) a 
nonlinear differential equation ("equation of motion") of 
the form I 

( l.la) 

and, simultaneously, (b) the conditions of "quantization" of 
the field <I>(x) expressed by the commutation relations 

[<I>(x),<I>(y)] = [cP(x),cP(y)] = 0, (1.1b) 

[<I>(x),cP(y)] = [ipl/(PI +p2)]83(x-y), xO=yo. 
(1.1c) 

Here m and A are the physical mass and coupling constant of 
the interaction model, and Po, PI' P2 are physically well-de
fined given quantities associated to this model, the so-called 
renormalization constants. For the precise definition of the 
normal product :ct>3(X):, we refer the reader to Ref. 1. 

From these equations (1.1) one can formally derive an 
equivalent infinite system of equations of motion for the 
Green's functions (or the "vacuum expectation values") of 
the theory. I 

The present paper is the first of a series of three papers 
concerning the study of the ct>4 equations of motion for the 
Green's functions in their Euclidean version. These papers 
constitute the second step of a general program we started 
some years ago in order to derive a new method which could 
ensure the existence of a ct>! nontrivial Wightman quantum 
field theory. I This method is different in approach from the 
work done in the constructive quantum field theory frame
work of Glimm-Jaffe2 and others.3 

Several authors have already treated the problem of ex
istence or other crucial features of a field theory by the study 
of the equations of motion of particular models of interacting 
fields. The corresponding theoretical framework has not al
ways been the same. There exist several attempts and results 
in both constructive4

•
5 and perturbative6

•
7 quantum field 

theory. In particular, the first idea of an existence proof by 
fixed-point methods applied on the equations of motion 
comes from Taylor.s 

The fundamental elements of the present study are the 
infinite sequences of C "" functions on 

~~~) XR, H={Hn+ l(q,A)}n=2k+ I. keN' 

which formally represent the connected, completely ampu
tated Green's functions (Schwinger functions). Here 

q = {qj = (qjER'- i,q?ER), Ilqjll = Iq?2 + qf11/2; l..;;i..;;n} 

is the set of independent r momenta, and ~ ~~) means the 
corresponding Euclidean momentum space; AER with A the 
coupling constant. 

We can briefly describe our approach as follows: Using a 
fixed-point method in a appropriate Banach space, we try to 
demonstrate (under some sufficient conditions on the cou
pling constant A) the existence of a unique nontrivial solu
tion Ii={jjn+ l(q,A)t= 1.3 .... of the ct>! system of equa
tions of motion established in terms of H sequences. Then we 
intend to prove that this solution Ii verifies all the Oster
walder-Schrader axioms,9 which are the Euclidean equiva
lent system of the Wightman axioms in complex Minkowski 
space. This last step ensures (in view of the reconstruction 
theorem9.1O

) that the sequence Ii is no longer formal but a 
well-defined infinite sequence of Green's functions equiva
lent to a nontrivial axiomatic quantum field theory 
(AQFf). In order to accomplish the above purposes we 
have developed a program that is composed of the following 
four main steps. 
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< 1) (a) We started from the definition of the renormal
ized normal product (RNP) in the AQFT framework by 
using the synthesis of two previously elaborated ideas: the 

. f Z· II d perturbative composIte operators 0 Immermann an 
Lowenstein, 12 and the renormalized G-convolution product 
of Refs. 13 and 14. We then established (formally) finite 
equations of motion for the connected Euclidean Green's 
functions, in 0..;;;r..;;;4 dimensions, for a Lagrangian <1>4 model 
[cf. (1.1) I where this RNP has been supposed to represent 
the corresponding interaction term. 

(b) The consistency of this construction with the gen
eral AQFT principles has also been ensured by proving the 
conservation of linear AQFT properties, in 0..;;;r..;;;4 dimen
sions, by the extension of the previously mentioned equa
tions in complex Minkowski momentum space. 

These results (a) and (b) have been published in Refs. 
15 and 16, respectively. 

( 2) The studies in step ( 1) are encouraging as far as the 
consistency of the scheme is concerned, but they remain for
mal in this sense: They do not give any answer to the funda
mental question concerning the existence of a nontrivial <1>4 
Wightman theory defined by an infinite sequence 
H:: {H n + I} n of Green's functions which is the solution of 
the dynamical equations. So, before trying to look for any 
answer in four dimensions, we carried out the study of the <1>4 
equations of motion in smaller dimensions (0..;;; r..;;; 2) in order 
to avoid any difficulties due to the renormalization oper
ation, which is nontrivial for 3..;;;r..;;;4. 15 In other words, the 
second step of the program is the formulation of the fixed
point method through the study of the zero- and two- (or 
one-) dimensional systems of equations, presented in the 
three papers we shall designate I (the present one), II (Ref. 
17), and III (Ref. 18). 

The final result we obtain can be summarized as follows. 
(a) The construction of a nontrivial solution for each 

one of the corresponding systems of equations is achieved. 
(b) This solution is uniquely defined in terms of charac

teristic sign, namely, ( - 1) (n - 1 )/2, and the factorization 
properties (the so-called splitting properties) of the 
Schwinger functions H n + 1 and all their convolution prod
ucts, at zero external momenta. We can describe these prop
erties in a unifying and simple way. When 0 < A S 0.006, 

H2(q = O,A) = 1 + 8 1 (A)A, with 8 1 (A) -6A, (1.2) 

and 'tin = 3,5'00' , 

H n + I(q = O,A) 

- - 8n (A)n2Hn-l(q = 0,A)H 2(q = O,A), (1.3) 

with 

81(A)..;;;8n(A)..;;;8~ < 00 

and ( 1.3a) 

lim [8,. (A)/ A] _n2
• 

A-O 

The sequences 8::{8,. (A)}, called the splitting constant se
quences, are the building blocks of the method. The bounds 
automatically implied by these properties are 
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IH 2(q,A)I<i + l)-I..;;;CO' 2..;;;co< 00, 

IHn+I(q,A)I..;;;[n!]2c~, 'tIn>3. 
< 1.4) 

(2[1]) The intuition that guided us to the method de
veloped in I-III was the following: The information con
cerning the specific features of a dynamical system of inter
acting fields should be most naturally obtainable through an 
iteration of the renormalized equations of motion with the 
free solution as starting point. This is what we have called the 
"<I> iteration." The investigation of the properties of this iter
ation procedure in the two-dimensional case (trivial renor
malization, nontrivial convolution integrals), these proper
ties being presented in Sec. II of the present paper I, has 
pointed out to us what specific features must characterize 
the space of {H" + I} n sequences in which the fixed-point 
method had to be constructed. In other words, the explora
tion of the detailed structure of the <I> iteration has brought 
out the particular properties of the different global terms of 
the equations at every order v, constructed in terms of 
H ~ + 1 (q,A) functions. These properties, which essentially 
are signs, splitting properties, and bounds at zero external 
momenta, form a self-consistent system of conditions con
served by the <I> iteration. They imply precise norms of the 
Green's functions [cf. (1.4)] of H sequences, which in tum 
are conserved and automatically ensure the convergence of 
the <I> iteration to the solution. 

(2 [ II] ) and (2 [ III] ) Once the information concerning 
the detailed structure of the space of H sequences was ob
tained, the answer to the problem of how to construct the 
fixed-point method became clear. It would be sufficient at 
first to define a Banach space using the norms provided by 
the <I> iteration. One should then seek a fixed point of the 
equations of motion, by application of the contractive map
ping principle, inside characteristic subsets of this space, 
which exactly imitate the fine structure of the <I> iteration at 
zero external momenta. 

A detailed study of the combinational features of the 
global terms of the equations at fixed external momenta ap
peared then as a necessary starting point for the whole tech
nique. For this reason, we based the mathematical formal
ism of the approach on the study of the zero-dimensional 
problem, where there is no momentum dependence. In this 
case, the Green's functions depend only on A and n, i.e., 
Ho=:{H~+ I(A)},., all complications due to the convolu
tion integrals are absent, and the problem becomes one of a 
purely combinatorial character (at fixed AER + ). Related to 
this adequately simpler form of the zero-dimensional case is 
the introduction of a basic combinatorial notion provided by 
the study of the zero-dimensional problem. It deals with the 
sequences of the so-called sweeping factors P,. (A), an (A). 
These quantities "sweep" all terms of the two ordered sums 
representing the glObal terms of the equations, called en + 1 

and B n + ., respectively [cf. Eqs. (3.1)], and replace them 
by only one term proportional to the dominant contribution. 
The combinatorial information they carry about the terms of 
the sums they sweep is reflected in their explicit dependence 
on n2 and n, respectively. In terms of these sweeping factors 
(in particular, Pn's) the splitting properties and the appro-
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priate subsets are formulated in a simpler and mathematical
ly consistent way. In other words, by using extensively the 
definition and the properties of the sweeping factors, we give 
in paper II the detailed presentation of the novel technique 
(cf. Sec. II of II), the solution of the zero-dimensional prob
lem (cf. Sec. III of II), and the solution of the two-dimen
sional problem (cf. Sec. IV of II ). On the other hand, paper 
III contains the proof of all the above-mentioned combina
torial properties of the sweeping factors P n and an' respec
tively. 

Another useful aspect of the zero-dimensional problem 
is the fact that it provides a direct way to test the validity of 
the method. More precisely, a comparison is possible 
between (i) the solution we obtained using the system of 
equations derived through the RNP definition (in zero di
mensions), and (ii) the solution of the corresponding sys
tem of zero-dimensional equations that are obtained by the 
standard functional integral formalism. 19 Such a compari
son was performed numerically, and the result is the perfect 
coincidence of the two solutions associated with the two dif
ferent methods. This is a first confirmation of the method. In 
Appendix V of III we present precisely these verifications, 
which are essentially based on the numerical results of 
Voros. 20 

(3) In the third step of the program we apply the meth
od previously developed in (2[1-111]) in order to solve the 
four- (and three- ) dimensional system of equations of mo
tion. This means that we look again for a nontrivial fixed 
point of the equations considered as a nonlinear mapping on 
the appropriate Banach space. This fixed point satisfies also 
all the nice properties of signs and splitting (mentioned 
above) at zero external momenta and norms. 

However, the renormalization procedure now provides 
some new ingredients that present two different aspects. 

(a) The structure of the global terms containing a priori 
divergent convolutions and, therefore, nontrivial renormal
ization operators [automatically present in view of the defi
nition of RNP in step ( 1) ] needs a finer construction of the 
subsets characterized by the signs and splitting properties. In 
other words, in view of the nontrivial renormalization some 
supplementary conditions appear, which imply a deeper 
structure of the particular subsets. These conditions are nec
essary in order to ensure the stability of the subsets under the 
action of the mapping and, consequently, the convergence of 
the mapping to a good solution. 

(b) The renormalization parameters defined formally 
in Ref. 15 associated to the solution of the <1>: system have to 
be described and interpreted as well-defined physical quanti
ties. 

The study concerning this step and the results obtained 
will appear in Ref. 21. 

( 4) As we mentioned at the beginning, the verification 
by the solution of the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms9 must 
be the step that will complete the program towards the con
struction of an AQFf model. Except for the positivity and 
cluster properties all the other axioms-the distribution 
property, Euclidean covariance, and symmetry-are direct
ly implied by the renormalized equations of motion <1>: (cf. 
also Ref. 16). Concerning the positivity property there exist 
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only some partial results of the author relative to the four
point function, which makes one optimistic for a (nontriv
ial) extension. This subject is under investigation. 

( 4') Once these results on the Osterwalder-Schrader 
positivity are established, one should try to understand the 
reason for the "contradiction" between our nontrivial solu
tion of <1>: obtained in step (3) and the arguments of Aizen
mann and Frohlich22 concerning the triviality of analogous 
<1>: models obtained as limits to the continuum oflattice field 
theory models. 

The most apparent reason for this contradiction seems, 
at this moment, to be the fundamental difference in the na
ture of the two approaches. In our method there is no "artifi
cial" regularization in terms of a lattice approximation. The 
renormalization (and all information concerning the contin
uum!) is introduced in a natural way as an initial condition 
at the starting point of the whole construction [cf. step ( 1 ) ]. 
We give an example that makes evident this character of the 
method. In two (or one) and zero dimensions one notices 
that the presence of the renormalization implies the absence 
of the terms proportional to Green's functions represented 
by Fig. 1. 

These terms, a priori divergent even in two dimensions, 
are annihilated thanks to the renormalization procedure. 15 

On the other hand, the same terms are present in the corre
sponding zero-dimensional equations of motion automati
cally obtained by the standard functional integral formula. 19 

(The reader is referred to Appendix V of III for a more 
detailed discussion of this point.) These last considerations 
complete the presentation of the total program. 

We now conclude the introduction with the plan for this 
paper (I). 

In Sec. II we introduce the <l>i,2 system of equations of 
motion [derived from step ( 1 ) ] and all general convolution 
products (the so-called <I> convolutions) generated by an 
arbitrary iteration of the fundamental operations appearing 
in these equations. Next we describe in detail the <I>-iteration 
procedure presented in step (2 [I] ) above and explain why it 
converges. We then show the relation of the sum represent
ing H ~ + I (fixed n) at a given order v of the <I>-iteration 
procedure with the corresponding sum up to order v of the 
perturbative series, in order to give an answer to the follow
ing problem. 

Several years ago Jaffe23 proved the divergence of the 
perturbative series of a <I>~ model. So a two-part question 
immediately arises: Does the <I> iteration generate the pertur
bation series exactly? If yes, then is there any contradiction 
between the divergence of the perturbative expansion and 
the convergence of the <I> iteration?24 

Following the "experimental" results coming from the 
first three orders of the <I> iteration (cf. Appendix <I> of III), 
and following our discussion in Sec. II, which generalizes 
these results (cf. Proposition 2.2), the total sum of the per-

.0. FIG. I. Graphical representation of the diver
gent terms that are annihilated thanks to the re
normalization procedure. 
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turbative series up to order v is present in the expansion of 
H ~ + 1 by the <I> iteration. But apart from this there is another 
sum added to the first, with the appropriate signs and coeffi
cients, that contains larger orders of the perturbative series. 
It is then clear that the fundamental difference between the 
two approaches comes from the different way in which the 
polynomials in A are arranged and summed in each of the 
two approximations. So automatically there is no contradic
tion if the <I> iteration converges to a nontrivial solution, de
spite the divergence of perturbation theory. 

Section III is devoted to the presentation of the techni
cal basis of our method. We first describe the zero-dimen
sional problem and introduce the fundamental combinato
rial notions mentioned in step (2), namely, the sweeping 
factors. Then the splitting properties appearing through the 
<I> iteration are redefined in terms of the sweeping factors for 
both zero- and two- (or one- ) dimensional cases. 

Finally, by means of two theorems presented without 
proof (their demonstration being the aim ofII) we state our 
results concerning the <1>6.1.2 equations of motion. These re
sults constitute in fact a mathematically more elegant (and 
simpler!) reformulation of the proof of the <I> iteration's con
vergence to the solution. 

II. THE «I»-CONVOLUTION PRODUCTS AND THE «I» 
ITERATION 

This section contains essentially the presentation of the 
<I> iteration (mentioned in the Introduction) with all the 
detailed information we obtained "experimentally" using 
this procedure, together with its relation to the perturbation 
theory. 

We shall distinguish two parts to this section. 
(i) We start with some fundamental notation and defi

nitions concerning the equations of motion of a <I>~ model 
and the corresponding (formal) Schwinger functions 
H n + 1 (q) (qEg'2n. g'2n = Euclidean two-momentum 

(q)' (q)-

space) presented in detail in Ref. 15, and define the appro-
priate space !!ll of the sequences H =. {H n + 1 t with 
n = 1,3,5, .... Furthermore, we introduce the notion of <1>
convolution products. We define the three elementary oper
ations of <1>4 type that are exactly the special convolutions 
coming from the global terms of the equations of motion and 
their respective graphical representations. 

By repeated application of these operations, we obtain 
recursively an arbitrary composition of these fundamental 
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convolutions and arrive at general <I>-convolution products 
(<I>C's) with their corresponding graphs G<t>. Finally, we de
fine sequences of <l>C's appropriate for the convergence 
proofs of the method, which we call coherent sequences of 
<l>C's (cf. Sec. III and II). 

(ii) In the second part of the section we shall describe 
the structure and the features of the <I> iteration in terms of 
the above-mentioned <l>C's at zero external momenta. 

We end the section by showing recurrently (cf. Proposi
tion 2.2) that at a given order v of the <I> iteration, and for 
fixed n = 1,3,5, ... , all terms up to order _AV of the corre
sponding perturbative series are contained in the corre
sponding expression H ~ + I, and we discuss this point. 

A. Basic notation 

In all of what follows, n = 2k + 1, kEN, denotes the 
characteristic number of every Green's function. 

Definition 2(a): In the space of Coo functions 
T/n + I(q), qEg'~;l' and n = 2k + 1, kEN, which formally 
represent the connected Euclidean Green's functions in mo
mentum space and satisfy all the Osterwalder-Schrader axi
oms,9 we consider the equations of motion established in 
Ref. 15 (cf. Eq. 2.40 of Ref. 15). We set/3 = 0, r = 1, and 

def 

m~ = m 2 
- Aa =. 1. (Here m~ is the bare mass, m2 the phys-

ical mass, A the coupling constant, and Aa=.om2 the mass 
renormalization.) We have 

(P~n) + l)T/(n + \) (p(nl'q) 

= - A {f T/n + 3(q,k l,k2 )dkl dk2 

+3 L fT/(j,+2)(qj"k)dkT/(j,+I)(qj,) 
"'n(J) 

where 

n 

p(n) = L q;, q;Eg'~q), AER. 
p=1 

(2.1 ) 

(2.1a) 

Here {kl,k2}Eg'~k) (resp. kEg'~k) ) means the set of integra
tion variables in the first integral (resp. in the second inte
gral), and ID n (J) [resp. ID n (1) ] denotes the following parti
tions ofthe set q = {ql, ... ,qn}Eg'~;): 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 
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)n 
FIG. 2. Graph of Hn+ '. 

Moreover, we shall use below the notation tun (J) 

== (jd2)' tun (1) == (i1i2i3 ) , and 

QJ,== r q[, Q/7== r q/". (2.2c) 
q,eQh ql'eqq 

We now consider the (formal) completely amputated 
Green's functions with respect to the free propagators (ex
pressed in the bare mass), denoted by 

n+1 
H n+ I(q) = II ll;; I(q;)rl+ I(q), (2.3) 

;=1 

where 
n 

qn+1 = rq;. llF (qi)== 1I(l +q7) (2.3 ) 
i=1 

(cf. Fig. 2). We then write Eqs. (2.1) in an equivalent way: 

H 2(q,A) = - A[N3H4 ] (q,A) + q2 + 1, (2.4a) 

and 

H n+ '(q,A) = - A{ [N3Hn+3] 

+3 r [N
2
Hj,+2][N1Hj,+I] 

"n(J) 

+ 6,,~/) lI, [N1H
i
,+ I] } (q,A), 'ifn>3. 

(2.4b) 

Here we introduce slightly abbreviated notation for the con
nected part of orders 3, 2, and 1, respectively, ofthe normal 
product (see Ref. 15, Proposition 2.2): 

- A[N3H
n+ 3](q,A) 

== -AfHn+3(q,k"k2A)lI,llF(/i)dk"dk2 (2.5) 

(cf. Fig. 3), 

- A [N2Hj, + 2] [N,Hj, + I] (q,A) 

== -A{fHj,+2(qj,(k,q),A)}XllF (/j)dk} 

xHj, + I(qj, )llF (QJ,) (2.6) 

(cf. Fig. 4), 
3 3 

- A II [N,H il +'] (q,A) == - A II H il + IllF (Q/I) (2.7) 
[=, [=, 
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FIG. 4. Graph of 
- A[N2H,i,+2) [N,Hi, + '). 

(cf. Fig. 5). We shall call "<p4-type operations" the convolu
tions defined by Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7). 

In Figs. 2-5 the internal lines are associated with a free 
propagator llF (/;) [cf. Eq. (2.3)], where Ii = Ii (q,k) is the 
momentum carried by the line i following the corresponding 
momentum assignment. Moreover, each "bubble" vertex 
(with n + 1 incident lines-external or internal) is associat
ed with one H n + 1 Green's function, and the constant four
vertex is associated with the constant ( - A). 

Definition 2(b) (The space f!lJ and the nonlinear mapping 
J(): We introduce the space f!lJ of the sequences 
H=={Hn+ '(q,A)} n ofC 00 functionsHn+ I (with respect to 
qEff7;) and AER), which is described by the following 
bounds: 'if HEf!lJ, there exists a finite positive constant C H 

such that, 'ifn> 1, 

(2.8) 

The system of equations (2.4) defines a nonlinear mapping 
.II 

of f!lJ onto itself, J(: f!lJ -+ f!lJ . 

Definition 2(c) [The <P-convolution products (<PC's)}: 
Given any sequence H == {H n + , (q,A) }Ef!lJ, we associate 
with it an infinite family Y of sequences-convolutions that 
we call <P-convolution products (<PC's)-together with 
their corresponding graph representations, called <P graphs. 
We shall define them recursively and call the final <P graph 
G4,>. We first construct the "primitive" sequences of <PC's 
(resp. the corresponding disconnected primitive <P graph) 
by application on H of one or more <p4-type operations de
fined by (2.5)-(2.7) (resp. represented by Figs. 3-5). Then, 
for every n, starting from a set of disconnected primitive 
convolution products (resp. disconnected primitive <P 
graphs, which are subgraphs ofG4,>-cf. the Appendix), we 
label a subset of the corresponding external momenta (resp. 
a subset of external lines). By using these labeled external 
momenta as integration variables (resp. independent loops), 
we apply successively in a unique way one or more uniquely 
chosen <t>4_type operations. This uniqueness characterizes 

Jli,fI 
A~J, )i, ____ -' .... I~p.I ... ~) ',2 FIG. 5. Graph of - An [N,H i

,+ ']. 

13 ) 13 R,,+f 
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-It 

each particular CPc. In the Appendix we illustrate such a 
construction for an example (cf. the first through fifth steps 
successively). So from the initially disconnected compo
nents (resp. the primitive disconnected cP graphs) we obtain 
(a) one more and more complex CP-convolution product 
(resp. one more and more complicated cP graph, a subgraph 
ofGtt», and (b) the remaining disconnected initial primitive 
CPC's (resp. cP graphs). 

The final step yields the general CPC denoted by 
cP (n) (H) H n + 1 (resp. the corresponding cP graph G tt» by 
composition of the last one or two primitive disconnected 
components with the CP-convolution product of the preced
ing step. 

The general form of the Gtt> graph presents the following 
characteristics. 

(i) Every vertex of Gtt> is either a simple four-vertex 
associated with the constant ( - A), called a "dynamical 
four-vertex," or a "bubble" vertex associated either with 
Hn + 1 itself or with one of the other H;t+ 1 (il = 2k + 1, 
kEN, I = 1, ... ,m, with m a fixed integer) Green's functions of 
the sequence H. These generalized vertices of Gtt> belong to 
one or more subgraphs of Gtt>, which are defined at a given 
step of the above recursive construction. 

(ii) Given the set q = {ql, ... qn}EW~;) of independent 
momenta of H n + 1 (q) we consider partitions tUn (i,j) of q 
defined by 

tUn (j) = {qjCq, kjCq, qjUkj = q, qjnkj = 0}. 
(2.9) 

These partitions are such that the lines (i.e., momenta) not 
labeled at the starting point ofthe above recursive construc
tion of Gtt> correspond to the subset qj (i.e., the remaining 
external momenta). The subset k j corresponds to the la
beled lines and represents the set of integration independent 
variables (loops of Gtt» of cpn(H)H n+ I. Using a precise 
momentum assignment (cf. also Ref. 15) we define the cor
responding momentum i; carried by each internal line i of 
Gtt>: 

(2.10) 

So every internal line i of Gtt> corresponds to the free 
propagator ~F 0;) = [i 7 + 1] - I. Finally, the above de
tailed description of Gtt> can be expressed in terms of the 
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FIG. 6. Graphical representation of the 
ct>Cct>s(H)H6

• 

explicit recurrent synthesis of all corresponding operations, 
as is illustrated by the following formula for the CPC 
CP(S)(H)H 6 , represented in Fig. (6): 

[CP(S)(H)H 6 ] (qjA) 

= [NIH2] [N, [N2 [N3 [N2H
6

] [NIH2]]]] 

X [N, [N3H4]] [N,H4] (qj,A). (2.11 ) 

Evidently these analytical expressions are not always simple 
to use, so for practical reasons we often summarize them in 
the following global formula of the CPC: 

[cp(n)(H)Hn+ I] (qj,A) 

= ( - A) IVli H n + 1 (qj,kj )CP(H) II ~F 0; )dkj , 
G ... 

where 

CP(H) = IT H;t+ '(qj,kj,A), 
I~ 1 

(2.12) 

where m = some fixed integer, which means the number mi
nus one of all bubble vertices ofGtt> , and where V (resp.I VI) 
is the set of "dynamical" four-vertices associated with Gtt> 
(resp. the number ofthe cp4 operations defining the CPC). 

Sometimes, when a CPC results from the composition of 
a primitive cp4_type operation with another more complex 
CPC, then it is necessary to write it explicitly. For example, 
we write cp(n)[N~n+2)Hn+3] or cp(n)[Nin-I)Hn-'] 
X [N1H

2
], etc. 

Definition 2(d) (The coherent sequences 0/ CPC's): For 
later use, it is necessary that we introduce the so-called co
herent sequences ofCPC's. We define them by reference to a 
fixed n, and we shall use the notation {cpCii.n)(H)Hn+ I}n. 

Let us consider an arbitrary CPC constructed above [by 
Definition 2 ( c) and described by (2.12)] such that the first 
cp4_type operation that acts on the Hn + 1 function is of type 
[Nin'-I)HIi+'][N,H2] (exactly like the example 
[Ni4)H 6

] [NIH2] of Fig. (6). We then define the two types 
of coherent sequences (CS) of CPC's associated with a fixed 
ii:>3 as follows. 
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CS type 0): 

(a) <I>~7·)n)(H)Hn+ 1 = <I>(ii) (H) [IT N~j')Hj,+ IN\n) H n + I], 'fin<Ji - 2, n + il + i2 = n, 
1= 1 

(2.13a) 

(b) <I>~7iii)(H)Hii+ 1 = <I>(ii) (H) [N~ii- \)H ii + I] [N1H
2 ], 

(c) <I>~7in)(H)Hn + 1 = <I>(ii) (H) [N~ii+ 2) [N~ii+4) [ ... [N~n- 2) [N~n)Hn + I]] ... ]]], 'fin>n + 2. 

(2.13b) 

(2.13c) 

CS type (2): 

(a) <I>~~in) (H)H n + 1 = <I>(ii) (H)N/j,) Hj, + 2N\j')Hj, + 1, 'fin<n - 2, j2 + 1 = n, 

(b) <I>~~iii)(H)Hii+ 1=<I>(ii)(H) [Niii - \)H ii + I] [NIH2], 

or jl = n and jl + j2 = n, 
(2.14a) 

( 2. 14b) 

(c) <I>~~in) (H)H ii + 1 = <I>(ii) (H) [N ~ii+ 2) [N ~ii + 4) [ '" [N~n - 2) [N~n) H n + I] ] ... ] ], 'fin>n + 2. (2.14c) 

We notice that in the above definitions, except for the 
first <l>4-type operation, the remaining global <l>C is the same 
throughout the total coherent sequence: <I>(ii) (H). More
over, the only difference that exists between the two types of 
sequences concerns their corresponding parts with n < n - 2. 

Given a sequence HEf!iJ , we consider the corresponding 
infinite family Y of coherent sequences of <l>C's. We can 
easily verify that every nontrivial subgraph of G.p associated 
with each of the <l>C's <I>(ii.n) (H)H n + I is absolutely conver
gent. More precisely, for every elementary subgraph of G.p 
with one loop, the "most divergent" configuration is that 
described by two free propagators (or two internal lines that 
link one bubble and one constant four-vertex). Let a(S) 
denote the asymptotic index of slow increase at infinity (the 
reader is referred to the precise Weinberg definitions in Ref. 
13 or Ref. 14) of the integrand with respect to a subspace 
SC g"~k) (k = the integral variable). In view of the assump
tions (2.8) for every HEf!iJ, we always have 

a(S)< - 4, (2.15a) 

so 

dimS + a(S)<2 - 4<0. (2.15b) 

Following Weinberg's criterion, (2.15b) ensures the conver
gence of the integral. An analogous result follows for more
than-one-Ioop subgraphs and G.p itself, which means that 
the absolute convergence of every <l>C is verified. 

Moreover, by application of the second part of Wein
berg's theorem, we can obtain directly the precise asympto
tic behavior of every <l>C, as has been shown in detail in Ref. 
15 for the primitive <I> convolutions. We state the above re
sults in the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.1: When HEf!iJ, every <l>C element of the 
corresponding family Y of the first and second types of co
herent sequences [( 2.13) and (2.14)] converges absolutely 
and belongs to a Weinberg class of slow increasing functions 
in the Euclidean space of the set qj of the external variables. 

Definition 2{e} {Reductions}: When some or all of the 

H n + 1 ,H i, + 1 functions of definition (2. 12) (resp. some or 
all of the bubble vertices of G.p) are replaced by the constant 
1 (resp. by a simple point vertex), then we obtain the partial
ly or completely reduced <l>C's (resp. the partially or com
pletely reduced graph) and denote it by <I>(ii.n) or 
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[<I>(ii) (H)N3 ] [<I>(ii) N2N 1], etc. (resp. G.p ). 
Definition 2{f) {The <I> iteration}: Starting from the 

"free" two-point function H;(q) = q2 + 1, we apply Eqs. 
(2.4) successively. In this way we define an iteration proce
dure that we call the <I> iteration. The order v of the <I> iter
ation is given by the equations 

H~(q,A) =A~_t<q,A) +q2+ 1, (2.16a) 

H: + l(q,A) = A::t:: (q,A) + B::t:: (q,A) + C::t:: (q,A), 
(2.16b) 

where the global terms A ::t: : , B ~:t: : , and C ~:t: : are defined 
in terms of the corresponding <1>4 operations [cf. (2.5)
(2.7)] as follows: 

B~:t:: = - 3A L [N2Hj,;:t:f][ NIH~:t: f] (q,A), (2.17) 
U'n(J) 

3 

C~:t:: = -6A L II [NIH~:t:f](q,A). 
" •• (1) 1= 1 

Let us denote by vo(n) the order ofthe <I> iteration at which 
the function H n + 1 (q,A) starts to be #0. At a given order v 
of the <I> iteration there is a finite sequence of functions 
H n + 1 corresponding to the same vo(n), i.e., 

v=vo(n), (2.18 ) 

if n is such that 3v
- I < n<3v

• Moreover, we define the char

acteristic order Vo (n) of a function H n + I by 

___ {v if n = nmin , , • v-I v 
vo(n) = 'f In 3 <n<3, 

v+ 1, 1 n>nmin , 
(2.19) 

where nmin means the minimal n of the sequence (2.18). 
The study of the first three orders of the <I> iteration up to 

n = 11, i.e., {H:+t, l<n<l1, l<v<3}, displays interest
ing properties of signs, bounds, and particular factorization 
properties. They are explicitly obtained in Appendix <I> of 
III. We have proved25 that these properties are more gener
ally satisfied for every n and at every order v of the <I> iter
ation. We present them below without proof. 
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B. Propertles conserved by the ~ Iteration 

There exist, 'tIv> vo(n) and whenO<A<O.OI, well-de
fined positive bounded sequences of continuous functions of 
A-l)v,n (A), 8v.n (A), Ev,n (A), Ev.n (A), dn (A), tPn (A), 
~n (A)-such that for every coherent sequence of4>C's the 
following properties are verified, 'tin = 1,3, .... 

4>(1). Signs: 

(a) ( - 1)(n-I}12S<I> [ct>(ii.n)(H)Hn+ l]qj~O >0, 

m 
S<I> = IT ( - I) (i, - 1)/2 

1=1 
[cf. Eq. (2.12)], 

(b) H~(q,A)aF(q) > 1, qei&'7q» 

H!(q,A) <0, qei&'~q). 

4>(2). Simple splitting: For all n>3, 
O<yo(A) < 1, 

Ict>(ii) (H)[N2Hn + I] [NIH2] 19i=0 

<{jv,n (A) Ict>(ii) (H) a~ + I (H) [NIH2] Iqj = 0' 

with 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

(2.21) 

and lim {jv.nl A = const > O. 

Here 
2 _ 

a~+ 1= L IT H i
{+ lap. 

".(1) 1= I 

A-O 

(2.21a) 

(2.21b) 

For a graphical representation of the simple splitting, cf. Fig. 
7 and Appendix 4>, Fig. 4>.5) in III. 

4>(3). Double splitting: Foralln>3, 30 <8", (A) < 00, 

O<ro(A) < 1, 

Alct>(ii) (H) [N3H~+3] Iq/=o 

<8v•n + 2 (A) Ict>(ii) (H)C~ + Ilq/= 0' (2.22) 

with 

lim 8v•n (A)I A2 = const> 0, 
A'-O 

(2.22a) 

and C ~ + I defined by (2.17) ("tree" terms). 
4>( 4). Convergence properties: For all n> 1, 

1ct>(ii.n}(H)H~+ Ilq/=o 

«1 + Ev.n (A»)I4>(ii.n}(H)H~~: Iqj=o, 

lim Ev•n (A) = 0, (2.23a) 
1'-00 

FIG. 7. Graphical representation of the simple splitting. 
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1
4>(ii.n)(H)Hn+ II 

v q/=O 

>(1 - E (A»)Ict>(ii.n)(H)H n+ II 
v.n v-I ifi=O' 

lim Ev•n (A) = O. 
v-oo 

4>(5). Tree dominance: For all n>3, 

Ict>(ii.n} (H)B n + II 
v qj=O 

<dv.n (A) 1ct>(ii.n)(H)C~+ 11 9i =0, 

with 

o <dv•n (A) < 1. 

(2.23b) 

(2.24) 

(2.24a) 

4>(6). Zero momentum dominance: For all n> 1, 

Ict>(ii.n) (H)H n + II 
«1 + m (A»)Ict>(ii.n)(H)H"+ 11,_ 

T'v.n q/-O' 

q:Jv.n (A) < + 00. 

4> (7). The norms: 

1ct>(ii.n}(H)Hn+ 11
9i

=0 

(2.25) 

«I + iPv.n (A) )(n - 1) /2n! A (n 1}/2Ict>(ii.n) (H) iqj=o, 

(2.26) 

C. Remarks: The convergence to the solution of the ~ 
iteratton and the divergence of the perturbative series 

Remark 1: By inspection of the above properties we first 
notice that the characteristic signs, for all n> 1, hold at zero 
external momenta, while the positive (resp. negative) sign of 
two-point (resp. four-point) functions are valid for every 
value of the external momenta. 

Moreover, the factorization properties that we called 
simple ( resp. double) splitting, in terms of lower ii 
(ii<n - 2) Green's functions, will be formulated more glo
bally later (in Sec. III and in II) in terms of the dominant 
contribution H n -- I H 2 (resp. H n - I H 2 H 2). Concerning 
the "tree dominance" properties [the name comes from the 
tree terms C ~ + I of (2.16) and (2.17)], they are intimately 
related to the zero momentum dominance and norm proper
ties 4>(6) and 4>(7). So they constitute the crucial features 
for the conservation of the norms in gJ space (cf. also below 
in remark 2, and in II where the fixed-point method is devel
oped). 

Remark 2: The proof of the 4> iteration's convergence to 
the solution ofEqs. (2.4), given in Ref. 25, depends crucially 
on the above properties. In other words, the conservation of 
the signs and splitting properties is equivalent to the conver
gence of the 4> iteration. We do not present here the detailed 
demonstration; nevertheless, it is worthwhile to explain 
schematically how the above features 4>( 1 )-4>(7) are com
bined in the general strategy to yield the final answer. 

The argument goes recursively. We suppose that 4>( 1)-
4>(7) are true up to order v - 1 and foralll<n<3 v

-
l
. Then 

the sign properties 4>(1) yield the good sign ( - 1) (n - 1)/2 

for the global terms A ~~: and C~~: of (2.16), and the 
opposite sign for B ~ ~ J. Due to the tree dominance property 
4> ( 5) (up to order v-I) and the previous result, we obtain 
the good sign of every H ~ + I at zero external momenta to-
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gether with the "positivity" (resp. negativity) of H~ (resp. 
H!) when O<A<O.Ol. Furthermore, by application of the 
convergence properties <1>(4), a secondary recursion (over 
ii, with 1 <ii<n - 2 and v fixed) is established to show the 
simple double splitting as well as the tree dominance <1>(2), 
<1>(3), and <1>(5), always under the condition 0< A S;0.01. 

These results, in tum, are necessary in order to prove the 
convergence properties <I> ( 4) and the zero momentum 
dominance <1>(6). Then these last properties directly imply 
the conservation of the norms <1>(7); so the total "loop" of 
the recurrence hypothesis is closed. By a simple argument of 
convergent infinite products [combining <1>( 4) with <1>(7)] 
we finally obtain the complete answer. 

By this brief presentation one realizes that the conver
gence of the <I> iteration has been possible only thanks to 
these properties. On the other hand, the solution we found 
[for the system (2.4)] as a limit point of the <I> iteration, 
when v ..... 00, satisfies all ofthem. 

These are precisely the reasons that motivated us to con
struct our method by formulating the structure of the <I> 
iteration, described by <1>( 1 )-<1>(7), in terms of the appropri
ate subsets in the space @. Moreover, the existence of the 
solution is proved inside these particular subsets (cf. Sec. III 
and Paper II, Sec. 4). 

Remark 3: Another interesting aspect of the <I> iteration 
is the fact that, at fixed n and for every v sufficiently large 
(v;;wo(n»), it contains all terms up to the order v of the per
turbative expansion. More precisely, following the details of 
Appendix <I> of III, we can verify that in the first three or
ders, for every fixed n, all terms (graphically, all Feynmann 
graphs) of the corresponding perturbative series proportion
al to _Av, with v<3, are present in theA ~~ II, or the B~~ II, 
ortheC~~: terms (graphically, theG.p graphs of the global 
terms) of the <I> iteration. Moreover, supplementary terms of 
the perturbative expansion of order larger than v>3 appear 
even for v = 2 (see, graphically, the example of Fig. <1>.3 in 
Appendix <I> of III) . 

Using these properties as the starting point, we establish 
a recurrence hypothesis up to order v<v - 1. We verify 
them for the order v by simple application of this recurrence 
hypothesis on the global terms A ~ ~ :. B ~ ~ :. C ~ ~: of 
(2.16) and (2.17). (Notice that A multiplies 
H n- I H 2 HZ t Hn+ 1H Z t H n+ 3 ) v- I v-I v-I' e c., or v- I v' e c., or v- I' 

We state this result in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2: Let n be fixed. At every order v of the <I> 

iteration such that v>vo(n) [cf. Eq. (2.19) 1, all terms of the 
corresponding perturbative series proportional to _ A v, 

with O<v<v, are contained in the rhs of the expansion of 
H~+ I ofEqs. (2.16) and (2.17). Moreover, supplementary 
terms of the perturbative expansion proportional to A", with 
v> v + 1, exist distributed inside the global terms 
A~~LB~~LC~~: ofEq. (2.17). 

In other words, we have proved that at every fixed n, the 
expansion provided by the <I> iteration is a (convergent) re
ordered summation of the perturbative series in the form 

lim H~+1 = lim { i pertcvAv+ i: evA;>}. 
v--co v ..... co v= 1 v= v+] 
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So finally, as we already argued in the Introduction, our 
Remarks 1-3 above eliminate the contradiction between the 
convergence of the <I> iteration and the divergence of the 
perturbation theory24 in the two-dimensional Euclidean 
space. 

III. THE ZERO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM, THE 
SWEEPING FACTORS, AND THE SPLITTING 
CONSTANTS 

In this section we shall present the fundamental ele
ments of our formalism, which is developed in Papers II and 
III. These elements are reformulations of the notions and 
properties revealed by the <I> iteration presented in Sec. II. 

A. The zerO-dimensional problem 

We start with the description of the zero-dimensional 
problem and the corresponding space, @ o' We also explain 
how the zero-dimensional study provided us with the basic 
combinatorial tools for the technique of the method. We in
troduce the sweeping factors {:In by the so-called sweeping 
procedure, and then define in terms of these factors the split
ting procedure and the corresponding sequences {{j n (A)} " . 
The splitting constants {j" (A) have already appeared in the 
splitting property <1>(2) of the <I> iteration in Sec. II. We 
mentioned there (cf. remarks 1 and 2) the role of the factori
zation, or splitting, property in terms of bounded positive 
functions of A, {j" (A), for the self-consistency of the overall 
<I>-iteration structure. 

In the second part of the section, we translate the pre
vious definitions in terms of the elements of coherent se
quences of <l>C's (in the space @ ) at zero external momenta, 
i.e., we introduce the sweeping factors {:J" and the splitting 
constants {j" to be used extensively in II for Eqs. (24). 

Finally, using these definitions, the <I> iteration's conver
gence to the solution (thanks to the signs, splitting, and 
norms) is reformulated in terms of two theorems, Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2. These theorems state the results of our method 
concerning the zero- and two-dimensional problems, and 
their proof constitutes the purpose of Paper II. We close this 
section and the paper by some remarks concerning the four
(and three- ) dimensional problem.zl 

Definition 3(a) (The subspace @o of @): We consider 
the subspace @ 0 C @ of sequences Ho 
={H~+I(A)}"=1.3 .... of continuous functions of AER+, 
characterized by increasing properties with respect to n de
scribed as follows: For all HoE@ 0 there exist finite positive 
constants CH such that, 'tin> 1, 

IH~ + I(A) I<n! c}; + 1)12. 

Definition 3(b) (The zero-dimensional problem): We de-
//0 

fine the nonlinear mapping JI 0: @ 0 ..... @ 0 by the system of 

equations 

H~(A) = - AH~(A) + 1, (3.1a) 

H~+I(A) =A~+I(A) +B~+I(A) + C~+I(A). 
(3.1b) 

Here 
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Bn+'(A) = -3A ~ ()n.Hj,+2(A)Hj,+I(A) o ~ j,}, 0 0 , 
".(J) 

3 

C
O
n + I(A) = _ 6A ~ ()n IIH if + '(A) 

~ 1,1,1, 0 , 
".(1) 1= 1 

with 

() n = '/.,. ()n =[ '/.,.,., ( ... )] j,j, _no 11·J2' i,i,i, - n. 'I' '2' '3' O"sym '1'2'3 , 

{

1!' if il =/= i2 =/=i3, 
O"sym Uli2i3) = 3!, if il = i2 = i3, 

2!, otherwise, 

and the following set of partitions ID(J), ID(l) of n: 

ID(J) = VI = 2k + 1, keN, j2 = n - jl}' 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

(3.3 ) 

and equivalent notation Ud2)' (3.4a) 

ID(l) = Iii = 2k + 1, keN, / = 1,2,3, ± il = n}, 
1=1 

and equivalent notation Ulii3)' (3.4b) 

Remark 1: The study of the above system (3.1) is called 
the zero-dimensional problem, and it is carried out in detail 
in II. We have obtained this system directly from the system 
(2.4) of Sec. II by eliminating all momentum dependence 
and by identification of every <I> convolution with a factori
zation ofthe constant 1. 

Following Sec. II the system (2.4) has been derived, in 
tum, from the definition of the renormalized normal prod
uct,15 which constitutes th~ starting point of the method. So 
as we explained in the Introduction, a crucial test of the 
method should be to verify the equivalence of Eqs. (3.1) 
with the analogous system one obtains starting from the 
standard functional integral formula. 19 Under an appropri
ate renormalization condition on the two-point function, the 
equivalence, together with the identification of the corre
sponding solutions of the two zero-dimensional systems, has 
been established thanks to numerical calculations of 
Voros. 20 

In Appendix V onIl, we present in detail the procedure 
of this verification, as well as the corresponding numerical 
results. 

Remark 2: The absence of the complexity due to the 
<l>C's in two (or one) dimensions makes the zero-dimension
al problem particularly attractive. Its simplicity has been 
appropriate in order to formulate all properties of the <I> iter
ation (cf. Sec. II) in terms of notions more elegant math
ematically. 

In other words, this particular simple form of the system 
(3.1) stimulated us to explore combinatorial properties of 
the global terms C ~ + I, B ~ + I of the system, which in tum 
allowed us to develop completely the formalism (splitting 
norms) in zero dimensions. 

Thus the extension of the technique in the dimensional 
cases has been directly through the study of a family (cf. 
Paper II, Sec. 4) of zero-dimensional-type systems. 

B. The sweeping factors 

Let us first introduce the sequences of the so-called 
sweeping factors that playa fundamental role in the combi-
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natorial structure of the system (3.1). 
Definition 3( c) (The sweeping procedure): For every n;;;. 3 

and AeR + , we define the sequences {3 n [resp. {3 7, i,;, for every 
triplet Uli2i3) with UI ;;;.i2;;;.i3)] of sweeping factors by the 
following: 

{33 = {35 = 1, 

IC~+ II = 3An(n - l){3n IH~-IIIH~12, 'tfn;;;.7, (3.5) 

with C ~ + I defined by (3.2c). (From now on we shall very 
often omit the argument A for simplicity.) Respectively, for 
every fixed partition ID(i) with 71;;;.72;;;.73 , 

il<71, i2<72(/1)' if 73>f3==i3 min(i, - 2), 
(3.5a) 

3 _ 

- {3!J_- ()!J __ II I H if + II 
- i1i2i l ;,i~.i.\ 0, 

1=1 

i l <71, i2<72UI ), if 73d 3, (3.5b) 

where f3==i3 minUI - 2) means the minimal value of i3 
among the triplets ID(I) == (il - 2,i2i3). 

From the above definitions one realizes the qualitative 
'role of the sequences {3n (resp. {37,i,i,). Starting from 
i I min == [n/3] they "sweep" all the terms-all possible dif
ferent configurations U;i2i3)---ofthe sum C~+t, and they 
replace them by an expression in terms _of only !he "lar~est" 
contribution IH~-IIIH~ 12 (resp. IH~ -IIIH~+ IIIH~+ II 
and II; = I IH if + II). For this reason we called this operation 
the sweeping procedure. 

In Appendix Y of III we have evaluated the precise 
number of different terms (partitions) inside the total or
dered tree sum C ~ + I and denoted it by Y n; we found that 

Y n ;:::: (n - 3)2/48 + (n - 3)/4. (3.6a) 

On the other hand, using the sweeping procedure, we prove 
in III that every sweeping factor {3n is proportional (up to a 
factor smaller than 1) to Y n' Schematically, for sufficiently 
large n, we can write 

(3.6b) 

So the sweeping procedure yields by (3.5) a form for the 
global term C ~ + I ofEqs. (3.1), which simplifies the studies 
in II and III, and simultaneously carries precise combinato
rial information about the tree term. 

We also note that in II, analogous sweeping factors
denoted by an-will be introduced by a corresponding 
sweeping procedure inside the global term B ~ + I of Eqs. 
(3.1), which are proportional to an - n. Due to their advan
tages explained above, the sweeping factors constitute the 
basis for the definitions and proofs of the method presented 
below and, essentially, in II and III. 
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c. The splitting constants 

Definition 3{d) (The space f!ll 0 and the splitting proce
dure in f!llo): We consider the space of infinite sequences of 
Coo functions of AER+ denoted by 8={8n (A)ln and satis
fying the following increase properties: For all 8 there exists 
a finite positive constant Co such that 18nl<c~n-l)l2, 'fin. 
We call this space f!ll o' With every sequence HoEf!ll 0 weasso
ciate a sequence 8Ef!ll 0 by the following recursion: 

IH~ I = I + 8 1 (A)A, IH~ 1= 83(A) IH~ 1
2

, 
(3.7a) 

IHg 1= 485 (A) IH~ IIH~ I, 

and, 'fIn>7, 

(3.7b) 

Here the sequences /3n (A) are the same as those intro
duced by the sweeping procedure of Definition 3 (c). This 
kind offactorization (by analogy to the corresponding prop
erty of <I> iteration) of every H ~ + I (A) in terms of the 
"neighboring" H ~ - I (A) and H ~ (A) we call the splitting 
procedure or, simply, "splitting." The associated sequence 
{8n (A)} is the sequence of splitting constants. 

The above definitions can be extended in the dimension
al cases as follows. 

Definitions 3(e) (The sweeping/actors ¢>/3 n and the split
ting in f!ll: (i) Letting HoEf!ll 0 where a coherent sequence of 
<l>C'sEY (cf. Sec. II) acts on Ho, we trivially verify that the 
corresponding completely reduced coherent sequence of 
<l>C's factorizes out; in other words, 'fin = 1,3, ... , 

m 

<l>0i,n1 (Ho)H ~ + I = II H ~ + IH ~ + 1(j)0i,n1. (3.8) 
1=1 

Due to this factorization property one can define sweeping 
and splitting procedures analogous to the ones of the zero
dimensional case above for every coherent sequence of <l>C's. 
To be precise, we introduce the tree terms of zero-dimen
sional type for a given coherent sequence of <l>C's, <l>EY, by 

(3.9) 

We then define the corresponding sweeping factor ¢>/3n as 
follows: 

I¢>C~ + II = 3A ¢>/3nn(n - I) IH~ - IIIH612 --
X [I<I>(ii,n1/UIN:i/1IL=0 

cfl = n - 2, 72 = 73 = I). (3.10) 

Moreover there exist expressions analogous to (3. 5a) and 
(3.5b), which define (at fixed n) a general sweeping factor 
¢>/3 7,;,;, corresponding to an arbitrary fixed partition tu(l) of 
n and the associated partial ordered sum of I¢> C ~ + II (cf. II). 

(ii) For every HEf!ll, and for a given coherent sequence 
of <l>C's, {<I>(ii.n1 (H)} n EY, we introduce the corresponding 
splitting sequence ¢>8Ef!ll 0 by the following recursive proce
dure: 

I <I>(ii.1 1 (H)H 2
1 = (I +¢>8 A) 1(j)(ii.11(H) I and define <l>H2=1 +<1>£ A· qj=O I qj=O' 0 - UI, (3.lla) 

(3.llb) 

(3.llc) 1<I>(ii,51(H)H6 Icn =0 = 4¢>85 (A) I<I>H~ II¢>H~ I, and define <l>H~ =4¢>851¢>H~ II<I>H~ I; 

and, 'fIn>7 recurrently, taking into account the definition (3.10) of¢>/3n in terms of¢>H~ + I, 'fIii<n - 2, 

1<I>(ii,n1(H)Hn+ Ilqj=o 

= ¢>8n (A)<I>/3n (A) I¢>H~ - II I¢>H~ 11(j)(ii,n1(H) 1'11= 0' and define 1<1> H~ + II =¢>8n ¢>/3n I¢> H~ - II I¢>H61. (3.lld) 

We call the above procedure the splitting procedure in f!ll. 
We notice that the sequence ¢>Ho={¢>H~+ I}n defined 

by (3.lla)-( 3.11d) belongs to f!ll o. That means the splitting 
procedure in f!ll yields sequences of zero-dimensional type 
by factorization of the (partially) reduced <l>C's. This fact 
implies that it is possible, once the fixed-point method is 
formulated to resolve the zero-dimensional problem (cf. 
Sec. 3 of II), to extend it in two (or one) dimensions. 

The solution of the two- (or one- ) dimensional problem, 
presented in Sec. 4 ofII, is precisely the realization of such a 
nontrivial extension. 

Using the above definitions we finally present, by two 
theorems proved in II and III, our results concerning the 
zero- and two-dimensional problems. These two theorems 
translate into a more mathematically consistent language 
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the positive answer we obtained by the <I> iteration for the 
existence of a solution for Eqs. (2.4) under the conservation 
0/ signs, splitting, and norms in f!ll space. 

Theorem 3.1: when 0 < A <0.0 I, the system (3.1) [cf. 
Definition 3 (b) ] has at least one nontrivial solution HoEf!ll 0 

that satisfies the following properties. 
(i) Signs and splitting: 

H6 = I + 81A; H~ = - 83[H6 ]2, 

H~ = - 485H~H6, 
H~+ 1= - 8JJn H n

-
l

. 

(3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

Here (a) the splitting sequence 8 = {8 n } n is a well-defined 
positive bounded sequence in f!ll 0 [cf. Definition 3 (d) ] with 
precise slow increase properties (cf. II), and also 
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lim8n(A)/A = const, Vn=I,3, ... ; (3.13) 
A-O 

and (b) the sequence of sweeping factors P n [defined by 
(3.4 ) 1 can be explicitly expressed recurrently in terms of all 
6-'swith n<n 2, and satisfies [cf. Definition 3(c) and II1 n 

Pn (A) -Yn _n2/48. 

(ii) The above solution Bo coincides with the standard 
solution of the equations analogous to (3.1), obtained di
rectly by the functional integral method (cf. III). 

We also note that in II the uniqueness of Bo is estab
lished inside a restricted subset of flJ 0 characterized by 
0) (a) above and some order relations of the splitting se
quences {o}. 

Theorem 3.2: When A satisfies 0 < A S; 0.006, then the 
system (2.4) [cf. Definition 2(a)] has a unique nontrivial 
solution BEflJ that satisfies the following signs and splitting 
properties at zero external momenta: For any coherent se
quence of~C's {~(n.n) (H)} n there exists <'PBoEflJ 0 such that 

{~(n.n)(H)Hn+ '}'17=0 = <'PiI~+ '{~(ii.n)(H)}qi=O' 
(3.14) 

with 

and 

<'P- 2 <'P- <'P-4 
H 0 = 1 + o,A, H 0 = 

<'PB~ = _ 4<'P85(A)<'PBri<'PB~, 
<'P83(A) [<'PB~ ]2, 

(3.14a) 

<'PB~+' = <'P8n<'PPn<'PiI~ l<'PiI~, Vn>7. 

Here (a) the splitting sequence <'P8={<'P8} n is a uniquely de
fined positive bounded sequence in flJ lj (cf. Definition 
3 (d) ] depending on the coherent sequence of ~C's, satisfy
ing precise slow increase properties (with respect to n) and 

lim <'P8n (A)I A = const> 0; (3.15 ) 
A-O 

and (b) the sweeping factors <'P P n [defined by (3. 10) ] can be 
written in explicit recursive expressions in terms of all <'P8)f's 
with n<n - 2, and they satisfy 

<'P/3- _y _n2/48 
n n 

[cf. Definition 3 ( c ) and II]. We again notice that the 
uniqueness has to be understood in the sense that there is no 
other solution of Eqs. (2.4) in flJ satisfying the above signs 
and splitting properties at zero external momenta. 

IV. FINAL REMARK 

Analogous results are obtained in four dimensions (or 
three dimensions) for the corresponding system of equations 
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derived by the definition of the renormalized normal prod
uct [cf. Eqs. (3.6) of Ref. 15]. The supplementary ingredi
ents in this case are (a) the renormalization operators that 
are nontrivial now and have to be taken into account, and the 
particular consequences of this nontriviality concerning the 
signs and splitting properties, in terms of the renormalized ~ 
convolutions; and (b) the interpretation of the physical re
normalization parameters (defined in Ref. 15) in terms of 
this solution. 
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APPENDIX: RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF G<'P 
GRAPH (EXAMPLE FOR SEC. II) 

We are given 

H~=fHg IT AF (/;) IT H;'+'dk], 
; I 1=1 

i.e., 
6 

~(H)= IT HHI. 

1=' 
In all the steps below the double arrow:=} signifies graphical 
representation of the function that appears to the left of the 
arrow. 

Zeroth step (choice of primitive subgraphs of G<'P ): 
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Hy,=[N2H
iJ+l] (it ~FOi»)HI2+1~F(ilS)=> _"""""l,,--_,,,,J;" 

~ /I'.fl 

[The constant ( - A) has been omitted for simplicity, but it has to be understood at every constant four-vertex, i.e., associated 
with every operation N3, N 1N2, or N1N1N1.] 

Remark: Notice that in this example the primitive subgraphs (Y2)' (Y4), and (Y6) of G ... are "simple bubbles." 

First step: 

and Hy,Hy.Hy,HYh => disconnected (Y3) (Y4) (Ys) (Y6) as in zeroth step). 
Second step: 

and Hy,Hy.Hy,HYh => disconnected (Y3) (Y4) (Ys) (Y6) as in zeroth and first step. 
Third step: 

Hy. =HY"~F(ilO) XHYJ~F(ill) XHY.~F(i12) => ----+~--~~-¥' , ..... ~-
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and 1I y, 1I Yo => disconnected (r 5) (r 6) as in second step. 
Fourth step: 

and 1I Yo (as in third step) => (r 6) disconnected. 
Fifth step: 

This is the final <I> graph G4,> with which the <I>-convolution product lIs is associated. 
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A necessary and sufficient criterion for the existence of quantum fields related to a given local 
net of algebras of observables is proved. This criterion is written in terms of the "conjugation 
operators" SC' ofthe local algebras d(C'). It shows that the modular structure of the local 
algebras essentially determines the corresponding quantum field theory. In the case where the 
local net of algebras is conformally covariant the criterion gives the result that the existence of 
quantum fields depends only on the representation of the conformal group and does not 
depend on the concrete form of the algebras. For the proof of the criterion the fact that a 
quantum field related to a local net of algebras can be essentially characterized by one vector is 
used. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last years the relation between the general theory 
of local quantum fields and the theory of local nets of alge
bras of observables has been studied and some progress has 
been made on this question. 1-4 For instance, the following 
problem has been solved 1-3: Suppose we have a local net of 
algebras of observables and a set of quantum fields related to 
this net. How can we recover these quantum fields (and all 
other quantum fields related to this net) from the given alge
bras? 

If we consider the local net of algebras of observables as 
the primary object then a natural question is whether, for a 
given net, there exist quantum fields describing the same 
theory. It is difficult to answer this question. Probably the 
answer is yes only under additional assumptions on the local 
net of algebras (assumptions that go beyond the usual mini
mal assumptions). The aim of this paper is to prove a neces
sary and sufficient criterion for the existence of quantum 
fields in the case where a local net of algebras of observables 
is given. Roughly speaking the criterion says the following: 
Assume there is a vector CUI (from an energetic weighted 
space) invariant under the action of the "conjugation opera
tors" S& [S& :Acu-+A *cu,AE..at(&'),cuisthevacuum] fora 
sequenc~ &' n C R4 shrinking to the point zero. Then a quan
tum field affiliated to the given local net exists. Conversely, if 
a quantum field affiliated to the given local net exists, then 
we obtain such a vector cu I with the properties above [the 
case that CUI = ccu gives the "trivial quantum field" 
A(f) =c, 1]. 

This criterion can be applied to a local net of algebras 
which is conformally covariant. In this case all quantum 
fields affiliated to the local net of algebras can be described 
by eigenvectors of operators given by the representation of 
the conformal group. Thus the question of the existence of 
quantum fields is determined by the group representation 
alone and does not depend on the concrete form of the local 
algebras of observables. 

For the proof of the criterion we use the fact that a quan
tum field (related to a local net) is essentially characterized 

by one vector CUA: = A(O)cu, where A(O) is the quantum 
field at the space-time point zero. 

II. LOCAL NETS AND QUANTUM FIELDS 

First some necessary definitions are given. In particular 
we define what a local net of algebras and a quantum field are 
to be in this paper. 

We assume that there is a strongly continuous unitary 
representation Tx of the group JR4 3 x on a separable Hilbert 
space J¥". Further we assume that there is a vacuum vector 
cueJ¥", i.e., Txcu = cu for all xER4. We assume that the spec
trum of Tx is contained in the closed forward cone 
V+: = {XEJR4;XO;>O,x~ - X2 ;>O}, with x = {xo,x}, wherexo 
is the time component of x. The self-adjoint generators of Tx 
are denoted by P = {H,PI ,P2 ,P3}. We use the short notation 
R: = (1 + H) -I (note H;>O) and Coo (H): = n;, = oRn J¥". 

A four-tuple {J¥", Tx , cu, ..at} is called a local net of 
algebras if it satisfies the following assumptions. 

(A 1) To each open set tl C R4 there is assigned a von 
Neumann algebra ..at ( tl) on J¥" and ..at = u & ..at ( tl ) . 

(A2) tl d;;;; tl2 implies ..at ( tl l ) ~ ..at ( tl2) (isotony). 
(A3) Tx..at ( tl ) T _ x = ..at (tl + x), xEJR4 (translation 

covariance) . 
(A4) cu is cyclic and separating for each algebra ..at ( tl ), 

where tl and its causal complement tl c (the interior ofthe 
set {xER4; (xo - YO)2 - (x - ji)2 <O,yetl}) arenonempty. 

(AS) Let tl n be a sequence of open sets of JR4 such that 
tl n ;J tl n + I' n n tl n ~ & . Then n n ..at ( tl n ) ~ ..at ( tl ) 
(continuity from the outside). 

We call the local net of algebras causal if tl2 C tll,c im
plies AIA2 = A~I for all A IE..at (tl l ) and A2E..at (tl 2). We 
call the local net of algebras Poincare covariant if there is a 
representation by unitary operators U(g) of the restricted 
Poincare group 9'+ 3g such that Tx = U({x,t}) and 
(A3) is true with Tx , x replaced by U(g),g. The local net of 
algebras is called CPT covariant if there is a CPT operator 
()( (}cu = cu, () 2 = 1, (}Tx = T _ x (), () is antiunitary) such that 
(}..at ( tl ) () = ..at ( - tl). Causality, CPT covariance, and 
Poincare covariance are not included in the list of assump-
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tions on the local net because we do not need to make these 
assumptions to prove the results in the following sections. 

Next we introduce smooth subalgebras of .d ( tJ) and 
.d( tJ)' [the commutant of .d( tJ)]. We write Ae.d. (tJ)' 
[Aed. (tJ)] if Ae.d(tJ)' [Aed(tJ)], AC'" (H) 
c;;;.C""(H), A*C"'(H)c;;;.C"'(H), RmAR m, and 
R m A *R -m are bounded for all m = 0,1,2, .... Further we 
introduce 

'tf(x):= U d(tJ)', 'tfs(x):= U .ds(tJ)'. 
63x 63x 

Using (A2), (A3), and (AS) we obtain that .ds(tJ)' is 
strongly *-dense in d (tJ)' and therefore 'tf s (x) is strongly 
*-densein 'tf (x). Naturally the algebras.d. (tJ), d. (tJ)', 
'tf s (x), and 'tf (x) transform covariantly under the action of 
the translation group. 

Now we introduce the notion of a quantum field. Our 
notion is very wide. In particular the domain of the field 
operators A ( I) can depend on the support off. This is in 
general necessary to have a tight connection to the local net 
of algebras. 

A five-tuple {K, T;;c, (J), fP ( . ), A ( . )} is called a quan
tum field if it satisfies the following assumptions. 

(Q 1 ) For each open bounded set tJ C R4 there is a dense 
set fP(tJ) in K such that fP(tJ)c;;;.coo (H), TafP(tJ) 
= fP (tJ + a), and (J)efP (tJ). 

(Q2)A('): CO' (R4) 3/-A(/) is a linear map into the 
set of closable operators on K. For all feC 0' (R4) and all 
open sets tJ such that &dsuppl we have fP(tJ) 
c;;;.domA(/) and A(/)* t fP (tJ) :: A(/) t fP (tJ). We 
can put dom A ( I) = fP ( tJ f) with tJ f = supp f. 

(Q3) For fixed tJ c;;;. R4 and uefP ( tJ ) the map 
CO' ( tJ ) 31-A (/)u is strongly continuous. For vectors 
VE n 6 fP (tJ) the map can be extended to a strongly contin
uous map Y(R4) 3/-A(/)v. 

(Q4) Let aeR4
, leC 0' (tJ), and uefP (tJ + a). Then 

TaA(/) T _aU = A(Ia)u withla(x) =/(x - a). Forvec
tors uen 6 fP ( tJ) this holds also for feY (R4

). 

We call the quantum field causal if 

(A(h)u.A(,h)v) = (A (J;)u.ACft)v) , 

for all vectors U,VEfP ( tJ, ) n fP ( tJ 2 ) with supp /; c tJ i and 
tJ 2 C tJ"c' We call the quantum field Poincare covariant if 
there is a strongly continuous unitary representation U(g) 
of the restricted Poincare group 9 1+ 3g such that 
Tx = U( {x, 1}) and (Q4) is true with Tx ,x replaced by 
U(g),g. The quantum field is called CPT covariant if there is 
a CPT operator 8 with 8fP ( tJ ) c;;;. fP ( - tJ) and 

8A(/)8=A(le), where/e = I( -x). 
A special class of quantum fields is of considerable inter

est. A quantum field is called energetic bounded if there is a 
natural number ssuch that HR s A(/) RS II<Vla, where j'la 
is some Schwartz norm.' In this case we can assume that 
~ ( tJ) = C'" (H) for all open bounded sets tJ c;;;. R4 without 
loss of generality. 

If a quantum field is to belong to the same theory as the 
local net of algebras then we expect the following relation for 
allfeC 0' (tJ), Ceds (tJ )', and u,VEfP (tJ), where tJ is an 
arbitrary open bounded set ofR4

: 
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(A(/)v,Cu) = (v,CA(/)u). (1) 

We say the quantum field {K, Tx , (J), fP ( . ), A ( . )} is rela
tively local to {K, Tx , (J), .d} if ( 1) is fulfilled. In this case 
we shortly say that A ( . ) belongs to Qd' 

Now we introduce the sets §); d (tJ): = {u = Bv; 
VEfP(tJ), Be.ds(tJ)'} and fP d(tJ): = d.(tJ),(J). Then 
we have the relations fP (tJ) c;;;.§); d (tJ) dfP d (tJ). It is 
not difficult to verify that {K, Tx , (J), §); d ( . ), A ( . )} and 
{K, Tx , (J), fP d (.), A(') t fP d (.)} are quantum fields 
[in the case where A(') belongs to Qd]' where 
A(/): = A(/)* t §); d (tJ) for supp/= &. The prooffol
lows easily from (1) (see the proof of Proposition 1 in Ref. 
3). The three quantum fields differ in their domains. 
The main point is that the extensions A(/) and A(/) 
t fP d ( tJ ), where supp I = '&, are affiliated to the von 

Neumann algebra d ( tJ). Thus if the local net is causal then 
the quantum fields belonging to Qd are also causal. 

For the algebras d (tJ) we can introduce the conjuga
tion operators S 6 defined by 

S6A(J): =A *(J), Aed(tJ). (2) 

If tJ and tJ c are nonempty. then (J) is cyclic and separating 
for d ( tJ) by assumption (A2). Thus the operators S 6 are 
closable and antilinear. The polar decomposition 
S 6 = J 6 t1!f2 defines the modular operator t16 , the modular 
conjugation J 6 • and the modular group t1!;. , lER. The conju
gation operator for the algebra d ( tJ )' is S ~ t d ( tJ ) , (J) 
(for details on these operators see Ref. S). 

Let tJ n be a sequence of open bounded sets of R4 such 
that tJ n shrinks to the point zero. Then we call tJ" a shrink
ing sequence. A sequence l"eY (R4) such that In (x) 

= In (x) and/" *ip tends to ip in the Schwartz topology for 
each ipEY (W) is called a 8-function approximating se
quence. We set I",x (Y): = In (y - x). Note that for each 
shrinking sequence tJ" there is a 8-function approximating 
sequence I" such that supp In c;;;. tJ n' 

III. ENERGETIC WEIGHTED SPACES 

Let n be a natural number. Then we introduce scalar 
products and norms on Coo (H) by 

(u,v),,: = (R nU,R -nv), lIulI,,: 
(u,v) -n: = (R "u,R nv). lIull-n: 

IIR -null. 
IIRnull· 

The corresponding Hilbert spaces ( energetic weighted 
spaces) are denoted by K" and K _", respectively. In the 
following, operators on K, K" , and K _" are denoted by 
the same symbol if they agree on a dense set 
~ c;;;.K" CKcK _II (dense in each of these spaces). 

It is obvious that Tx is also a unitary representation of 
R4 3x on K",K _n0 The operators C from ds(tJ)', 
d s (tJ), 'tf s (x) are bounded operators on K". K _". If 
we have a strongly continuous unitary representation U(g) 
on K of the restricted Poincare group 9 1+ with 
U({x,I}) = Tx then the operators U(g) are also bounded 
operators on Kn. K _ n' This follows from the commuta
tion relation with exp{ - itH}. 

Proposition 1: Let tJ c R4 be an open set such that tJ and 
tJ care nonempty. Then the sets fP d ( tJ) = d s (11 )' (J) and 
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d s ( tJ )cu are dense in K n' K _ n for each natural number 
n. 

Proof: ( 1 ) K _ n . Let ~ be a dense set in K. Then ~ is 
also contained in K _ n and is dense in K _ n because ofthe 
simple estimate IIull_ n = IIRn ull.;;; IIull, for ueJY'!;;;;K _ n' 
and the fact that K is dense in K _ n' Since d ( tJ)' cu is 
dense in K and d s ( tJ ) , is dense (strongly * ) in d ( tJ ) , we 
obtain that d s ( tJ )' cu is dense in K. This shows that 
d s (&' )'cu is dense in K _ n' For &' there is an open non
empty set &' Ie&' and €> 0 such that {tJ I + X; Ixl < de tJ. 
Then for each element CEd ( &' I) there is a sequence 
Cn Ed s (&') such that Cn tends strongly to C [take 

Cn = J fn (x)TxCT -x dx 

with In a t5-function approximating sequence]. Since 
d ( tJ I ) cu is dense in K we find that d s ( tJ ) cu is dense in 
K. Thus d s (&')cu is dense in K _ n' 

(2) Kn. Assume uEKn and (u,Ccu)n = 0 for all 
CEd s ( &' )'. For &' there exist a set tJ I and € > 0 such that 
&' I,e is nonempty and {&' + X; Ixl < de &' I' Thus 

0= (u,TxCT _xCU)n = (T _xu,CCU)n , 

for alllxl < € and CEds (&' I )'. Here T _ x u is strongly con
tinuous in x. By integration we get 

(21T)-2 J f(x)(T _xu,Ccu)n ds = (f(P)u,Ccu)n = 0, 

for all fEC;(&'E)' &'E={X; Ixl<d. Thus 
(R - 2n f(P) u,Ccu) = O. Since the set of vectors d s ( tJ I)' cu is 
denseinKwe obtain R - 2nf(P)u = O. We consider a func
tionf such that f(p) # 0, for all pER\ and supp fe tJ E (such 
a function exists). Thus for this function R - 2nf(P)u = 0 is 
only possible if u = O. This implies that d s ( tJ )' cu is dense in 
K. Similarly we can prove that d s (&,)' cu is dense in Kn .• 

From the proof of this proposition it also follows that 
the sets R m d s (&' )'cu, R m d s (&')cu are dense in K, 
K n , and K _ n for all m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... and n = 1,2, .... 
Further we immediately see that the sets d (&')cu and 
d(&')'cu are dense in K _ n' 

Proposition 2: Let tJ e R4 be an open set such that &' 
and its causal complement &' e are nonempty. Then 
S d ~ d ( &' ) cu is a closable operator on K _ n for each natu
ral number n. 

Proof: Since SdAcu=A*cuEKeK_n, for all 
AEd(&'),andd(&')cuisdenseinK -n theoperatorSd is 
well defined in K _ n . Further we have for all BEds ( tJ )' 

R -nS~RnR -nBcu=R -nS~Bcu 

=R -nB*cu=R -nB*Rncu. 

Since the set R - n d s ( &' )' cu is dense in K (see the remark 
after Proposition 1) the operator R - n S ~ R n is well defined 
on a dense set in Kfor each natural number n. Now it is not 
hard to show that the adjoint operator S ~.) in K _ n is con
nected with the adjoint operator S ~ in K by the relation 
S~*) = R - 2n S~R2n andS~·) exists on a dense set inK _ n 
if R - n S ~ R n exists on a dense set in K. Thus we obtain 
that the adjoint of S d in K _ n exists and therefore S t'J is a 
closable operator in K _ n • • 
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We denote the closure of S d t d ( tJ )cu in K _ n by the 
symbol S d ,n • 

IV. GENERATING VECTORS FOR QUANTUM FIELDS 

In this section it will be shown that a quantum field 
relatively local to a given local net of algebras is essentially 
given by one vector. This vector is, roughly speaking, the 
quantum field at the point zero applied to the vacuum. The 
vector is invariant under the conjugation operators Sd with 
d 3 O. Conversely we will see that a vector with such invar
iance properties defines a quantum field related to the given 
local net. If the local net satisfies causality then this quantum 
field is also causal. 

Proposition 3: Let {K, Ta ,cu,fP ( . ) ,B( . )} be a quantum 
field belonging to Q..r. Then there is a natural number n and 
a vector cuBEK _ n such that 

(3) 

for each t5-function approximating sequencefm' 
Proof: From the strong continuity of the map Y(R4) 

3f-+B(f)cu it follows that IIB(f)cull.;;;lfla for some 
Schwartz norm l'la' This implies that the mapf-+B(f)cu 
can be continuously extended to the space of functions with 
the norm 1'1 a' Using the properties of the Schwartz norm 
1'1 a and of the sequence fm we find that there are some posi
tive numbers nO,n l ,n2,n3 such that Ih la < C < 00 with 

A 3 
h(p):= (21T)-2 II U+pj)-nj 

j=O 

andfm *h tends in l'la norm to h. This implies 

IIB(h *fm)cu - B(h)cull -+0 as m-+ 00 • 

From spectrality we obtain that R n "J=o U + Pj )nj is 
bounded for n>no + n l + n2 + n3• This gives the estimate 

IIR nB(fm)cu - R n JI
o 

U + Pj)njB(h)CUII 

.;;; II R n lIo U + Pj ) nj II 
X Ill!X U + P) - nJB(fm)cu - B(h)CUII 

.;;; IIR n JX U + Pj)nJII II B(h *fm)cu - B(h)cull , 

where we have used the relation h(P)B(f)cu = B(h * f)cu, 
which follows from the strong continuity of the vector func
tion B ( f) cu and translation covariance. Setting 

3 

CUB: = II U+Pj)njB(h)cu, 
j=O 

we obtain the result. • 
The smallest natural number n such that Proposition 3 

holds is called the energetic dimension of the quantum field; 
CUB is called the generating vector of the quantum field. 

Proposition 4: Let n be the energetic dimension and let 
CUB be the generating vector of the quantum field 
{K, Ta ,cu,fP ( . ) ,B( . )} from Q..r. Then we have the follow
ing. 

(i) If the quantum field is CPT covariant, then CUB is 
CPT invariant, i.e., (}cuB = CUB' 
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(ii) If the quantum field is Poincare covariant, then W B 

is Lorentz invariant, i.e., U( {O,A} )wB = WB' {O,A}e&' T+ • 

(iii) Let tJ C R4 be an open set such that tJ and tJ care 
nonempty and "& 30. Then wBe dom St7.n and St7.nWB 

=WB • 

Proof: (i) We have Ow=w and OB(/)w=B(19)w 

with 19 (x) = I( - x) . Further 0 commutes with R. Thus 0 
is also an antiunitary operator in JY _ n' Iflm is a 8-function 
approximating sequence, then Im.9 is also a 8-function ap
proximating sequence. Thus 

as m -+ 00. On the other side OB( 1m )w tends to Ow B because 
o is a bounded operator in JY _ n' This implies Ow B = W B' 

(ii) The reasoning is similar to that in (i). We note that 
U( {O,A} )B( Im)w = B( Im.A )w, where Im.A is again a 8-
function approximating sequence. Further, U( {O,A}) is a 
bounded operator in JY _ n' This implies that U( {O,A} )wB 

=WB • 

(iii) Because of'& 30 there is a 8-function approximat
ing sequence 1m such that supp 1m C tJ. The operators 
B(lm) are affiliated to .if(tJ) (see Sec. II). Let Em (a) be 
the spectral projections of IB( 1m) * I. Further let B( Im)
= Um IB(lm )*1 be the polar decomposition ofB(lm )-. Let 
Wm (a): = umEm (a) u:,. Then a simple calculation 
shows that the operators 

are self-adjoint and belong to .if ( tJ ). Choosing a suitable 
sequence am ..... lit one easily proves that 

IIBm (am)w - B(lm )wlI_ n""'O as m ..... 00 • 

Here we have used that B( 1m )W = B( 1m )W = B( 1m )-w 
and Em (am) and Wm (am) tend strongly to 1. Using 
Bm (am )e.if(tJ) and .if(tJ)wCdom St!l.n this gives 

Since St7.n is closed in JY _ n this proves wBedom St!l.n and 
St!l.nWB =WB· • 

Next we need a technical result. 
Lemma 1: Let wleJY' _ n' Assume that for a shrinking 

sequence tJ m' wle dom St!l ",.n and St!l ",.n WI = WI' Then the 
functional 0 I ( .) on Ctf. (0) defined by 

isHermitian,i.e.,OI(A) = OI(A-). 
Proof: LetAeCtf. (0). Thus there is some tJ 30 such that 

AetJ.(tJ)'. Since tJ m is a shrinking sequence there is an 
indexj such that tJjCtJ. This implies that S~J:::>S~ and 
S~jAw =A -W. Further we use that the adjoint of St7~n in 
JY _ n is defined and given by R - 1ns ~ ~n R 1n on the set 
R -In.if.(tJj )w3R -lnAw. This gives 
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= (St!l~nWI,R -lnAw) -n 

= ( w S<*) R 1nAw) 
I' t!l~n -n 

ns* Aw) t7J 

Now we come to the main result of this section. 

• 
Theorem 1: Let wleJY' _ n for some natural number n. 

Assume there is a shrinking sequence tJ m such that 
wledom Y t!l .... n and Y t!l",.nWI = WI' Then the correspond
ing operator A (0) from JY n into JY _ n defined by 

A(O)Cw: = CWI, CeCtf .(0) , (4) 

is closable and defines a quantum field {JY,Ta'w,~ d (.), 

A(-)} with 

A(/)u: = f j(x)T"A(O)T -xU dx 

(where the integral exists in strong sense in JY _ n and gives 
a vector from JY). This quantum field belongs to Qd' 

(i) If the local net of algebras is CPT covariant with the 
CPT operator 0 and OWl = WI' then the quantum field is 
CPT covariant. 

(ii) If the local net of algebras is Poincare covariant 
with the group representation U(g) and U( {O,A} )wI = WI' 
{O,A}e&' ~ , then the quantum field is Poincare covariant. 

(iii) The quantum field is energetic bounded if and only 
ifthere is some natural number n';;;.n such that 

IIR n'Cwdl<b IIR -n'Cwll, CeCtf.(O) , 

for some constant b. 
Proof: (1) Because of Lemma 1 the functional 0) (C) 

= (R nwl,R - ncw) is Hermitian. Further, the operator 
A (0) is densely defined because Ctf. (O)w is dense in JYn. 
From the fact that w is separating for all .if ( tJ )':::>.if. ( tJ )' 
and Ctf. (0) = U t!l30 .if. ( tJ ) , we obtain that Cw = 0 implies 
C = 0 for CeCtf. (0). Thus A(O)Cw = CWI = 0 if Cw = O. 
Therefore A (0) is well defined. Correspondingly A (x) : 
= TxA(O)T_x is well defined on Ctf.(x)w= Tx Ctf. (O)w 

and A (x) Cw is strongly continuous in xetJ for Ce.if s (tJ)' 
C n xet7 Ctf. (x). The closability of A (0) follows from the fact 
that the adjoint of A(O) exists and is given by A(O)
= R 1nA (O)R 1n on the set R - 1nCtf s (O)w, which is dense in 

JY _ n' For the proof of this fact we use the chain of equali
ties 

(A(0)C1w,R -lnClw)_n 

= (R 1nC1WI,R - 1nclw) 

= (R 1nWI,R -lnCrClw) 

= 01(CrCI ) = °1(CTC1) 

= (R -lnCTC1w,R 1nWI ) 

= (R -lnC1w,R 2nA(0)Clw) 

= (Czw,R 2nA(0)R 1nR -lnClw)n . 
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(2) Let/EC 0' (tJ). The operatorsA(x), XEtJ, have the 
common domain d s ( tJ )' wand are strongly continuous in 
XEtJ on this domain. Thus 

A(/)Cw: = J l(x)A(x)Cw dx = C J l(x)A(x)w dx 

= (21T)2Cf(P)w 1 

is well defined. Since f( P) w I EK, the vector A ( I) Cw is also 
from jy'. For vectors VE n tl d s ( tJ )' w this equation can be 
.extended to all functions IEY(R4). That the five-tuple 
{jy',T",w,~ -ff (. ),A(')} defines a quantum field is an easy 
consequence of this equation and the properties of A(x) 
(translation covariance, continuity in x, special form of the 
adjoint operator). The commutation relation A ( I) Cu 
= CA ( I ) U for vectors UE~ -ff ( tJ ) , CEd s ( tJ ) , , and 

IEC 0' ( tJ) follows from the definition of A ( I) and implies 
that the quantum field belongs to Q-ff . 

(3) We omit the simple proofs of (i) and (ii). 
( 4) Assume that A ( .) is energetic bounded. This im

plies that R nA(x)R n is bounded as an operator on jy'! 

Thus 

IIR n'Cw.!1 = IIR nA(O)Cwll = IIR nA(O)R n'R -n'Cwll 

.;;IIR nA(O)R n'IIIIR - n'Cwll. 

Conversely, assume that IIR n'Cwlll';;cIlR - n'Cwll, for n'>n. 
This gives 

IIR nA(O)R n'R -n'Cwll = IIR n'CR -n'R nA(O)wll 

= IIR n'Cwlll';;cIIR -n'Cwll· 

Thus R nA (0) R n' is a bounded operator on jy'. Further, this 
implies that the corresponding quantum field A (I) is ener
getic bounded (use similar arguments as in Ref. 1). • 

It remains to show that the generating vectors define 
their quantum fields via the construction described in 
Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2: Let {jy', T" ,w,~ (- ),A ( . )} be a quantum 
field from Q-ff. Let w A be its generating vector. Then the 
quantum field {jy',T",w,~ -ff (. ),B(')} generated by W A in 
the meaning of Theorem 1 coincides with the quantum field 
{jy',T",~ -ff (- ),A (.) t ~ -ff (.)} (see Sec. II), i.e., 

A(/) t ~ -ff (tJ) = B(/) for suppl = "&. 
Proof' Let 1m be a a-function approximating sequence 

and Im,x ( Y) = 1m (x - y). Then from the definition of 
B(x) it follows that 

s-limA(lm,,,)Cw 
m-oo 

= C s-lim A (Im,x)w = CTx s-lim A (Im)w 
m-oo m-oo 

= CB(x)w = B(x)Cw, CE'G's (x) . 

Both B(x) Cw and A (Im,x ) Cw are continuous in XEtJ for 
CEd s ( tJ m )' with tJ m :J tJ shrinking to tJ as m ..... 00. This 
gives 
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~~~ J g(x)A(lm,,,)Cwdx= J g(x)B(x)Cwdx 

= B( g)Cw in jy' _ n' 

for geCO'(tJ), CEds(tJ m )'. Now 

J g(x)A(lm,x )Cw dx = CA( g* Im)w 

tends to CA ( g)w because g*lm goes to g in Schwartz norm. 
This means that CA(g)w=A(g)Cw=B(g)Cw, for 
CEd s (tJ m )' and all m. The continuity of the net d (21) 
from the outside gives the same result for CEd s ( tJ'). • 

From this theorem we learn that the quantum field A ( . ) 
is given by its generating vector w A up to different exten
sions. The next assertion says that if the quantum field is 
energetic bounded then there is only one extension, i.e., in 
this case the quantum field is uniquely determined by its 
generating vector. 

Proposition 5: Let {jy', Tx ,w,C 00 (H),A ( . )} be an ener
getic bounded quantum field from Q-ff. Then its restriction 
to the domains ~ -ff (tJ) C C 00 (H) determines uniquely the 

quantum field, i.e., A (I) t ~ -ff (tJ) = A ( f), for 
supp/C"&. 

Proof' Let UEC 00 (H). Because of Proposition 1 there is a 
sequence U m Ed s ( tJ ) , w such that R - 2n ( U m - u) -+ 0 in 
jy'. We have IIRnA(/)Rnll<oo. This implies that 
IIA ( I ) R 2n II < 00 ! We obtain the estimates 

IIA(/)Cu -A(/)Cumll 

= IIC(A(/)u -A(/)umlil 

= IICA (f)R 2n(R - 2nu - R - 2nUm ) II 
.;;IICIIIIA(/)R2nIIIIR -2n(u-um)ll· 

The right side goes to zero as m ..... 00. Thus we obtain that 
d s ( tJ )' w = ~ -ff ( tJ) is a core for A ( I) with supp I ~ "& . 
Furthermore we obtain from the estimate that the commuta
tion relations on the set ~ -ff ( tJ) imply the commutation 
relations on the set Coo (H). • 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is not difficult to check that the results of this paper 
can be generalized. First, we note that the technical assump
tion of the strong continuity of the map 
Y(R4) 3 I ..... A(/)u for vectors UEn tl ~ (tJ) can be omit
ted. Then we obtain Theorems 1 and 2 with the modification 
that the spaces jy'm ,jy' _ m have to be replaced by more gen
eral "energetic weighted spaces" jy'n -u(H)jy', where 
UEC 0' (R4) and u is invertible. Second, it is not necessary 
that the local net of algebras is continuous from the outside 
for all open bounded regions. It is enough to have this prop
erty for double cones (the continuity from the outside for 
double cones follow from the duality for double cones). 
Third, we can extend the discussion to quantum fields that 
are not localizable at points but are localizable in strings or 
other geometrical objects. 

Since we have not used causality for the local net of 
algebras the results can also be applied to field algebras. 

In the case where the local net of algebras is conformally 
covariant and is CPT covariant with CPT operator e, and 
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the conjugation operator Sw for the right wedge has the 
form given by the Bisognano/Wichmann result~ the conju
gation operators S & are given by S & = OG & = G & 0, where 
G & and G & are determined by the representation of the con
formal group.7 A simple calculation shows that the set of 
vectors Cl) A from JY _ m satisfying S & " Cl) A = Cl) A for a shrink
ing sequence tJ n is uniquely determined by the set of vectors 
Cl)leJY _ ~ with G i!'" Cl)1 = G &" Cl)1 = ± Cl)1' Using Theorems 
1 and 2 this proves that the set of all quantum fields belong
ing to the given local net of algebras is determined (in the 
form of their generating vectors) only by the representation 
of the conformal group. Details of the simple calculations 
are omitted. Since only the behavior of the algebras near the 
space-time point zero has played a role in the arguments we 
can expect that a kind of asymptotically conformal covari
ance is sufficient to obtain these results. 
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A power counting formula for the short distance singularities in quantum field theory is 
presented. This configuration space version of Weinberg's theorem applies to any renormalized 
Feynman amplitude, and is proved by a simple extension of the tree expansion method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Weinberg's theorem I is a power counting formula that 
measures the high momentum behavior of a convergent 
Feynman amplitude. Weinberg's theorem, and the refine
ment including logarithmic dependence due to Fink,2 were 
widely applied in high energy physics even before the diver
gent case was sorted out in the 1970's by Bergere and Lam.3 

In Refs. 3 and 4 the asymptotics of a general Feynman 
amplitude G(ak) are determined when a subset {am} 
~ {a k } of momentum space invariants of the form ('£p) 2 or 
m: is rescaled to infinity while {an} = {ak}/{am } is held 
fixed. They show that an asymptotic expansion of the form 

qrnax(P) 

G(Aam,an) - I A P I InqA gpq (am,an ) 

P=Pmax q=O 

holds for large A and gives methods for finding Pmax' qmax' 
and gpq (am ,an)' 

In the present paper, I consider a general renormalized 
Feynman amplitude V(X I ,X2, ••• ,xn ) in d-dimensional Eu
clidean configuration space, and investigate directly the 
leading behavior of the singularity as two points coincide 
(e.g., XI -+ x 2 ). A straightforward extension of the "tree 
expansion" bound for V, as developed in Refs. 5 and 6, leads 
to power counting formulas (3.5a)-(3.Sd) for the power 
law and logarithmic dependence of the singularity. The 
proof renders explicit the following intuition: the behavior of 
V(x t ,x2, ... ,xn ) when IXI - x21-0 can be measured by ex
amining the large H dependence of 

J ddXI exp - MHlx t - x2 1 V(x t ,x2,···,xn ) (M> 1 fixed). 

Integrals such as this are easy to estimate by the method of 
Refs. 5 and 6. By the same token, the short distance behavior 
when a cluster of points {Xt"",xm}~{Xt"",xn} coincide 
can be measured by connecting the points {xl, ... ,xm } with 
variable-strength exponential springs. This more general ar
gument will be presented in a future paper. 

Section II of this paper provides a thumbnail sketch of 
the tree expansion and bounds for a BPHZ renormalized 
Feynman amplitude. Section III sets up the main power 
counting formula (Theorem 3), which is then proved in Sec. 
IV by use of a straightforward extension of the bound de
scribed in Sec. II. The approach presented here is very differ
ent in flavor from the method of Ref. 4. With the tree expan
sion method, each Feynman amplitude V is decomposed 

into a (finite) sum ofterms, and each term is bounded sepa
rately. Similarly, the power counting formula derived here 
applies to each term separately and, to determine the short 
distance behavior of V itself, all terms must be checked. The 
drawbacks of this piecemeal approach are compensated by 
the directness of the term-by-term estimates. 

II. THE RENORMALIZED TREE EXPANSION 

Let G be a connected Feynman graph in dimension 
d> 2, which may be ultraviolet divergent and whose lines 
lEI. (G) denote propagators C1 of dimension 81 and mass 
m> 1. Such propagators behave like Ixl- SJ for small separa
tions Ixi and admit a scale decomposition: 

00 

C1 = I Clk), (2.1 ) 
k=O 

where the slice propagator C lk) and its derivatives have 
bounds 

la~Clk)(x) 1<0(1 )M(IlJ + lillk exp - Mk Ixi. 
Ijl = 0,1, ... , k = 0,1,... . (2.2) 

Throughout this paper M> 1 is fixed, and O( 1) is used to 
denote numbers independent of any choice of scale but 
which may depend on other things (e.g., M, G, Ijl, or I). I 
suppose that the interaction vertices veV(G) are all dimen
sionless (i.e., strictly renormalizable) 

8v =d - I 8). = 0, (2.3) 
).EA(v) 

where 8). denotes the dimension of the half-line A emerging 
from v (including + 1 for each derivative). This assumption 
is for simplicity only: The optimal power counting is some
what messier when super-renormalizable vertices (with 
8v > 0) are present, but there is no difficulty. 

The truncated amplitude associated to G, renormalized 
at zero external momentum according to the BPHZ pre
scription, is V(G) = fR(G), where the integrand R(G) is 
given by the forest formula (see, e.g., Ref. 7, p. 392) 

R(G) = I II( - Yf)/(G) . 
proper divergent feF 

(2.4 ) 

forestsF 

In the a-parametric representation of I(G), Y f denotes a 
Taylor operation of order 8f , where 8f =d - '£).eA(G

f
) 8). is 

the superficial degree of divergence of the subgraph Gf ~ G. 
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The above formula for V( G), while useful, is not finite 
term-by-term and cannot be estimated directly. The renor
malized tree expansion (Ref. 6, Sec. II) yields an alternative 
formula for V( G), each term of which is finite: 

V(G) = L L V(G,O',p) . (2.5) 
connected R / C labelings 
foreSlsu p 

Here 

r-----------~-----~-----------

0' = {Gfo =. G,Gr. , ... ,Gf ) 

is a family of connected. not necessarily superficially diver
gent subgraphs which satisfies the forest property: If i <j 
then either Gfj C Gli or Gli n Gfj = ifJ. Given 0', one can con
struct a rooted. planted tree r by identifying the leaves of r 
with the vertices of G. and the forks/; of rwith the subgraphs 
GJ;' Here is an example of a labeled graph G and the corre
sponding tree r: 

r------------------I r,.r-----., r---------, ,.. __ 
I ~I , I I .,' I 
I , I ,It 

1 2 J ~ 5 ~ 7 8 q 

r I , , I 
I , t I 
I "I 
I ,II 
1 I' , 

I , II I 
I I 2. 3" I q I' I 
, I I , I 

: L--------.J<!l:1 &..L__ 'I 
G~ ~~-----------~--L__________ _ _______________ _ 

To each forkjEF( r) (equivalently, to each subgraph Gf ) is 
assigned either an R (renormalization) or a C (counter-
term):pf=R orpf=C, ~ 

An allowed scale assignment hell ( r,p) is defined to be 
an assignment Ii = (hfo, ... ,hf ) ofascale hf to each fork/of r 
subject to the conditions 

h1r(f)+I<hf <oo, ifPf=R, 

O<hf <h1r(f) , if Pf = C. 
(2.6) 

Here 1T( /) denotes the fork which lies immediately beneath 
J, and h1r(f.,) = - 1. Now 

... 
V(G,O',p) _ L V(G,O',p,h). (2.7) 

heH(T,p) 

The rules for calculating V( G,O' ,p,1i ), explained in detail in 
Ref. 6, Sec. II, are as follows: V( G,O',p,li) is a renormalized 
Feynman amplitude associated to G. where (i) each line I 
denotes either the "hard" propagator C[ (h) or the "soft" 
propagator C ~ < hi), where h [ is the scale of the highest fork 
for which leL( Gf ); (ii) the possible hard/soft assignments 
are summed over, subject to the condition that each Gf be 
connected by hard lines; and (iii) each subgraph Gf is acted 
on by either the renormalization operator R if P f R or the 
counterterm operator C if Pf = C. 

For any bounded continuous n-point function 
V(xt .... ,xn )E(C(Rd)n) let 

IWIi = sup{ I J[;DtdX;/; (x;) ] V(xt, .. ·,xn ) I: /;EC} , 
(2.8) 

where 

C=. U {/ECO"(Bj(x»): suplo"1(y)I<I, Iml <d}. 
xeRd 
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Goo 

This norm is straightforward to deal with and Sn 
=.completion (C(R d)n) is contained in S'(Rd)n). the tem
pered distributions. 

Theorem 1 (Gallavotti-NicoI6): V(G.O',p)eSn , where n 
= number of external vertices of G. 

Proof: This result follows directly from the basic bound 
[Ref. 6. Eq. (2.86)]: 

IW(G,O'"D,h)Ii<O(l)II MO(GJ)(hrh"(f) , (2.9) 
f 

where the renormalized degrees of divergence are such that 
8(Gf )< - I, if PI Rand 8(Gf »0, if Pf = C. In view of 
(2.6), we see that the sum over each hf is a convergent geo
metric series. 0 

III. THE POWER COUNTING FORMULA 

It is natural to say that the n-point kernel veSn behaves 
like Ix) - x21- P lnq IXI - x2 1 near XI = X 2 if 

exists and is nonzero in S n I' In general, since (3.1) is a 
direction dependent limit, we adopt a definition which aver
ages over the possible directions in (3.1). 

Definition: The n-point kernel veSn has a singularity of 
type (p,q) (wherep,q>O) atx. =x2 if 

exists and is nonzero in S n _ t • The term p is called the power 
index and q the logarithmic index of the singularity. 
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Thus, if V behaves like IXI - x21- P Inixi - x21Q for 
IXI - x21 small, the singularity has type (p,q). We shall cal
culate p and q by use of the following alternative character
ization. 

Lemma 2: The singularity at XI = X 2 of veSn has type 
(p,q) if and only if 

f U)2 dX;/;(X;)] J~ H -QM(d+ '-PlHVH,,(X2, .. ·,xn) 

== lim H - qM (d + ,- PlHf [ii dx; /; (X;)] V H,' (x2, ... ,xn) 
H_~ ;=2 

exists and is nonzero in Sn _ 1> for any r > p - d, where 

VH.,(X2, .. ·,xn ) == f ddXllxl - x21' 

X [exp - MHlxl - x21] V(X 1,X2, ... ,xn ) • 

(3.3 ) 

Proof' For any set of test functions /;EC 0' (R d), 

i = 2, ... ,n and r>p - d, 

= lim H-qM(d+'-PlHj~ dppd-I+'e-MHp j d17f[ii dX;/;(X;)] V(P17+X2'X2,,,,,xn) 
H-oo Jo Jsd-I ;=2 

= lim j~ dpp(d-I+'-Ple-P j d17[ _H _H]-q[lnPM-H]-q[PM-H]pf[ii dX;/;(X;)] 
H-~ Jo JSd-1 InpM ;=2 

X V (pM - H17 + X2,X2'''''Xn ) 

= [ -In M]q [ j~ dp p(d- I +r- Ple-P] j d17lim {f [ii/; (x; )dx; ]~p In ~ - q V(~17 + X2,X2, ... ,Xn)}. Jo JSd- I ~-o ;= 2 

The last equality follows from the dominated convergence 
theorem. 0 

Now consider a kernel V( G,O',p) which contributes to 
the Feynman amplitude (2.5). Let fo <fl < ... <iT be the 
maximal chain of forks for which G; == Gt, contains both x I 
and X 2• For each i, 0<:)<1, let 

and 

denote the number of dimension zero counterterms con
tained in the subgraph G; but not in G; + I . 

Theorem 3: The singularity of V( G,O',p) at x I = X 2 has 
type (p,q) with 

p = max{0,80 + d,81 + d, ... ,8] + d}, (3.5a) 
] 

q = L K; + max{N - 1,0}, (3.5b) 
;=J 

where N== #{i: 8; = p} and J==min{i: 8; = p}. 
Remarks: (i) Since we prove only upper bounds on all 

quantities, Theorem 3 gives in fact only an upper bound on 
(p,q). There is some possibility, for example when fermions 
are present, that cancellations can occur that reduce the in
dices p and q. Such cancellations cannot easily be seen using 
the tree expansion method. 

(ii) In the general case when interaction vertices with 
degree 8v > 0 occur, the formulas for p and q are tiresome to 
write down. For graphs without C subgraphs, however, 

p = max{O,Do + d,D I + d, ... ,D] + d}, 

q = max{N - 1,0}, 

where 
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(3.5c) 

(3.5d) 

Df == L d/-d(v(Gf)-I) 
/EL(Gfl 

and N== #{i: D; = p}. Note that 

Df = 8f - L 8v <8f · 
veV(Gfl 

(iii) To determine the leading singularity of the full 
Feynman amplitude V( G) all contributions V( G,O',p) must 
be checked, and the maximum p and q taken. 

IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 

By the lemma, it is sufficient to determine the asymp
totic behavior for large H of 

X [exp - MH IXI - x21] V(x\,x2, .. ·,xn ) II 
for any sufficiently large value of r [where V denoteS the 
kernel of V( G,O',p)]. Note that VB, is associated to a graph 
G obtained from G by the addition' of one line: 
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where the extra line is similar in form to the estimates (2.2) 
for the lines of G. 

Chooser> max{5;: Oos;;;i..;;I}. Then there are enough ex
tra powers of Ix 1 - x 21 in the integrand of G to annihilate the 
delta function dependence that comes if a localization opera
tor acts on a subgraph G;. Thus V H.r vanishes if one of the 
forkslt has a C label. For the same reason, the renormaliza
tion operator acts trivially on the forkslt. 

The power counting for II VH,rll differs from (2.9) by a 
factor coming from the extra line in the subgraph G1 , and by 
the omission of renormalization factors for the forks It. 
When hl>H, the factor exp - MH IXI - x 21 is bounded by 
1, while the factor IXI - x 21

r can be seen by a scaling argu
ment to supply an additional factor M - rh,. When hI < H, 

use of the bound 

IXI -x2Irexp( _MHlxl -X21> 

<O(1)M -rH exp( -l/2MHlxl -x21) 

yields the factor M - rH, and in addition the factor 
M - d(H - hI) obtained by replacing one decay factor M - dh, 

by M - dH. The basic bound is 

IIVH,rllos;;;O(1) h"~h' {LVo M(h
i
-h

i
-

t
).5

i
] 

X [M -r(h"H» -d(H-h,)+] 

(4.1 ) 

where 

{
X, if x>O, _ {X, if x>y, 

(x)+= 0, ifx<O, (x,y) > = y, ify>x. 

The last factor of (4.1) is the contribution of those forks not 
in the chain {fo, ... ,j/}' 

Except at C forks with 5f = 0, the scale sums forfare 
each bounded by O( 1) because of the exponential depend
ence on (hf - h1T(f) ). Marginal C forks introduce polyno
mial scale dependence: 
hTt(j) 

L (hf + 1 ) Kos;;;O(1 )(h1T(f) + 1 y+ I, for K = 0,1, .... 
hf=O 

(4.2) 

Having done all scale sums except those for fo, ... ,h, one 
finds 

IIVH.rllos;;;O(1) h,.~h' [iIo (h; + l)KiM(hi-hi-t).5i] 

For eachj, O,j,I, let 

~(hj_d= L [il(h; + 1)K/M (hi -h i
_

t ).5/] 
hl'h)+t.···.h, .=) 

Th 'th U (h )=M-d(H-h,)+-r(hpHJ> en WI 1+ I 1 - , 

00 

~ (hj _ l ) = L ~+ I (hj)(hj + 1 (jM(hr hj-\).5j, 
h)=hj_t+1 

(4.5) 

for Oos;;;j<J. 

Lemma 4: Let PI+I = -d, a l + 1 =13/+1 =YI+I 
= 0, and for OOS;;;jos;;;I let 

1 J)-I 

a j = L Kj> 13j = L K;, Yj = (~-I -1)+, 
;=Jj ;=j 

where ~ = min{i: i>j and 5; = Pj} and Nj = #{i: i>j and 
5; =Pj}' 

(a) If hj _ 1 <H, then 

Uj(hj _ 1 )os;;;O( 1 )Haj(hj _ 1 + llj(H - hj _ 1 )Yj 

( 4.6a) 

(b) If hj _ 1 >H, then 

(4.6b) 

Theorem 3 follows immediately from Lemma 4 and 
Lemma 2: 

II VH.rllos;;; Uo(O) os;;;O( I)Hcx,,+ YoM (Po- r)H, 

which yields p = Po + d and q = ao + Yo. 
Proof of Lemma 4: Clearly (4.6) is true for j = 1+ 1. 

Inductively, (4.6) is shown for ~ using (4.5) under the 
assumption that (4.6) holds for ~ + I' Suppose hj _ I >H. 

Then 
00 

~(hj_I),O(1) L (hj +l)aj+t+Pj + t +K
j 

hj = hj _ t + 1 

(4.3) since r>5j for allj. Now suppose hj _ 1 <H. Then 
I 

H-I 
~(hj_1 )os;;;O( 1) L Haj+ t(hj + 1) Pj+ t + Kj(H _ hj)Yj+ tM(hj -hj _ t).5j +Pj+ t(H-h) -rH 

hj=hj_t+1 

+ O( 1) f (hj + 1) aj + t +Pj+t +KjM - rhj + (hj -hj _ t).5j . 
hj=H 

By use of the estimates 

k _ I {O(1) (j + 1)a(k - j)PMYj, 

. ~ (i + l)a(k - i)PMY;os;;; O( l)k a(k - j)P+ \ 

.=)+1 O(1)k aMYk, 
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if Y<O, 

if Y= 0, 

if Y> 0, 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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which hold with O( 1) numbers which depend on a,{3, and rbut not onjand k, the first term of (4.7) is found to be bounded 
by 

O( I)Haj+ I +Pj+1 + Kj(H _ hj _
1 

)Yj+ I + IMPj+ I(H-hj _ l ) -rH, if 8j =Pj+ l' 
(4.9a) 
(4.9b) 

O( I)H aj+1 +Pj+ I + K1M6/H- hj-I) -rH, 'f £ 
1 Uj >Pj+ 1 • 

(4.9c) 

The second term is bounded by 0(1 )Haj+ I + Pj+ 1+ KjM 6lH - hj _ ,) - rH, which is always less than O( 1) times the first term. 
Since the quantities a, {3, r, and P satisfy the recursion relations 

a j =aj + 1 , {3j ={3j+l +Kj , rj =rj+l' Pj =pj+l' if 8j <Pj+l' 

aj=aj + 1 +{3j+l +Kj , {3j=O, rj=rj+l +1, pj=pj+l' if 8j =pj+l' 

a j =aj + 1 +{3j+l +Kj , {3j =0, rj =0, Pj =8j , if 8j >Pj+l' 

the Lemma follows from (4.9). 
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The question of whether massive fields are consistent with the asymptotics of massless fields at 
null infinity is addressed. As a first step, it is shown at the level of linearized theory that 
massive fields have O( 1/ ROO) asymptotic behavior. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A conformal space-time boundary / at null infinity has 
proved to be an exceedingly useful construction for describ
ing the boundary conditions and asymptotic properties of 
the radiation fields associated with massless wave equa
tions. I Here, we address the issue of whether this construc
tion remains useful or even legitimate in the presence of 
fields with nonzero rest mass. 

The term / was originally introduced in the context of 
general relativity to distinguish between the limits of going 
to infinity in timelike, spacelike, or null directions. 2 The 
asymptotic properties at / were found to be drastically dif
ferent from those at spatial infinity or temporal infinity, as 
one might expect from physical considerations. For an oscil
lating, compact matter source, there should be no asympto
tic falloff of the gravitational field strength in timelike direc
tions, there should be a 1/ r radiative falloff in null directions, 
and there should be a stronger falloff in spacelike directions. 
This is formalized by relating the physical manifold 11 with 
metric g!-'v conformally to a manifold with boundary M with 
metric g!-'v = 112g!-'v' Future (past) null infinity /+ (/-) 
is described by points 11 = 0 and has topology S 2 X R 1, with 
the S 2 describing the angular dependence and the R 1 the 
retarded (advanced) time dependence of the radiation. For 
Minkowski space-time, this construction of /+ can be ac
complished by setting 11 = 1/r. Then in the chart xa 

= (u,r,O,tjJ), with u = t - rand r = 1/r, the metric g!-'v is 
given by 

d'S2 = r 2 du2 - 2 du dr - dO 2 - sin2 0 dtjJ2 , ( 1.1 ) 

which is smooth and nonsingular at /+, where r = O. In 
terms of this formalism, smoothness or differentiability of 
fields at /+ corresponds to the existence of a 1/r series 
expansion. Spatial infinity has a natural one-point compacti
fication analogous to the situation for the Poisson equation 
and, as a result, has different smoothness properties than 
/+ (Refs. 3 and 4). 

A C 00 order of differentiability at / is not essential in 
general relativity, but the assumption of some degree of 
smoothness is necessary in order to obtain a consistent treat
ment of gravitational radiation. The justification for this as
sumption has been based entirely on the properties of mass
less fields. In the case of special relativity, the conformal 
invariance of the zero rest mass field equations leads directly 
to C 00 behavior at /, provided the sources and initial data 
are C 00 with suitable global properties. This smoothness em
bodies the generic 1/r falloff of radiation fields. Einstein's 
equation, while not conformally invariant, is conformal to a 

regular symmetric hyperbolic system of equations at /. 
This again leads to a C 00 structure at /, if not in general, at 
least under strong enough boundary conditions.5 Further
more, this result is preserved when gravity is coupled to 
massless fields that are smooth at /, essentially because 
their energy momentum tensor falls off as 1/ r 2. 

From a particle viewpoint, / is a natural structure in 
the zero rest mass case where it represents the end points of 
particle trajectories. But in the massive case, particles move 
along timelike geodesics and do not get to /, except in un
physical situations, such as the hyperbolic space-time trajec
tories resulting from uniform acceleration. The particle pic
ture implies that in the zero wavelength limit massive fields 
do not get to / and it suggests that, under reasonable condi
tions, this result might extend to more general massive fields. 

The asymptotic behavior of special relativistic massive 
fields at timelike infinity agrees with the particle interpreta
tion.6

•
7 However, this is far from obvious at null infinity. In 

Minkowski space-time, consider the masive Klein-Gordon 
equation with source p, 

0<1> + m2<1> = p . (1.2) 

Taking p to be a four-dimensional point source at p, with 
coordinates x a

, the physically appropriate solution at the 
point Pin Minkowski space-time, with coordinates X a

, is 
given by the retarded Green's function 

G(xa;xa) = (1121T)O(X o _ xo) 

X{8(A) - !mA - 1/20(A) JI(mA 1/2)}, 

(1.3 ) 

where A = (X 00 - xa) (Xa - Xa ). Taking xa = 0, in the 
neighborhood of /+ to the strict future of P, this has the 
asymptotic behavior 

G-mI/2 (81T 2RU) -3/4 cos{mUI/2( U + 2R) 1/2 + 1T/4} , 
( 1.4) 

in spherical null coordinates. Surprisingly this is a weaker 
falloff than the retarded Green's function for a massless field 
that goes as 1/ R on the future null cone of p and that vanish
es precisely in the strict future of P. When coupled to gravity, 
the energy momentum tensor associated with (1.4) would 
be inconsistent with the asymptotic flatness required to con
struct/. 

Then, do these massive fields play the role of bullies that 
spoil/ for the massless ones? In this regard, the above ex
ample is inconclusive because of the infinite self-energy of 
the field of a source localized to a single space-time point. 
For the field (1.3), in addition to the problem in the neigh-
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borhood of the point sourc~, there is an infinite radiative 
power at J+. To pose the question properly we should 
smear out the point source. In fact, if the four-dimensional 
point source is extended to a straight timelike world line then 
it is well known that the resulting static field has the Yukawa 
form e mr/r = rexp( - m/r). This is in fact a C'" field at 
J, whose r derivatives all vanish. This example indicates 
that the rapidly varying asymptotic behavior (1.4) of the 
Green's function can lead to phase cancellations that elimi
nate the presence ofthe scalar field at J. 

Then, does this result for the Yukawa potential extend 
to the fields of well behaved time-dependent sources? It is 
difficult to attack this question in a direct manner because 
the massive Klein-Gordon equation is itself singular at J. 
Setting <I> = 04>, (1.2) takes the form 

{o CR/6)+(m2/02)}~=p/03, (1.5) 
" A. 

in terms of the wave operator 0 and curvature scalar R for 
g",v' The mass term acts like a singular potential atJ (where 
o = 0). When m = 0, the equation is regular at J (for 
smoothp of compact support) and standard arguments can 
be used to establish smoothness of the solutions at J. For 
m=/:O, no way is known to cast (1.5) into a regular form. 

A 

However, if <I> were assumed to be C '" at J, then it would be 
easy to show that it must vanish there to all orders, in the 

A 

same sense as the Yukawa potential. Setting <I> 
= l:an (u,e,¢; );on and 0 = r, for which the transformed sca-

A 

lar curvature R = 0, and using the metric (1.1), the wave 
equation gives 

m 2an 2(n - I )8u an 

{en - l)(n - 2) - L 2}an _ 2 = 0, 

where L 2 is the angular momentum operator [with eigenval
ues 1(/ + 1)]. If the leading term in the expansion is finite 
(non-negative n), then this forces each an to vanish. Thus 
massive fields cannot get to J smoothly. But it remains to 
resolve whether they exhibit nonsmooth asymptotic behav
ior, such as the fractional powers of 1/r in ( 1.4). 

In order to put this issue in a tractable and clear context 
we shall consider massive Klein-Gordon fields under the 
following assumptions. 

(A 1) The background geometry is Minkowski space
time. 

(A2) The source pis C eo and of compact space-time 
support. 

(A3) Initial data for the Klein-Gordon field are C eo 

and of compact support on some Cauchy hypersurface. 
In the absence of any general approach, due to the singu

larity in (1.5), (AI) allows construction of explicit solu
tions, for arbitrary source and data, using the Green's func
tion. Some weaker version of (A2) would be desirable since 
the Yukawa solution has a source of compact spatial sup
port, but with infinite time extension. However, it is techni
cally complicated to formulate and to deal with the condi
tions appropriate to a source that is asymptotically 
nonradiative in the infinite past and future. In (A3), we 
allow for the possibility of incoming scalar fields that are 
initially consistent with the smoothness of J. This assump
tion rules out data that would blatantly force the scalar field 
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to J. While it would be preferable to pose this with a more 
subtle asymptotic falloff, (A3) suffices to investigate 
whether nonsmooth asymptotic behavior arises from the 
evolution of homogeneous fields. 

The linearity of the Klein-Gordon equation lets us treat 
the homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases separately. In 
Sec. II, we show that the retarded Klein-Gordon fields of a 
source satisfying (A 1 ) and (A2) do not get to J. In Sec. III, 
we extend this result to source-free fields that evolve from 
data satisfying (A3). The key underlying mechanism for 
these results are certain iterative formulas for integrals of 
Bessel functions, expressed in (2.14) and (3.8). 

Although only spinless fields are explicitly treated here, 
the results extend directly to massive special relativistic 
fields with spin, since in that case each field component satis
fies the Klein-Gordon equation. 

II. FIELD OF A COMPACT SOURCE 

We continue to represent a field point Pby coordinates 
xa and a source point p by coordinates xa. The retarded 
solution of the Klein-Gordon equation ( 1.2) due to a source 
pis 

<I> (X) f p(x)G(X;x)dv dt, (2.1 ) 

where G(X;x) is given by (1.3) and where dv = dx dy dz. 
The solution vanishes for vanishing p so that it satisfies the 
boundary condition that there be no incoming fields in the 
asymptotic past. In terms of null coordinates U = T - R 
andR = [X 2 + y2 + Z2) 112, we are interested in the asymp
totic behavior of <I> as R --+ 00 holding U constant, i.e., at J+ . 
We will establish the following theorem. 

Source Theorem: Under assumptions (AI) and (A2), 
the field (2.1) satifies R n<l> --+ ° at null infinity, for all n. 

To begin, note that the Bessel function relationships8 

J,(;} = 8rJo(;) and Jo(O} = I allow (1.3) to be reex
pressed in the form 

G(X;x) (1/21T)8(T- t)8,,{e(A)Jo(mA 1/2)}. (2.2) 

Since we will eventually take the limit T --+ 00 and R --+ 00 

(holding U = T - R constant), we consider only those 
points P that lie outside the support of p and for which 
T - t> Owhenp lies inside the support ofp. This is permissi
ble according to assumption (A2). For these P, 
e( T - t} 1 throughout the support of p, so that (2.1 ) and 
(2.2) combine to give 

217'<1> (X) f p(x)8,,(e(A}Jo(mA 1/2»)dv dt, (2.3) 

where the integration is still over all xa. We now integrate 
(2.1 ) by parts in the sense of distributions. For convenience 
we choose coordinates X a such that P lies along the positive 
Z axis with xa = (T,O,O,Z), R = Z, and U T - Z. Then 
setting fil 1/ (2Z), we have A = h / fil, where 

h= U t+z+fil{(U-t)2-r}. (2.4) 

Also, for any distribution K(A), 8,K(A) (8,A)8"K(A) 
= (h,/fil)a"K(A), where 

h,=8t h= -1-2fil(U-t}. (2.5) 
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Hereh t -+ -1 asP-+f+ andht is bounded away from zero 
for t in the support of p so that 1/ h t is smooth in the support 
of the integrand in (2.3). This allows integration by parts, 
with respect to t, to recast (2.3) into the form 

2~ = e J (Dtp)(}(A)Jo(mA 1/2)dvdt, (2.6) 

where, in an operator sense, 

D t = - (at)( lIh t ), 

and where the space-time compactness of p has been used to 
drop the boundary terms. From (2.6), it follows that 
«I> = O( 11 R) in the f+ limit. 

Next we establish an iterative scheme based upon the 
Bessel function relationships8 

I n (0) = 0, 

In _ I (;) = ; - na~{; nJn (;»), 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

valid for n> 1. For our purposes, we,use (2.8) in the form 

I
n

_ 1 (mA 1/2) = (21m)A - (n-l)12a,dA nl2Jn (mA 1/2») 

= (2e Imht)A - (n - 1) /2at {A n/2Jn (mA 1/2»). 

(2.9) 

For n = 1, (2.9) gives 

J (Dtp)(}(A)Jo(mA 1/2)dv dt 

= 2e J Dtp (}(A)at{A I12JI(rnA 1/2»)dvdt. (2.10) 
m ht 

Integration of (2.10) by parts, with respect to t, gives rise to 
a boundary term that vanishes due to the compactness of p, a 
8 (A) term that vanishes because of (2.7), and the surviving 
term 

J (Dtp)(}(A)Jo(mA 112)dvdt 

= ~ J (D/p)(}(A)A 1/2JI(mA 1/2)dvdt. (2.11 ) 

Turning the case n > 1, (2.9) gives 

J (D/p)(}(A)A (n-I) /2Jn_ 1 (mA 1/2)dvdt 

= 2e J (D/p)(}(A) J... at{A n12Jn (mA 1/2»)dv dt. 
m ht 

(2.12) 

By the same argumentthat led from (2.10) to (2.11 ), (2.12) 
leads to 

J (D/p)(}(A)A (n- 1)/2Jn_ 1 (rnA 1/2)dv dt 

= ~ J (D/+ 1p)(}(A)A n12Jn(mA 112)dvdt. (2.13) 

Now, (2.11) and (2.12) iterate to give 

f (D,p)(}(A)Jo(mA 1/2)dv dt 

2119 

= e:r f (D/+ Ip)(}(A)A nl2Jn (mA 1/2)dv dt, 

(2.14) 
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for arbitrary n>O. 
Finally, by substituting (2.14) into (2.6), we obtain 

2~ = (~r e(n+ I) J (D/+ Ip) 

X (}(A)A n/2Jn (rnA 1/2)dv dt, 

or, recalling A = hie, 

2~ = (~r En+ 2 f (D/+ Ip)(}(A) 

xh nl2Jn (mA 1/2)dv dt. (2.15 ) 

The integrand in (2.15) has a finite limit as E -+ 0, holding U 
constant so that «I> = O(En

), for arbitrary n. But, by our 
choice of coordinates, e = 21 R, so that this establishes the 
above Source Theorem. 

III. HOMOGENEOUS FIELDS 

Consider now the Cauchy hypersurface t = O. The un
constrained Cauchy data for a Klein-Gordon field consists 
of F(x i

) = «I>(O,x i
) and F(x i

) = at«l>(O,xi
). By Green's 

theorem, evolution of this data into the source-free region 
T> 0 leads to a field given by the integral at t = 0 

«I>(X) = J (F(x)G(X;x) - F(x)a,G(X;x»)dv, (3.1) 

where G(X;x) is given by (1.3). We now establish the fol
lowing theorem. 

Cauchy Data Theorem: Under assumptions (AI) and 
(A3), the field (3.1) satisfies R n<l> -+0 at null infinity, for all 
n. 

We begin the proof by substituting the form of the 
Green's function (2.2), with (}(T - t) = 1, into (3.1), 
which gives 

2~(X) = J {F(x)a,,d(}(A)Jo(mA 1/2») 

- F(x)a,a,,d(}(A)Jo(mA 1/2»)}dv. (3.2) 

As in Sec. II, we choose coordinates such that xa 
= (T,O,O,Z), with (2.4) and (2.5) and their associated no

tation unchanged. In addition, it is useful to introduce 

hz = azh = 1 - 2ez (3.3) 

and the operator 

(3.4) 

For any distribution K(A), a"K(A) = (elhz )azK(A) and 
a,K(A) = (h,lhz )azK(A). Using these relationships, we in
tegrate the F(x) term in (3.2) by parts twice, in the z direc
tion, to obtain 

2~(X) = f j(x)a" {(}(A)Jo(rnA 1/2»)dv, (3.5) 

where the boundary terms have been set to zero in accord 
with (A3) and where 

fix) =F(x) -Dz{h,F(x»). (3.6) 

Here j(x) inherits the requirements of (A3) so that it 
now suffices to establish the Cauchy Data Theorem for 
(3.5). But (3.5) has the same form as the source integral 
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(2.3), except the t integratio~ in (2.3) is replaced by t = 0 
evaluation in (3.5). As a result, the completion ofthe proof 
may be modeled upon the proof of the Source Theorem, with 
the integrations by parts now done with respect to z. We will 
only indicate the main steps. 

The first parts integration of (3.5) gives 

2".c1> =,; f (Dz/)O(A)Jo(rrzA 1/2)dv. (3.7) 

Next, the Bessel function relationships (2.7) and (2.8) lead 
to the iterative formula 

f (Dz/)O(A)Jo(rrzA 1/2)dv 

= c:r f (Dz n+ Ij)O(A)A n12J n (rnA 1/2)dv, (3.8) 

in analogy with (2.14). Then (3.7) and (3.8) combine to 
give 

2".c1>=(~r€,,+2 f (D/+lf)()(A) 

(3.9) 

for n;>O. This leads directly to the Cauchy Data Theorem. 
Other initial value theorems can be based upon the 

Cauchy Data Theorem. For instance, consider the charac
teristic initial value problem for a Klein-Gordon field on a 
null cone N, for which the initial data consists solely of cP 
itself. To be explicit, let Nbe the future null cone of the point 
xa = O. Assign smooth, compact null cone data on Nby the 
restriction of an arbitrary four dimensionally smooth, com
pact function to N. Then these data determine a unique 
Klein-Gordon field cP to the future of N. Now, on a Cauchy 
hypersurface t = tl > 0 such that the support of the null cone 
data on N lies within r = t l , assign Cauchy data as follows. 
Set the Cauchy data to zero on the part of t I exterior to the 
future of Nand to the data induced by cP on the remainder of 
t I' These Cauchy data then satisfy assumption (A3) so that 
the Cauchy Data Theorem implies that the evolution of 
smooth, compact null cone data for a source-free massive 
field also satisfies R ncp __ 0 at f + , for all n. 

IV. SUMMARY 

We have been motivated by the question: Are massive 
fields consistent with the asymptotics of massless fields at 
null infinity, when coupled according to general relativity? 
The scope of this paper has been to determine whether any 
conflicts might loom at the level oflinearization offMinkow
ski space. There are two potential problems. One involves 
the global boundary conditions on the massive fields and 
their sources. The other stems from the intrinsic asymptotic 
features of massive fields, i.e., the bizarre asymptotic behav
ior of their retarded Green's function. We have skirted the 
first of these problems by considering massive fields whose 
sources and Cauchy data have compact space-time support. 
Our results are captured in the Source Theorem and the 
Cauchy Data Theorem. Together they imply that R ncp_o 
at f+, for all n, when cP is the retarded field of a smooth 
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source with compact space-time support superimposed with 
a source-free field having compact Cauchy data. 

Clearly these theorems must also hold under weaker 
assumptions. For instance, in the case of a spatially compact, 
spherically symmetric source, the exterior field is the 
Yukawa potential, so that dropping temporal compactness 
does not necessarily lead to problems. By superposition of 
spatially translated versions of such spherical sources, the 
Source Theorem extends to spatially compact, smooth, stat
ic sources with arbitrary multipole dependence. Further
more, by superposition of boosted versions of such multipole 
sources, it extends to a class of non static sources, albeit quite 
restricted, whose spatial extent is unbounded in the infinite 
past and future. We would also expect extension to more 
general sources whose velocity is asymptotically constant in 
the past. On the other hand, there is a limit as to how fast the 
size of the source can grow asymptotically in time and still 
allow the Source Theorem to hold. This is indicated by the 
following example of a solution whose source and Cauchy 
data has compact support on every Cauchy hypersurface but 
for which yep does not have vanishing limit at f. Construct 
this solution by setting cP = (f(t - r) - f(t + r) )/r, where 
f is a smooth function of compact support. Then cP is a 
smooth homogeneous solution of the massless wave equa
tion but as a solution of the massive Klein-Gordon equation 
has source p = m2cp. In this example, the massive field gets 
to f because its source moves at the speed of light. 

This last example also indicates that a more general 
theorem would have to be posed in terms of an initial value 
problem based upon f- as well as past timelike infinity. 
The problem here is that the massive wave equation is not 
regular at f-, as discussed earlier in conjunction with 
( 1.5). Can somehow the singularity in (1.5) be renormal
ized? This would open up a new approach to the behavior of 
massive fields at f which, being free of any detailed knowl
edge of the Green's function, might extend to the fully gen
eral relativistic case. Under assumptions (Al}-(A3), all 
terms vanish in a l/r power series expansion of a massive 
field about f+. (Or equivalently, in the compactified pic
ture, all derivatives of the massive field vanish at f+.) 

Thus, under these assumptions, the massive field has the 
same asymptotic properties as the Yukawa potential. This 
suggests a renormalization cP = cPe - mr / r, where cP would 
satisfy a regular equation in a neighborhood of f. But, tak
ing n = l/r = ,. and using the compactified metric in co
ordinates described by (1.1), the Klein-Gordon equation 
implies 

(4.1 ) 

in a neighborhood of f+ in whichp = O. In (4.1), the sin
gular potential of (1.5) has been removed but the singularity 
has reappeared in the ,.-2 au cP term, so that this approach is 
not useful. 

Thus while the results ofthis paper indicate compatibi
lity of massive fields with the asymptotic properties of mass
less fields at f at the level of linearized theory, some more 
powerful approach is necessary to investigate the general 
relativistic case. 
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An extension of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker models to the case of universes filled with 
perfect dust of multidimensional objects is investigated in this paper. It is shown that the 
internal space scale factor can become very small due to cosmological evolution regardless of 
the dimension of this space. This result is similar to those of flat [W. Kopczynski, Phys. Rev. 
D 36,3589 (1987)] or vacuum [Po Turkowski and K. Maslanka, Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 19,611 
(1987)] models. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A description of the perfect fluid of multidimensional 
objects was recently developed (see Refs. 1-3). A model of 
the flat universe filled with the dust of such objects is consid
ered in Ref. 3. In our paper an extension to a class of nonflat 
models is considered. A similar class of vacuum models is 
considered in Ref. 4. 

In Sec. II a description of the models leading to field 
equations is presented. These equations are solved in Sec. III 
in the case of a universe filled with strings. Section IV con
tains a discussion of the solutions for models with three- or 
higher-dimensional objects considered as the sources of the 
field. Although general solutions are not known, their shape 
and most interesting features are determined. 

It is stated that the evolution of the internal space to a 
very small size can be due to field equations, as well as in the 
flat and vacuum models. For a dust of three- or higher-di
mensional objects the entire evolution time from singularity 
to singularity can be finite, even for open models. 

t~ = (E+p)q~ -p{j~, 
where 

qi =fjOi.,'}O _.,'}lifjI _ '" _fjk-I,ifjk-I 
J J J } , 

and the frame fji is defined as follows: 

.,'}o= dt, 

.,'}i= o[dxi 

1 + (al/4)l:~';ll(xi)2 ' 
i = 1,2, ... ,k - 1 , 

.,'}i = 0E dXi 
---------, i = k,k + 1, ... ,m - k . 
1 + (aE /4)l:7'=-k l (x i

)2 

and 

We use the notations from Ref. 3. Let 

HI = al/ol 

HE = aE/aE , 

where the dot denotes differentiation over time. 

II. COSMOLOGICAL MODELS AND THEIR FIELD 
EQUATIONS 

The evolution of the model can be determined from Ein
stein equations that have the following form: 

We assume that the space-time is an m-dimensional 
manifold such that its spatial cross section consists of the 
(k - 1 )-dimensional internal space and (m - k)-dimen
sional external space. Our fundamental assumption is that 
the space-time is spatially homogeneous and isotropic both 
in internal and external spaces. Both internal and external 
spaces have spatially constant, but different, curvatures. 

Then the metric has the form 
.... k-l(d i)2 

d'-2 _ d 2 2 ~j= I X 
~ - t -o[ 

[1 + (a[/4)l:~,;/(xi)2]2 

Constants a[ and a E have the values ± 1 or O. Two time
dependent functions o[ and 0E are the internal and external 
scale factors (radii) of the universe. 

Therefore, the metric is the simplest extension of the 
Robertson-Walker metric distinguishing between internal 
and external spaces. We assume that the universe is filled 
with a perfect fluid of multidimensional objects described in 
Ref. 2. Therefore, the energy-momentum tensor is 

~(k - l)(k - 2)H/ + ~(m - k)(m - k - I)HE 2 

+ (m - k)(k - I)H[ HE + ~(k - l)(k - 2)~[/a;) 

+ !(m - k)(m - k - l)(aE/o~) = E, (1) 

(k - 2)il[ + (m - k)ilE + !(k - l)(k - 2)H/ 

+ !(m - k)(m - k + I)HE
2 

+ (m - k) (k - 2)H[ HE 

+ !(k - 2)(k - 3) (a[/o~) 

+ !(m - k) (m - k - 1) (aE/o~) = E, (2) 

(k - 1)il[ + (m - k - 1)ilE 

+ ~k(k -l)H/ + ~(m - k)(m - k _l)HE
2 

+ (k -1)(m - k - I)H[ HE 

+ !(k - l)(k - 2)(al/0~) 

+!(m-k-l)(m-k-2)(aE/0~)= -po (3) 

We consider the case of dust p = O. 
The energy-momentum conservation law can be written 

in the following form: 

(4) 
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where the right-hand side is a constant chosen following 
Ref. 3. 

It can be proved directly (following Ref. 3) that only 
two of Eqs. (1 )-( 3) are independent, providing the matter 
density fulfills (4). 

III. MODEL OF THE UNIVERSE FILLED WITH DUST OF 
STRINGS 

Our considerations of the case of strings follow Ref. 3, 
the only difference being in the field equations. Subtracting 
(1) from (2) one gets 

(k - 2)HJ + (m - k)HE + (m - k)HE
2 

- (m - k)HJ HE = aJ(k - 2)/a/. 

If k = 2 this equation implies 

GE/aE = oJ/aJ 

or 

aJ = CloEI, 
C being an integration constant. 

Therefore, from Eq. (I) it follows that 

GE/aE + !(m - 3)(oE/a~) + !(m - 3)aE aE - 2 

-MaE
2 - m =O. 

This is an Euler-Lagrange equation for Lagrangian 

L Im - 3' 2 AI 1 m - 3 = 'laE aE + JO'~aE - 2aE aE 

and can be easily integrated 

±!i.t= f(EaE3-m+MaE4-m- ~aE)-1/2 daE . 

The term E is an integration constant. 
The result is a generalization of Friedmann universes. 

The main difference is that the (internal) metric is always 
singular when the external radius reaches its extreme values. 
The behavior of the solutions is similar to that of the flat case 
(see Ref. 3). 

For m = 5 and k = 2 we can obtain exactly the Fried
mann solutions, appropriately choosing the constants M and 
E. However, there exist other solutions, e.g., if a E = 1 then 

the solutions can have the shape not only of a cycloid but also 
ofhypo(hyper)-cycloids. 

IV. MODELS FILLED WITH THREE- OR HIGHER
DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS 

A. General analysis 

An investigation of solutions for k> 3 is presented in this 
section. Objects that fill the internal space are assumed to 
have more qimensons than 2 (sheets, etc.). Although the 
exact analytic form of solutions still remains unknown, their 
shape and most important features are determined. 

The system of Eqs. (I) -( 3) is equivalent to (I), (2), 
and (4). Therefore, we investigate the following equations: 

!(k - I)(k - 2)H/ + !(m - k)(m - k - I)HE
2 

and 

+ (m - k)(k - l)HJ HE + !(k - I)(k - 2)(aJ/a~) 

+ !(m - k)(m - k - l)(aE/a~) 

= (m - k)M /aE
m - k

, 

(k - 2)HJ + (m - k)HE + (m - k)HE
2 

- (m - k)HJHE = aJ(k - 2)/a~ . 

Let us change the variables: 

a1 =f«m - k)1n QE) =f(s) 

and 

e'=aE
m

-
k

, se[-oo,+oo]. 

Let the prime denote differentiation over the new vari
able s. Then it is easy to see that 

H1 = 01/aJ = (/'/f)(m - k)HE . 

Therefore, the first of the considered equations yields 

!(k - I)(k - 2) (/'/f)2(m - k)2HE2 

+ !(m - k)(m - k - l)HE
2 

+ (m - k)2(k - 1) (/'/f) HE2 

+ !(k - I)(k - 2)(a1/f2) 

+ !(m - k)(m - k -l)aE e- 2sl(m-k) 

=M(m-k)e-', 

where 

HE =OE/aE = [l/(m-k)]s. 

This equation is then equivalent to 

[
M(m - k)e-' - !(k - I)(k - 2)aJf-

2 - !(m - k)(m - k - l)aE e- 2s/(m-k) ]1/2 

± W(/'/j) (5) 

where 

W(f'/f) = !(k - I)(k - 2)(/'/f)2 + (k - I)(/,/f) + H (m - k - l)/(m - k)] . 

Therefore the second of the considered equations is a second-order differential equation for the functionf(s). Using 

H J = (/,/f)'~ + (/,/f)'$, 

and 

H E = [l/(m-k)]'$, 

we finally get 
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{(j )'[(m-k-l)(k-2) - (k-l)(m-k)] 

M(m - k)e-· - !(k - 1) (k - 2)aJ-2 - !(m - k)(m - k _l)aEe- 2S/(m-k)} _ {[ k _ 2 (I') 1] 
X 2(m _ k) W 2 (j'If) ( ) / + 

M(m-k)e- S
- (k-l)(k-2)aJ- 2 - (m-k-l)aEe- 2s/(m-k)} {[_I __ (I')] 

X W(j'If) + m-k / 

M(m - k)e-' - !(k - l)(k - 2)a[/-2 - !(m - k)(m - k - l)aEe- 2s1
(m- k)} a[(k - 2) 

X W(j'If) - /2 = 0 , (6) 

Equation (6) is a nonlinear second-order differential 
equation. Its solution determines the relation between inter
nal and external scale factors. If one knows the solution of 
Eq. (6) one can plug it into (5) and obtain the time depend
ence of internal and external scale factors. 

In the simplest nontrivial case a [ = 0, a E =1= 0, Eq. (6) is 
an Abel equation ofthe first kinds for the function (1'1/). 
However, solutions of such equations are unknown. 

Below we present some lemmas useful in the analysis of 
solutions ofEqs. (5) and (6) and then turn back to a general 
discussion for various topological cases. We do not consider 
the flat case a[ = aE = 0; it is described in Ref. 3. 

Lemma 1: Ifin a general solution ofEqs. (5) and (6) the 
function s diverges to infinity, then the function/ tends to 
zero. 

Lemma 2: Ifin generalsolution of Eqs. (5) and (6) the 
function s diverges to minus infinity, then the function / 
tends to infinity. 

Lemma 3: The polynomial W( 1'1/) is finite for every 
finite time t. 

Lemma 4: If a[ =1=0 and the function s(t) tends to its 
extreme value, then this value is reached at a finite time. The 
function/is not equal to zero at that time. 

Lemma 5: Whenever a general solution s(t) diverges to 
plus or minus infinity and a j =1=0, then the infinite limit is 
reached after a finite time. If a [ = 0 only the minus infinity 
value of s is reached after a finite time. 

For proof of the lemmas, see The Appendix. 

B. Properties of general solutions 

Below we present the most important properties of the 
solutions of Eqs. (5) and (6) determining the shape offunc
tions aE (t) and a[ (t) and thus the evolution of the cosmolo
gical model. 

(1) Case a[ = 1, a E = 1: There are two subcases. 
First, W(I'I/) is positive and from (5) s must be 

smaller then a sufficiently large constant. Then function s ( t) 
must start from minus infinity and reach its maximum value 
after a finite time. Then it decreases and in a finite time tends 
to minus infinity. 

Function s can be greater than a sufficiently small con
stant. Then the radii of the universe have nonsingular oscil
latory behavior. Solutions for case k = 2 indicate that the 
choice between the two above shapes depends on the integra
tion constants. 
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SecOIid, it is possible that W( 1'1/) is negative. Then the 
shape of the solutions s(t) is roughly a reflection in the taxis 
of the solutions discussed above. 

(2) Case a[ = 1, a E = ° and (3) case a l = 1, 
a E = - 1: The shape of solutions is the same as discussed in 
case 1. 

(4) Case a l = 0, a E = 1: Function s(t) must have an 
extremum. If it has a maximum, then the total time of evolu
tion is finite and s tends to minus infinity at the beginning 
and at the end of evolution. 

If s( t) has a minimum, then the total time of evolution 
from infinity through minimum back to infinity can be infi
nite. It follows from Eq. (5) that in this case function/ tends 
to zero at very early and late time. 

(5) Case al = 0, a E = 0: For analytic solutions see 
Ref. 3. 

(6) Case a I = 0, a E = - 1: There are two possible be
haviors, the choice between them depending on the sign in 
Eq. (5). Function s(t) can start from minus infinity and 
increase to infinity in a finite time or it can start from infinity 
and decrease to minus infinity in a finite time. 

(7) Case a[ = - 1, aE = 1: We cannot state whether 
the solutions are bounded or not. If the solutions are bound
ed their shape is similar to that described in case 1. If the 
solutions are not bounded their shape is described in case 6. 

(8) Case a[ = - 1, aE = 0 and (9) case al = - 1, 
aE = - 1: The shape of solutions is the same as in case 6. 

In all the above cases the behavior offunction/(s(t») is 
determined by Lemma 5. 

FIG. I. Shape of solutions in cases 6-9. 
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FIG. 2. Shape of solutions in cases \-5. 

c. Remarks 

The above analysis cannot exclude the case in which 
during evolution W( I'll) becomes zero. In such a case the 
time derivative of s( t) becomes infinite as well as the curvaj 

ture scalar and the solution cannot be continued. 
If solutions with W( I'll) not equal to zero at any point 

exist, they can have only the shape described in Sec. IV B. 
Some numeric solutions suggest that such solutions exist and 
that this is the only possible case. 

Figure 1 shows numeric solutions derived in case 9. So
lutions in cases 6-8 can have the same shape. 

Figure 2 was derived in case 1 and it shows the possible 
shape of solutions for cases 2-5. 

APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE LEMMAS 

1. Proof of Lemma 1 

Let us assume that s> 1 and that there exists such a c;;;.O 
that 

cI12<::<e-2s/(m- k) 

in the asymptotic regime. Then some of the terms in Eq. (6) 
can be neglected and this equation can be simplified to 

~(I')' [(k - 2)(k - 1)af + c(m - k)(m - k - 1)ad [(m - k - l)(k - 2) - (k - l)(m - k)] = 1. 

2 I (m - 2) [c(m - k)(m - k - l)aE(I'II) - (k - 2)ad W(I'II) 

If s diverges to infinity then the integral 

f d (I') [(k - 2)(k - 1)af + c(m - k)(m - k - 1 )aE][ (m - k - l)(k - 2) - (k - l)(m - k)] 

I (m - 2)[ c(m - k)(m - k - 1)aE(I'II) - (k - 2)ad W(I'II) 

must also diverge to infinity. Therefore (I'll) tends to one of the three values: 

I 'IJ ..... gj, i = 1,2, or 3, 

such that 

and 

W(g() = W(g2) = 0, 

Values of g ( and g2 are negative. If ( I'll) tends to one of these values then c must be zero. Moreover, 

1= D exp(gjs), gj < 0, 

where D is an integration constant. 

(AI) 

If a [ and a E have different signs and are not equal to zero, then g3 is also negative and (A 1) is the only possible 
asymptotic solution. 

If a E equals zero, then g3 does not exist and one gets (A I) as the only solution. 
If a[ and aE have the same signs one could obtain 

1= [(k-2)/(m-k-1)]e'/(m-k) (A2) 

as another possible solution. However, Eq. (6) is a second-order differential equation and its general solution should depend 
on two arbitrary constants. The leading asymptotic term should depend on at least one arbitrary constant, as solution (AI) 
really does. Function (A2) does not depend on any arbitrary constant and thus cannot be considered as an asymptotic 
behavior of any general solution of Eq. (6). 

One can also examine the limit c-+ 00 ofthe considered integral, but one does not get any new results. 
There is another possibility-that the value ofJ2e - W( m - k) oscillates when s becomes large. We do not consider such a 

case because we found an asymptotic form of solution (At) depending on an appropriate number of arbitrary constants. For 
every initial condition Eq. (6) should have a unique solution and thus its asymptotic form is (AI). 
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2. Proof of Lemma 2 

We assume that 

C 1/2=e- s
, for s~ - 1. 

Then Eq. (6) simplifies to 

~ (~:r [CM(m - k) - (k - 1)2(k - 2)][ (m - k,: ~):k - 2) - k + 1] 

x(W(j){CM(m-k)[~ (k-2) + 1] (j)+CM[~ (m-k) -1] + a[(k2~~~:)-2) })-I = 1. 

The same analysis as in Lemma 1 leads to the following asymptotic form of solution: 

/=Fexp(gjs), foreachgj<O, (A3) 

Fbeing an integration constant. 
Values of gl and g2 are the same as in Lemma 1 and 

g3 = - {CM [~(m - k) - 1] + a[(k - 2)(m - 2)/(m - k) }/CM(m - k)[~(k - 2) + 1] . 

If g3 is non-negative one can get an additional asymptot
ic solution that does not become infinite for s ..... - 00. How
ever, this solution does not depend on any arbitrary constant 
and thus does not originate from a general solution. More
over, the same analysis as in Lemma 1 shows that (A3 ) is the 
only asymptotic solution of Eq. (6) for very small external 
scale factors. 

3. Proof of Lemma 3 

Let us consider the limit W( /'1/) ..... ± 00 as s ..... So of 
Eq. (6). Then we get 

1IF-1I(/'I/)2 

or 

11/- (s - so), 

Then from Eq. (5) we get 

s- (s - so), 

or finally 

In(s - so) - (t - to) . 

Therefore, for any finite time t, s is not equal to So and W( /'1 
/) is finite. 

4. Proof of Lemma 4 

Let us assume that the numerator of the right-hand side 
ofEq. (5) tends to zero, whereas s tends to So and W( /,1/) 
does not tend to zero. Then, from Eq. (6) we find that (/' I 
/) tends to a finite value and 

/= Cexp(s-so)' 

Equation (5) leads to 

(s - so) - (t - to )2. 
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The extreme value So is reached in a finite time. 
Equations (1 )-( 3) contain a second-order derivative of 

function s with respect to time. So this derivative should be 
continuous. If a maximum (minimum) value is reached the 
solution must be continued for t > to in such a way that t = to 
is actually a maximum (minimum). 

5. Proof of Lemma 5 

Now we assume a] #0. Let us consider s~ 1. Then in 
Eq. (5) some terms may be neglected and others substituted 
from (A 1). Finally we get 

s-exp( Igj Is), for i = 1,2, or 3, 

or 

exp( - Igj Is) - (t - to)· 

For s~ 1 the left-hand side is limited, so the right-hand side 
must be limited, too. 

If we assume s ~ - 1 then from Eqs. (A3) and (5) we 
obtain 

and 

e'12_ (t - to). 

For s~ - 1 the left-hand side is limited and so is the right
hand side. 
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The Dirac equation in a non-Riemannian manifold. I. An analysis using 
the complex algebra 

s. Marques8
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Batavia, Illinois 60510 
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The Dirac wave equation is obtained in the non-Riemannian manifold ofthe Einstein
Schrodinger nonsymmetric theory. A new internal connection is determined in terms of 
complex vierbeins, which shows the coupling of the electromagnetic potential with gravity in 
the presence of a spin-! field. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Einstein-Schrodinger (ES) nonsymmetric theory! 
was an attempt to geometrize, in an unitary way, the gravita
tional and the electromagnetic fields. However, structure 
problems in the theory have not permitted a coherent inter
pretation of the field equations. On the other hand, the tech
nique of geometrizing fields introduced by Einstein contin
ues to be a useful tool in classical field theory. Actually there 
has been some work2 where the electromagnetic field is made 
explicit; this is accomplished by first taking the skew-sym
metric part of the metric as being proportional to the electro
magnetic tensor and, then, adding a sourcelike term to the 
Lagrangian of the theory. This permits one to reobtain the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations through a correspondence 
principle. When we face the problem of developing a Dirac 
theory using the space-time manifold of the ES nonsymme
tric theory, we use then complex vierbeins. This is equivalent 
to introducing an internal C space in the manifold of the 
general relativity theory. However, we have the problem of 
how to obtain a coherent mechanism that fits the correct 
rules for the transformation group. We can see, for example, 
that the way the problem was developed by Marques and 
Oliveira,4 in a study of the geometrical properties of C, Q, 
and 0 tangent spaces, does not permit the corresponding 
Dirac field equations to exist (we will consider the complex 
case presently). The reason is that the internal C connection 
was ignored when they introduced complex vierbeins. In
stead, they generalize the tangent real connection (the one 
originating on the local real-tangent space) to a complex 
one. This induced them to generalize both the Lorentz group 
(to a pseudo-unitary group) and its representation U(L), 
for the generalized Dirac field theory. However, in spite of it 
being possible to show that, on the local tangent space, the 
trace of the symmetric part of the tangent connection should 
correspond to the electromagnetic field, there is no way to 
obtain the desirable correspondence to an (actual R) Dirac 
field theory. The problem can be solved by considering be
sides the tangent connection, the connection corresponding 
to an internal C space. This forces us to maintain the Lorentz 
group as being that of the (local) space-time transforma
tions on the (local) tangent space. On the other hand, we 

a) On leave from UNESP, Campus de IIba Solteira, Sao Pauio, Brazil. 

must also have an "internal" transformation, corresponding 
to the internal C space. 

In the space-time of general relativity it is possible to 
generalize the Dirac field equation by doing the transition 

yI'-yI'(x) , t/J.p-t/Jllp =t/J.P + Apt/J, 

where t/J(x) is now the electron wave function in the curved 
space-time, and Ap is the geometrical connection with rela
tion to the internal space generated by the constant r matri
ces {r). It is easy to show that Ap is given by 

Ap = ~q rV,rv.p] - {~v}[ rV,rp p , (1.1) 

where {~v} are the Christoffel symbols for the space-time 
connection. In terms of real vierbeins h ~ (and their inverses 
h ~), (1.1) is written as 

Ap = ( - 1140 (h vbh ~.P - {~v}h;h vb)lTab . (1.2) 

The function t/Ji (x), i = 1,00.,4, above, satisfies a Dirac equa
tion defined on the curved space-time manifold of general 
relativity, which now has the form 

(1.3 ) 

where p is a mass coefficient. Thus the gravitational field is 
present in this equation through the connection Ap. 

The nonsymmetric manifold of the ES theory with the 
locally defined complex vierbeins referred to above will be 
used in this work. These vierbeins define new Fock-Ivan
enko coefficients which permit the construction of the corre
sponding Dirac equations related to the non-Riemannian 
manifold of the ES theory. In Sec. II we will present briefly 
the properties of the complex tangent space as well as the 
corresponding field equations obtained in the ES nonsym
metric theory. In Sec. III the generalized Fock-Ivanenko 
coefficients will be determined, as well as the new Dirac 
equation. In Sec. IV we will proceed to their analysis. 
Throughout, we will use the p, v, ... indices as those on the 
non-Riemannian manifold; the a,b, ... indices will be those on 
the complex tangent space. 

II. THE COMPLEX TANGENT SPACE 

According to the correspondence principle there exists, 
at each point of the curved space-time of general relativity, a 
local tangent space5 with the structure of a flat space-time, 
with the metric given by the Minkowski tensor 'T/ab' 
Therefore, we must have the line element 
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dfil = g,..v dx'"' dxv = 1'/ab dxa dxb, locally, where, g,..v = gv,..· 
In the ES nonsymmetric theory, the metric of curved 

space-time has the symmetry property ~v = gv,..' 
g,..v = g,..v + ik"v. Defining complex vierbeins e; (and their 

v 

inverse e';; ), we have that6 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

where 1'/ ab (and its inverse 1'/ab) is the metric of the tangent 
space which we take here as the Minkowski tensor. The met
ric g,..v and its inverse g'"'v are such that g'"'Vguv = ~, where 
the order of indices are significant. From there, we obtain the 
orthogonality conditions for the complex vierbeins: 

e*;eIt = e;e*~ = 8: , 
e*;e~ = e;e*~ = 8;. 

(2.3) 

(2.4 ) 

As is well known, the transformation law for vectors in 
the complex tangent space, local to a curved space-time, is 
defined by 

(2.5) 

where LOb are the Lorentzian rotation matrices, which have 
the property 

L T1'/L = 1'/ (2.6) 

and, as e; (x) is a complex function, e; = e;R + ie;,. Then 

(2.7) 

is the conjugate of e;. This means that we have attached to 
the Minkowskian tangent space, an "internal space," the C 
space. The "internal" transformation law of an object ofthe 
C space, K, is 

K' = U(1)K, (2.8) 

where U( 1) stands for a unitary 1 X 1 (local) transforma
tion matrix, U( 1) = eiq,(x>, and 

(2.9) 

where U( 1) = U -I ( 1) = e - iq,(x). A more general transfor
mation law for the complex vierbeins now should be 

e';(x) = U(1)Lab(x)e!(x). (2.10) 

The covariant derivative of the vierbeins e; and e*; on this 
tangent space are now given by 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

where Ava b is the tangent connection related to the Minkow
skian space and Cv is the "internal connection." Their trans
formation laws are, respectively, 

A~ = LAL -I - L.vL -I (space-time transformations) , 
(2.13 ) 

C~ = U(1)CvU- I (1) - U,v(l)U- 1(1) 

(internal transformations) . (2.14 ) 

Here Cv transforms as a vector under space-time transfor
mations. Considering the particular case where we have only 
the internal transformations represented by the matrices 
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U( 1) = 1 + il/J, the internal connection Cv transforms in 
first order, as 

C~=Cv+il/J.v' (2.15) 

which is the same as a gauge transformation law for an elec
tromagnetic potential. We also have the relation 

R p a sab_o (216) ,..vyep - vy be,.. - , . 

where R ~vy is the curvature in the non-Riemannian space
time written in terms of the nonsymmetic affinity, and Svy is 
the curvature over the complex tangent space, 

Svy = Av.y - Ay.v - [Av,Ay] , (2.17) 

which is skew symmetric with respect to the curved-space 
indices and anti-Hermitian in the tangent space indices. The 
internal curvature can be also obtained: 

Pvy = Cv•y - Cy.v ' (2.18) 

Then, in the particular case of (2.15), the internal curvature 
can be considered to correspond to the Maxwell electromag
netic tensor. 

One of the field equations of the ES nonsymmetric theo
ry, obtained through a variational principle, is g" ';a = 0, 

+ -

where the symbol (;) means that the connection used in this 
equation is the Schrodinger connection, 1 OP,..v' 
o = OP"P = O. (The notation used in this work is the same ,.. v 

used by Marques and Oliveira in Ref. 4. It has been kept the 
tranditional use of the "+ -" covariant derivative used in 
the ES nonsymmetric theory, Ref. 1. See also, M. A. Tonel
lat, Ref. 9.) (In general, 0 P,.. a is a nonsymmetric connection 
such that 0 *P,..a = 0 P a,..') This equation corresponds to the 
following vierbein equations: 

e~)a = (e*~a)* = e;.a - OP,..ae; + Aa abe! + Cae; = 0, 
(2.19) 

where (2.1) was used. Taking the inverse equation: 
" v 

g+ -;a = 0, and (2.2), we have the corresponding equations 
for the inverse vierbeins 

" (")* e*+. = e'"' = e*'" + 0'" e*P ala ala a.a pa a 

- Aa bae*~ - Cae*~ = O. 

We can rewrite Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) as 

a. _ a 0'" e':. A b -1.t - 0 e"Ja - e,...a - pa a - a ae'b - , 

" e* +. = e*'" + 0'" e*P + A b e*'" = 0 ala a.a pa a a a b , 

where 

(2.20) 

(2.21 ) 

(2.22) 

Aa ab = Aa ab + 8:Ca , A* a ab = Aa °b - 8:Ca . 
(2.23) 

From (2.19) and (2.20) we obtain the relation 

(2.24) 

and from (2.23), 

Aa = Re[e;e*;'a] =Re[ -e~+ae*~], (2.25) 

Ca = ;(Im [e;e*;'a ] ) = i(Im [ - e~-i-ae*~]> . (2.26) 

Taking (2.25), we can expand it in terms of real and 
imaginary parts. We then obtain for Aa 
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= (e~ eIb + e~ eIb + e~ (Jpa'" eli: + e~ (Jpa'" eli: R R,a r-l I,a r-R _ R ,-1 _ I 

- e~ (J ':aeli: + e~ (J ':aeli: ) 
rl V R r-R V I 

(2.27) 

or 

Aa = Re [ - e;ae*t ] 

= ( - e~ eIb - e~ eIb + (J~aepa eIb + (J~aepa eIb 
r-R,a R r-l,a J !::....- R R !:..- I I 

+ (J ~aepa eIb - (J ~aepa eIb ) . 
vR1 viR 

(2.28) 

Analogously, from (2.26), we obtain for Ca 

Ca = i(lm [e;e*;;a]) 

= i(e~ eIb - e~ eIb + e~ (J':aeli: + e~ (J':aeli: 
r-I R,a r-R l,a r-R V R r-I V J 

(2.29) 

or 

= i(e;R.aelb/ - e;/.aelbR - (J~ae;ReIb/ + (J~ae;/elbR 
- -

(2.30) 

Suppose we have a theory where the antisymmetrical 
part ofthe space-time connection is zero, (JP"v = 0, but still 

v 

with complex vierbeins, i.e., a theory where we have a com-
plex, antiysmmetrical part for the metric. We now obtain for 
the tangent and internal connections, 

and 

Av = (e;RelbR.V + e;/eIb/.v + e;Rr~veli:R + e;/r~ve'b/) 
= ( - e;R.velbR - e;/.velb/ + e;R r~velbR + e;/ r~velb/) 

(2.31) 

Cv = i(e;/elbR.V - e;ReIb/.V + e;/r~ve'bR - e;Rr~veli:/) 

= i(e;R.Velb/ - e;/.VelbR - e;Rr~velb/ + e;/r~velbR) , 
(2.32) 

where we used the notation r~v for the symmetrical connec
tion. 

We can see that the relation of the (complex) metric, 
with the new complex vierbeins, adds new extra terms to the 
tangent connection. Also, the internal connection has a rela
tion with the vierbeins, which would not exist if the vierbeins 
are real. It is noticeable, from (2.31) and (2.32), that the 
same happens in a "complex theory" without a complex tor
sion term. It easy to conclude, as in Ref. 2, that the Einstein
Maxwell theory is reached in a convenient limit such as to 
eliminate the complex part of the metric and therefore the 
corresponding complex ones for the vierbeins. However, 
some years ago, this fact was criticized by theoretical analy
sis,3 which does not change the power of a geometrical analy
sis. Thinking from a geometrical point of view, we will go 
forward, obtaining the (Dirac) field equations and see what 
we can get in this "complex theory." 
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III. THE GENERALIZATION OF THE FOCK-IVANENKO 
COEFFICIENTS 

The Dirac constant ymatrices satisfy the anticommuta
tion relations 

{Ya'Yb} = 217ab 14' (3.1) 

{ya,i'} = 217ab14' (3.2) 

where 17ab (and its inverse 17ab ) is the Minkowski tensor 
with signature + 2, and to the relation ya,b = O. The set 
formed with combinations of Y matrices, 

{rJ = {14 , Ya' Uab = (i/2) [Ya' Yb]' 

Ys = YOYIY2Y3' YsYa}' 
composes a linearly independent set in the internal space of 
the Dirac wavefunctions ¢. 

Now, multiplying (3.1) bye*~ and e!, and using (2.1), 
we obtain 

(3.3 ) 

where g,..v is now the ES nonsymmetric metric. In (3.4) we 
have defined Y,.. and 1',.. by 

a _ .0 _. 
e,.. Ya - Y,.., e,.. Ya - Y,.. . (3.4) 

Analogously, multiplying (3.2) by e*~ and e~, we obtain 

{jI',yv} = 2g"v14 , 

where 

(3.5) 

~ya = 1', e*~ya = jI', (3.6) 

and the relation (2.2) was used. The covariant derivative of 
l' (x) over the non-Riemannian manifold of non symmetric 
theory, is given by 

Y"lv = Y,...v - {lP,..vYp + [!:i.v'Y,..] , (3.7) 
+ 

where !:i.,.. is the internal connection, corresponding to the 
space of generalized ymatrices (or, also, of Dirac wave func
tions space), and {lP,..v is a more general space-time affinity 
(that, at least in principle, includes the internal connection 
C,.. ). Taking the identity (3.5) and the Eq. (2.19), we have 
that 

Y"lv = (e: Ya)1 = (e:lv)Ya = 0, (3.8) 
+ -+-' v -+-

since Ya is a constant matrix. In the same way, we obtain 

r"lv = (e*:lv)Ya = 0 . 
- -

Expanding (3.8) and (3.9) we have 

Y"lv = Y,...v - (JP,..vYP + [!:i.v,Y,..] + CvY,.. = 0, 
+ 

r,.jv = r,..,v - (JPv,.. rp + [!:i.v,r,..] - Cvr,.. = O. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

We can observe then, from (3.10) and (3.11), that we obtain 
a relation similar of that of general relativity, i.e., 

!:i.v = (l/4i) A? Uab = (l/4i)Re[e;e*'":;v ]uab , 

or 

(3.12) 

!:i.v = (l/4i)Re[ - e;ve*,..b JUab , (3.13) 

where it was used (2.21) for Av. 
Ifwe now consider ¢(x) as the wave function of a spino! 

particle of mass m, placed in a non-Riemmanian manifold of 
ES nonsymmetric theory, ~(x) = ¢t Yo will be the wave 
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function of its antiparticle, and the corresponding Dirac 
wave equations are, respectively, 

yP(ap + ~p + Cp )'" - /1:'" = 0 , 

- ~(ap + ~p - Cp)Y' - Il~ = 0, 

where Il = mc/ll. 

(3.14 ) 

(3.15 ) 

The new operator (a,p + ~p + Cp ) comes from the co
variant derivation of the function ",(x), which, besides being 
an object that transforms, locally, under the representation 
of Lorentz group [U(L)], also transforms under the (inter
nal) UO) group. Equations (3.14) and (3.15) describe par
ticles placed in a curved non-Riemannian space-time of the 
ES nonsymmetric theory, since the connections ~p and Cp 

are now related to complex vierbeins, as well as the complex 
space-time connection. 

Another way to obtain Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) is 
through a minimal action principle. In this case the action is 

A = f X' d 4x, 

where the Lagrangian is given by 

X' =1=i[W("',p + ~p"'+ Cp"') 

+ (~,p + ~~p - ~Cp )Y'''' - Il~"'] . (3.16 ) 

From (3.15), the wave equation for the charge conjugate 
function, ",C , is 

( 3.17) 

where "'C = C~T, and C is the charge conjugate matrix. 
Therefore, if the wave equation of a particle is constructed 
with the set yP and (~p + Cp ), the wave equation for its 
"charge conjugate" will be constructed with the set Y' and 
(~p-Cp)' 

Let us write now the internal connection Cp as 

Cp = ileAl' (x) . (3.18) 

Then, after (2.15), we can interpret e as the electric charge 
for the electron, AI' (x) as the electromagnetic potential, and 
1 will be a constant such that it balances units. Equations 
(3.14) and (3.17) can be written now as 

yP(ap + ~p + ie/Ap)'" - Il'" = 0, 

IV. CONCLUSION 

( 3.19) 

(3.20) 

We have learned that complexifying the space-time 
manifold of general relativity is equivalent to attaching it an 
internal C space. The new metric is no longer symmetric and 
its antisymmetric part should be proportional to the electro
magnetic tensor [see Einstein, Ref. 1, Eqs. (11 )-( 17) in Sec. 
III]. Through complex vierbeins, it is possible to obtain a 
(complex) tangent space local to the nonsymmetric curved 
space of the ES type. Using these concepts we obtained here 
Dirac field equations for a spin-! particle. The internal com
plex connection corresponds to the electromagnetic poten
tial. 

We observe that it is possible to define the complex vier
beins as 

(4.1 ) 
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where K is considered now as a parameter, and A is a con
stant. We use here, as in Ref. 2, 

Aa:~_c3e = 1.82Xl(p6 statvolt. 
L2 flG cm 

In a limit where the parameter K-.O, we obtain from (2.27) 
and (2.28) the real connection Av from general relativity. 
Using the above expression for the vierbeins, we can display 
the interesting behavior of the new Dirac equations that ap
pears when we split up yP (x) in terms of its real and imagi
nary parts, and also suppose a complex mass term: 
Il = IlR + illl , where we again can take III = KAm. Then, 
from (3.19). 

[ e';;R y"(ap + ~p + ielAp) '" + VIlR "'] 

+ikA. [n~y"(ap +~p +ielAp)"'+m"'] =0. (4.2) 

In the limit of the parameter K-.O, we should get the normal 
Dirac equations in the presence of gravitational and electro
magnetic fields. Therefore, it means that we can get another 
identical set of Dirac equations if we take n~ == e';; - h ~, and 

R 

m == Il R' where h ~ and Il R will be vierbeins and the mass 
term of general relativity theory. 
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APPENDIX: COMMENTS ON A MORE GENERAL 
TRANSFORMATION LAW IN A TANGENT SPACE 
ASSOCIATED TO A COMPLEX INTERNAL SPACE 

Let us consider, instead of (2.10), a more general trans
formation law for objects in the complex tangent space. Con
sidering, for instance, the vectors e;, it can be defined as 

e/;(x) =LOb(x)e!(x) , (AI) 

e/*; (x) = L *abe*! (x) . (A2) 

The complex matrix Lab now is a kind of pseudo-Lorentz 
matrix that follows the relation 

V7JL = 7J. (A3) 

The covariant derivative of e; on this complex tangent 
space is then defined as 

(A4) 

(AS) 

where the affinity is complex. Its transformation law is 

A'=LAL-1-LL- 1 
I' I' .1" 

A~* = L *A*L*-I - L!.L*-I . (A6) 

It is directly shown (see Ref. 4 that, through the Einstein 
field equations for the nonsymmetric theory (a complex the
ory), g/. "" = 0, we obtain the same corresponding field 

+ -

equations for the vierbeins described in Eqs. (2.21) and 
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(2.22). However, we must also have 7Ju bl,. = 0, where the 
+ -

"minus" sign corresponds to the complex conjugate of the 
affinity AIL: 

7Ju+ b}.,. = 7Jab.1L - AIL ca 7Jcb - A * IL \ 7Jac = ° . (A 7) 

As 7Jab lowers indices, we have that AIL is anti-Hermitian 
with respect to the index of the tangent space. Then, we have 

AlLab = A,,"b + iA"ab . 
v ~-

(A8) 

The expansion of L in first order is, from (A.I )-(A.3), 

L~I+E+ijl, L-l~I-E-ijl, (A9) 

where E = E(X) are infinitesimal rotation matrices as before 
andjl = jl(x) are symmetric infinitesimal matrices. We can 
write the latter as 

jlab = (a + Ii Tr jl)ab , (A1O) 

where a is a symmetric trace-free matrix. Considering then, a 
particular transformation such that 

L~I+!K, K=Trjl, (All) 

the affinity Aa of this complex theory transforms as 

A'a = Aa - (i/4)K.a , Tr A'a = Tr Aa - iKa , 
(AI2) 

which is similar to the gauge transformation of an electro
magnetic potential. (In the same way, we can show that the 
complex part of a nonsymmetric tangent curvature obtained 
with the above Aa will be related to the Maxwell electromag
netic tensor.) 

Now, from (A 7), (3.8), and (3.9), we can easily obtain 
a relation between Aa and the connection Aa : 

A ab ac [,,(I) ] a eJ.<bra = 7J elLc ~a ,ra , 

A* abe* r = 7Jabe* [A(2l r ] 
a I'ba JlC a'a' 

(A13) 
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where A~l) and A~2) are now (general) Dirac connections 
corresponding to the Fock-Ivanenko coefficients. However, 
expanding A~l) and A~2) in terms of the set {rJ, we can see 
that the real part of Aa is of the same form as in general 
relativity, but that there is no way to relate the complex sym
metrical part of Aa in terms of that expansion, since the only 
symmetrical term there, which is proportional to the unit 
element of the set (the unit 4X4 matrix), is eliminated 
through the commutator in (A 13 ). This shows that this is 
not the correct choice for the transformation matrix L. As 
we saw the correct one is the product expressed in (2.10). 
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Some stochastic properties of a subsystem of Yang-Mills classical mechanics are studied which 
do not fulfill automatically Gauss' law. a possibility not considered before. However. 
significant differences with other subsystems already studied are not found for this system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Consider the SU (2) Yang-Mills classical field theory 
when we make the assumption that the potentials depend 
only on time. i.e .• A ~ = A ~(t) (i = 1.2.3 ..... a = 1.2.3) and 
take the gauge A ~ = O. The motion equations are then 

A~+i(AJA~AJ-AjAJA~) =0. (1) 

and we have to add three constraint equations besides. 

ieabcA ~A ~ = 0 (2) 

(where, of course. the dots denote temporal derivatives. 
while g is the coupling constant). 

Although the former is really a greatly simplifying an
satz. the resulting system we have obtained. also termed 
Yang-Mills classical mechanics I (YMCM). is still complex 
enough in order to solve it. so one must consider l

-4 a still 
more restrictive ansatz. namely. to suppose 

A ~ = O. (3) 

oa/(a)(t) 
A ~ = I (i = 1.2 and no summation over a). 

g 

where 0 ~ is a constant orthogonal matrix. i.e .• 

(4) 

and then studying the resulting two-dimensional mechanical 
system. One of the pleasant features of this ansatz is that it 
automatically fulfills the constraint equations (2) so we do 
not have to take care of them anymore. It only remains then 
to solve the nontrivial equations 

j<1) + /(1)(/(2»2 =/(2) + /(2)(/(1)2 = O. (5) 

The physical interest of this system was motivated by study
ing) the nature of the vacuum fluctuations and the asympto
tic states of non-Abelian gauge fields. But the information 
we could obtain from it concerning the integrability proper
ties of the theory is perhaps more important. In fact. the 
results about the subsystem described by Eq. (5) of the 
above-mentioned references point out that it is probably a 
strongly stochastic system. in the sense that it does not have 
enough first integrals so that. according to Liouville's 
theorem.5 it can be integrated. If that were the case. it would 
rule out the expectatives concerning the integrability of the 
Yang-Mills equations that the work in the self-dual sector 
had raised. We deem that this question is so important that it 
demands further study. so in this work we have tried to ex
tend the above-mentioned analysis to a different subsystem. 
The fact that makes our system significantly different from 

the other already considered is that it does not fulfill Gauss' 
law [Eq. (2)] from the beginning. We are interested in such 
a situation because. as has been shown,6 Gauss' law is a non
holonomous constraint (in the sense that this expression is 
usually understood in classical mechanics) and we think 
that it is interesting to see what physical modifications bring 
this fact into the picture. We shall concentrate then on the 
dynamical system described by Eqs. (1) and (2); we will not 
make the further ansatz (3) and ( 4 ). but instead will make a 
different one. to be described later. 

II. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS 

Equations (1) and (2) describe a dynamical system 
with nine degrees of freedom subject to some nonholono
mous constraints. The usual way to work in classical me
chanics with such constraints is to add them to the motion 
equations by means of some Lagrange multipliers. In our 
case. as we are working in the gauge A ~ = 0 we hope that. if 
we carry out this modification. we will find at the end that 
the Lagrange multipliers are identically zero. But it could be 
an interesting exercise trying to check it. If we do such a 
thing we obtain that Eq. (1) now gets modified in the follow
ingform: 

A ~ = i(A JA ~A J - A jA JA ~) 
3 

= L iecbaA ~A c. i = 1.2.3. a = 1.2,3. (6) 
c=) 

where the A 's are unknown Lagrange multipliers. To this set 
we also have to add Eq. (2). Now our problem is to obtain 
the value of the A ·s. This is an easy problem but as the calcu
lations are long we shall only sketch the way to obtain the 
result. To do it. solve. using Eq. (2). for three of the A ~ as a 
function of the remaining A J, A J. Then. substitute them into 
(2) and demand consistency. This way, we obtain a linear 
system of equations for the A, which tum out to be homoge
neous, so its determinant must be identically zero. But this 
determinant I:J. is 

I:J.=(.± ± (A~)2)(~.L(A~AJ-AjA~)2)=0. 
I = ) a = ) I<j a < b 

(7) 

The second term can be shown to be the potential that 
appears when we formulate YMCM in the Hamiltonian for
malism. Clearly none of these terms vanishes, unless we 
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compel our theory to be trivial, so we conclude that all the 
multipliers are zero, as we hoped. 

III. GEODESIC FLOW 

We now proceed to define the subsystem we are going to 
study. Together with Eqs. (1) and (2) we shallsuppose that 

A: =A 3 = ° U= 1,2,3, a = 1,2,3), (8) 

so we have a dynamical system with four degrees offreedom 
which does not verify automatically Gauss' law. In fact, Eq. 
( 1) under the former restrictions are now 

x + g2w(xw - yz) = 0, 

j - g2z(xw - yz) = 0, 

j! - g2y(xw - yz) = 0, 

w + g2x(xw - yz) = 0, 

and Gauss' law [Eq. (2)] stands as 

g2(yx - xy + wz - zw) = 0, 

where we are using the notation x = A : , y = Ai, 

z=AL w=A~, 

(9) 

(10) 

and we can derive these equations from the Hamiltonian 

H = !(x2 + r + z2 + w2) + (g212)(xw - yz)2:EE. 
(11) 

For this system, we shall study its properties from different 
points of view. First, in this section we shall consider it as a 
geodesic flow. 

It is well known that any Hamiltonian flow can locally 
be viewed as the geodesic flow on a Riemannian manifold. 
Moreover, the Lobatchewsky-Hadamard theorem 7 suggests 
to us that if the scalar curvature of the manifold turns out to 
be negative, then the flow is unstable, with strongly stochas
tic properties, corresponding to a Kolmogorov or K system. 8 

There are two reasons why this criterion does not always 
let us decide if a given Hamiltonian system is integrable: 
first, the latter statement is only a necessary but not suffi
cient condition for the system to be integrable; and second, 
the association of our system with the geodesic flow on a 
Riemannian manifold is not valid at the boundary of the 
manifold, given by E = V(x) (V being the potential), 
where the metric becomes singular so that association is val
id only locally. But global properties are often the origin of 
chaos (remember, for example, Sinai's billiards), so that, 
although we have a system whose associated Riemannian 
manifold is of positive curvature, we can not conclude that it 
is integrable. 

(r-l)(r-2) +x~ sxo 

S-Xo (r-l)(r-2) +r 

Anyway we shall carry out this test for our system. In 
our case the metric is 

(12) 

After some calculation we obtain for the scalar curva
ture R, 

R = 12(x
2 + Y +r + w2)E >0, 

(E - (g212)(xw - YZ)2)3 -
( 13) 

so the necessary condition of nonintegrability is not fulfilled, 
but as remarked before, we cannot conclude from it that the 
system is integrable. 

IV. PAINLEVE'S ANALYSIS 

A useful criterion in order to decide about the integrabi
lity of a system of differential equations is the so-called Pain
leve's analysis, which, roughly speaking, consists in the 
study of the singularities of the system. We shall suppose 
that the reader knows how this procedure works (see, for 
example, Ref. 9) and we shall apply it to our case. Then 
suppose 

x = xo(t - to)p, z = zo(t - to)P, 

Y = yo(t - to)p, w = wo(t - to)p, 
(14) 

where xo, Yo' zo, WO' to, and P are constants to be determined 
and Re(p) <0. When substituting into Eqs. (9) we find 
p = - 1 together with 

or 

Zo = Yo, xo = - wo, 

and 

x~ +~ +2=0. (15) 

Since P (= - 1) is an integer, Painleve's condition is ful
filled, and so we have to go on with the test. We now look for 
the resonances. Inserting into Eqs. (9) the ansatz 

x = xol(t - to) + hI (t - to)'- I, 

y = S l(t - to) + h2(t - to)'- I, 

z= -SI(t-to) +h3(t-to)'-t, 

w = xol(t - to) + h4 (t - to)'-I, 

(16) 

whereS:E;(2 + ~ )1/2, hi are constants, andris the value of 
the resonance to be determined. We obtain that the following 
equation must hold: 

- S-Xo x~ -2 

2-x~ S-Xo 

2-x~ (r-l)(r-2) +x~ 
=0. (17) 

-sxo - S-Xo 

x~ -2 sxo 

This gives us an equation of eighth degree in r, from where 
we obtain its possible values. They are r = 0, r = 1 corre
sponding to the arbitrariness of xo, to, respectively, r = 4 
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- S-Xo (r-l)(r-2) +x~ 

reflecting the fact that the Hamiltonian is a homogeneous 
function of fourth degree, r = 3, and finally 
r = [3 ± (7) 1/2;]12. The lasttwo roots are not integers, but 
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instead they are nonrational numbers that indicate the pres
ence of an algebraic branch point, a signal of nonintegrabi
lity. But as Painleve analysis is, in general, coordinate depen
dent, we still have to check that these branch points cannot 
be removed, i.e., that our system is analytic at to. We discover 
this to be the case, so the nonrational roots correspond to 
essential branch points. This fact, according to Painleve's 
conjecture, points out that our system is nonintegrable, con
firming the analysis of other authors. 10 

V.KOLMOGOROV-ARNOLD-MOSER(KAM)THEOREM 
A richer situation occurs when we study the proper ties 

of an SU(2)-gauge system with spontaneous symmetry 
breaking. Such a situation is described by the Hamiltonian 
(see Refs. 2 and 4) 

H = HYM + ~K2A fA f, (18) 

where H YM is the Yang-Mills Hamiltonian and K is a con
stant. 

For this system we shall try to extend the results of Refs. 
2 and 4 to our subsystem, i.e., that described by conditions 
( 8 ). Our Hamiltonian is then 

H = !(P; + P; + P; + P~) 
+ (i/2)(xw - YZ)2 

+ i(K 2/4)(x2 + y2 + r + w2). (19) 

This system is characterized by one parameter q = i K 41 E 
(Ebeing the energy) in such a way that when q goes to zero 
we recover our original Hamiltonian, which looks to be non
integrable, while when q grows the dominant term is the last 
one, which is just an harmonic oscillator potential that is 
integrable. Then that parameter controls the integrability of 
the system. We shall then suppose that we are in the sector 
q>, so we have an integrable harmonic oscillator for the 
potential, for which action-angle variables do exist, per
turbed by the Yang-Mills potentia1. These action-angle vari
ables Ii (t), ifJi (t), i = 1,2,3,4, are defined by 

X= (2v2/l /gk) 1/2 sin ifJI' Px = (v2gkJI)I12coSifJl' 

y= (2v2/2/gk)1/2 sinifJ2' Py = (v2 gkJ2) 1/2 cos ifJ2' 

Z = (2v2 13/gk) 112 sin ifJ3' Pz = (v2 gkJ3) 1/2 cos ifJ3' 

W = (2V2 141gk) 112 sin ifJ4' P w = (v2 gkJ4) 1/2 cos ifJ4' 
(20) 

in terms of which the resulting Hamiltonian is 

H=Ho+HI' 

Ho = (gk 1v2) (JI + 12 + 13 + 14), 

HI = (4/k 2)( (/1/4) 1/2 sin ifJl sin ifJ4 

- (/2/ 3) 1/2 sin ifJ2 sin ifJ3)2. 

(21 ) 

At q- 00 the Hamiltonian is clearly integrable, so phase 
space is foliated by invariant tori, but the interesting problem 
here is what will happen when introducing the perturbation 
HI' The main result in this respect is thell

-
13 KAM theorem, 

which asserts that if the Hamiltonian Ho is nondegenerate, 
i.e., Det (a 2HoIala alp) ~o, then most of the invariant tori 
(the nonresonant ones) will survive, provided the perturba
tion HI is small enough. In our case the situation is slightly 
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different; because Ho is degenerate, we have to use perturba
tion theory for degenerate systems, as was stated by Ar
nold. 14.15 Using the (new) canonical transformation 

II = II + 12 + 13 + 14, "'I = ifJl' 

12 = 12, "'2 = ifJ2 - ifJl' 

13 = 13, "'3 = ifJ3 - ifJl' 

14 = 14, "'4 = ifJ4 - ifJl' 
we obtain 

H = (gk 1v2)II + (41k 2)(14 (II - 12 - 13 - 14) 1/2 

X sin "'I sin("'1 + "'4) 

(22) 

- (/213)1/2 sin("'1 + "'2) sin ("'3 + "'4W 12. (23) 

It is now clear that 11' "'I are the fast variables, while the 
remaining variables are the slow ones. What happens physi
cally is that our system is carrying out quick spins around a 
"guide center," say. Arnold's idea is to eliminate these rota
tions by means of temporal average, in order to see only the 
essential motion. Accordingly, we shall take 

HI == 1217' HI d"'l 

= :2((1+~ COS2"'4)(I)-I2-13-14)I4 

+ I~3( 1 + ~ cos 2("'2 - "'3) 

+ (121314(/) - 12 - 13 - 14))Y12 

X (COS("'2 - "'4)COS "'3 + COS("'2 - "'3)COS "'4 

+ COS("'3 - "'4)COS "'2)) (24) 

as our basic Hamiltonian. Clearly we now have a constant of 
motion, which is II' The reason for studying the solutions of 
this Hamiltonian is that, according to Arnold's results in 
perturbation theory for degenerate systems, most of the tra
jectories for the perturbed Hamiltonian Ho + HI will be 
close to those solutions provided HI is small enough. Among 
these that are particularly interesting are those correspond
ingto 

ii = ;Pi = 0, i = 2,3,4, 

which describe periodic solutions and are of great impor
tance to describe the tori's destruction. These equations read 

1213 sin 2("'2 - "'3) + (ll21314»)/2(sin("'2 - "'4)COS "'3 

+ sin("'2 - "'3)COS "'4 + sin("'3 - "'4)sin "'2) = 0, 

1213 sin 2("'2 - "'3) + (/II21314)1/2( - COS("'2 - "'4)sin "'3 

+ sine "'2 - "'4)COS "'4 - sin ( "'3 - "'4)COS "'2) = 0, 

1)14 sin 2"'4 - (/)121314) 1/2(sin( "'2 - "'4)COS "'3 

- cos ( "'2 - "'3)sin "'4 + sine "'3 - "'4)COS "'2) = 0, 

13(1 + ! cos 2"'3) - 14(1 + ! cos 2"'4) (25) 

+ (/3141Il2) I 12(COS ( "'2 - "'4)COS "'3 

+ COS("'2 - "'3)COS "'4 
+ COS("'3 - "'4)COS "'2)(J1 - 12 ) = 0, 
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12(1 +! COS 2(tP2 - tP3») - 14(1 +! COS 2tP4) 

+ (/2I41Il3)1/2(COS(tP2 - tP4)COS tP3 

+ cos ( tP2 - tP3)COS tP4 

+ cos ( tP3 - tP4)COS tP2}(l1 - 13 ) = 0, 

where II should be understood to be II = II - 12 - 13 - h 
To these equations we have to add also the nontrivial con
straint (10), which in these coordinates reads 

(1112)1/2 sin tP2 + (/314)1/2 Sin(tP4 - tP3) = 0, (26) 

and we easily obtain from these equations the relation 

tP2 + tP3 - tP4 = mr, (27) 

with n being an integer number. Hereafter the calculation 
turns out to be slightly tedious so we shall not describe it, but 
only give the results. We also obtain 

12 = 13 = 14 = 11/4. (28) 

In order to describe the possible solutions, we have to give, 
besides the general relations (27) and (28), the values of tP2' 
tP3' and tP4' They are 

(a) n = 2p + 1, and 

- al : tP2 = (m + h)1T12, tP3 = (m h)1T12, 

- a2: tP2 = m1T, tP3 arbitrary, 

- a3 : tP2 arbitrary, tP3 = m1T. 

(b) n = 2p, and 

-bl: 2=m1T, 3=h1T, 

- bz: 2 = 2m1T, 3 = (2h + 1)(1T12), 

with p, m, and h being arbitrary i~tegers. 
There are theQ five possible periodic solutions for our 

system. The way to obtain them is, first, solve the periodic 
equations and then, impose Gauss' law, discarding those so
lutions that do not fulfill it. Moreover, we have not consid
ered the case when two of the I j , say I z and 13, are set equal to 
zero, but we shall have more to say about it. 

A. Stability of the solutions 

By studying the Hessian at the solutions we have already 
obtained, we can discern their stability properties. Then we 
obtain the following. 

Ca) aJ with m,h integers with the same parity: Then the 
solutions are stable and HI = O. In the diagram of Poincare's 
map it corresponds to an elliptic point with index 1, that is 
(more graphically), to a point in the center of an "island," 
and therefore stable. (Actually, the study of the stability of 
this particular case needs consideration on the quartic form 
d 4HI' with d standing for differentiation.) 

aJ with h,m integers with different parity: The solution 
turns out now to be unstable, and, HI = 412. It corresponds 
to an hyperbolic point in Poincare's map, that is to say, to a 
point of self-intersection with the separatrix. 

These considerations would also apply to the remaining 
cases for which we obtain the following. 

a2 (a3 ): The solution is stable independent of the value of 
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tP3 (tP2' respectively), corresponding to a minimum of the 
potential HI = O. 

(b) bJ: It corresponds to an unstable solution, which in 
fact is a maximum of the potential as HI = 612. 

b2 : It is a local minimum, with HI = 2/2 and so it is 
stable. 

B. The case J2 =J3• The temporal evolution 

When doing 12 = 13 = 0, the averaged Hamiltonian 

H==.E = gk (II + 14) + 11~4 (1 +..!.- cos 2(tPI - tP4») 
-J2 k 2 

(29) 

can be completely integrated so we shall consider this case 
with special interest. Introducing new coordinates, defined 
by the canonical transformation 

II = II + 14 , tPI tPI' 

14 = 14, tP4 = tP4 tPI' 
(30) 

it is clear that besides the energy E, we have another constant 
of motion, namely II ==. C. The motion equations are then 

(31) 

and we obtain that the motion is governed by the following 
elliptic integral: 

(32) 

where d==. (E - cgk/2 I /2)K2. 

The roots of the polynomial that appear in the denomi
nator are 

(33) 

The properties of the motion strongly depend on how many 
complex and real roots we have, so our first task is to deter
mine their respective number. 

To do it, it is necessary to study the possible values that 
the constant d can take. Using that 14 is restricted to be 
between 0 ~ 14 ~ C, and translating this condition (together 
with 0 :::;; tP4:::;; 21T), we obtain that, in terms ofd, tP4, theacces
~ible regions of the phase space are 

(a) 0~d:::;;C2/8 (andalsoO~tP:::;;21T). 
In this case all the roots are real and the motion is limited to 
the zone r4:::;;I4:::;;r3. We have clearly bound states and the 
solution is given by 
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1
4
(t) = (c- '4)m sn2«(3('4 - '3»)1/2(t- 1'4)/2k 2),m) - '4 

m sn2(3('4 - '3) 1/2( 1/2k 2)(t - t'4),m) - 1 ' 
(34) 

where 

'1 - '4 + '3 - '2 m , t r.-==t(l4 = '4) (35) 
'I - '4 + '2 - '3 

and sn being an elliptic Jacobi function. 
(b) The other possibility is that C 2/S s; d s; 3C 2/S. 

Moreover, in this case "'4 is restricted to the range 

Sd /C 2 
- 2 s;cos 2"'4 S; 1. 

Then clearly '1,'4 are real roots, while '2,'3 are complex. 
The motion takes place between '4 s;I4 S; C and the explicit 
solution is now given by 

I ( ) _ (H(t) - 1)'IB - (H(t) + 1)'4A 
4 t - , 

(H(t) - I)B - (H(t) + l)A 

where 

A 2=C 2 + 16d /3 - 2C(C 2 - Sd /3)1/2/4, 

B 2=C2 + 16d /3 + 2c(C 2 - Sd /3) 1/2/4, 

H(t) =cn«((3AB) 1/2/k 2)(t - t r• ),m), 

m=~ + C 2 
- 32d/3 . 

2 SAB 

(36) 

(37) 

These expressions together with Eq. (29) completely 
determine the motion. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

We have generalized the study of Yang-Mills classical 
mechanics to a case where Gauss' law is not automatically 
fulfilled so it has to be added by means of a Lagrange multi
plier and retained up the the end. Although this fact clearly 
differentiates the considered system, the results obtained do 
not differ significantly from others of previous works. 

Again the curvature of the associated Riemannian 
manifold does not let us draw the conclusion that our system 
is not integrable, but the subsequent Painleve analysis points 
it out to be the case. 

We then make use of the KAM theory for degenerate 
systems, obtaining the temporal evolution in a somewhat 
simplified case, and only the periodic solutions in the general 
one, besides their stability properties. Some questions arise 
now. What will happen when the perturbation grows? The 
KAM theorem does not help us to answer this question. 
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Perhaps an even more interesting question is, if stochas
ticity would disappear if we only restrict the study to the 
manifold of solutions that go to zero when t goes to infinity, 
that is to say, to fields fulfilling A ~(t) -> 0, which is the 

1-00 

physically relevant case. In the case of self-dual equations we 
know them to be integrable, even in the general case A ~(x), 
i = 0,1,2,3. 16,17 

Finally, we can ask ourselves about the influence ofthe 
classical stochastic properties in the subsequent quantized 
theory. It is not clear at the moment if chaos is a property 
also shared by quantum theories. To answer this question 
some authors are trying to develop semiclassical quantiza
tion methods or using other techniques which could charac
terize quantum chaos. It has been pointed out that chaos 
would be manifested at the quantum level in some irregular 
spacing of the energy levels. IS

-
20 On the other hand, the 

Schrodinger equations being linear, it would be surprising 
that its solutions could manifest stochastic properties. Final
ly, ifthey do, it remains to be known if any important phys
ical property is due to this cause. 
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